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CHAPTER

INTRODUCTION
Man is distinguished from the beasts by his deliberate use of
faculties of the mind.
at will.

He has the ability to think, reason, and imagine

He is a being of supreme intelligence and creativity.

Yet,

because of his very powers of mentality, he is forced to face the pains
I

of mentality.

He must make decisions.

anxiety, and mental torment.

He experiences frustration,

Physical man may completely give way to

mental man,, creating a world based upon imagination.

In this circumstance,

the life of illusion, man finds it impossible to adjust to the real world.
He c.an only attempt to make reality a part of his illusion or make his
illusions a part of his reality.

It is this thesis which is developed in

Edward Albee's drama TINY ALICE
The presentation of TINY ALICE which is the basis of this pr?ject,
was directed to exhibit the merging of the real with the illusionary.
It was a project which included such technical problems as finding
.

'

solutions to the di.fficulties involved in the personification of
abstractions, and translating the subjective into the objective in
language and action.

It also demanded the _implementation of directing

techniques which required the manipulation of people and ideas toward
the goal of achieving objective believability as characters and
motivations on the physical stage.
The three performances. of TINY ALICE which evidenced the results
of the creative work on this ppoject, were held in the Gray Campus

2·

Laboratory School Auditorium on the campus of St. Cloud State College,
St. Cloud, Minnesota, on Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, April 13, 14,
and 15, 1967.

The facilities included a proscenium stage, extended five

feet into the auditorium house.

The seating capacity of the auditorium

was 270 persons, although each performance necessitated the inclusion
of additional seating.
The project was undertaken solely by students, although it was
advised by theatre staff members.

It proceeded from a five hundred

\

dollar working budget.

From this allotment were built three stage

settings plus the majority of the costumes.

It also included funds for

royalties, promotion, the rental of miscellaneous set items, and the
rebuilding of major property units.
This production of TINY ALICE was experimental in every respect.
Because of the ambiguity, subjectivity, and heavy symbolism of the play,
no single

d~finite

approach was dictated.

Innovation and trial of new

methods of staging and genera! production techniques was possible.
,

.

Every aspect of production was prepared in this free spirit.
TINY ALICE is a difficult drama to produce.

It is filled with

vaguer-y and ambiguity; yet, it contains an element of thought which
continues long after the final performance.

It is immodestly believed

"
that TlrJY ALICE required creative
freedom, _controlled and concentrated

tm·1ard a goal of

believ<:lbilit~,

<:lnd quality of production.

Such a goal

def.landed the application of the r.iany severe disciplines -of this complex
art form.

CHAPTER 11
DIRECTOR'S INTERPRETATION OF TINY ALICE
TINY ALICE is called Edward Albee's most complex dramatic work,
not in its story, but in its meaning.

It seems ta suggest many meanings.

Its symbolism, suggestions, and sardonic quality all lead each reader or
viewer

to~~

meaning.

TINY ALICE is a moving symbol, constantly

open to individual interpretation.

It is n parable about man 1 s nature,

his choices, and his manipulations.

In this production, the emphasis

was directed to portray the development of conflicts within man's
imagination, !.e., the inner conflicts produced· through the yearning for
spiritual ideals through dreams and illusions in opposition to the baser
drives identified with nature.
Such is the case with the character Julian in Albee's TINY ALICE.
Julian is a man with delusions and illusions of God, man, love, and sex.
His conflict, in essence, arises in attempting to adapt his imagination
to the real world.

He discovers a curious and pathetic coalition between

the real and the imaginary, between falseness and truth.

He finds himself

caught midway between the purely physical world and the purely spiritual
presence of a God-force.
1

The conflicts of Julian are the conflicts in

TI NY ALI CE.
·.
As a child, having been subjected to the teaching that

an evil as well as a good, Julian's
outsi!=le.

conscienc~

t~ere

was molded from the

Moral and ethical judgments were. imposed upon him and not

is

4
developed through personal experience.

The world, for Julian, was a

world of sharp, simple contrasts, unchanging, a
black and white.

11

grayless 11 world of

God was the a1l-poweeful driving force and key to

all existence.
As Julian's exposure to life increased with age and expanding
emotions, he began to feel his beliefs fall under pressure.

He was

tempted to think for himself, and, consequently, he began to fight
against himself.
guilt.

Old ideas were challenged giving rise to feelings of

For Julian, his own 11th commandment,

11

Thou shalt not question, 11

necessitated a 12th, "Thou shalt not have experiences which may prompt
questionfng 11 •

He

11

shrive1ed into" himself, as he states in the drama,1

and committed himself to an asylum, "because my faith in God left me. 11 2
As the six years in the asylum passed, Julian again convinced
himself of the v'a'lidity of his earlier beliefs.

He recognized God as the

key to his survival and solidly reinforced a philosophy based exclusively
on illusions of the world of the spirit.

The spiritual was the only good.

He was entirely within himself, not allowing himself to seek truth in the
experiences of the outside worlo.

His motivating force was to serve God

while eliminating the evils of material reality.

1

N.Y.,

Edward Albee, TINY ALICE, Dell Publishing Company: New York,
1965, p. 43.
2 tbid.' p. 55.

5
Upon leaving the asylum, Julian became a lay brother in service
to the Cardinal, a Prince of the Church.
was serving the Church.

For him, serving the Cardinal

His life of illusion held unblemished.

In

being subject to the Cardinal, a man who admired his title more than
h_is position, Julian was responsive to the Cardinal's whims.

Yet, for

Julian, everything was an act of humility and great service.

He fell

to the Cardinal's homosexual fancy, willingly obliging.

Having never

experienced a heterosexual relationship in reality, because it carried
the stamp of

11

bad 11 in his black and white world, Julian accepted his

ret"ationship with the Cardinal as being a part of the ultimate good.
Through later negotiations the Cardinal, in essence, sold Julian
to

~iss

Alice, the Lawyer, and the Butler.

The Cardinal received two

billion dollars, and Julian found himself in a world which he had always
avoided, the world of reality.
Still believing that he was subject to the call of the Cardinal,
the Church, and his imagination, Julian felt himself in a kind of limbo.
He could no longer shield himself from reality, yet he would not allow
himself to ·recognize its existence; his illusions of the life of the
spirit dominated his thought.

The enticements of Miss Alice and the

material pleasures of his new environment presented themselves in a sort
of .strange, black magnetism.

He experienced sexual and worldly comforts,

and, in enjoying them, became frightened.

They were no longer evil as

his illusions of the spirit had led him to believe.

But Julian's most

frightening discovery was that of his experience of love, love for someone
other than God.

Love, previously, was spiritually sacred.

Even the idea

6
of another Jove-object was to be avoided as being bad.

However, with

Miss Alice, Julian found a need for human love and companionship.
could not fight his new emotion, yet he told himself he must.

He

He was

torn between the life of the real world and the. commitment to his
imagination.

He fell into anguish, his sudden freedoms giving rise to

mental pain.

Choice became necessary when, to him, there was no choice.

He fell victim to himself.
Julian began to drown in his reality.

He flailed in his submersion,

helplessly attempting to gain .security in his illusions.

The material

forces of MISS Alice and her environment were in opposition to ALICE,
the God-force in the castle model which was a tabernacle and the visual
symbol of the universe.

Julian, in attempting to overcome the forces of

reality, merged them into his world of imagination.
either, they became

o~e

Unable to conquer

and the same.

Having served his purpose in the world of reality, Julian is made
a sacrifice to Alice in the tabernacle model.

Not understanding the

reason for his death, he makes himself a marty~: tortured by his
consciousness.

In dying, he continues to attempt to distinguish his two

worlds and, at last, simply accepts his martyrdom, while the real world,
manifest in Miss Alice, the Lawyer, the Butler and the Cardinal, moves on
to continue its existence.
Having been shot by the Lawyer, Julian, in one sentence, gives the
key to meaning of TINY ALICE.
arms.

Miss Alice cradles Julian's head in her

The Cardinal simply observes, unwilling and unable to render

assistance.

The Butler accepts the death as being inevitable and waits

,I
Ii
~t;;

7

r
I

only to move on.
says,

11

Julian feels the stabbing agony of the bullet and

•
• rr3 • •• to· have awareness f s to
Consc1ousness,
then, •ts pain.

have torment.

~

The existentialists propound man's futility in the life struggle,
his condemnation to freedom.

Life produces anguish because of its very

nature, and man is wrought in helplessness because of his very freedoms.
Simple exposure to

th~

real world is to be self-contradictory.

ideal of the mind is not the real of the world.

The

Yet, man, in striving for

that ideal, will tend_ to convert his reality into his ideal so that his
.

pain will be lessened.
pacifier.

He looks for a tranquilizer and fidds only a

He needs solutions to his problems, finds none, so convinces

himself either that it is not important to have a solution, or that his
lack of solution is the solution itself.

Iii a.word':· man, in order to

fulfill his need for security, tranquility, and peace of mind, convinces
himself of the existence of the sublime by making what is real appear to
be an illusion and what is illusionary appear to be real.

He does this

to supply himself with an inner peace, eliminating
contradictions
and
:·
.
paradoxes, so that his consciousness will be less painful.

He attempts

to merge the conscious with the unconscious, the real with the imaginary,
and lives, not in.reality, but in a stupor of illusionary self-gratification.

31bid., p. 174.

i''
I

In his struggle to conquer his self, man can only flee from it.
He fears his self; hence, he recognizes the need for conquest of that
self.

In attempting the conquest, his fears are regenerated; hence, he

flees from them.

For him, life is a circular retreat, a teasing inter-

play, producing nothing except the pains of frustration.
In knowing that a material reason for the cause of his existence
will be painful, man will either alter the reasons, or convince himself
that pain is good.

If the reasons or forces are too powerful to be changed,

man will make himself a martyr to his own cause.
since he can not overcome it.
there can'be only humiliation,

He will ask for pain

He has neither a defense nor an offense so
There is a self-imposed need for surrender
,.,,..,,.·

to his condition rather than courage to face the pai~ caused.by./s,truggle
against the odds he finds opposing him.

No matter which wa~/he turns,

he finds pain-pain in the awareness of his total existence, and pain in
the struggle against recognizing tnat he

~imply

has the

awarene~s.

So,

feeling himself totally subject to his consciousness, he literally
accepts himself as being insignificant.

To survive, he must succumb to

his condition and call it good.
Julian's conflicts in TWY ALICE are universally a part cif man's·
very nature.

He lives in a world of incessant mental torment.

Since he

is inherently too weak to fight reality, he attempts to make the reality
a part of his life of comfort and security, the life of illusion.

Such

is the conflict of Julian and the essence of the meaning of TllN ALICE.

CHAPTER 111
SPECIFIC PRODUCTION PROCEDURES
I.

AUD I Tl ONS AND CASTING

A director, in preparing for production, is forced to make many
decisions.

Successful direction- rests upon the creative capacity of the

director to make the correct de'Cisions at the proper times.

Hence,

directing is largely·a process of manipulating people and ideas through
a creative discipline of decision-making.
Two decisions dominate in importance in the preparation for a live
·production.

The first decision is that of selecting a play, while the

second is.that of selecting a cast.
It is obvious in any art process that the artist should restrict
himself to work within his financial, physical, creative, and psychological
limits.

The "wrong" play choice simply car:mot be made

of positive circumstances involved.

11

right 11 , regardless

The theatre artist diminishes his own

potential and cheats the playwright of his conception if he chooses a
drama which he is unable to produce adequately.

Hence, selection of the

play, weighing all factors of his position at a given time with the
available talent, must· be considered one of the primary tasks of the
di rector.
After the play has been selected,
to

~roduce

it·is the director's responsibility

the drama to the best of his creative abilities.

A written

script is only a written script; it, in itself, is not theatre.

The

JO

excitement and art of the theatre is not found in the script but on the
stage.

The·director must assign actors to speak, live, and justify the

lines in the script.
casting.

He does this through the process of audition and

The director must make casting choices on the basis of his

observation and experienced perception of.human nature.

He must realize

that the actors he chooses must be able to adjust physically to the
natures and demands of the characters.

They must understand the reasons

for a character 1 s inclusion in the complex of the drama, and recognize
the motivating forces of action and interaction.
capable of constructing imagined

person~lities

The actors must be

out of their own beings.

In short, the d!rector must select persons who are able to bring to life
the chara~ters in the script.

He must consider the importance of choosing

a company whose members can work together harmoniously,

commu~icate

satisfactorily, and perform as an ensemble with a common goal.
Selecting the cast, then, is the basis of all future work. in
any theatrical production.
actors who

w~ll

The director must realize that it is the

ultimately .determine the quality of the final product.

It is the acting company with which the director has to work.

The

performers will make his creative talents manifest, thereby determining
success or failure of the art object which is the live performance.
After having selected TINY ALICE as the script for this project,
auditions were he1d to assist in the process of casting.

The director

should have relatively firm basic preconceptions of the physica\ization
of the characters, and should have, in his mental file, images of specific
individuals potentially capable to adjust to the roles,

But only upon

11

viewing live interaction with actors portraying characters in a trial
situation can the director make his decisions in final casting.
The director should exhaust all possibilities in the trial of
talent.

For TINY ALICE, three periods of auditions were conducted.

The

first period was an open reading audition in which all persons interested
in participating in the production were present.

At that time, the

scenario of the play was explained and general information about the

'
Character
comments

characters was discussed.

allow for greatest freedom of interpretation.

~ere

kept to a minimum to

Several scenes and passages

were selected from the script which showed the range and essence of each
character.

The actors were chosen at random to read these selections.

r,
I•

I
~

The first audition period, then, was a general survey.of. reading ability,
intelligence in the projection of passage meaning, and capacity to react
to other actors.

Also, comparative physical sizes were observed and noted.

The second period was again open to all interested participants.

,,,_
'

General information was given to those who were present for the first
time, and they were tested fn the same manner as auditionees during the
preceding session.
11

Then, more specific information referring to character

sp.ines 11 was explained.

The spine of a character is that quality which

contains the communicative essence of the character.
which distinguishes one character from the others.
characteristic.
TINY ALICE.

It is that trait
It is his identifying

These qualities were delineated for each character In

The Cardinal was explained as being a proud person, one with

imposed magnificence • . He projects, beneath this, a quality of darkness,
an antagonistic negativism.

He is unsympathetic.

The Lawyer's spine was

!_

,
i

12

also given as being essentially dark.
physically repulsive.

He is shallow, pompous, and

The Butler, on the other hand, is sympathetic.

He is bright, alert, extroverted, and eccentric.
as being withdrawn,
by impulse.

his

behavior being determined by his mind rather than

Above all, he is sympathetic-the observers must respond

positively to.him.

The spine of Miss Alice was described as being able

to be both sympathetic and
other characters.
maternal.

Julian was described

unsympat~etic,

adjusting to the influences of

She has a strong sexual quallty, yet is voluptuous and

She is hard, yet understanding; child-like, yet sophisticated

and controlled.

In this manner, the essential qualities of each character

were explained.

The auditionees weee then asked to respond to hypothetical

situations in the

~dentities

of prescribed characters.

In testing

individuals 1 reactions and their attempts at the projection of character
spines, the director forced auditioning actors to use their imaginations.
For example, alt women were told to choose an animal whose traits may be
analagous to those given as characteristic of Miss Alice.
to perform various 'tasks while

11

being 11 that animal.

They were asked

In observing the women

involved in this experiment, is was possible to ascertain which of those
persons most closely approximated the spinal qualities of Miss Alice.
Al.1 individuals auditioning participated in
which proved to be of great significance.

anot~er

test of imagination

Each was told to write, on a

blackboard, the name of a preselected character.

They were to write the

given name in that character 1 s penmanship, understanding the qualities of
·the character.

From this exercise, it was again possible to determine

which of the auditionees most accurately understood the identifying

13

features of the various characters in TINY ALICE.

As an illustration,

the person who wrote the name of the character Julian in this manner,
did not appear to understand the withdrawn, introspective
qualities of the character as well as the actor who wrote It, [

[Jul icin] J

Similarly, the proud magnificence was not as clearly projected in

(:C1u~ <Z~tdi:rtfi1

·as it was

in~ ~t6i'Yl~~'

~ <laa,;t~

The process of elimination was in

the second period of auditions, aided by these and other experiments in
which the au.ditionees.were asked to project specific qualities of the
characters, demonstrating their understanding of and abilities to exhibit
the characters• spines.
The third observation session was more restricted.

Only those

actors were present who projected an above average reading skill, demonstrated
a capability of intellectual reasoning in understanding character interactions,
and showed creativity through originality in the exhibiting of character
spines in out-of-script exercises.

It provided the opportunity for the

director to observe selected individuals more closely, and to further
test their reactions to a aumber of imaginary situations.
tested assimilated character movement.

Simple exercises

The freedom of the actors was also

observed in situations which required an emotional projection to perceive
how those persons could emotionally respond in terms of their characters.
In addition, at this final audition period, all those present were free
to read any section of the script in the character of their choice.

At

this time, they were to combine ideas from all of the exercises conducted
to arrive at what they believed was the most accurate characterization.

14
The auditioning process for TINY ALICE was exhausting but profitable.
Each actor's talents were meticulously examined.

Finally, the

c~sting

decisions were made on the basis of the director's observations during the
audition period and careful consideration of all factors involved in each
individual characterization.
II.

REHEARSAL SCHEDULE

The rehearsal schedule of TINY ALICE was conducted in the customary
chronological progression.
for understanding.
were memorized.

First, the script was read aloud and discussed

Next, movements were blocked into the script and lines

This was followed by a period of interpretation and

movement polishing, and, finally, the performances were given.

The

procedure was not unorthodox.
There is, however, one aspect of character development which was
unique and warrants special consideration.

After several group readings

of the script, the ambiguity of the meaning of the play became
increasingly evident.

The symbolism and subjectivity of motivation seemed

to be confused in the minds of the actors.

It was necessary, therefore,

to analyze the ambiguities, not in an attempt to arrive at definite
solutions to problems, but simply to discuss them early in the rehearsal
period.

Also, objective queries relating to each character were formulated

to prompt early character analysis.

This analysis was conducted in a

written report completed by each of the actors in the production.
analysis ranged from five to nine typewritten pages in length.
of four days was taken for the actors to complete their reports.

Each

A period
During

this time, no official rehearsals were conducted, since the list of

15
questions was constructed so as to require an equal amount of time to
be devoted to the analysis.4
This project proved to be a valuable asset to the rehearsal
procedure.

It prompted early questioning of the play's meaning and

lessened interpretation difficulties which may have been critical
problems later in the rehearsal period.

As a result of this

discipline, the. director felt that the actors entered the more intense
rehearsals with a greater' knowledge of TINY ALICE as a work of dramatic
literature.

4Refer to Appendix B for a complete list of analysis questions and
the unabridged individual character conceptions.
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TINY ALICE
REHEARSAL SCHEDULE CHRONOLOGY
M
T

w
T
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M
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3/6

-
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3/8

319

3/10
3/11
3/12
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-

3/14

-

w

3115

T

3/16
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s
s

3/18
3/19
3/20
3/21

-

3/22
3/23
3/24
3/25
3/26

-
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-

M
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w
T

F

s
s

M

T

w

3/28
3/29

T

3/30

F

s
s

M

T
\i
T
F

s
s

M
T

w
T
F

s

3131

4/1
4/2
4/3
4/4
4/5
4/6

4/7

4/8
4/9
4/10
4/11
4/12
4/13
4/14
4/15

- ·
-

Read-through of entire script
Read-through of adapted script
Discussion of meaning of TINY ALICE; assigning of
character analysis papers
No rehearsal
No rehearsa 1
No rehearsal
No rehearsal
Individual discussions of play•s meaning, based on
analysis papers
No rehearsal
Blocking (Act I, Scenes i and ii; rerun of each scene
for setting .
Blocking (8:15 - Act I, Scene iii, first half Act II,
Scene i; rerun)
continued, Scene ii,
Blocking (9-5 - Act 11, Scene
Scene iii; rerun)
Blocking (9-5 - Act 111; rerun)
No rehearsal
Act I (9-5)
Act 11 (9-5)
Act 111 (9-5)
Act I (9-12) Act 11 (1-4) Act 111 (7-10)
Easter Break
Easter Break
Easter Break
Act I (9-12) Act II (1-4) Act Ill (7-10)
Act I (Lines due)
Act II (Lines due)
Act Ill (Lines due)
Run through (All lines)
Scenes (9-5)
Scenes (1-5; 7-10)
Run through
Run \'hrough
Run through
Run through
Run through
Scenes (9-12) Run through (1-5)
Technical rehearsal (1-8)
Dress rehearsal
Dress rehearsal
Dress rehearsal
Performance
Performance
Performance

CHAPTER IV

PRODUCTION MANUSCRIPT, ADAPTATION
AND DIRECTOR 1 S NOTES

le
/\CT· ONE
Scene One

CR I GI W\L TEXT:

The C.''.RDINAL's garden. l!hat is needed
.? Ivy climbing a partial
wall of husc stones? An iron gate? Certainly two chairs-one, the
larger, obviously for llis Eminence; the other, smaller-and certainly
an elaborate birdcage, to stage left, with some foliage in it, and
two birds, cardinals . • • which need not be real.

ADAPTATION: ·
(Light Cue I)
The CARDltlAL's garden. All set basically stage right and center. UR
on platform is a fence unit, decaying iron, bent and covered with vines
an~ blue srapcs (artificial).
DR is a railing unit, thigh hioh, ag~in
with •rincs .:ind blue gr<:2p~s {edible). Below the platforr.i Urt is a birdcase hanging fror.1 its own stand. It, too, is rather bent and rusty,
but the rust is shined resularly-it must be nice rust. Two live
cardinals are in the cage. URC is another railing unit like the other
but ·not as long. These rai Ii ngs mark the perimeter of the garden.
There is a black iron patio table with two matching chairs, one either
side of table DLC. On the table are Catholic magazines, a water pitcher,
half full end with ice, glasses, and an ashtray. The LA\/YER's briefcase
'is st.:nding on chair $!{of t~ble. There is no curtain.
(See Scenic Design Rendering l and Floor Plan l)
(Light Cues 2 end 2a:
(Soun cl Cuc 1:

Sec light Plot)

See Sound Plot)

1:;1

ACT I, SCEtlE I
ADAPTATION

ORIGINAL TEXT

(At rise, the LAWYER is at
the bird cage, talking to

(LAWYER discovered on
stage, left of cage)

LAWYER:

LAWYER:
Same

Oomm, yoom, yoom, um?
Tick-tick-tick-tick-tick.
Um? You do-do-do-do-do-um?
Tick-tick-tick-tick-ticktick-tick-um? (He raises
his fingers to the bars)
Do-do-do-do-do-do-do-?

DIRECTOR 1 S NOTES

L takes great interest in i
the birds. He taps cage i
w/pen, telling birds a
l
dirty joke in Cardinal
talk, squawking and
looking for response from 1
them. Is totally
engrossed.
(See Costume Plate 1)

{The-CARDINAL enters from
stage right - through iron
gates? - unseen by the
LAWYER, who repeats some of
the above as the CARDINAL
moves toward center)

(The CARDINAL enters from
UR from behind decaying
iron fence. Unseen by
LAWYER, he gets great
delight in watching LAWYER
in his ridiculous:·
conversation. CARDINAL
files his nails with much
precision)

C is obviously just a
title just a shell of
what his station represents; wears false grin,
is gushy, and queer; if
he is really a Cardinal,
the Church was playing
games. He laughs silently, delighting in what
he sees.
{See Costume Plate 2)

CARD I tJAL:

CARD I NAL:

(Finally, quietly amused)
Saint Francis?

(Bouncing and with bent
wrist} Same

LAh'YER:

LA'.JYER:

(Swinging around; flustered
perhaps more annoyed than
e~barassed at being
discovered) Your Eminence!

(Swing around, embarassed
first; then notices who it
is} S~r.ie

C speaks w/high voice,
which is repulsive and
gushy. Line delivered
to catch L off guard.

NOTE;

We must see traces
of the previous
relationship between them; there
should be a certain unloving
coldness.

:o
Oi\ I G1l.J.~.L TEXT

CA~D

o rn.ECTOR • s :mr::s

AD/\PT.'\ TI OU

I fl.4L:

Our dezr Szint Francis,
who w~ndered in the fields
and forests, talked to all
the • . •

LAWYER:

(Silencing him by waving his
·ring at him. The LAWYER
· kneels, kisses the_
ring, rises) We are
pleased to be your servant
(Trailing off) • • . if
• • . we can be your serva~t.
We addressed you as Saint
Francis .
LAWYER:

C feels superiority of
his station, X DSL ~nd
DS of L, holds out hand
for L to kiss ring;
there's something sensual
about someone kissing his
ring. He walks on his
toes; feeling the dew.

Same

L X DSL, kneels to kiss
ring; it 1 s not C he 1 s
bowing to but the
Church

LA\JYER:

(Moving to kiss the ring)
Your Eminence, we appreciate
your kindness in taking the
time to see us; we know how
heavy a schedule you • • •
CARD I NAL:

Same

C.l\RD I NAL:

(Cutting him off)

Same

Enjoys~~he touch of his
hand .and seeing the L
bow to him. Pulls hand
away with bent wrist and
X DL to SL chair near
table. He continues to
files nails while
speaking to the sky.

LAl/YER:
Same

(Properly mumbling) Oh,
but surely •••

CARD I NAL:

CARD I NAL:

• as Saint Francis
who did talk to the blrds
so, did he not. And here
we find you, who talk not
only to birds but to
(Uith wave at cage) - You
forgive us - to cardinals

• as Saint Francis , •.
who did talk to the birds
so, did he not. ·And here
we fi nd you, who ta I k not
only to birds but to (With
oily smile) - you must forgive us - to cardinals as

L rises, holds, thinking
cyn i ca 1l y to se l f, "My
aren't l'Je ducky, though. 11

C jerks on his skirts,
indicating to L to pull
out his chair for him,
L X to C, reluctantly
obliges, while C keeps
f i 1i ng na i 1s. l ho 1d s
US of table; C sits.

21

ORIGINAL TEXT

ADAPTATION

as well. (Wai ts for reaction, gets none, tries
again).
To cardinals?
As we 11?

well. (LAWYER turns head
as if to say, 11 0h God. 11
CARDINAL thinks he's funny
and pushes the pun) • • •
To cardinals? As well?
(He laughs sickeningly at
his 11 j oke11 )

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(A tight smile)

We •••

we understood.

(A tight, disgusted smble)
Same

CARDINAL:

CARO I NAL:

(He, too)

Did we.

(A brief silence, as both

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

L X away 2 1 , showing his
attitude toward his old
11
p 1aymate. 11

(Keeping painted smile)
Same

smiles hold)
LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(To break it, moving back
toward cage) We find
droll - if altogether
appropriate in this setting
- that there should be two
cardinals ••• uh, together ••• (Almost a
sneer) ••• in conversation, as It were.
CARD I NAL:

(The smile again) Ah, well
they are a comfort to each
other •• ~ companionship
And they have so much to
say. They ••• understand
each other so much better
than they would ••• uh,
other. birds.

Same

L, cynically, points
lines to imply what two
cardinals, if like this
one, would do if
together - certainly
not converse.

Same

C chooses words carefu 11 y, - looking for
barbs; he 1 s not very
good at lt. He defends
himself, his position
and his condition.

CARDINAL:

OR I GI NAL TEXT

LAWYER:

ADAPTATION

LAWYER:

Indeed.· And so much better
than they understand
saints?

Same

CARO I NAL:

(Daring him to repeat it,
but still amused) Sir?

(Not understanding, wants
it repeated: Same

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(Right in) That cardinals
understand each other
better than they"u'nderstand
saints.

C, w/glued smile, stops
filing momentarily.

Same

Quick; throw barb.

.Same

Dismisses what he
considers L's poor
attempt at jabbing.

Same

Doesn!t hear (or appears
not to hear) continues
right on.

CARD I NAL:

(Not rising to it) Who is
to say? Will you sit?

LAWYER:

L caaght the word play,
throws it back.
NOTE: This exchange all
goes very rapidly;
the comments are
quick and sharp.

CAROi NAL:

CARD I NAL:

DI RECTOR 1 S NOTES

LAWYER:

(Peering into cage) They
are extraordinary birds
• cardinals, if I may
say so. • •
CARDINAL:

CARDINAL:

{Through with it) You push
it too far, sir. Will you
join us?
(He moves to his chair,
sits in it)

(Through with it) You push
i t too far , s i r. Please
join us.

C motions L to sit in
other chair - points
w/h is na i 1 fl le.

'•'

O~

I GI :U\L TEXT

Li'J!YER:

P.DAPTATIOU

D!RECTOR Is tJOTES

LAWYER:

(Brief pause, then surrender; moves to the other
chair-) Of course.

Same

L X to chair R of table,
removes briefcase, sits.
tlOTE:

L is cross- I egged

type of sitter does so each ti~e
he sits.
C/\RD I ll.t..L:

w\~D 11!,~.L:

{;\ deep sigh)

Ue 11. Hhat
now? (Pause)
~hould we ~l~p our hands
(Does so, twice) • . .
twice, and have a monk
a~pear7 A very old monk?
~Ji th just a ring of white
hair around the base of
his head, stooped, fastshuffl ing, his hands deep
in his sleeves? Eh? And
should we send .him for
wine? Um? Should we offer
you wine, and should we
send him scurrying off
after it? Yes? Is that
the scene you expect now?

(A deep sigh) \Je 11 • \/hat
should we do now? (Pause)
Should we clap our bands
(Does so twice)
twice, and have u monk
appear? A very old monk?
With just a ring of white
hair around the base of
his head, stooped, fastshuffl ing, his hands deep
in his sleeves? Eh? And
should we send .him for wine?
Is that the scene you expect
now?

LA~IYER:

U.WYER:

~houl d tie do

(Very relaxed, but pointed)
it's so difficult to kno\\I
what to expect in a
Curdinal 1 s garden, your
Eminence. An old monk
would do • . • or - who is
to say? - perhaps some good1ooki ng young novice, all
freshly scrubbed, with big
working-class hands, who
would • . .
CARD I tJAL:
(Magnanimous) We have both
in our service; if a boy
is more to your pleasure.

Same

L places briefcase
against b~se of table.

C is very sarcastic,
trying to get rise out
of L; L merely listens.

L pours self glass of
ice water, relaxedly
making suggestions of
C's "condition" subtlety cutting w/
cynicism. The comments
go over C!s head.

CARD I NAL:

Same

Silly, indirect
proposition.
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ORIGINAL TEXT

LAWYER:

ADAPTATION

LAWYER:

I don't drink in the afternoon, so there is need for
neither ••• ·unless your
Eminence •••

CARDINAL:

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

Same

CARDINAL:

(His eyes sparkling with
the joke to come about his
nature) We are known to
be ••• ascetic, so we
will have none of it.
Just ••• three cardinals
••• and Saint Francis.

Same

LAWYER:
Oh, not Saint Francis, not
a saint. Closer to a king;
closer to Croesus. That
was gibberish I was speaking
to the cardinals - and its
certainly not accepted that
Saint Francis spoke
gibberish to his •••
parishioners •••
intentional gibberish or
otherwise.

Cut

CARD INAL:
It is not accepted; no.

Cut

LAWYER:
May

smoke?

Cut

CARDINAL:
Do.

Cut

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(Lights up) Closer to
Croesus; to gold; closer
to wealth.

Oh, not Saint Francis, not
a saint. Closer to a king.
Closer to Croesus; to gold;
closer to wealth.

L lights cigarette.
He 1 s attemptin~ C - not
much effect. (Croesus
pronounced cree sus)

ORIGINAL TEXT

ADAPTATION

CARD I NAL:

CARD I NAL:

(A heavy, weary sigh)
Aahhh, you do want to talk
business, don 1 t you?

(Perks up somewhat; still
rather dull) Aahhh, you do
want to talk business,
don't you?

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(Surprisingly tough) Oh,
come on, your Eminence;
(Softer) Do you want to
spend the afternoon with
me, making small talk?
Shall we ••• shall we
talk about ••• times
gone by?
CARD I NAL:

Same

CARD I NAL:

(Thinks about it with some
distaste) No. No no; we
don• t think so. It
wouldn 1 t do. It's not
charitable of us to say so,
but when we were at school
we did loathe you so
(Both laugh slightly)

(No laughter at this)

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

Same

Your Eminence was not •••
beloved' of everyone himself.
CARD I NAL:

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

Same

The C is getting sharp He's getting more deliberate in his cuts It's getting somewhat
uncomfortable.

Somewhat bitter - his
turn to cut.

CARD I NAL:

Ah, no; a bit put of place;
out of step. (Thlnki ng
back a bit smugly)

Same

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

A swine, I thought.

(Sharp)

Same

L up, X, sit on railing
unit DR; pick grape,
deliver line w/direct
sharpness, pop grape
into mouth.

26
· OR I GI NAL TEXT

ADAPTATI OtJ

C•.l\RD I NAL:

CARD I NAL:

And \'le you.
(Both 1a ugh a 1 ittle again)

Sc: me
(False 1augh)

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

Do you ever s 1 i p?

(Pause)

CARD I NAL:

.CARDINAL:

Sir?
.. LAWYER:

Same

L, who has been turned
away, takes beat, turns
and delivers line
di re ct 1y at C•

Cleans in slightly.

Same

CARD l NAL:

(Pretending sudden understanding) "Ah ha! Yes, we
understand.
~

Same

LAWYER:

~AHYER:

Do we, do we.

Do

CARD I NAL:

CARD I NAL:

We do. We - and here we
speak of ourselves· and not
of our station - we . · ••
we reserve the first person singular for
intimates ••• and equals.

C points at him subtly
w/nai I fi I e.

LAWYER:

Mightn 1 t you - if you 1·re
not careful - (Tiny pause)
1apse ••• and say l to
me . • . not we?
CARD I NAL:

Same

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

C begins filing again.

NOTE:

\'Je.

Same

Throughout all
this, L shows
definite
irritation w/C.

ORIGINAL TEXT

LAWYER:

ADAPTATION

LAWYER:

And your superiors.

Same

CARD I NAL:

CARD I NAL:

(Brushing away a gnat)
The case does not apply.

(Dismissing lt)

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(Matter-of-factly; the
vengeance is underneath)
You'll grovel, Buddy.
(Slaps his hip hard) As
automatically and naturally
as people slobber on
that ring of yours. As
naturally as that I'll
have you do obeisance.
(Sweetly) As you used to,
old friend.
CARDINAL:
We- ••• (Thinks better of
what he was about to say)
You were a swine at school.
(More matter-of-factly) A
cheat in your examinations,
a liar in all things of
any matter, vile in your
personal ,habits - unwashed
and indecent, a bully to
those you could intimidate
and a sycophant to everyone
else. We remember you
more clearly each moment.
It is law you practice, is
it not? We find it
fitting!

LAWYER:
(A mock bow, head only)
We are of the same school,
Your Eminence.

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

Same

C is very proud. On
this line, he dusts nail
11
fi Ii ngs 11 off hand.

Same

L is hard - he bites.

{No hip slap)

CARD I NAL:
Same

C up and X R to CS,
Speaks directly to L;
he's lost his sweetness;
no games this time.

You too were a swine at
schoo 1-.-. • 11 )
(

11

LAWYER:
Same

....._... ....

,._

>'r•~~_.,...

~

.. .;o-_..._,..,.,._,..
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ORIGINAL TEXT

CARD I NAL:

ADAPTATION

CARD I NAL:

And in the same class • • .
but not of. You have come
far - in-a worldly sense
• from so little, we
mean. (Musing) The Jaw.
LAWYER:

Same

Same
CARD I NAL:

You are plain. As from
your beginnings.

Same

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(Quietly) Overstuffed,
arrogant, pompous son of
a profiteer. And a whore.
You are in the Church, are
you not? We find it
fitting.

(Fumes under his breath)
Pompous son-of-a-bitch.
You are in the Church, are
you not? We find it
fitting.

CARD JNAL:

CARDINAL:

(A burst of appreciative
laughter} You're good!
You are! St i J I! Gutter,
but good. But, in Jaw
••• (Leaves it unfinished
with a gesture) Ah!
It comes back to us; it
begins to. What did we
call you at school? What
name, what nickname did we
have for you ••• all of
us? What term of simple
honesty • • • qnd rough
affection did we have for
you? (Tapping his head
impatiently) It comes
back to us.

C turns away, face DL;
uses fi 1e.

LAWYER:

I speak plainly.

CARDINAL:

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

Same

C holds facing DL.

L is getting hot; it
becomes more difficult
to hold his feelings

C delivers first part
of line to L; L just
tolerates. C then
knows he's hitt.ing
home; turns away makes a show of
humiliating L.

(Thinks with his nail file)

''I
~I

~

..
'

.~D.~.PT/\ TI

Oft I GIN. \L TEXT

LA\/YE~:

LA\~YER:

Same

(Almost a snarl) We had
a name for you, too.
CARD I W\L:

CARD I NAL:

(Dismissing it)

D !RECTO:\ Is ::OTES

Oi!

Yes, yes.

LA\JYER:

Same

C casts it off, using
nail file.

Same

L rises, realizes he's
on the defensive; X in
to C somewhat.

LAWYER:

Your Er.ii nence \·Jas not
always so . • • eminent.

CAftD I !JAL:

C becor:ies very excited almost ecstatic; he tastes each sound, pulllling
out the syllables, pointing to them in the air w/
his file, facing out and

(~ememDering)

Hy-c . _ •
(Relishing each syllable)
Hy-e-na. Hy. E. Na. We
recal 1.

DL.

NOTE:

LA\/YER:

LAUVER:

(Close to break-throush
anger} Ve are close to
Croesus, Your Eminence,
I've brought money with
me • • • (Leans :-orward)
money, Your Eminence.

(Close to Sreak-through
anser) Your Eminence,
l'~c brought money with
me • • . (Leans fon-1nrd)
r:ioney, Your Eminence.

The next several
exchanges are
topping one
cnother - C
especic:: I I y pays
no attention to
what L is sEying he is only engrosser in his recall ect ion.

L moves in on C,
pushing 11 hi:n; gets out
pen, a nervous crutc'.1.

11

NOTE:

i

The scene begins
to build as C getsl
more and more
I
excited; L continues moving in on
C, clicking pen.
J

l

J

.,) I

OR I GI NAL TEXT

ADAPTATION

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

LAWYER:
Cut

Are you certain?
CARDINAL:

I•

I~

Cut

(Ignoring the last) Ah,
yes, it was in natural science class, was it not?
(The LAWYER rises, moves
away a little) Was it not?

"1

!

[

I
I
l

1•

I

LAWYER:

i:

l

Cut

Considerin.g your mother's
vagaries, you were never
certain of your true
father ••• were you?
CARD I NAL:

Cut

Correct, my child: considering one 1 s mother's
vagaries, one was never
certain of one's true
father • • • was one? But
then, my child, we embraced
the Church; and we know our
true.father. (Pause; the
LAWYER is silent) It \'Jas in
natural-science class,
eleven-five until noon, and
we did not discover about.
the hyena • • •
LAWYER:

LAWYER:
Same

More money than you've ever.
seen!
CARDINAL:

CARD I NAL:

(Parody; cool) Yum-yum.
Did we not discover about
the hyena that it was a
most resourceful scavenger?
That, failing all
other food, it would dine
on offal . • •

(Hysteria building) Did
we not discover about the
hyena that it was a most
resourceful scavenger?
That, failing all other
food, it would dine on
offal

L keeps moving in
slowly.

C digs the knife in
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ORIGINAL TEXT

LAWYER:
(Angrier)

ADAPTATION

LAWYER:
Millions!

CARD I NAL:

Same

L now showing definite
irritation.

Same

C builds it until he
talks about the dead;
then he takes time to
chew It all again,
resavor it. Then he
begins where he had
left it off.

CARD INAL:

(Pressing on) • • . and
that it devoured the
wounded and the dead? We
found that the most
shocking: ·the dead, and
what horrified us most and, indeed, what gave us
the thought that the name
was most fitting for yourself.
LAWYER:
( Ibid. )

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

LAWYER:

Money! "'

<;ARD I NAL:

Same

·L X up next to C, at
back.

Same

C reaching peak of
intensity and excitement; drools more, and
flits more on toes.

Same

L pushes more; they
almost touch (though
they never can in
actuality)

CARD I NAL:

••• was that to devour
its dead, scavenged prey,
it would often chew into
it • • •

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

MONEY, YOU SWINE!

CARD I NAL:

CARD f NAL:

(Each word r1s1ng in pitch
and volume) ••• chew
into it THROUGH THE ANUS????
(Both silent, breathing a
little hard)

(Each word r1s1ng in pitch
and intensity) ••• chew
into it • • • THROUGH • • •
THE ••• ANUS???? (Both
breathing a little hard)

C reaches a point of
hysterical delight,
physically loses
control. On the final
line, C turns to deliver
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ORIGINAL TEXT

ADAPTATION

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

it directly to L,
dragging it out and
driving it home. In
brief moment of silence
following line, C
pants in glorious
victory, heaving in
conquest.
LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(Finally, softly)

Bastard.

Same

L feels defeat; line
given under breath, but
we should feel the
intensity. L X 2 1 R
(away) after line.

CARD I NAL:

CARDINAL:

(Quietly, too) And now
that we have brought the
past to mind, and remembered what we could not
exactly, shall we
talk business?

(Recovering from his ordeal) And now, Hyena, that
we have·brought the past
to mind, and remembered
what we could not exactly,
shall we ••• talk
business?

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(Softly, sadly) Robes the
color of your mother's
vice.

(Soft, but.with intense
hatred) Robes the color of
you~ mother's vice!

CARDINAL:

CARD I NAL:

(Kindly) Come. Let us
talk business. You are a
businessman.

(With mock kindness)

LAWVER:

LAWYER:

(Sadly again)

As are you.

Same

(With the feeling of the
defeated) Same

Pleased w/his performance, C regains
composure, sits in
same chair, left of
table, wiping away
the victory drool.

L turns to look at his
verbal assailant; fumes.

C wants to see the
wounds he's inflicted.

L X away-sees birds, X
to cage, feeling sting;
seeing birds makes him
think of an opening for
revenge.
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ORIGINAL TEXT

CARD I NAL:

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

ADAPTATION

CARDINAL:
Same

{As if reminding a child
of something) We are a
Prince of the Church. Do
you forget?
LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(Suddenly pointing to the
cage; too off hand) Are
those two lovers? Do they

{The wheels of his
vengeance are turning.
Sees an opening) Same

CARD I NAL:

CARDINAL:

(Patronizing; through
with games) Come; let us
talk business.
LAWYER:

L is planning his

retort.

Same

C motions for L to sit.

Same

L is playing w/an idea.

LAWYER:

(Persisting) Is it true?
Do they? Even cardinals:
CARDINAL:

CARDINAL:

{A command) If you have
money to give us ••• sit
down and give it.

(Proud insistence)

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

To the lay mind - to the
cognoscenti it may be fact,
accepted and put out of the
head - but to the Tay mind
it's speculation •••
voyeuristic, perhaps, and
certainly anti-Rome •
mere speculation, but
whispered about, even by
the school children indeed, as you must recall
the more
. • urbane of

To the lay mind - to the
lay mind it's speculation
••• voyeuristic, perhaps,
and certainly anti-Rome
••• mere speculation, but
whispered about even among
the school children - indeed, you must recall, the
more • • • urbane of us
wondered about the Fathers
at schoo 1 • • •

Same

This like saying,
Look, I've bested you,
now shine my shoes and
go. 11 Motions for L to
sit.

11

L X up on platform UR
so that C will have to
look up at him; gesturing w/pen, he begins to
unload ammunition of
his own.
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us wondered about the
Fathers at school.
CARDINAL:

CARDINAL:

••• the more wicked

(Correcting LAWYER)
more wi eked.

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

• ·•• about their vaunted
celibacy ••• among one
another. Of course, we
were at an age when everyone
diddled everyone else •••

(Paying no attention to
last comment) ••• about
their vaunted celibacy
among one another. Of
course, we were at an age
when everyone diddled
everyone else

CARD I NAL:

CARD I NAL:

Some

(Correcting again)

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

Yes, and I suppose it was
natural eaough for us to
assume that the priests
did too.
CARD I NAL:

The

Same

L is on the offensive
now. On the "diddled, 11
L makes appropriate
upward diddling motion
w/pen.

C cannot see L; L is
back of him - line is
delivered blind.

Same

L X OS to C's level.

Same

L X to railing DR gets another grape.

CARDINAL:

(As if changing the subject)
You have ••• fallen away
from the Church.

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

And into the arms of reason.

CARDINAL:
(Almost thinking of something else) An unsanctified
, union; not a marriage: a
whore s bed.

CARD I NAL:
(Editorializing)

Same
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LAWYER:

LAWYER:

A common-law marriage, for
I am at law and, as you
say, common. But it is
quite respectable these
days.

{Cynical)

CARDINAL:

CARD I NAL:

{Tough; bored with the
Church play-acting; heavy
and tired) All right;
that's enough. What's
your business.

Same

Same

LAWYER:

LAWVER:

{Pacing a little, after an
appreciative smile) My
employer ••• wants to
give some of her money to
the Church.

(Plays a beat, continues,
beginning conversation all
over; very straightforward)
Same

CARDINAL:

CARD I NAL:

(Enthusiastic, but
guarded) Does.she!

{Ears perk up - can sense
greed) Does she ••• !

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

Gradually.
CARDINAL:

{Understanding)

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

L Is not really letting
up, but he's retorting
in his own way.

There is a definite
break here; the jabs
have been exchanged time to get down to
brass tacks.

L begins X in to table slow, easy; he's
beginning again; he
sits In chair R of
table, picks up
magazine, thumbs
through - no great
concern for C - he's
got a job to do.·

Upon hearing ••money, 11
C responds appropriately; takes off sun
glasses, revealing
man, not position.
Leans to L.

Same

To magazine.

Same

C leans in even further begins to slowly clean
glasses w/hanky.

CARD I NAL:

Ah-ha.
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LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(Offhand) A hundred
million now.

Same

CARD I NAL:

(No shown surprise)
the rest gradually.

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

CARD I NAL:

And

(He perks up more and more)
And the rest • • •
gradually

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

And the same amount each
year for the next twenty a hundred million a year.
She is not ill; she has
no intention of dying; she
is quite young, youngish;
there is no • • • rush.

(Still very· offhand)

·CARDINAL:

l plays words and word

sounds ( 11 youngish 11 )
He's very calm now cool.

CARDINAL:

Indeed not.

Indeed.

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

It is that she is • • •
overburdened with wealth.
CARD J NAl:

Same

What a pimp.

Oily achnowledgernent has on his 11 nice11 (and
greedy) face.

Same

Still in magazine.

Same

A bit of Church talk,

CARDINAL:

And it weighs on her soul.

there.

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

Her soul is in excellent
repair. If it were not,
I doubt if she'd be making
this gesture. It is, as I
said, that she is overburdened with wealth, and
it ••• uh

(Dryly dismissing the
comment) Same

Wet.

l
'

i

t
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CARDINAL:

CARD I NAL:

(Finding the words for
him) ••• piles up.

(Helping him in his own
sick way) Piles up?

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(A small smile) ••• and
it is ••• wasted •••
lying about. It is one of
several bequests arrangements - she is
making at the moment.

(Obviously, a correction)
Same

CARDINAL:

CARD I NAL:

(Not astonishment, but
unconcealed curiousity}
One of several?

(Wet and over-curious
Same

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

Yes. The Protestants as
well, the Jews •••
hospitals, universities,
or~hestras, revolutions
here and there. • •

(Matter-of-factly)

CARD I NAL:

CARD I NAL:

Well, we think it is a
• respons1ble action.
She is well, as you say.

(Same effect)

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

Oh yes; very.
CARD I NAL:
We are • . • glad.

(Amused
fascination} How did you
become her • • • 1awyer,
if we 1 re not intruding
upon •••

Same
CARD I NAL:
Same

Same

Same

C polishing glasses,
1eans in.

NOTE:

Throughout this
conversation, C
plays w/his
culottes.

Each of these is
distinct.

Both hold seated.
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LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(Brief pause; tight s~ile)
She had a dossier on me,
I suppose.

(Cuts hjm off)

CARDINAL:

CARD I NAL:

It must be a great deal

(Thinks he 1 s making a
point) Same

less than ours ••• than
·our dossier on you.

LAWYER:

L stays

in

magazine.

Obviously means the
dossier 11 above. 11

LAWYER:
Same

Or a great deal more
revealing.
CARD I NAL:

Same

CARD I NAL:
Same

For her sake, and yours,
we hope so.
LAWYER:

LAWYER:

To answer your question:
I am a very good -lawyer:
It is as simple as that.

(Getting a little tired of
this) Same

CARD I NAL:

CARD I NAL:

(Speculating on it) You
have escaped prison.

(In his own way)

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

NOTE:

This section Is
very wordy; must
be played quick
and sharp; it.
must move.

Same

Same

I've done nothing to be
imprisoned for.
CARDINAL:

CARD I NAL:

Pure. You're pure. You're
ringed by stench, but
you're pure. There's an
odor that precedes you,
and follows after you're
gone, but you.walk in the
eye of it • . • pure.

(Sticks him again) Pure
••• You're .E.ure. You're
ringed by stench, but
you're £.Ure. There's an
odor that precedes you, and
follows after you're gone,
put you walk in the eye of
1 t • • • _E.ure.

C is throwing barbs
again; plays the word
sounds and makes his

----------...,....--------~--

ADAPTATI off·
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LAWYER:

LAWYER:

Same

(Contemptuous) Look, pig,
I don't enjoy you.

quickly closes
magazine - shows his
feeling for C in the
way he does it.

.L

CARD I NAL:

CARD I NAL:

(Mockingly; his arms wide
as if for an embrace)
School chum!

Same

Playing w/wounded
ani ma!.

Same

Building again •

LAWYER:

LAWYER:
. ·If it were not my job to

...

CARD I NAL:

CARDINAL:

(Abruptly)

----------

Same

Well, it is!

Do it~

LAWVER:

LAWYER:

(A smile to a hated but

(No smil~ - contempt; still
he has got a job to do)

respected adversary) I've
.given you the facts; a
hundred million a year for
twenty years.

same

CARDINAL:

CARD I NAL:

Same

But ••• ?
LAWVER:

LAWYER:
(Shrugs)

Right to him

That's all.

CARO I NAL:
(Stuttering with quiet
excitement) Y-y-y-yes,
b-b-but shail I just go to
the house and pick it up
in a truck?

That 1 s al 1.
CARD I NAL:
Same

C shows physical signs
of impatience.

-
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LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(Great heavy relief)
AAAAAAAHHHHHHHhhhhhhh.

(Immediately spotting
opening - his turn to perk
up} AAAAAAAHHHHHHHhhhhhhh.

CARD I NAL:

CARD I NAL:

(Caught up short) Hm?
rep 1y) Hm???

(No

LAWYER:

(Caught up short) Hm?
(Watches LAWYER) moving.
What • • • ?

L reacts very quickly;
begins up and sets ·down
magazine on way up.
Moves slowly, deliberately US and around
table, stalking.

C not really understanding L's reaction
roses some of his
prettiness.

LAWYER:

Say it again.
again for me.

Say it once

CARD I NAL:

Same

L continues to move
around table, and UR
of C; his movements
are slow and determined;
he smiles at his
opportunity.

Same

C 11 fee I s 11 the L moving
behind him.

Same

L begins to push now.

Same

C is obviously affected.

CARD I NAL:

(Puzzled, suspicious)
What? Say what?
LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(Leaning over him) Say it
again; repeat what you
said. It was such a sweet
sound.
CARD INAl:

(Shouting)

DIRECTOR 1 S NOTES
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SAY WHAT!
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LAWYER:

LAWYER:

11

{Cooing into his ear)
Yes, but shall I just go
to the house and.pick it
up in a truck? 11

(A mocking, drawn-out
whine.) Same

CARDINAL:·

CARD I NAL:

~ell,

{Thinks on it a moment)
perhaps there was a
bit ••• Perhaps there
was too much levity ~here
• if one did not know
one

Thinks on it, knowing he 1 s
now on the defensive) Same

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(Coos again)
•• 11 But
shall I just go to the
house :- • • 11

CAAD I NAL:

L moves· right up to
c• s chair.

C, rises and X
nervously 3 1 DSL.

Same

L follows C DL - pushes
h.i m. On 11 I , 11 L peeks
over C's shoulder, his
face peeping over the
top; big eyes, open
mouth.

Same

C is very upset; he's
running now.

Same

L follows C, pushing
him.

Same

C makes sign of the
Cross, begins drooling
.again, runs hanky about
mouth, begins to
bounce on toes, makes

CARD I NAL:

Wh • • • NO!

LAWYER:
(Sings it out)

DIRECTOR 1 S NOTES

LAWYER:
Sha I 1 1111

11 just go!
CARDINAL:

(Cross) No! We •
did not say that!

CARDINAL:
we

X R:to DC.
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LAWYER:

1111111111111.

CARDINAL:
"(A threat)

Same

L follows C again,
keeping w/in close
cutting distance.

Same

C more nervous, bounces
more DR.

Same

L follows making great
di sp 1ay - rea 11 y
laying it on.
L does pick up C's skirt
playfully - C reacts in
his typical way,
bouncing, drooling,
excited. On 11 Gimme, 11
L makes appropriate
"Gimme11 gesture,
humiliating C. L
definite - in command
now.

Same

C turns in to L, arms
flailing - lack of
control.

CARD I NAL:
We did not say

111 • 11

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(Al.most baby talk) We
said I. Yes, we did; we
said I. (Suddenly loud
and tough) We said I,
and we said it straight.
I ! I ! I ! By god, we
picked up our skirts and
lunged for it! 1111111!
Me! Me ! Gi mme ! .

CARD I NAL:

(Full shout)
SUCH THING!

DIRECTOR 1 S NOTES

CARD I NAL:

WE SAID NO

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(Oily imitation) We
reserve the first person
singular, do we not, for
••• for intimates,
equals ••• or superiors.
(Harsher) Well, my dear,
You found all three
applying. Intimate. How
close would you rub to
someone for all that
wealth? As close as we
once did?

(Driving home his point filling him full of shot)

L puts on show of
"arms" for C.

L teases C by stroking
hts arm w/his pen. C
rea_c.ts to it.
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CARO I NAL:

{Not wanting to hear, but
weak) Leave • . . leave off.

Same

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(Pressing} Equals? Oh,
money equals anything you
want. Levels! LEVELS THE
EARTH! AND THE HEAVENS!

(Pressing) Equals? Oh,
money equals anything.
LEVELS THE EARTH AND THE
HEAVENS!

CARD I NAL:

CARD I NAL:

ENOUGH!!

LAWVER:

C is weakening - he is
becoming easy prey and
he knows it.

L wi 11 not I et up unt i 1
he's got him.

Same

C trying to escape, X
left to CS in fluster.

Same

Pushes in the point of
his saber and twists it.

LAWYER:

(The final thrust) ••
or superiors. Who is
superior, the one who
stands on the mount of
Heaven? We think not!
We have come down off
our plural • . • when the
stakes are high enough . • .
and the hand, the kissed
hand palsies out
FOR THE LOOT!
CARDINAL:
(Hissed)

DIRECTOR 1 S NOTES

L mi mi cks the 11 ki ssed 11
hand palsying out for
the loot, shaking it in
C's face.
CARD I NAL:

Satan!

Same

C brushes away L1 s
out-stretched hand
w/hls hanky - shudders
like he's been touched
w/dirty hands; X front
of L to CS.

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(After a pause) Satan?
You would believe it ••
if you believed in God.
(Breaks into - for lack
of a better word - Satanic

Satan? You would believe
it • • . if you believed
in God. (Beat) No, poor
Eminence, you don 1 t have
to drive a truck around to

Watches C X infront of
him, amused and pleased
in his victory. This
11 speech 11 is oration to
the defeated.
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laughter, subsides.
Patronizing now) No, poor
Eminence, you· don 1 t have to
drive a truck around to the
back door for it. We'll
get the money to you • • •
to you ••• people. Fact,
I don't want you coming
~round ••• at all.
Clacketing through the
great corridors of the
place, sizing it up, not
content with enough wealth
to buy off the first two
hundred saints picked out .'·
of a bag, but wondering/I~
it mightn 1 t get thrown into
the bargain as a •••
summer residence, perhaps
••• uh, after she dies and
scoots up to Heaven. · ·

ADAPTATION
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the back door for it. We'll
get the money to you •
(Slowly and pointed) to
your people. (Back into
it) Fact, I don't want you
coming •round at all.
Speech over, he pops
grape into mouth.

CARO I NAL:

(On his feet, but shaky,
uncertain) This • • •
uh • • •

Cut

LAWYER:
• • • interview
is terminated?

Cut

CARD I NAL:

CARDINAL:

(Quietly) This is unseemly talk.

(Drained and defeated)
This is unseemly talk.

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(Vastly, wryly amused)
Oh? Is it?

Same

C X to his chair left
of table, sits
exhausted.

Sits on railing in
glory.

ORIGINAL TEXT
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CARD I Ni\L:

CARD I NAL:

(A mechanical toy breaking
down) We will • . • we
will forgive your presumption, your •••
excess • • • excuse, yes
• • • excuse? • • • We
will ••• overlook your
••• (A plea is underneath) Let us have no
more of this talk, It is
unseemly.

(A mechanical toy breaking
down) We wi 11 ••• we
will forgive your presumption, We will •••
overlook your ••• (A
plea is underneath) Let
us have no more of this
talk - it is unseemly.

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(Businesslike; as if the
preceeding speech had not
happened) As I said, I
don 1 t want you coming
1
round ••• bothering
her.
CARD I NAL:

Same

DIRECTOR 1 S NOTES

C is terribly fidgity
and uncomfortable;
wipes his brow w/hanky;
nervous movements.

L X back to table DL,
sits, begins leafing
through papers in
briefcase.

CARD I NAL:

: 1,

(Humble) I would not
bother the lady; I have
not met her. Of course,
I would like very much
to have the pleasure of •

(Very humble, trying to
regain composure) Same

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

We slip often now, don 1 t we.

(Without looking up, smiles
to se 1f) Same

C leans in now, trying
to smooth things over.

11l
!•

!

I
L knows he 1 s had the
last word - keeps
looking through papers.

I
iI

,,
CARDINAL:

(Very soul-weary)

l•

CARDINAL:

Pardon?

Same

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

The plural has gone out
of us, I see.

(Relaxed)

Same

\
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I
'
'

• II

CARDINAL:

CARD I NAL:

J

Ah.

Well.

Perhaps.

LAWYER:

(Weary)

LAWYER:

Regird yourself. We are
about terminated. (Qui ck,
insulting finger-snaps)
Come! Come! Back up;
back on your majesty! Hup!

CARDINAL:·
(Slowly, wearily coming
back into shape) Uh •••
yes ••• of - of course.
We, uh, we shall make any
arrangements you wish •••
naturally. We ••• we
have no desire to intrude
ourselves upon
•• uh
••• upon

Same

Same

L snaps fingers and
talks to C as if to a
beaten puppy.

CARDINAL:
(Attempts to regain his
dignity' 1 • he is

11

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

Miss Alice.

(Helping him, only so that
they may finish) Same

CARD I NAL::

CARD I NAL:

Yes; upon Miss Alice. If
she ••• if Miss Alice
desires privacy, certainly
her generosity has earned it
for her. We ••• would not
intrude.

(Same feeling as before)
Same

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

You are kind. (Fishing in
pocket for notebook) What
• • • is ••• your •••
secretary's ••• name •••
I think I have it ••• right
••• (Finds notebook)

(Keeps leafing through
papers in briefcase) Same

L has briefcase on his

lap •

-----------·-· -

·-

AOAPTATI ON
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CARD I NAL:

Brother •

Same

LAWYER:
Julian!

-· ·--· ---~--~~-----------....
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CARDINAL:

-· -

LAWYER:
Is that not right?

(Cutting him off) Julian!
Is that not right?

CARDINAL:

CARD I NAL:

Yes, Brother Julian. He is
an old friend of ours;
we •••

(In great false
acknowledgment)

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

Rather daring of you,
wasn't it? Choosing a
Jay brother as your
private secretary?

(Cuts him off again)

CARO I NAL:

CARO I NAL:

Same

Same

Peel i ng
NOTE:

(A combination of apology
and defiance) He is an old
friend of ours, and he has
served the • • •

11

scab s11 off C.

This 11 lay
brother 11 section
should be rather
overlapping, C
trying to explain
and L sti 11
looking for and
finding openings.

Same

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(Praising a puppy) You are
adventruous, are you
not?

(Picking at him) You are
adventrous, aren 1 t you~.~

CARDINAL:

CARD I NAL:

He has been assigned many
years to the • • •

L finds Julian's name,
pulls out that sheet
of paper - examines it.

Same

Both still seated in
same positions as before;
L still looking at J's
file.
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LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(\./av i ng his notebook a
l i tt I e) We have it; a 11
down; we know.

(Indicates his papers)
We have it all down •••

CARD I NAL:

CARDINAL:.

(A little· sadly)

Ah-ha.

, Same

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

Yes. Well, we will send
for your • • • Brother
Julian ••• To clear up
odds and ends. Every bank
has its runners. We don 1 t
ask vice presidents to •••
fetch and carry. Inform your
Brother Julian. We will send
for him.
{LAWYER exits).

(With new brustling energy,
finishing the meeting)
Same

CARD I NAL:

CARD I NAL:

(To the exiting figure) Yes,
we ••• will. (Stands
still, looks at his sleeves
his fingernails, his ring,
up, out, over. Sighs, looks
at the cage, the fingers of
his left hand fluttering at
it) Do ••• do you •••
do you have much to say to ·
one another, my dears? Do
you? Hmmmmm? Do-do-do-dodo-do-do-do.? Hmmmmm? Do?

(After 11 blessing, 11 he tucks
hanky in sleeve, becomes
the Cardinal again, takes
on the perpetual smile - he
may have been humiliated but
he'll be getting the money.
After putting on his face
again, he goes to cage, taps
on it with his file, and
talks sickeningly to birds
in baby talk) Do ••• do
you • • • do you have much
to say to one another, my
dears? Do you? Hmmmmm?

(Has fun pointing

11

~11 )

L gathers materials,
puts them into case;
rises, begins X toward
exit UR. Turns to
address C.

Turns and continues out
UR; gets thought, stops,
X back in, off platform,
kneels facing C for mock
blessing. C humiliated,
rises obliges by giving
blessing w/his hanky; L
rises, and w/sinister
laugh, exits UR.

Do-do-do~do-do-do-do-do-do?
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Hmmmmm? Do? (He goes to
top of platform US and mimes
hand clap to begin scene
change)
(Light Cue #3)
(Sound Cue #2)
SCENE CHANGE:
Entire change done in
silence. On c•s mimed
handclap, the prop and,
stage crews swarm
stage, clear - away C's
garden. C watches them
clear stage, follows
them off.
STAGE IS STRIPPED: FOR
ONE SECOND IT IS BARE.
Then BUTLER enters from
UR, X to UC platform,
miming blowing whistle;
crews enter again, begin
to set Miss Alice 1 s
library; B directs
change as would a
traffic=cop. When the
entire change is
finished, B makes sure
it's a 11 in correct
place, takes beat,
exits through what has
become a door UR.
BLACKOUT
(Light Cue 3a)
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ACT ONE
Scene Two

ORIGINAL TEXT
The library of a mansion-a castle. Pillared walls, floor-to-ceiling
leather-bound books. A great arched doorway, rear center, a huge reading
table to stage left-practical. A phrenological head on it. To stage
right, jutting out of the wings, a huge doll's-house model of the
bui I ding of which the prese'nt room is a part. It is as tall as a man,
and a good deal of it must be visible from all parts of the audience.
An alternative-and perhaps more practical-would be for the arched doorway
to be either left or right, with bookshelves to both sides of the set,
coming toward the center, and to have the entire doll'.s house in the
rear wall, in which case it would bessmaller-say twelve feet long and
proportionally high. At any rate, Jt is essential.

ADAPTATION:
The Mbrary of MISS ALICE's castle. There are pillared walls with a
great arched doorway URC on platform. The platform runs the entire
length of the room with two steps leadi1;1g down to floor level. At
extreme UR, on platform, is a ceramic catch-all. Against the wall,
immediately SR of archway, is a dark pedestal-with a miniature Old
World Globe-no doily. OR is a long, narrow, heavy reading table on
which there is a humidor with cigars, a cigarette case with cigarettes,
a table lighter and ashtray, and a multi-colored biological head, parts
of which are missing. (One section of the brain must be removable)
Directly US of reading table is a reading chair, dark with black padded
seat. DL is a red velour Victorian one-person Jove chair, with gold
fringe. UC on platform, against back wall, is a dark, heavy sideboard
with two practical doors. A serving towel, a silver tray, and an
ashtray are on top. Inside .are glasses, bottles, and drinking "tools".
UL on ground level is.a detailed model of this house. The model itself
is six feet high, four feet wide, and is on an eighteen inch high base.
It is movable. The room is neat and clean.
(See Scenic Design Renderings 2, and 4 and Floor Plan 2)
(Light Cue 3b)
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ADAPTATION

(At rise, JULIAN is alone
on stage, looking at the
house)

(Lights up. JULIAN is
found on stage, looking at
castle model with his back
to the audience, hands
behind his back)

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

(After a few moments of head
shaking concentration)
.Extraordinary ••• extraordinary.

Same

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

(See Costume Plate 3)

J walks around model
with intense concentration; when he is SR of
model, he delivers
final, 11 extraordinary."
BUTLER enters through
door UR C books to
replace in library.
He moves very quickly,
starting and stopping
on a dime-he darts, he
doesn't move.
There
is a feather duster in
each back pocket. W/
the coat tails on the
outside of the feathers
it gives him the
appearance of having a
chi cken 1 s ta i J • He i s
in his 11 uniform11 ; he's
quick, alert, and not
stupid, though he may
act like it. He plays
games.
(See Costume Plate 4)

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

(After entering, observing
JULIAN, not having heard
him) Extraordinary, isn't
it?

(After entering, sees
JULIAN, holds on platform
just inside door, waits for
JULIAN' s I ast 11 Extraordi nar~', then breaks
JULIAN's concentration
saying loudly) Extraordinary, isn 1 t it!

B says line, enjoys It
(He enjoys everything)
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ADAPTATION

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

Sees J's rather startled
reaction, smiles, X
very quickly down platform and up to sideboard UC; sets down
books.
JULIAN:

JULI AN:

(Mildly startled) Uh •••
yes, unbelievable
(Agreeing) Extraordinary.

Same

J turns quickly to see
B; He is hotding onto
his crucifix, watching

B.
BUTLER:

BUTLER:

0/ho moves about with a kind
of unbutlerlike ease) I never
ceas~ to wonder at the • • •
the fact of it, I suppose.

JULIAN:

Same

B X down to R of J and
model, automatically
interested in whatever
J is inte~ested in-he's
a friendly sort.

Same

Surprised and pleased
w/B, wanting too to be
friendly.

JULIAN:

The workmanship

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

(A mild correction) That
someone would do it.

(Continuing JULIAN 1 s
thought) Same .

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

(Seeing) Yes, yes.

Same

J X to Dt of model,

facing it, marveling.
· BUTLER:
That someone would
well for heaven's sake, that
someone would build • • .
(Refers to the set) • •

BUTLER:
That someone would build
• • • (Refers to the set)
• •• this castle ••• and
then.--:-: duplicate it in

Faces J and the model;
talks directly to J with
much enthusiasm and
Interest.
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ADAPTATION

this ••• castle?
and then • • • dup I i cate it
in such precise miniature,
so exactly. Have you looked
through the windows?

such precise miniature, so
exactly. (Genuinely
interested) Have you looked
through the windows?

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

No, I .

Same

BUTLER:
It is exact.

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

BUTLER:
Look and see.

JULIAN:

(Cuts him off with 11 0h!
You can't miss this while
you're here" attitude) Oh!
You must! It is exact.
Look and see!

B makes great
flourishing motion,
telling J to look
and see; B then takes
out large magnifying
glass (About 511
diameter) and looks
inside the model with
J, peering through the
windows.

JUL IAN:

(Moves even closer to the
model, peers through a tiny
window) Why ••• why, YES.
I : •• there's a great
·
••• baronial dining room,
even with tiny candlesticks
on the tables!

Same

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

(Nodding his head, a thumb
back over his shoulder) 11 s
do\'m the hal 1, off the hal 1way to the right.

(Stands straight, points
the direction off R) Same

J sees it, perks up in
amazement, tells B.

B stands very erect,
proud of showing J
something he enjoyed;
proud also, since
he appears to be the
architect. When J says
something good about
either the actual castle
or the model, B reacts
in such a way so as to
say, 11 Thank you. 11
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JULIAN:

JULI AN:

Same

(The proper·words won't
I
•
I
come ) I ts
• • . 1ts.
BUTLER:

BUTLER:
Look over here.
right there.

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

(He has just begun to show
JULIAN all the marvels)
Look over here. (Indicates)
There. (Pointing it out for
him) Right there.

There;

JULI AN:

JULIAN:
(Peers) It's • • . It's this
room! This room we're ..!J:!!

Same

J, astonished at what
he sees, turns from
model to convince himself of what he sees.
B delights at J's
discovery.

Same

B quizzes J in fun but
X still indicates to
him that he must look,
again know - what the
answer wi 11 be.

Same

B enjoys watching J

BUTLER:

BUTLER:
Is there anyone there?
we there?

B does not look w/~ this
time-he just stands
proudly facing front~
waiting for reaction,
smiling, knowing exactly
what J will say.

Are

JUL IAN:

JULIAN:

(Briefly startled, then
laughs, looks back into the
model) Uh ••• no. It
seems to be quite empty.
BUTLER:
(A quiet smile) One feels one
should see one's self ••
almost;

Jook.

BUTt..ER:
Same

B X OS to C, slow,
bouncy, rather proud
gait; puts magnifying
glass back in pocket.
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ADAPTATION

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

(Looks back to him; after a
brief, thoughtful pause)
Yes. That would be rather
a sho~k, wouldn't it?

(Looks back to him in
wonderment) Same

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

Did you notice • . • did you
notice that there is a model
within that room in the
castle? A model of the
model?

Same

DIRECTOR 1 S NOTES

J fol lows B OS.

B is very interested in
the model as well as J.
J,

I I·

I

,,h

JULIAN:

1r.'

JULIAN:

I . . . I did. But •••
I didn't register it, it
seemed so . . • continual.

~·

Same

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

(A shy smile) You don't
suppose that within that tiny
model in the model there,
there is ••• another room
like this, with yet a tinier
model within it, and within

(Deep involvement) Same

.,,

J and B involved in this

l
I
l

simultaneously, going
.j:.'
through the ''within and
withi~' together-kind of
a "bi t 11 , w/appropri ate
~
hand movements. Both
~
laughing. B likes J and ~
J likes B. lt 1 s so nice. J
~

JULIAN:
(Laughs)
and within
and within and within and
• • • ? No, I ••• rather
doubt it. It's remarkab Ie
craftsmanship, though.
Rem<:irkable.

JULIAN:
Same

f

i
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BUTLER:

BUTLER:

Hell to clean.

(Breaking the rhythm) Hell
to clean.

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

(Conversational enthusiasm)
Yes!
should think so!
Does it open from •••
BUTLER:
It's sealed.
is no dust.

Same

B X away DR.

Follows B slightly.

BUTLER:
Tight.

There

(Surprising seriousness-as
though JULIAN was askingthe wrong thing) It's sealed
tight! There is oo dust !

-

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

(Disappointed at being joked
with) Oh.

(Feeling as though he's
said something wrong) Oh.

BUTLE~:

BUTLER:

I was sporting.

(Switching back to his
playful quality) I was
sporting.

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

Oh.

(Switching with BUTLER)
Oh.

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

{Straight curiosity) Did
you mind?
JUL IAN:
(Too free) I?

Same

JULIAN:
No!

Same

J is terribly concerned
at making a favorable
impression; does not
want to do anything out
of pl ace.

J relaxes again-kind
of a mirror of B.
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BUTLER:

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

ADAPTATION

BUTLER:

(Doctrine, no sarcasm} It
would almost be taken for
granted-one would think-that
if a person or a person•s
surrogate went through the
trouble, and expense, of
having such a dream toy made,
that the person would have
it sealed, so that there'd
be no dust. Wouldn't one
think?

Same

J listens attentively;
B is simply explaining,
sounding very
knowledgable.

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

(Sarcasm and embarassment
together) One would think.

(Embarassed, with understanding) Same

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

(After a pause, some rue)
have enough to do as it is.

(Kind of an outburst)

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

(Eager to move on to something else) Yes, yes!

(Surprised, feels he must
agree) Same

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

It 1 s enormous • • • (A sudden thought) even for a
cast I e, I suppose. (Points
to the model) Not that.
(New to the room) This.

(Big) It 1 s enormous • • •
even for a castle, I suppose
(Turns and sees JULIAN
looking at the model) Not
that. (No\>J indicates this
room, with appropriate
gesture) This!

Same

I

NOTE:

J will agree w/
everything B says.
After al 1, it's
his first time
here, and he must
make a favorable
impression.
Therefore, he
will switch focus
each time B
suggests something new.

:

Il
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DIRECTOR'S NOTES

JUL IAN:
Endless! You • • . certainly
you don't work alone.

Cut

BUTLER:
Oh, Christ, no.

Cut

JULIAN:

(Reaffirming)
thought.

would have

Cut

(Almost daring him to disagree) Still, there's work
enough.

Cut

BUTLER:

JULI AN:
(Slightly testy) I'm sure.
(A pause between tbem)

Cut
There is a long embarasses pause; each
gives and takes embarassed laughterkind of a 11 bit 11 •

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

11

(For no reason, a sort of
0h, what the hell 11 )
Heigh-ho.

(To break the silence-he
should say something) Heighho!

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

Will there be ••• someone?
• • • to see me? . • • soon?

(Suddently left 11 alone11 reminded that he's sure for
a purpose) Will there be
• • • someone • • • to see
me • • • soon?

B delivers the line with
strength without knowing
why-full front; immediately, X (dart) to chair
US of reading table DR;
sits.

J X In to B, somewhat
uneasy again •

bO
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BUTLER

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

BUTLER:

Hm?

JULIAN:

Same

B takes out cigarette
from case on table lights it - appearing
not to hear.

Same

J would like to get

JULIAN:

Will there be someone to see
me soon! (After a blank
stare from the other) You
announced me? I trust?

You announced me, I
trust?)

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

(Snapping to) Oh! Yes!
(Laughs) Sorry. Uh • • •
yes, there will be someone
to see you soon.

(Sanpping to) Oh! Yes!
There wi I 1 be someone to
see me (catches his sli~)
••• Ub . • • you soon.

JULIAN:

JULI AU:

(

11

serious and find out
why he's here.

B finishes line and puts
his feet up on table, one
foot on either side of
head mode 1.

Same

(Attempt at good-fellowship)

Ah, good!
There is another brief
uncomfortable pause neither knows just what
to say.
BUTLER:

BUTLER:

Are you a priest?

(Thinking he should say
something - but then, he
is interested) Are you a
priest?

JUL IAN:

JULI AN:

(Self-demeaning) (?
no •
.

.

Same

No,

BUTLER:
IF not Catholic, Epi scopa 1.

BUTLER:
Same

ADl\PTATI ON

OR I GI NAL TEXT

JULIAN:

JULl/\N:

No • • •

{Somewhat sorry he can give
no other answer) Same

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

What, then?

(Genuinely curious) Same

JULIAN:

JUL IAN:

·I am a Jay brother.
ordained.

I am not

(With some difficulty) I
am a Jay brother. I am not
ordained.

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

You are of the cloth but
have not~aken it.

{Getting this clear in his
own mind, but still correcting JULIAN). Same

JUL I AN:

JULIAN:

(None too happy) You could
say that.

{He has to admit it) Same

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

J looks down, fondles

crucifix.

Eyes directed down
again.

BUTLER:

(No trifling) One could say
it, and quite accurately.
May I get you some ice

water?

(No trifling) One could' say
it and quite accurately.
{Awkward pause) May I get
you some ice water?

JULIAN:

(Put off and confused) No!

Cut

BUTLER:

(Feigns apology) Sorry.

Cut

JULIAN:

You must forgive me. (Almost
childlike enthusiasm) This
is a ratrer big day for me.

,11

Cut
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BUTLER:

(Nods understandingly)
Iced tea.

Cut

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

(Laughs) No ••• nothing,
thank you • • • uh •. • •
I don 1 t have your name.

No ••• nothing, thank
you. (Pause) ••• uh
• . . I don't have your
name • • •

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

Fortunate.

(Dismissing it)

Same

B dabs ashes off of

cigarette.
JULIAN:

JULIAN:

No, I meant that •••

Same

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

Butler.

(Very fast and with no
ceremony) Same

JULIAN:

JUL IAN:

Pardon?

Pardon?

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

Butler.

(As though everyone else in
the world knows except
JULIAN) Same

JUL IAN:

JULIAN:

Yes. You
you are the
butler, are you not,f;Ut ·

(Trying to make himself
clear) Same

Bis
legs
J is
L of

still sitting w/
on table, smoking.
standing politely,
B.
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DIRECTOR'S NOTES

BUTLER:
My name is Butler.

(Why, it's common knowledge)
Same

B leans in to J some.

NOTE:

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

(Innocent pleasure) How
extraordinary!

BUTLER:

This sequence
moves quickly
and 1i ght l y ;
nothing ponderous.

Same

BUTLER:

(Putting it aside) No, not
Appropriate: Butler
••• butler. If my.name
were Carpenter, and I were
a butler ••• or if I were
a carpenter, and my name-were
Butler •••

Same

really.

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

But still

Same

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

••• it would not be so
appropriate. And think; if
I were a woman, and had become a chambermaid, say,
and my name were Butler

(Cutting him off - once
he's started on this, he
must finish, and he 1 s not
finished yet) Same

JUL JAN:

JUL IAN:

(Anticipating)
you
would be in for some rather
tiresome exchanges.

Same

B stops J w/cold stare
and obvious "irritation"
at the interruption.

l
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I

0 I RECTOR Is NOTES

J

j

1
BUTLER:

BUTLER:

(Cutting but light) None
more than this.

(Throwing it away-a little
swamped with JULIAN) None
more than this
(LAWYER enters through
door UR)

B rolls his eyes;
he dabs more ashes off
cigarette. L, after
entering, stands amused
on USR level, waiting
to pick on his new
11
victim11 •

1

JULIAN:

I

(Sadly)

,,f.

~

Aha.

Cut

BUTLER:

(Forgiving) Coffee, Then.

Cut

JULIAN:
(As if he can't explain)
No. No:thi ng.

Cut

BUTLER:

(Semi-serious bow) I am at
your service.
(LAWYER enters)

Cut

LAWYER:
I, too.

Cut
;,

r

JULIAN:

r

Cut

Ah!

i

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

I'm sorry to have kept you
waiting, but

(Decides this is the right
time for his descent comes
on strong) Same

L begins ~own from
platform taking
stage. (As he always
makes a point to do);
I

L
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B rises, as though out
of habit when Lenters
room, quickly snuffs out
cigarette-very proper
all of a sudden; J,
never having seen L
before, moves out of
way for him, bowing
slightly; J makes a
definite X, countering
L, opening area for
L's grand entrance.
Both J and B face L.
JULIAN:
Oh,

no, no •••

JULIAN:
Oh, no, no •••

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

••• I was conferring wfth
Alice •.

(To JULIAN)

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

Yes.

(With greatest respect)
Same.

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(To BUTLER; no fondness)
Dearest.

(To BUTLER, falsely sweet)
Same.

Same

Delivers line on
counter movement.
Wants to be "very
right".

Lis in full control
of situation; he's
anxious to 11 start 11 on J.

L X to B DR, pulls out
on B's bow tie (which
is on elastic) after
delivering line, he
Jets it go w/great snap.
NOTE:

These little
"exchanges" between L and B
are not i ndi cations of any
11
thing 11 between
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them; they are
just part of a
game they play.
BUTLER:

BUTLER:
(To LAWYER)

B rises to situation,
responding as he
probably always does:
He picks feather duster
up from table where he
had set it earlier~ and,
after his line, dusts
off L's nose; they 1 re
having fun. J doesn 1 t
quite know how to
react to this but
accepts it.

Same

Dar I i ng.

LAWYER:
Cut

(To JULIAN) Doubtless,
though, you two have
(Waves a hand about)
JULIAN:

Oh, we•ve had a most •••
unusual •••

Cut

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(To BUTLER, ignoring
JULIAN 1 s answer) You 1 ve
offered our guest
refreshments?

(Still at BUTLER)

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

Brother Juli an.

Same

(Saying something to get
1in11 ; also to introduce
himself) Same

1

He is speaking 11 from a
distance" as he does
much of the time-he
thinks of himself as an
outsider-(he 1 s right)
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BUTLER:
Ice water, iced tea, and
coffee-hot assumed, I imagine-none taken.

Cut

LAWYER:
Gracious~
{Back to JULIAN)
Port, perhaps, Removed
people take Port, I've
noticed.

Cut

JULIAN:
{More to please than anything) Yes. Port. Please.

Cut

LAWYER:
(To BUTLER)

Port for • • •

Cut

JULI AN:
Julian-Brother Julian.

Cut

LAWYER:
(Slightly patronizing) I
know. (BUTLER goes to a
sideboard) I would join you,
but it is not mu gabit to
drink before sundown. Not
a condemnation, you understand. One of my minor
disciplines.

Cut

BUTLER:
{Generally, looking at the
bottle) The port is eighteenoh-six. (To the LAWYER)
How do they fortify wines,
again?

Cut

DIRECTOR'S NOTES
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JULIAN:
Alcohol is added, more
alcohol
• at the time
of casking. Fortify •••
strengthen.

Cut

BUTLER:
Ah., yes.

Cut

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(To JULIAN) Of course, your
grandfather was a vintner,
was he not?

(To JULIAN) Of course.
(Pause on move to him)
Your grandfather was a
vintner, was he not?

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

Goodness, you ••• you
have my history.
LAWYER:

to get the Port.

Same

LAWYER:

Oh, we do. Such a mild life
• • . save those six years
in your thirties which are
••• blank ••• in our
report on you.

Same

L X back R, sitting in

chair US of reading
table; he's playing w/J.
L takes cigar out of
humidor, licks it.
He plays w/it for
immediate part of scene.

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

(A good covering laugh) Oh,
they were ••• mi Id, in
their own way. Blank, but
not black.

(Sincerely attempting an
explanatory cover) Sarne

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

Will you fill ·them in for
us? The blank years?

L X to J; B counters
by Xing up to sideboard

Sarne

J X in to L 2'.

B has poured J a glass
of Port, comes down to
serve him, glass on
tray, towel over arm.

ADAPTATION
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NOTE:

Anytime B does
something he makes
a 11 thi ng 11 out of
it. Here, during
the serving, he
straddles the
edge of the step
going up to the
platform, walking
the "tightrope".
Has great fun.

B X back to sideboard
to get glass for L.
LAWYER:

LAWVER:

JULIAN:

'f

Same

(Steelier) Still, you wilt,
fill them in for us.

I
l

JULIAN:

I

1•

Same

(Pleasant but firm) No.
BUTLER:

Cut

Gracious.

LAWYER:
Recalcitra~ce, yes •••
well, we must have our
people dig further.

,,

LAWYER:
(Amused at this little
spark of resistence)
Gracious ••• we must.have
our people dig further.

I'

L is very relaxed in

the chair-almost dr~ped
on it, hanging on to
the SL vertical
extension on back.
BX to L w/his glass;
it is empty, turned
upside down (No
symbolism-just part of
their perpetual game)
S smiles at Las he
bends to serve him;
L reacts as anyone
would at being served
an empty glass upside
down; yet, he accepts

I
f
'

1
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it and sets it on
reading table. B X
back up to sideboard
to get his own glass.
This time, on the way
back up, he walks w/
one foot on ground
level and one foot on
step level; reminiscent
of Chaplin's march in
the gutter in THE

GREAT DICTATOR.
JULIAN:

JULIAN:

You'll find nothing interesting. You'll find some
• . • upheaval, but waste,
mostly. Dull waste.

(Watched the little exchange between the two
but is unaffected) Same

LAWVER:

The look of our vices in
· ret respect, ·eh?

Cut

BUTLER:
I have fleshpot v1s1ons:
carousals, thighs, and
heavy perfume

Cut

LAWYER:
(To BUTLER) It 1 s in your
mind, fitting, a mind
worthy of your name. (To
Julian) Did you two •
did he tell you his name,
and did you two have a
vertible badminton over it?
Puns and chuckles?

Cut

JULIAN:

We • . • labored it a bit,
I more than ••• Butler,
i t wou I d appe~ r. ·

Cut
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ADAPTATION

BUTLER:
Cut

I was churlish, I'm sorry.
If there weren't so many

of you and only one

of~·

JULIAN:
Oh, now

Cut

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(Still on it) You're not
going to tell me about
those six years, eh?

(Refocuses on JULIAN after
setting down glass) Same

JULI AN:

JUL IAN:

(Stares at him for a moment,
then says it clearly,
enunciating) No.

Same

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

May I have some port?

(Resuming his duties at the
sideboard) Same

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(Slightly incredulous)
you like port?

Do

Same

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

Not very, but I thought
I'd keep him company while
you play police.

(Silly, Butler-smile)

LA\./YER:

LAWYER:

(Shrugs again) lt 1 s not my
house. (Turns to JULIAN)
One can 1 t say, 11 I t' s not my
castie, 11 can one? (Back to
BUTLER) If you think it's
proper.

(Shrugs, throwing it off)
It 1 s not my house. (Has
lightbulb-pun thought) One
can't say, 11 lt 1 s not my
castle, 11 can one? (BUTLER
groans at this sickness,

Same
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turns back to sideboard,
sorry that he asked) If you
think it's prop~r.

BUTLER:
(Getting himself some) Well
the ~.,; ne ce 11 a r stacked like
a munitions dump, and you
••never have any11 unti 1 the
barn swallows start
screeping around •••

Cut

LAWYER:
There's no such word as
screep.

Cut

BUTLER:
(Shrugs)

Fit.

Cut

JULIAN:
I think it has a nice
onomatopoetic ring about it.

LAWYER:

Cut

LAWYER:

(Down to business, rather
rudely) Your buddy told you
why we·sent for you?
JULIAN:
(Offended, but pretending
confusion) My ••• bud~y7

Same

JULIAN:
Same

B, at sideboard UC,
fixes self a glass of
port.
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LAWYER:

LAWYER:

Mine, really. We were at
school together, did he
tell you that? (As JULIAN
intentionally looks blank)
His Eminence.

(Sarcastic, playing with
cigar) Mine, really. We
were at school together.
Did he tell you that, His
Eminence?

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

Ah:

(Makes noises like clearing
his throat, trying to avoid
having to answer)

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(Imitation) Ah!
Well? Did he?

(Snapped)

JULIAN:

(Choosing his words carefully, precise1y) His
Eminence informed me •••
generally. He called me
into his • • •

('Snapping) Well?

Same

Cut

JULIAN:

••• garden ••• which
is a comfortable office in
summer • • •

'Cut

BUTLER:
Ninety-six today.

B has finished pouring
self a drink; is now
standing in front of
sideboard on level
w/towel draped over
arm, listening and
observing.

JULIAN:

LAWYER:

• • • garden

Did he?

Cut

J is now

rising11 the
port glass-playing
with it, hoping it
will make him more
comfortable.
11
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JULIAN:
Cut

(Interested) Indeed!

1;

BUTLER:
Cut

More tomorrow.
LAWYER:

:)I

LAWYER:

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

And-sorry-and . • • told me
of the high honor which he
had chosen for me.

And told me of the high
honor which he had chosen
for me.

LAWYER:

LAWYER:
Chosen.

!

Same

(Impatiently) Called you
into his garden.

(Scoff£ ng) He.

..,I .
~ ij

JUL IAN:

JULIAN:

Of ••• your lady's most

LAWYER:

Same

LAWYER:
Same

Miss Alice.

JULIAN:

JUL IAN:

Of Miss Alice's-sorry, I've
not met the lady yet, and
first names-of her overwhelming bequest to the
Church • • •

(Rather impatient apo·I ogy
showing some of his feeling
for the LAWYER) Same

!

'.ll

Same

You.

i

L is still working with
cigar getting it ready
to be smoked-licking
it, etc.

J gives a rather
sarcastic small bow
of apology.

--~ ..
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LAWYER:

LAWYER:

Not a bequest; a bequest is
made in a will; Miss Alice
is not dead.

(Cutting him off-an obvious
correction) Same

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

Uh ••• grant?

(No love)

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

Grant.
JULI AN:

B X down to left of J
with glass and towel
and B smile-wants to
I i s ten- can 1 t hear we 11
up there.

Same

Same
JULIAN:

(Taking a deep breath) Of
her overwhelming grant to
the Church, and of my
assignment to take care

Same

of • • •

LAWYEI\:

LAWYER:

Odds and ends.

(Finishing it for him)

JULIAN:

JUL IAN:

(Shrugs one shoulder) •••
if you 1i ke. "A few questions and answers" was how
it was put to me. ·-

(Accepting, but not liking)
Same

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

(To LAWYER, impressed) He's
a lay brother.

(To LAWYER, thinking he's
really being brilliant;
besides, he wants to get his
2¢ worth in) Same

Same

B juts head in front
of J to throw comment
at L.
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LAWYER:

(Bored) We know. (For
JULIAN's benefit) His
Eminence-buddy

Lis still with cigarnot smoking it yet.

Same

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

Tch-tch-tch-tch-tch

(Physically reacts to the
use of 11 buddy11 -nothing
audible)

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

He was my buddy at school
••• if you don 1 t mind.·
(Beginning now to BUTLER,
but quickly becoming general) His Eminence-though
you have never met him,
Butler, seen him, perhapsis a most ••• eminent man;
and bold, very bold; behindor underneath-what would
seem to be a solid rock of
• • • pomposity, sham, peacocking, there is a • . • ·
flows a secret river

(Makes JULIAN listen to
this) He was my BUDDY at
school. if you don't mind.
His Eminence ••• is a
most eminent man; and bold
very bold; (Sarcastically)
behind what would seem to
be a solid rock of •••
pomposity, sham, peacocking,
there flows a secret river
of • • .

of • • •

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

(For JULIAN's benefit) This
is an endless metaphor.

B leans in to J,
jabbing him with
elbow, eyes rolling.

Same

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

. • • of unconventionality,
defiance, even. Simple sentences? Is that all you
want? Did you know that
Brother Julian.here is the
only lay brother in the
history of Christendom
assigned, chosen, as
secretary and confidant to
a Prince of the Church?
Ever?

(Passes over BUTLER 1 s
comment) . • • of unconventionality, defiance even.
Butler, did you know that
6rother Julian here is the
only lay brother in the
history of Christendom
assigned, and chosen as
secretary and confidant to
a Prince of the Church ever?

-

-- - -

_::__

-

-:..-

-

-

--

B perks up in being
addressed; acknowledges
the profundity of the
statement in his own
way.

.
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JULIAN:

JULI AN:

(Mildly) That is not know
as fact.

(To BUTLER, modestly)
Same

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

Name others!

(Grimacing, with a mouth
full of tobacco) Same

JULIAN:

JUL IAN:

I say it is not known as
fact. I grant it is unusualmy appointment as secretary
to his Eminence •

(Not really reacting to the
entire cigar bit) Same

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

L puts cigar in mouth,
bites off and as anyone
does with a fat cigar
(Only, he bites off
about a third of it)
It is very dry-breaks
off and rather shreds
in his mouth; he
responds facially as
the L would respond if
a cigar had just broken
off in his mouth; he
takes'it out of his
mouth, spits a bit,
and drops it on floormotions B in to pie~
it up.

B with distaste for
what he has been
motioned· in to, x• s
to butt on floor; since
it's wet from having
been in L1 s mouth, B
takes towel from his
arm, and, reacting to
it as he would to a
wet diaper, he picks it
up in same manner,
trying not to touch
it at all if possible;
he is now between Land
J, holding the butt
pointed straight up
at neck level, touching
it only through the
towe I.

Ir

1s

I
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1

I!

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

An honor, at any rate, an
unusual honor for a lay
brother, an honor assorded
by a most unusual Prince of
the Church-a prince of a
man, in fact-a prince whose
sti 11 waters • • . wel 1,
you finish i t.

(Recovering)

(Indicates BUTLER)

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

(Pretending puzzlement as
to how to finish it) •
whose still waters ••

(Suddenly forgetting about
the cigar butt in his towel,
rises to the challenge)
Same

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

His Eminence is, indeed,
a most unusual man.

(Hoping he can end this
part of the conversation)
Same

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

Ii'
I

Same

L begins to pick apart
the remainder of the
cigar; for him, the
cigar is J. He drops
the "peal i ngs11 and
shreds into the empty
glass B gave him
earlier. Bis trying
to think of a good
ending to L's metaphor,
still holding butt up
in air.

Same

(Sourly) I said he was a
prince.
BUTLER:

BUTLER:

(Pretending to be talking
to himself) • . • run quiet?
Run deep? Run deee! That 1 s

(Suddenly coming·up with
brilliant finish, oblivious
to the others; strong) Run
quiet ••• run deep ••• ·
Run deep • • . That's Good!!
B completely in himself
now, marveling at his
brillJance; X back to

.
4:

r

t

'

l
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sideboard, still
composing to himself;
he has suddenly turned
poet. On getting to
sideboard, he sets down
butt unconsciously, and
turns front still going
over what he has said,
hi mse 1f.
LAWYER:
Weren't there a few eyebrows
raised at your appointment?

Cut

JULIAN:
There-I was not informed of
it • • • if there were. His
Eminence would not burden
me • • •

Cut

LAWYER:
(Still to JULIAN, patronizing
He is really Santa Claus; we
know.

Cut

JULIAN:
(Rising to it) Your animosity
toward his Eminence must, make
your task very difficult for
you~
I must say I • • •
LAWYER:
I have learned ••• (Brief
pause before he says the
name with some distaste)
Brother Julian ••• never
to confuse the representative
of a ••• thing with the
thing itself.

Cut

LAWYER:
Same

Picks apart the cigar
(and J); neither Lor
J really affected by
B's antics.
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BUTLER:

BUTLER:

••• though I wonder if
you'd intended to get
involved in two watery
metaphors there; underground
river, and still waters.

(To himself, still
engrossed in his thoughts)
11
(
too11 ) Same

Facing front, finger
on chin, thinking.

(Audibly fades out, still
in thought)

Turns back US.

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(To BUTLER) No, I had not.
(Back to JULIAN) A thing
with its representative.
Your Cardinal and I loathe
one another, and I find him
unworthy of contempt. (A
hand up to atop any coming
objection) A cynic and a
hypocrite, a posturer, but
all the same the representative of an august and revered
• • • body.

(To JULIAN) Your Cardinal
and I loathe one another! find him unworthy of
contempt. (JULIAN reacts
only inter.nally) A cynic
and a hypocrite, a
posturer ••• (High) •••
but all the same, the
representative of an august
and revered body.

JULIAN:
(Murmured) You are most
unjust.

Cut

LAWYER:

Cut

(As if he were continuing a
prepared speech) Uh • • .
revered body. And Rome, in
its perhaps wily-though
certainly inscrutable-wisdom,
Rome has found reason to
appoint that wreckage as its
representative.
JULI AN:

JULIAN:

Really, I can't permit you
to talk that way.

(Now beginning to get
courage) Same

Making the cigar into
nothing.
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LAWYER:

LAWYER:

You

will permit it, you 1 re
under instructions, you
have a job to do. In fact
you have this present job
because I cannot stand
your Ca rd i na 1•

(Quite sharp; it's getting
a little hot) Same

JULI AN:

JULI AN:

He •
so.

he did not tell me

(Knows it's getting hot;
does not want it to be)
Same

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

Delivered right at J.

J, somewhat uneasy and
a little apprehensive,
X DL ~o DC.
NOTE:

J does not sit

throughout entire
scene-he is
never to be made
comfortab 1e.
LAWYER:

LAWYER:

We tell you so. (JULIAN
dips his head to one side
in a ••perhaps it is true11
gesture) And it is so.

We tell you so! (JULIAN
is forced to turn to.look
at him) And it is so.

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

I wi 11 not • • • I wi 11 not
concern myself with
all this.

(Turns away again, looking
at his glass, hoping this
will stop) Same

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

I

don't~

port.

(Has not been conscious of
any of the preceeding, to
himself, convincing himself)
Same

LAWYER:

LA\./YER:

(To BUTLER) Then don 1 t drink
it. (To JULIAN) You' re
quite right;.~ow your head,

{To BUTLER) Then don't
drink it. (Gets up, moves
to JULIAN, after brushing

L very deliberately
shreds remainder of
cigar.

8 suddenly turns front,
holding poured glass of
port-has just come to
a definite conclusion
about his tastes)

8 hears L but without
looking at him; holds
front thinking what he
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STOP up your ears and do
what you're told.

rema1nrng tobacco shreds
from hands) Same

JUL IAN:

JULIAN:

Obedience is not always a
fault.

(Defending)

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

Nor always a virtue.
Faci sm.

See

JULIAN:

Same

Same

JULIAN:

(Rather strong for him)
Perhaps we can get on with
our business •

Same

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(He, too) You don't want to
take up my time or your own.

(Sardonic) Oh, yes. You
don't want to take up my
time or your own.

JUL IAN:

JULIAN:

Yes.

(Holding his own)

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

(Putting down glass) Then

(St i 11 in his own wor 1d,
having made great decision,
puts down glass with great
emphasis) Then I won't drink
it!

I won't drink it.

LAWYER:
(To JULIAN, briskly, as to
a servant) All right!
shall tell Miss Alice you've
come-that the drab fledg1 i ng is pecking away in the
library, impatient for
food for the Church.

should do. L, risrng,
X's DL to J's R.

L X back to table DRthrows line over
shoulder.

Yes.

B still wrapped up in
his own great dilemma,
turns US and puts (not
sets) down glass; then
he looks at it so as
to say, 11 Too bad for
you. 11

LAWYER:
Same

(Plays the words, making
the last three words into a
question)

L X US to platform, on
way out; stops to make
a definite jab as a
parting thought.

ORIGINAL TEXT
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JULIAN:

(A tight smile, a tiny
formal bow) If you would be
so kind,

Same

J turns US, facing L
makes definite contact,
staring daggers.

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(Twisting the knife) 1 1 11
find out if she wishes to
see you today.

(Twisting the knife-he
doesn 1 t let up) I 1 11 find
out if she wishes to see
you, !92~·

JULI AN:

JULI AN:

(Ibid.)

PI ease

Same

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(Moving toward archway)
And, if she cares to I will
have you brought up.

Same

B has recovered from

his own decisions-is
now in his exchange.

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

(Mild surprise, but not a
question) Up.

(Not understanding) Up?

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(Almost challenging him)
Up. (Pause) You wi 11 not
tell us about those six
years-those years blank but
not black ••• the waste,
the dull waste.

(Playing with him) Qe.!
(Moves down to JULIAN,
very mocking, sarcastic)
So you 1 re not going to tell
us about those six years,
huh? • • • those years
••• (imitating) •••
blank but not black, the
waste the dull waste ••• ?

JULIAN:

JUL l.l\N:

(Small smile)

No.

J X US somewhat, facing

L, still below platform
and left.

(For the last time)

As L moves to J, he
puts his hand on his
shoulder, patting J on
back revoltingly. J,
fed up, X away from
him DL. L holds,
enjoying it.

-i

Same
'I
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LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(He , too) You wi 11 • • •
in time. (To BUTLER) Won 1 t
he, Butler? Time? The
great revealer? (LAWYER
exits)

(A warning which he enjoys
giving) You will ••• in
time. (Moves back toward
archway; to BUTLER: more
of a statement than a
question) Won't he, Butler.
Time. The great revealer.
(Laughs Lawyer's laugh,
looking forward to what
they will do with JULIAN,
turns and finally exits,
out UR, laughing his way
out)

BUTLER:
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L X US to top of
p 1at form.

Focus of both L and a
is on J, who is thankful
L is leaving.
J
watches L exit, then X
to reading table DR,
puts down glass and
turns to B, who still
seems to be on his side;
at least J can talk with
him.

BUTlER:

(Off hand) Nasty man.

Same

BX down to J's left.

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

(Intentionally feigning
surprise) Oh? (He and
BUTLER laugh) Up.

(Still wondering about
LAWYER's comment, to
BUTLER) Up?

J X in to Ba little,
asking question.

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

Sir?

Same

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

Up.

Up?

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

Oh! Yes! She • • • (Moves
to model) has her apartment
up
here. (He points
to tower area) Here.

(Finally understanding,
willingly obliging) Oh!
Oh, yes! .!P_! (Moves to
model, jabbering en route,
11
Up, up, up, up 11 ) Miss
Alice ••• (And this is
said very proudly) •••
has her apartments ~ here
{He "holds) the tower area
of the model) Here!

J

follows B, curious.

B is very proud of "his"
model.

-------------,.----------~--·~~~·~~·-······
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JULIAN:

JULIAN:

A-ha.

(Understanding and
satisfied) A-ha!

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

(Straightening things up)
About those six years.

(Completely switching ·
character, pulling out pad
of paper and pencil, becoming ace number - one
reporter; moves in to
JULIAN, overlying business1ike, wetting lead of pencil
very inquisitive, dragging
out the words) About th6se
six years of yours . • •

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

(Not unfriendly, very
matter-of-fact) What of
them?

Same

uses 11 it, not sittinghe really does not take
B very seriously.

BUTLER:

Yes, what of them?

(Humorously pushy-just
wants information-almosf
neurotic in his determination) Same

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

Oh •
(Pause) l . . .
lost my faith. (Pause) In
God.

(Not a lament-simply an
explanation) Oh ••• I
lost my faith • . • (Pause)
in God.

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

(Then questioning I oak)

J X away to DR chair,
11

BUTLER:

Ah.

DIRECTOR 1 S NOTES

(Terribly excited at the
information he's getting)
Ahhh! (He writes
fr ant i ca 1l y)

B fol

lows J, X 3' R. -

J, though not really
concerned, surprises
himself by telling it
so simply.

BX in a little more.

~~---

-

.
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Is there more?
BUTLER:

CIRECTOR 1 S NOTES

Same
BUTLER:

f s there more?

Same

B thinks he 1 s in for
some great revelation.

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

Well, nothing • • . of
matter. I ••• declined,
••• shriveled· into myself,
a glass dome ••• descended
and it seemed I was out of1
reach, unreachable, finally
unreaching, in this •••
paralysis, of sorts. I . • •
put myself in a mental home.

(Very simply)

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

(Curiously noncommital)
Ah.

(Thinking he 1 s hitting a
gold mine of information;
eyes very big) Ah.

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

I could not reconcile myself
to the chasm between the
nature of God and the use ·
to which men put . • • God.

(Still simple)

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

Between your God and others
your view and theirs.

(Trying to get the information straight-same frowning
determination) Same

Same

Same

Throughout this
-explanation, b writes
with great enthusiasm
poking head up
occasionally, commenting
to self.

Light bulbs go on, and
he dives back into his
pad.

B writes.
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JULIAN:

JULIAN:

I said what I intended;

(Politely making his point
clear; weighs opposites
only verbally) Same

(Weighs the opposites in
each hand) It is God the
mover, not God the puppet;
God the creator, not the
God created by man.
BUTLER:

BUTLER:

(Almost pitying) Six years
in the loony bin for
semantics?

(Being the Cub reporter,
as if to say, 11 0h, you
don't mean that?'.') Same

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

(Slightly flustered, heat)
is not semantics! Men
create a false God in their
own image, it is easier for
them! ••• it is not • • .

Same

It

BUTLER:
Levity!

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

J moves in to B, making
the explanation; B still
writing.

J X very close to B,
telling him now, not
just explaining.

BUTLER:
Forget it.

(Stopping him, entirely
vocally) Levity? (Stare)
Forget it!

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

I • . • yes.
(A chime sounds)

I ••• (realizes he's
excited) • • • yes. (Two
(Sound Cue 3)
taps of a gong are heard;
BUTLER immediately switches
back to being the Butler,
but keeps out pad and pencil)

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

Miss Alice will see you.
will take you up.

Same

B, X in front of J,
gives line on first step,
motioning for J to come
along.

.'.C.".PT.\Tl c::

Jt.:LI r.:J:

Forsi·1.3

DI ~SCTG'.";. 1 5 ;:c1:::s

JUL L'.i~:
r.ic • • •

(~polosizing, wants 3UTLE~
~nterst:nd)
s~m~

I

to

:!CTE:

J ::1:.is~ 'lerD: 1 l ~/

stop o fro:i soi .~s
up rmti 1 !~e '.1::is

s=tlsfi0cl ~l~s~! f
in :1 is eY..p 1.:r.a ti •:l:1

n,

:10~~1c·1 c r

, i !;

very r.n.:ch in .::i
hurry - hc:s
re3l ly forsot:~n
vJ:1:-t they i·:ere
tu I!~ i ng 2!'.>out.
DUTL!:!"t:

SUTLE:'t:

(l!o•;es to':J'"rd arch\·:ay)
you up.

Let

(l~pJticnt,

in a hurry)

113 sho~1

S:-r.ie

JULI Ail:

JULl.''liJ:

You did ask 1:1e.

(M~king

sure BUTLE~ underStC)nds) Swrne

3UTLER:

BUTLEn:

(Leve I) Yes, and you told me.

(lb id.)

JULIA!!:

JULl.~N:

(An explanation, not ~n
apology) My faith .:ind my
sanity ••• they are one
cind the same.

D r.ioves to J; (J is
sti 11 on ground. level,
B on platforr.i) B tries
to get J to r.iove.

Kind of a slapstick
give-and-take only
without touching.

Same

Same

J now ao~s up on,
plwtforr.i, not to go out,
OUt tO take [3 IS nOtebOO~~.
with which B has been
gesturing; J rips page
of notes out; B just
watches, only concerned
wit~ hurrying; J,
satisfied, keeps the
torn-out pase, gives pad
back to s. This action
takes a definite bezt.

t

f
't

ltr

ORIGINAL TEXT

ADAPTATION

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

Yes? {Considers it) A-ha.
(Smiles uncommittally) We
must not keep the lady
waiting. (They begin
exiting, BUTLER preceding
JULIAN)

(Accepts what has happened,
thinking this will get
JULIAN to move; doesn't
really care what JULIAN
might've said) Yes, yes.
(Indicating JULIAN to pass)
We must not keep the lady
waiting. (He allows JULIAN
to pass, takes half a beat,
and follows him out, hoping
he's not late)

CURTAIN

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

B and J exit URC.

(Light Cue 4)
(Sound Cue 4)
SCENE CHANGE:
Entire change on set
done in silence, After
exit, B and J re-enter
immediately, DR, X
stage to DL, ad-libbing;
they're on their way to
see Alice. Immediately
upon their re-entrance,
prop and stage crews
swarm stage in same
manner as before,
changing set simultaneously. B and J X
down steps into auditorium, X through first
row (empty), to DR,
ad-libbing; get to end
of row, B says, ''We've
taken the wrong ha 11 11 ;
X back through row, up
aisle, around back, and
out house door, ad1 ibbing the entire
time.
BLACKOUT
(Light Cue 4a)
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ACT ONE
Scene Three

ORIGINAL TEXT:
An upstairs room of the castle. Feminine, but not frilly. Blues instead
of pinks, fireplace in keeping with the castle. A door to the bedroom in
the rear wall, stage left; a door from the hallway in the side wall, stage
left.

ADAPTATION:
An upstairs sitting room of the castle; same pillars, same platform, and
there is a large window with deep red drapes URC right of which is a tall
elaborate iron candleabra. DR is a large wooded high back chair (MISS
ALICE's), .left of a heavy, marble-topped table. On the table are
cigarettes in case, ana a table lighter. DL is a green velour chaise couch
with the arm down left. UL is an archway leading into the hallway. SR of
the archway is a table with a lace tablecloth and a bouquet of blue flowers.
SL of archway is a large Yucca plant in a floor planter. Off UL, behind the
black legs is the exit to the bedroom.
(See Scenic Design Rendering 3 and Floor Plan 3)
(Light Cue 4b)
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ACT I, SCENE Ill
ADAPTATI O:t ·

ORIGINAL TEXT

(At rise, MISS ALICE is
seated in a wing chair,
facing windows, its back to
the audience; the LAWYER is
to one side, facing her.

(Lights up. MISS ALICE is
seated slouched in large
engulfing wooden chair
with velour upholstery; she
is facing front, a sleeping
veil covering her face; she
does not move. LAWYER is
to her left, bending over
her, administering to her
~ilments, giving her an
innoculation in her left arm.

D·IRECTOR Is NOTES

MISS ALICE is a hawklike
two hundred years old.
Her face is rather hidden
by a rather yellowed
sleeping veil. Through
the veil, we see her face
faintly. Her knees are
covered with a fringed
blanket, her arms 3re
resting on the arms of
the chair. Two bamboo
walking canes are on the
table R of the chair. L,
dressed the same as before,· is in the process
of giving A a shot in
her left arm. The syring
he uses is oversized and
fu 11 of I i qui d. He i s
gentle with her, caring
for her faithfully.
(See Costume Plate 5)

LA\~YER:

LAWYER:

(Pause, he has just finished
one sentence, is about to
begin another) • • . Nor is
tt as simple as all that.
The instinct of giving may
die out in our time-if
you'll admit that giving is
an instinct. The government
is far more interested in
taking, in regulated taking,
than in promoting spontaneous generosity. Remember
what I told you - what we
discussed - in reference to
the

(He jerks the needle out of
MISS AL!CE's arm and begins
to wipe it with his pocket
handkerchief, hold-the
needle straight up; he
speaks to her as if she is
very deaf) Same

Lis very kind to M.A.;
he treats her gently,
making sure she's
comfortable straightening
her clothing, etc.
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charitable foundations, and
how • • • (A knock on the
hall door) That will be our
bird.of prey. Pray. P-R-A-Y.
What a pun I could make on
that; come in. (The ha! l
door opens; BUTLER precedes
JULIAN into the room)

ADAPTATION

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

(An announcement bell is
tinkled off UL; LAWYER
responds to sound, makes
announcement to MISS ALICE)
That will be our bird of
L is anxious to get 11 at 11
prey. (He realizes what he
J again; J challenges
has just said, eyes light
his wit, L wants to
up. He straightens, moves
play.
L X DC slowly._
away from MISS ALICE, full
front) Pray. P-R-A-Y. (He
lifts syringe, and squirts
all the liquid up to
emphasize his thoughts).
(Delighting) What a pun I
L is very scheming;
could make on that-Bird of
one can see the thoughts
Pray. (He moves very quick- in his mind simply in
ly so as not to delay the
his mannerisms. After
introduction to come; he
g 1oa U ng · i n hi s
jabs sy~inge into piece of
thoughts, he immediately
styrofoam on the table-its
resume the 11 nice 11
resting place. He reassumes qualities of the 11 oldhis position near MISS
woman-tender11; yet,
we know he's playing
ALICE) Come in. (BUTLER
precedes JULIAN into the
games. He X from DC
room, moving briskly as
after squirt to table
usual. JULIAN follows more
R of A's chair,
humbly)
moving in front of
her. After replacing
syringe, he X US of
chair to his original
position left of
chair. He faces the
direction of the sound.

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

Brother JULIAN, who was in
the library, is now here.

(Standing aside, &!lowing
JULIAN to pass by him,
makes the very formal
announcement with delight)
Same

B and J enter through
archway UL. B
immediately holds to
left of doorway, on
platform. J passes
by him, into the room,
st i 1 I on l eve I •
NOTE:

The surroundings
are onfarni Ii ar
to J, so,
particularly in
the first part
of the scene,

ORIGINAL TEXT

ADAPTATION

DIRECTOR 1 S NOTES

he is uncom-

fortable, again
worried about
making a
favorable
impression.

LAWVER:

LAWVER:

So he is. (To JULIAN, impatiently) Come in, ~ in.

(Very over-doing) So he is
(To JULIAN, with great
false display) Same

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

(Advancing a little) Yes
••• certainly.

(Unsure and naive)

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

May I go?

I'm tired.

LAWVER:

Same

L X US to J, extends his
hand in false welcome.

J accepts the invita-

tion, X down off plat- .
form to DC; shakes
L's hand.

(Frankly untactful)

Same

Holds position UL;
bends in direction of
L, to whom he's speaking, hands behind his
back.

LAWYER:

(Grandly) by all means.

Same

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

(Turns to go) Thank you.
(To JULIAN) Goodbye.

(Same grandness, with
quick head bow) Same

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

Good ••• 1 1 11 • • • we• 11
see one another again?

(Turns to him) Goodbye •
(Realizes his friend is·
leaving, says hopefully,
a statement more than a
question) Same

Turns quickly to dart
out through archway.

J verbally stops B's
exit, X slightly US to
B. He really wants B
around for security.
They have become
11
friends 11 and he just
wants B around.

ADAPTATION

ORIGIN.'1L TEXT

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

Oh, yes, probably. (As he
exits) Goodbye, everybody.

(In a hurry, rather offhand)
Oh, yes probably. (In
gre~t splendor with politician wave) Goodbye Everyone~

LA1:/VER:
(After BUTLER exits, chuckles) What is it the nouveaux rich are always
saying? - "You can'• t get
servants nowadays?
JULIAN:

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

B does quick turn and
darts out UL. J
watches yearningly. He
doesn't have time.to
think about it, since
L X to him immediately,
putting nand around
shoulder, leading him
DR to AI ice.

LA\VYER:
( F i 1 l i n g t i me , j

talking)

us t

Same

JULI AN:
Same

He seems
LAWVER:

LAWYER:

(Curt) He is very good.
(Turns to the chair) Miss
Alice, our Brother Julian is
here. (Repeats it louder)
OUR BROTHER JULIAN IS HERE
(To JULIAN) She!s terribly
hard of hearing. (To MISS
ALICE) DO YOU WANT TO SEE
HIM? (To JULIAN) I think
sbe 1 s responding. Sometimes
• . . we 11 , at her age and
condition ••• twenty
minutes can go by ••• for
her to assimilate a sentence
and reply to it.

(Cutting him off, nearing
chair) Same

Land J reach chair. L
alternates between J and
A in his speaking. A
is terribly hard of
hearing, so L must make
the necessary adjustments in voice. L is to
the immediate left of
the chair, J is to his
I ef t. L 1eans in to A
in speaking to her.

OR I GI NAL TEXT

ADAPTATION

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

But I thought ••• His
Eminence said she was •
young.

(Having had a chance to
really look at her, honestly
confused) Same
(MISS ALICE sneezes)

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

SHHHHHHHHHH! She's moving.
(MISS ALICE slowly rises
from her chair and comes
around it. Her face is that
of a withered crone, her
hair gray and white and
matted; she is bent; she
moves with two canes).

SHHHHHHHHHH! (Quickly and
with great enthusiasm) She's
moving! (MISS ALICE reaches
up to face very slowly and
shakily·with extended long
fingers, and slowly squeezes
sleeping veil, pulling it
off. Her face is that of a
withered crone, hook nose,
drooping, heavy eyes and
brows. The number of
wrinkles matches her age.
She wears a frown, and her
skin is white~ish. (It is
really a mask, covering her
nose, cheeks, and foreheadher mouth·' is uncovered and
able to move·freely. Her
hair is long, and covers '
the edges of her forehead;
she notices JULIAN,
squinting)

MJ SS ALI CE:

{Finally, with a cracked
and ancient voice, to
JULIAN) Hello there, young
man.

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

J is rather startled,
as A, sneezing, gives
first signs of life.
The sneezing movement
is very quick and jerky
but simple. L responds
like a cat-this is a
great occurance, her
moving. After the
sneeze, A mutters to
herself, looking for
her canes-a natural
response when waking
up. She notices she
still has on her
sleeping veil.

l'
•J
•.,

'

·. I
~

I ...
,,

.

'

(See Costume Plate 6)

l

i

Ml SS ALI CE:

Same
A, sti 11 sitting, takes
b 1anket on her knees and,
with one quick snap, fips
it onto the floor, SR of
chair; searchs and
reaches for canes on
tab I e SR of chair; she
is hawk-like in her
movements, p.i cky, qui ck
staccato. During the
fol lowing exchange between L and J, she f idgits for canes, and gets
up to X to J.

•. 11 i
l·
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ORIGINAL TEXT

ADAPTATION

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(As JULIAN takes a step
forward) Hah! Don't come
too close, you'll unnerve
her.

(As JULIAN moves in to
MISS ALICE) Don't come too
close-you'll unnerve her.

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

J begins X to help A;
L, on his line, stops
J by holding up a handno actual contact; A
is in the process of
rising.

"I •
f •

~
,l

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

'l
'i

But I'm terribly puzzled.
I was led to believe that
she was a young woman,
and •••

(As he is told to stay
back) Same

I'I

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

Hello there, young man.

fl
I,

'I
!

(Moving in to JULIAN)
Same

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

Speak to her.

(Since JULIAN does not
respond) Same

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

Miss ••• Miss Alice, how
do you do?

(Wanting to back away,
unsure of himself) Same

w/L's assistance, A
has risen and X to J,
between L and J. As
she moves, she is
hunched and uses the
canes; the canes click
across the floor very
quickly, suddenly
starting and suddenly
stopping. A, in
delivering her line
to J, looks at him
from about mid-chest she is very close to
him-she is as blind
as she is deaf.

"l1f

!

f

.
I

I

;o.

t :r

''"

i

1l
·'

~ !!
I

II

J is rather dumbfounded
by A; he does not know
quite how to react.

I
;I'

l

f

;I

iJ.
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ADAPTATION

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

Louder.

(There is no reaction from
MISS ALICE) Same

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

HOW DO YOU DO?

(Very loudly, directed in
her ear, trying to be impressionable) Same

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

(To LAWYER)
what?

How do I do

(To LAWYER, not understanding; impatiently)

LAWYER:

LA\.JYER:

It's a formality.

(Bending to her)

Ml SS ALI CE:

MISS ALICE:

WHAT?!

(Very impatient)

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

IT IS A FORMALITY, AN
OPEN! NG GAMBIT.
Ml SS ALI CE:
Oh.

(To JULIAN)

Same

Same

Same

Same

Ml SS ALI CE:

How do

~do?

JULI AN:
Very well

A just kind of is
there; she is waiting
for someone to do
something, looking
at J's cross.

(Sudden realization, singing it) Oh • • • (To
JULIAN very pleasantly)
Same

JULIAN:
thank you.

(Off guard)

Same

This is a definite
break is A's character.
After being very senile
and impatient, she
becomes overly nice
to J.

---------------..---------~--

--
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ORIGINAL TEXT

ADAPTATION

MISS ALICE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

WHAT?!

(Back at it again)

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

VERY

\~ELL

THANK YOU.

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

Same

Same

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

Don't you scream at mer

(Very excited)
SCREAM AT ME!

A pokes her ear up at
J; Lis smiling throughout all of this.

NOTE:

DON'T YOU

is very
frustrated in
the circumstances
wIth o Td A I i ce.
A must be very
picky and
terribly senile.
Each time she
switches temperament. J gets
to feeling more
hopeless about
his position.
J

A hits J in the shins
w/ a quick movement of
her right cane; J
reacts, not hurt but
surprised; he's really
going through the mill.

JUL IAN:
(Mumbled)

JULIAN:
Sorry.

(Reacting to being hit)
Same

Ml SS ALI CE:

MISS ALICE:

WHAT!?

(Keeps at him)

Same
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ADAPTATION

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

SORRY!

(Getting a little fed up;
at her rather than to her)
Same

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

(Almost a pout)

Oh.

LAWYER:

Same

Turns away from J,
holding position.

LAWYER:

(Who has enj eyed this} We 11
I think I'll leave you two

Same

L begins to leave,
X UL.

now ••• for your business.
I'm sure you'll have a •••
JULIAN:

JULIAN:

(An attempted urgent aside
to the LAWYER) Do you think
you ••• shouldn't you be
here? You've ••• you've
had more experience with
her, and •••

(Stopping him)

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(Laughing) No, no, you' 11
get along fine. (To MISS
ALICE) I ' l l LEAVE YOU lWO
TOGETHER NOW. (MISS ALICE
nods vigorously) HIS NAME IS
BROTHER.JULIAN, AND THERE ARE
SIX YEARS MISSING FROM HIS
LIFE. (She nods again) l'LL
BE DOWNSTAIRS. (Begins to
leave)

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

Same

J grabs L by 'the arm,

stopping him from
leaving.

Same

L X back
A and J,
the arm,
straight

to A, between
holds A by
talking
into her ear.

L X toward exit UL.

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

(When LAWYER is at the door
Dory't steal anything.

(Stopping LAWYER verbally,
talking in the direction of
his sound} Same

L holds just OS of
door on.platform UL.
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LAWYER:
(Exciting)

ADAPTATION

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

LAWYER:
ALL RIGHT!

Same

L yells reply, gives
final smi 1e of "Good
luc~' to J, waits for
him to turn his back
and then ducks out UL
on platform, going into
bedroom rather than the
ha 1lway.

JUL I AN:
(After a pause, begins
bravely, taking a step forward) Perhaps you should sit
down. Let me • . •

Cut

Ml SS ALI CE:

WHAT!?

Cut

JULI AN:

JULIAN:

PERHAPS YOU SHOULD SIT DOWN!

(After a pause, begins
bravely, taking a step forward) Perhaps you should sit
down •••

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

(Not fear; malevolence) Keep
away from me!

JUL IAN:

Same

Uneasily, J X in ever so
cautiously.

A jumps back somewhat,
raising canes defensively; J reacts, surprised and frustrated.

JULIAN:

Sorry. (To himself) Oh,
really, this is impossible.

Same

J finds consolation is

his cross.

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

WHAT!? ·

(At him)

Same
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ORIGINAL TEXT

ADAPTATION

JULIAN:

JULI AN:
Same

I SAID THIS WAS IMPOSSIBLE!
Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

(Thinks about it for a moment
then) If you're a defrocked
priest, what're you doing in
all that? (Pointing to
JULIAN's garb)

{Takes a half a beat, then
darts to JULIAN, hawk-like,
picking at his clothes,
crucifix, etc.) Same

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

I AM A LAY BROTHER. I HAVE
NEVER BEEN A PRIEST.

A, smiling cunningly to
herself, is sniffing
J's breath while he's
speaking. Her head is
bouncing up and down
while she 1 s sniffing.

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

What did you drink downstairs?

(As though she found out a
secret) Sa~e

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

I had a glass of port
PORT!

I had a glass of port.

(MISS ALICE cocks her head,
not hearing) PORT!

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

(A spoiked, crafty child)

(Pounding her canes on the
floor like a spoiled child)
Same

bring~

one.

JULIAN:
I had no idea you •••

A X left to J, hands
really moving over him;
she's a combination of
a parasite and a
scavenger; very picky.

Same

I AM NOT A DEFROCKED PRIEST,

You didn't

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

JUL IAN:.
Same
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Ml SS ALI CE:

ADAPTATION

Ml SS ALI CE:
Same

WHAT!?
JULIAN:

JULIAN:

SHALL

GET YOU A GLASS?

MISS ALICE:
A glas·s

Same
MISS ALICE:

of~·

JULIAN:
PORT.

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

Same

NOTE:

JULIAN:

Same

A GLASS OF PORT.

MISS ALICE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

(As if he were crazy)
What for?
JULIAN:

Same

This section
must go very
rapidly,
building up to
J 1 s last 11 This
won't do11 ;
J becomes very
frustrated, A
just keeps
·pushing him;
we must feel J's
discomfort.

JULIAN:
>

BECAUSE YOU • • • (To himself again} Re~lly, this
won 1 t do.

Same

J X R to DC, frustrated;

faces DR.

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI.CE:

(Straightening up, ri<lding
herself of the canes, assuming a normal voice}- I
agree with you, it wo~•t do,
rea 11 y.

(Straightens up, smiles at
JULIAN, slings canes over
her.shoulders, moves to him, A X R to J
and taps him on the shoulder
with one of the canes;
JULIAN turns to her, in
disbelief. After the conAX in front of J to
touch of the cane, she
OS of DR chair; puts
Ji fts it) Same
down-canes.

JUL IAN:

JULIAN:

(Astonishment) I beg your
pardon?

(Watching MISS ALICE pass)
I • • • beg your . • •
pardon?

-----------------,.----

~-------

--------

------~-~--
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ADAPTATION

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

I said it won't do at all.
(SHE unfastens and removes
her wig, unties and takes
off her mask, becomes her-.
self, as JULIAN watche,,
openmouthed).There. Is that
better? And you needo't
yell at me anymore; if anything, my hearing is too
good.

I said it won't do at all.

(SHE slowly removes her
latex mask, pulling from
the cheeks up; it pulls her
skin with it somewhat;
JULIAN watches, openmouthed)
And you needn't yell at me;
(SHE sets the mask on the
table DR) if anything, my
hearing is ,!9.2 good.

JULI AN:

JULIAN: ·

(Slightly put out) I
I don't understand •.

(Absolutely overcome; at
a loss for words) I •
I don't understand.

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

DIRECTOR 1 S NOTES

This sequence must make
a transform radically.
She is really a very
sexy, controlled, mature
woman. We must see this
as she becomes 11 hersel f 11 • .

During the next several
exchanges; A takes off
her old woman's costume,
reveal.ing the leggy,
beautiful woman that
she is. First, she
slinks out of her skirt
slowly and sexliy; next,
she unsnaps her blouse,
and slips it off slowly,
dropping the clothing
on the floor, SR pf
chair. We now see A
as very. ·sexy; she 11 uses 11
her legs to advantage.
(See Costume Plate 7)

Are you annoyed?
JULIAN:
I suspect I wilt be
might be ••.• after the
surprise leaves me.
Ml SS ALI CE:·
(Smiling) Don't be; it's
only a silly game.

Same
JULIAN:
Same

MISS ALICE:
Same
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JULIAN:

Yes, doubtless.

ADAPTATION.

DI RECTOR I

s

NOTES

JULIAN:

But why?

(In awe)

Same

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

Oh, indulge us, please.

(Rather playful)
to indulge us.

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

Well, of course, it would
be my pleasure ••• but
considering the importance
of our meeting •••

Same

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS AL I CE:

Exactly. Considering the
importance of our meeting.

(Cutting him off)

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

A ••• test for me.

Oh •

Same

A now has revealed her

real 11 self; she indeed
is stunning-tal 1,
leggy, long hairedsexy; the transformation
that took place before
our eyes was total;
she sits in chair DR,
still in perfect controlshe1s very much a
complete woman. She
replaces the make-up
that might've been
altered by the mask,
using a hand compact
and Ii psti ck.
11

Same

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

(Laughs) No, not at all, a
little lightness to counter
the weight. (Mock serious-

(Laughs lightly, not mali:
ciously) No, not at all
a little lightness to

A, is light playful,
but still testing. She
is very natural, as if

• "' ......... ":, !'"'

..........
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ADAPTATION

ness) For we are involved
in weighty matters ••• the
transfer of millions, the
rocking of empires. (Normal,
light tone again) Let's.be
comfortable, shall we? Swing
my chair around. (JULIAN
moves to do so) As you can
see-you can, I trust-I'm not
a hundre"Cf""'and thirteen years
old, but I do have my
crotchets, even now; I have
chairs everywhere that are
mine-in each room ••• a
chair that is mine, that
alone use.

counter the weight. (Playful) For we are involved in
weighty matters are we not?
The transfer of millions,
the rocking of empires?
(Indicates JULIAN to sit)
Be comfortable, won't you?
(JULIAN sits)

JULIAN:
(Moving the chair) Where
woulo you •

'

Cut

Ml SS All CE:

(Lightly) Just
swing
it • . • around. You neednit
move i t. Good. No, s i t wi th
me. (They sit) Fine. In
the dining room, of course,
there is no question - I sit
at the head of the table.
But, in the drawing rooms, or
the library, or whatever room
you wish to mention, 1 have
a chair that I consider
my possession.

Cut

JULIAN:

But you possess the entire
• • • (Thinks· of a word)
establishment.

Cut

Ml SS ALI CE:
Of source, but it is such a
large . • • establishment
that one needs the feel of
specific possession in
every ••• area.

Cut

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

the previous act had
never happened. When
she finishes her makeup touch-up, she puts
on long, dangling earrings; she is very
sophisticated. She
moti·ons w/her hand that
J should sit on chaise
couch DL. J X slowly
while still rather
shocked to chaise and
sits on edge of it,
still concerned about
making an impression.
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JULIAN:

(Rather shy, but peasant) Do
you become . . • cross if
someone accidentally assumes
your chair, one of y9ur
chairs?

Cut

MISS ALICE:

MISS ALICE:

(Thinks about it, then) How
odd! Curiously, it has
never happened, so I cannot
say. Tell me about yourself.

(Simply) tell me about yourse If.

JULI AN:

JULIAN:

Well, there isn't much to
sa~ ••• much that isn't
already known. Your lawyer
would seem to have assembled
a case book on me, and •••

Same

A 11 uses 11 the chair;
Jeans into J leaning
on the chair arm.

J is rather uncomfortable
and withheld; all of
this has happened so
fast, he has kind of
been spun around and
suddenly stopped. He
sits on the chaise w/
his knees together and
his hands in his Japvery much like a little
boy.

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

Yes, yes, but not the things
that would interest him,
the things that would interest me.

(Cuts him off gently)
Yes, yes • . • but not the
things that would interest
him • • . the things that
would interest me

She is working on him
now-at least a little.

JULIAN:

(Genuine interest} And what
are they?

Cut

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

(Laughs again) Let me see.
h~
Do I terrify you?

(She plays) •
terrify you?

Do

She crosses her Jong
legs and flips the
front flap of her
11
ski rt 11 to the side;
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NO TE s

what she is doing is
anything but terrifying.
JULIAN:

JULIAN:

You did, and you are still
••• awesome.

(Reacting to her movement,
looking for the right words)
Same

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

(Sweetly) Thank you. Did
my lawyer intimidate you?

(Very, very sweet)

JULI AN:

JULIAN:

It would seem his nature or his pleasure - to intimidate, and ••• well, I,
am, perhaps, more easily
intimidate than some.

(Not wanting to incriminate)
It would seem his natureor his pleasure-to
inti mi date.

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

Perhaps you are, but he is
a professional. And hrn1"Ciid
you find Butler?

And how did you find
Butler?

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

A gentle man, quick

Same

A's actions, as well
as her speech, are
slow and controlled;
she chooses words and
gestures carefully.

Same

but mostly gentle.
Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

Gentle, yes. He was my
lover at one time. (As
JULIAN·averts his head) Oh!
Perhaps I shouldn't have
told you

(Reacting to his use of ~he
word; she says it but means
just the opposite; rather
amused by it) Gentle?!
. • • yes. He was my lover
at one time.
~

A shows her attitudes
toward B and l during ..
this section. J just
takes it in.
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JULIAN:

No, forgive me. Things
sometimes .
are so
unexpected.

eut

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

Yes, they are.
am presently mistress to my lawyer the gentleman who intimidated
you so. He is a pig.

. . • I am present I y mis-

tress to my lawyer •
the (Plays the word)
gentleman who intimidated
you so. I am bored with
him - he is a pig.

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

(Embarrassed) Yes, yes.
You have • • • never
married.

{Tries to alter the subject) Ypu have ••• never
married . • • ?

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

(Quiet amusement)

Alas.

JULIAN:
You are

JULI AN:

. not Catholic.

Ml SS AL I CE:
.
.

{The same)

Same

Same
Ml SS ALI CE:

Again, alas.

{The same)

Again • . • alas

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

No, it is fortunate you are
not.

(Humble but with amused
honestly) Same

Ml SS ALI CE:

I am bored with my present
1over.

Cut

I

A 11 plays 11 w/her ski rtuses it as a talking
tool.
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JULIAN:
I . . • (Shrugs)

Cut

MISS ALICE:
I was not soliciting advice.

Cut

JULIAN:
(Quiet laugh) Good, for
have none.

Cut

Ml SS AL I CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

These six years of yours.

(Starting fresh, easy}
Tell me about these six
years of yours.

JULI AN:

JULIAN:

(Says it all in one deep
breath) There is no mystery
to it, my faith in God left
me, and I coriunited myself
to an asylum. (Pause) You
see? Nothing to it.

(Easy, simply, honestly)
Same

Ml SS ALI CE:

MISS ALICE:

What an odd place to go to
look for one's faith.

(Some humor, but honest)
Same

A is still in chair
DR, Jon chaise (SR
ha If) DL.

NOTE:

This section of
the scene-we 11
all of it really
from here oni s gentle; it
should be played
very simply and
honestly; nothing
big or overdone.

,---------------..--~----------

-

-------

--

-

--~

---- -
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JUL IAN:

JULIAN:

You misunderstand me.
did not go there to look for
my faith, but because it
had left me.

{Easy)· Same

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

You tell it so easily.

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

Same

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

(Shrugs) It is easy to tell.

(No lament)

S me

Ml SS ALI CE:

Cut

Ah.
JULI AN:

(Giggles a little) However,
I would not tell your
present ••• uh, your
lawyer. And that made him
quite angry •

Cut

.Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

Have you slept with many
women?

i te sexy quality)

(Taking on more of a defi nSame

A breaks the conversation here, reaches to
the table R of chair,
gets cigarette case,
rises gracefully, X to
J to offer him a
cigarette. Her Jin~ is
delivered on the moverTJent.

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

(Carefully) I am not certain.

(The question, seeming to
come from nowhere, catches
JULIAN somewhat off guard)
Same

J, watches A move slowly,
deliberately to him.

J 10
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Ml SS ALI CE:

(Tiny laugh) It is an easy
enough thing to determine.

Same

JULIAN:

JUL JAN:

Not so. For one, I am
celibate. A lay brother
you must know - while not a
priest, while not ordained,
is still required to take
vows. And chastity is one
of them.

(Gently defensive; explains)
Same

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

A dedicated gesture, to be ·
sure, celibacy without
priesthood ••• but a
melancholy one, for you're
a handsome man •• _. in your
way.

(Rather amused by his simplicity) A dedicated
gesture • • •

JULI AN:

You 1 re Id nd.

Cut

MISS ALICE:
But, tell me~ why did you
not become a priest? Having
gone so far, I shoula think

Cut

JULI AN:

A lay brother serves.

Cut

Ml SS ALI CE:
. • • but is not ordained,
is more a servant.

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

Cut

A holds position R of
J, standing, looking at
him.
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JULI All:

Cut

The house of God is so
grand • • • (Si-:eet
ar-olosetic smile) it needs
many servants.
Ml SS All CE:

Cut

Ho1<J hur.ible, but is th.:::t the
only reason?
JULIAH:

Cut

I am not wholly reconciled.
Man 1 s God and mine are not
• . . close friends.

Ml SS ALI CE:

Indeed. But, tell me, ho1:J
are you not certain that you
have s I ept with a 1r10man?

Ml SS ALI CE:

(Begins moving cway) . • •
But, te I I me . . • (Turns
bac!-: to hir.i) how are '/OU
have slept with a wom2n?

JULlt\ll:

JULIAU:

C:ith curiousity) Shall
tell you? We have many more
i~portant matters •••

(Rather reluctant, wanting
to get on with the business)
We have many more important
matters • • •

Ml SS ALI CE:

MISS ALICE:

Tell me, please.· The money
will not run off. Great
wealth is patient.

(Gently insisting)

Same

A X R to SR of table
DR; sets down cigarettes;
she is interested in J
now - he is an ite:;i of
curiousity; he is something new - a bre~k
from her boredom. She
continues the movement
Xing US of chair and
around and sits on SL
arm, resting self
c::gainst the back.
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JULIAN:

JULIAN:

I would not know. Very
well. It's good for me,
think, to talk about it.
The institution •• ·• to
which I committed myself It was deep inland, by the
way - was a good one, good
enough, and had, as I am
told most do, sections buildings, or floors of
buildings - for patients in
various conditions • . .
some for violent cases, for
example, others for children.

(Humbly amused) I would not
know. (Takes deep breath,
convincing himself that
what he is about to tell is
all right) Very well. lt 1 s
good for me, 1·think, to
ta 1k about it. • • • (Braces
himself mentally and forces
himself to begin) The institution to which I committed
myself ••• was a good one.
• •• and had sections for
pat1ents in various conditions - some for violent
cases, for examples, others
for children . • •

Ml SS ALI CE:

MISS ALI CE:

How sad.

(Simply, fascinated by
JULIAN, but not synical)
Same

.JULI AN:

JULIAN:

Yes.

(Rather apologetic, but not
really influenced) Yes.
Wel 1, at any rate • . • my
sections was for people who
were . • • mildly troubled

Well, at any rate
sections. Mine •
my section was for people
who were ••• mildly troubled - which I found ironic,
for ) have never considered
the fleeing of faith a mild
matter. Nonetheless, for
the mildJy troubled. The
windows were not barred; one
was allowed utensils, and
one's own clothes. You see,
escape was not a matter of
urgency, for it was a section
for mildly troubled people
who had committed themselves,
and should escape occur, it
was not a danger for the .
world outside.

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

NOTE:

J's description
of the asylum and
his experiences
there, must be
delivered w/
utmost simplicity
and honesty.
Both hold general
position throughout; A listens
atten'tively,
interested, not
only in this
curious fellow,
but also in how
ea s i 1y he. te 1t
the story.

s
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MISS ALICE:

I undeistand.

Cut

JULI At~:

JULI Ml:

There was a period during
my stay, however, when I
began to . • • hallucinate,
and to withdraw, to a point
where I was not entirely
certain when my mind was
tricking me, or when it was
not. I believe one would say
- how is it said? - that my
grasp on reality ~as • • •
tenuous - occasionally.
There was, in my section, a
woman who, on very infrequent
occasions, believed that she
was the Virgin Mary.

(Gathering courage) •••
There was, at'the same iirne,
in my section, a woman who
on very infrequent occasions
believed that she was the
Virgin Mary.

Ml SS ALI CE:

MISS ALICE:

(Mild surpri:e) My Goodness.

Same

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

A quiet woman, plain, but

{He 11 gets into ·r t 11 very
quickly' his atteotion is
focused merely on the recol l~ction - he is beginning to 1'1ive it 11 ) /\
quiet t'Joman, plain, but
soft features, not h2rd

soft features, not hard; at
forty, or a year either side,
married, her husband, the ·
owner of a dry-soods store,
if my memory is correct;
childless •. ,·the sort of
woman, in short, that one is
not aware of passing -0n the
street, or in a hallway
. . • unlike you - if you
\·1i 11 perr.ii t me.
Ml SS ALI CE:

(Smiles) it may be I cm
noticeable, but almost
never identified.

Cut

J is low in intensity,

simply talking - not
really explaining just giving information
no lament.
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JULIAN:

Of course. My hallucinations ••• were saddening
to me. I suspect I should've
been frightened of_ them-as
well as by them-most people
are, or would be •••
by hallucinations. But I
was ••• saddened. They·
were, after all, provoked,
brought on by the departure
of my faith, and this in
turn was brought on by the
manner in which people mock
God •••

Cut

~
I

Ml SS ALI CE:
I noticed you do not say
you lost your faith, but
that it abandoned you.

Cut

JULIAN:

Do I. Perhaps at bottom
had lost it, but I think
more that I was confused
••• and intimidated •••
by the'""WO'rld about me, and
let slip contact with it
•• with my faith. So,
was ~dened.

Cut

Ml SS ALI CE:

Yes.

Cut

JUL I AN:

The periods of hallucination
would be announced by a
ringing in the ears, which
produced, or was accompanied
by, a loss of hearing. J
would hear people's voices

Cut

1 15
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from a great distance and
through the roaring of
surf. And my body
would feel light, and not
mine, and I would float-no,
g I i de.
Ml SS ALI CE:

There was no feeling of
terror in this? I would be
beside myself.

Cut

JULIAN:
No, as.I said, sadness.
Aaaaahhh, I would think,
am going from myself again.
How very, very sad
everything. Loss, great
toss.

Cut

Ml SS ALI CE:
I understand.

Cut

JULIAN:
And when I was away from myse If-never far enough, you
know, to ••• blank, just
to • • • fog over-when I was
away from myself I could not
sort out my imaginings from
what was real. Oh, sometimes
I would say to the nurse or
one of the attendants,
11
Cou1 d you te 11 me, di d I
preach last night? To tDe
patients? A fire-andbrimstone lesson ••• Did
I do that, or did I imagine
it? 11 And they would tel1
me, if they knew.

Cut

DIRECTOR'S NOTES
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MISS ALICE:
And did you?

Cut

JULIAN:

Hm?
No, it would
seem I did not ••• to
their knowledge. But I was
never sure, you see.

Cut

Ml SS ALI CE:

(Nodding) No.

Cut

JULIAN:

(A brief, rueful laugh) I
imagined so many things, or
••• did so many things I
thought I had imagined. The
uncertainty ••• you know?

Cut

Ml SS ALI CE:
(Smiles) Are you sure you're
not describing what passes
for sanaity?

Cut

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

(Laughs briefly, ruefully)
Perhaps. But one night •••
now, there You see? I said
11
0ne night", and 11 m not
sure, even now, whether or·
not this thing happened or,
if it did not happen, it did
not happen at noon, or in
the morning, much less at
night. Doubtless, one.will
do as well the another. So
••• One night the following
either happened or did ~ot
happen. I was walking in
the gardens, and I heard a

(Becoming even more involved) ••• but one night
••• there!' ••• You see?
I said 11 one ni ght 11 , and I 1m
not sure even now whether
this happened or did not
happen ••• (Picking it
up again) Well ••• One
night I was walking in the
gardens-walking in the gardens, and I heard a sound,
with rosebushes, rather
overgrown, a formal garden.
once, the ••• the place
had been an estate, I re-

(Light Cue 5)

J, is still definitely
telling a st9ry though
he 1 s involved, he is
still detached enough
to make visual references
to A who is still
sitting on arm of
chair DR; he does
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sound • • • sounds from
near where a small pool
stood, with rosebushes,
rather overgrown, a formal
·garden once, the ••• the
place had been an estate, I
remember being told. Sounds
• • • sobb'i ng? Low er i es
And there was, as well, the
ringing in my ears, and •••
and fog, a ••• a milkiness,
between myse 1f and • • • ·
everything. I went toward
the cries, the sounds, and
. . . I, I fear my description will become rather
••• vivid now •••

ADAPTATION

member being told. Sounds
• • • sobbing • • • and a
fog, a milkiness, between
myself and ••• everything.
I went·toward the cries, the
sounds, and • • • I fea.r my
description will become
rather ••• vivid •••

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

I am a grown woman.

(Helping him, not sarcastic' I am a grown woman.

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

(Nods) Yes. (A deep breath)
The ••• the woman, the
woman I told you about, who
hallucinated, herself, that
she was the Virgin •••

Ml SS ALI CE:

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

attempt to make himself
clear - this is important
to him.
(Sound Cue 5)

Same

. (Becoming a question so
that MISS ALICE can understand where they left off)
Ml SS ALI CE:

Yes, yes.

Same

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

• • • was • • • was on a
grassy space~near the pool or this is what I imagined on the ground, aad she was
in her • • • a ·nightdress,
a ••• gossamer, filmy
thing, or perhaps she was.
not, but there she was, on
the ground, on
incline,
a slight i~cline~ and when

an

Same

NOTE:

This speech must
use the imagery
as written and
bui J d w and from
it. J tells
everything very
simply, beginning
slowly; as the
description continues, he almost

;1:
.1,

!1 ~
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she saw me - or sensed me
there - she raised her head,
and put her arms • • •
(Demonstrates) . • • out, in
a • • • supp 1i cation, and
c r i ed , "He 1p me , . he 1p · me
••• help me, oh God, God,
help me ••• oh, help,
help. 11 This, over and over,
and with the sounds in her
throat between. I • • • I
came closer, ana the sounds,
her sounds, her words, the
roaring in my ears, the
gossamer and the milk film,
I ••• a ROAR, AND OCEAN!
Saliva, perfume, sweat, the
taste of blood and rich
earth in the mouth, sweet
sweaty s 1i pp i ng • • • (Looks
to her apo 1oget i ca 11 y, ·nods)
• ejaculation. (She nods
The sound cascading away,
the rhythms breaking, everything slowly, limpid quieter
damper, sort ••• soft,
qui et ••• done. (They are
both silent. MISS ALICE is
gripping the arms of her
chair; JULIAN continues
softly) I have described it
to you as best I can. As
it ••• happened or did not
not happen.

ADAPTATION

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

(Verbal demonstration)

p Iayed 11 under"
rather than
imposing an
unnatural exterior build for
effect. J can
overtly aid his
inner feeling by
11
working 11 his
cassock skirt,
using it as an
outlet. He must
be experiencing
the orgastic
spasms and react
to the 11 ejaculat ion", he - himse 1f becomes
slower, softer,
limpid in his
description,
thereby giving
it a rise and
fa 11.

(JULIAN is complet~ly entranced, his imagination
becoming real, oblivious
to his surroundings)

(Pause. JULIAN breaks the
illusion,.recovering his
awareness of MISS ALICE)

(Sound hits peak at
ej acu 1at ion" Cue 5)

11

A, who began watching
this description amused
and curious, also gets
mentally involved; she
can "see" it also,
though shows no physical
reaction. However, as
J loosens after the
11
ejaculation11 she does
also, and switches back
to herself. She never
actually gets teose, but
she never stops listening for a moment.

O:i./;;1:u1.L TEXT
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Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

(Curiously .
dispassionately) •
I . . . am
a very beautiful woman.

JULIAN

JULIA!"!:

JULIAN:

(After a pause whic~ serves
as a reply to her statement)
I must tell you more, though.
You have asked me for an
entirety.

(\fatches her move toward
him; he does want to
finish) Same

MISS ALICE:

MISS ALICE:

(Breaking character as
breaks the illusion;
takes on a cool air of
subtle seduction; moves
toward him) Same

And a very rich one.

Same

JUL IAN:

JULIAN:

(Brief pause, nods) As I mentioned to you, the woman was
given to hallucinations as
well, but perhaps I should
have said that being the
Virgin Mary was merely the
strongest of her • • • de1usi ons; she • • . hallucinated • . • as well as the
next person, about perfectly
mundane matters, too. So it
may be that now we come to
coincidence, or it may not.
shortly-several-days-after
the encounter l have described to you-the encounter
which either did or did not
happen-the woman • • • I do
not know which word to use
here, either descended·or ascended into an ecstasy, the
substance of which was that
she was with child . . •
thnt she was

(Rising, moving away, but
still focusing on MISS
ALICE vocally) As I mentioned. to you, the woman was
given to hallucinations as
well, but perhaps I should
have said that beiog the
Virgin Mary was merely the
strongest of her • • •
·
delusions. (He faces out,
again losing himself in
what he is saying. Several
days after the encounter I
have described to you, etc.)
Seme

DIRECT0:1 1 S .'.;OTES

A regains her seductive
sophistication after
losing it briefly in the
trance. Regaining herself, she moves in on J,
Xing to him very slowly
and deliberntely; SXL
and US of chaise,
sitting SL of J legs
directed US.

A, sitting next to J,
has a shade of the
Virgin on the mossy
hillock; she is becoming
more than just friendly
J, feeling her moving
in on him, is not,
afraid of her; rather,
she serves as an
interruption and a
distraction; he feels
he must continue; he
rises-and X DR to DC.

.
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with child ••• that she
was pregnant with the Son
of God.
Ml SS All CE:

MISS ALICE:

And I live here in all
these rooms.

{Losing interest in what
he is saying; becoming more
interest in him) Same

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

You don't laugh? Well perhaps you will~ at me. I
was ••• ·beside myself, for
I assumed the piling of
delusion upon delusion,
through the chance of·there
being fact, happening, the-re
somewhere • • • I went to
my doctor and told him of
my hallucination - if indeed
that is what it was. He
told me, then ••• that the
woman had been examined,
that she was suffering from
cancer of the womb, that it
was advanced, had spread.
In a month, she died.

Not hearing her, absorbed
in his recollection) •••
I went to my doctor and
told him of my hallucina~
tion-if indeed that· is what
it was. He told me, thenthat the·woman had been
examined, that she was
suffering from cancer of
the womb~ that it was
advanced, had spread •
In a month, she died.

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

Did you believe it?

JULIAN:
.

Same
JULIAN:

.

(Small smile)
died?

That she

Ml SS ALI CE:

That you spoke with your
doctor.

(Without facing her)

MJ SS ALI CE:

Same

Same

A's dialogue here
serves a counter rhythm
to J's speech. She is
on the chaise, reclining
and tempting.

J is finishing it now,

more tangent to it than
contained.
A, upon hearing this
about a woman, listens
again.
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JULIAN:

JULIAN:

(Pause) It has never occurred
to me until this moment to
doubt it. He has informed
me many times.

(Pause, still not facing
her) It has never occurred
to me until this moment
to doubt it.

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

(Begin sound fade

Cue 5)

Ml SS ALI CE:

Cut

Ah?
JULIAN:
I

I
I
I

I dO',see him
in
reality. We have become
friends, we talk from time
to time •. Socially.

Cut

I
I

Ml SS ALI CE:

I

I
I
I

Ah.

Cut

And was it he who
discharged you from •••
your asylum?

I
I

JULIAN:

I
I
I

I
I
I

I

Cut

I was persuaded, eventually
that perhaps I was • • ~
overconcerned about my
hallucination; that some
was inevitable and a portion
of that - even desirable.

I

I

Ml SS ALJ CE:

I
I

Cut

Of course.

I
I
I

I
I
I

I
I

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

(Looking at his hands)
Have I answered your question?. That I am not •••
sure that I have slept with
a woman.

(Turns to MISS ALICE, not
moving toward her; not
apologetic, straight forward) Have I answered your
question?

J has entered, gone

through, and now
emerges from his
lapse of consciousness.
(Sound out; Cue 5)
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Ml SS ALI CE

MISS ALICE:

(Puzzling ••• slowly) I
don't know ••• know. Is
the memory of something
having happened the same as
it having happened?

(Quizzingly • . • slowly)
I don't know ••• know.
ls the memory of something
having happened the same
as it actually hav~ng
happened?

JULIAN:

JULIAN:
Same

It is not the nicest of
••• occurrences - to have
described to you.
Ml SS ALI CE:

A rises slowly,
deliberately, X looks
at J, holding near
chaise.

Delivered to her but
looking down shyly.

Ml SS AL'I CE:

Same

(Kindly) It was many years
ago. (Then an afterthought)
Was it not?

(All one thought)

JULIAN:

JULIAN: ·

Yes, yes, quite a while ago.

(Simply)

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS.ALI CE:

(Vaguely amused) I am rich
and I am beautiful and I live
here in all these rooms •••
without relatives, with a
• • • {Wry) companion, from
time to time ••• (leans
forward), (Whispers but
sti 11 amused) •
and
with a secret.

(Gently seductive but
serious) Same

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

Oh? (Trying to be light,
too) And may I know it?
The secret?

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

A X above him and
around to J's R.

Same

(Light Cue 6)

A X in to J, slowly;
touches him easily,
adjusting his clothing,
etc •

AX away, teasing,
moving DR 4 1 •

Same
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DIRECTOR'S NOTES

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

I don 1 t know yet.

(Movin9. away still more,
s I owly) I don 1 t know • • •
yet. (She;· i,s hanging him
on a string.)

JULIAN:
(Relaxing)
Ml SS

ALI

Ah, ha.

CE:

Cut
Ml SS ALI CE:

{Sudden change of mood, to
brisk, official, cool) Well,
ther;i. You 1_re here on bust ..
nes~, not for idle conversation, I believe.

Same

A becomes very business1 ike, SR to chair DRsi ts.

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

(Confused, even a little
hurt) Oh ••• Yes, that's
••• that 1 s right.

(Taken by surprise at her·
sudden change of attitude,
adj us ts) Same

Ml SS ALI CE:

MISS ALICE:

You have instructions to
give me-not formal, I'm not
about to settle in your
faith. Information, facts,
questions and answers.

(Matter-of-fact)

JU_LIAN:

JULIAN:

(Slightly sour) Odds and
ends, I believe._

(Adjusting to the situation-)
Same

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

(Sharp) To you, perhaps.
But important if you're to
succeed, if you're not to
queer the whole business, if
you're not to •••

(Sharp) To you, perhaps,
but important if you're
to succeed.

Same·

J

X to C, on her level.
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DIRECTOR'S NOTES

JULIAN:
Cut

Yes, yes.
Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

So you'll be coming back
here ••• when I ~ish to
see you.

.
(She's thinking) So you 1 11
be coming back here when
I wish to see you.

JULIAN:

JULIAN:
Same

Yes.
Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

Several times. It might be
better if you were to move
in. 1 1 11 decide it.

(Not letting him say it she answers the questions
·before they come up)·
Several ti mes. (Very 1i ght
and pointed; almost singsongy) It migh~ be better
• • • if you were to •••
move ••• in • • • (Curt
but still pointed) 1 1 11
decide.

JULI AN:

JULIAN:

Same

Oh ••• well, of course,
if you think •
.MISS ALICE:

Ml SS ALI CE:
.
.

I think. (JULIAN nods
acquiescence) Very good.
(She rises) No more today,
no more now.

(Cutting him off, emphatically making herself clear)
I • • • think ••• (Reassuming business tone but
realizing her advantage)
Very good. No more todayno more now.

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

(Up, maybe retreating a
1itt1 e) We 11 , · if you 1 11 1et
me know when •

(Trying to be natural; he's
been on a merry-go-round
this whole conversation)
Same

A plays w/her hairstr9kes it, etc.;
she's got him where
she wants him.
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Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

Come 'here. (JULIAN goes· to
her; she takes his head in
her hands, kisses him on the
forehead, he registers embarassment, she laughs, a
s1ightly mocking, unnerving
laugh) Little recluse.
(Laughs again)

Come here. (JULIAN goes to
her; she takes hold of his
crucifix·hanging around
his neck, gently pulling
him down-to her; when his
head is on her level, she
kisses him on the forehead;
he registers·surprise ana
embarassment, pulling away
quickly holding on to his
cross; she giggles, mocking
but sorry) Little recluse.
(Laughs again-)

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

I f you 1 11
adv i se me,
or His Eminence, when you'd
1i ke me to . • •

(Retreating slightly)

Ml SS AL I CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

Little bird, packing away
in the library. (Laughs
again.)

(Amused deiighting) (Sings
it) Same

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

I'm disappointed you find
me so ••• humorous.

(somewhat of fended)

MISS ALICE:

MISS ALICE:

(Cheerful, but not contrite)
Oh, forgive me, I live so
alone, the oddest things
cheer me up. You • • •
cheer me up. (Holds out her
hand to be kissed) Here. ·
(JULIAN hesitates) Ah-ah-ah,
he who hesitates loses all.
(JULIAN hesitates again,

Same

Same

Same
(Points the word

11

you 11 )

(Waves her fingers at him)

J X R to her:Jeft.
Qhen she.takes hold of
his crucifix, he concentrates on it rather than'her; after the
kiss, however, the'
reaction is to her;
there must be visual
contact.
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momentarily, then kisses
her hand, but kneeling, as
he would kiss a Cardinal's
ring. MISS ALICE laughs at
this) Do you think I am a
Ca rd i na 1? Do I 1ook 1i ke a
Prince?· Have you never even
kissed a woman's hand?

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

(She pulls her hand away,
hoJdihg it daintily to her
mouth, marveling at this
11
boy11 )

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

(Back on his feet, evenly
No, I have not.

(Admitting, humble)

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

Same

(Kindlier now) 11 11 send for
(Kindlier now) 11 11 send for
you. We' 11 have •••.
you, we'll have ••• pleaspleasant afternoons, you
ant afternoons, you and I.
and I. Goodbye. (Pleasant)
Goodbye. (MISS ALICE turns
away from JULIAN, gazes out
a window, her back to the
audience. JULIAN exits·. The
LAWYER enters the set from
the bedroom door)
JULIAN:
Goodbye~ (JULIAN bows out,
exiting UL archway, rather
bewildered.· MISS ALICE'
watches him, turns away,
and, still seated, plays
with her hair,·laughing
barely audibly. LAWYER
having seen JULIAN exit
from the other room, ent~rs
from bedroom door UL. He
moves in slowly, looks at ·
MISS ALICE, at the archway,
making sure JULIAN is gone,
then moves to MISS ALICE)
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LAWVER:

LAWYER:

(To MISS ALICE, a bit abruptly) How did it go, huh?

(Scheming and expectant)
Same

Ml SS ALI CE:

MISS All CE:

(Turns around, matter-offactly) Not badly.

(Without looking at him,
passive to the LAWVER,
still involved with JULIAN)
Same

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

You took Jong enough.
(MISS ALICE shrugs) When are
you having him again?

Same

e.
ll

.

• havi n9 •

cool.
Ml SS All CE:

. . II)

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

L X to A in chair DR,
confidently.

moving

L sits on SL arm of
chair; he strokes her
nose, thinking he's
cool •

. Ml SS All CE:

(Very wi~kedly) On business,
or privately?

(Dangles LAWYER on string)
On business, or •
privately ••• ?

LAWYER:

L~WVER:

Don't be childish.

Same

Ml SS All CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

Whenever you like, whenever.
(Seriously) Tell me honestly,
do you really think we're
wise?
·

(Drops the teasing, sudden1~ becoming serious) Whenever.you say, wnenever you
like. (Thinking) Doyou
really think we're wise?

LAWVER:

LAWYER:

Wise? We 11 , we 1 11 see. If·
we prove not, I can't think
of anything standing in the
way that can't be destroyed.
(Pause) Can you?

(He likes to see her serious) Wise? Well, we'll
see. If we prove not, I
can't think of anything
standing in the way, can
you?

A takes the ends of
hair and strokes L's
nose.

L removes her hand.

l is trying to wrap her
around his finger.
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Ml SS AU CE:

(Rather sadly) No.
CURTAIN

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

Ml SS All CE:

Nothing.

(Realizing there are no
worries) No. Nothing.

(Sound Cue 6)

(LAWYER laughs lowly, leans
in to kiss MISS ALICE on
the neck)
BLACKOUT

(Light Cue 7)
(Light Cue 7a)
-

SET CHANGE: 6 minutes
into act break (Total
break=lO minutes)
B enter UL archway, X
in, gets cigarette off
DR table sits on chair
DR, relaxing; prop crew
X in and take DR table
while Busing its
table lighter; B reacts; crew X back in
and takes his chair-B
rises, aggravated,
watching; B then X to
chaise DL, lies downcrew X In and take that.
B rises, watches, turns
front and notices the
audience and slide; he
X OS and sits on edge
of stage and plays w/
slide image, petting
the cat, addjusting
Alb.ee's tie, etc.; then
sits and smiles at the
audience, doing a
silent oleo and loving
it. Set change is
simultaneous. When
change is finished B
rises and exits off R.
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ACT TWO
Scene One

OR I GI NAL TEXT:
The library-as of Act One, Scene Two. ·No one on stage. Evening. ·
MISS ALICE hurtles through the doorway, half running, half backing,
with the LAWVER after her. It is not a chase; she has just broken
from him, and her hurtling is the result of sudden freeing.

ADAPTATION:
Same
(See Scenic Design Rendering 2 and Floor Plan 2)
(Light Cues 8 and Ba)
(Sound Cue 7)

ACT 11, SCENE
ADAPTATION

OR I GI NAL TEXT

Ml SS ALI CE:
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DIRECTOR'S NOTES

Ml SS ALI CE:

Same

(Just before and as she is
entering; her tone is neither
hysterical or frightened; she
is furious and has been
mildly hurt) KEEP ••• GO
GET YOUR ••• LET GO OF ME!
(She is in ~he room) KEEP
OFF! KEEP OFF ME!

A enters through dooron the defensive; the L
stalks her, toying w/
her, looking for his
kicks; must be a
definite contrast in
their appearances-she
running, he 11 on the
make 11

(See Costume Plate 8}
LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(Excited, ruffled, but trying to maintain decorum)
Don't be hysterical, now.

(Excited, in heat, but
playing) Same

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

Same

(Still moving away from him,
as he comes in) KEEP •••
AWAY. JUST SSTAY AWAY FROM
ME.
LAWYER:

LAWVER:

I said don't be hysterical.

(Lickin~

his chops-his
attempt at hustling) Same

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

11 11 show you hysteria.
11 11 give you fireworks!
KEEP! Keep away.

, Same

L always moves after
her; A must lead him;
he must be r~pulsive,
ob nox i ou s • He i s
bareback, his shirt
still tucked in,
hanging from his
waist.

X to RC, moving backwards, defendf ng herself.

L follows her R, keeping
pouncing distance away.

A X further DR; swings
chair from behind table
into his path.
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LAWYER:

LAWYER:

Ml SS ALI.CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

(Quiet loathing)
degenerate.

L slings chair out of
way, not taking his
eyes off her.

Same

(Soothing, but always moving
in on her) A simple touch,
an affectionate hand on you;
nothing more •••

You're

(Savoring her words), Same

LAWYER:

LAWVER:

(Steely) An affectionate
band in the privacy of a
ha 1 lway • • •

(Licking his chops)

Ml SS ALI CE:

MISS ALICE:

{Almost a shriek) THERE ARE
PEOPLE!!

Same

LAWYER:

LAWYER:
Where?

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

ADAPTATION

ORIGINAL TEXT

There are no people.

Same

A begins X l to get
away from him. As
she X OS of L, he
grabs her by the arm,
loving this "loveplay11 ;
he progresses to grab
her at the waist and
begins twirling her
around in mid air,
she fighting him.

Same

During this section,
L is holding A around
waist from behind~he is
trying to take her down
by slipping his leg
between hers and
tr i pp i ng her; A,
meantime, is fighting
him, pulling at his
hands, avoiding the
"take-down. 11
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Ml SS ALI CE:

(Between her teeth)
are people.

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

Ml SS ALI CE:

There

LAWYER:

(Feighning surprise) There
are no people. (To a child)
Ahh~
(Walks toward the
model, indicates it) Unless
you mean all the little
people running around inside
here. Is that what you
mean?

Same

·LAWYER:

Same
Points 11 direction of the
model with his head while
continuing the take~down)
Unless you mean all the
little people rurning
around inside there. Is
that what you mean?
(

11

Ml SS ALI CE:
(A mirthless, don't-youknow- it 1augh) Hunh-hunh- ·
hunh-hunh.

Cut

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

Is that what you mean? All
the little peopl~ in here?
(Change tone to normal if.
sarcastic) Why don't we
show them a few of your
tricks, hunh?

(Sarcastic teasing) Is
that what you mean? All the
little people in there?
Why don 1 t we shoW them a·
few of your ••• tricks,
hunh?

Ml SS ALI CE:

MISS ALICE:

(Moving away, clenched teeth
again) Keep •
• away • • •
from • • • me.

(Fuming, not frightened but'
disgusted) Same ·

--

--

. -:::;-- -

----~-

..,.

~~

L makes a giant effort
at throwing her to the
floor; A keeps upright.
They continue their
11
dance11 •

___

-

.,.., ... .., ..............
......

..

..._

........
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LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(Without affection) To love
is to possess, and since I
desire to possess you, that
must mean conversely that I
love you, must it not. Come
here.

{Taking great delight in
her fighting him; to him
it's love play) Same

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

(With great force)

L, after working very
hard, finally gets her
where he wants herdown. They are both
exhausted from this
11
.batt 1e". When they
hit the floor, they
take just a second to
catch their breath, not
lessening each other's
drives.

PEOPLE!

LAWYER:

Same

LAWVER:

Your little priest? Your
1itt1 e Ju 1i an? He ,is not

MISS ALICE:

Same

MISS ALICE:

He is not a priest!

LAWYER:
No. And he's not nearby-,
momentarily! (Hissed) I am
sick of him here day after
day, sick of the time you're
taking. Will you get it
done with!

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

Same

LAWYER:
Same

L has A on the floor,
he above her, trying
to put his right knee
between her legs; A
pushes him off but he
keeps trying. They
are working very hard.
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He wi 1 l be

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

MISS ALICE:

Ml SS All CE:

No!

ADAPTATION

Same

~·

LAWYER:

l is still working on

LAWYER:

Same

Oh, for Christ's sake, he's
a connoisseur; he'll be
nosing around the goddam
wine cellar for hours!

Ml SS All CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

He wi 11 be .!:!£· (Afterthought) Butler!

He wit 1 be ~· (As thougl}
to say 11 1 1 11 cal 1 Daddy'')
Butler!,

L makes another attempt

to insert his knee between her legs; A
pushes him off, L
rolling over on his
back-her chance to
escape. A rises,
straightening clothing,
Xing in exhausted fury

DR.
LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(Advancing) Butler? Let him
watch. (A sneer) Which is
something I've been meaning
to discuss with you for the
longest time now •••

Same

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS. AL I CE:

{Calm,
almost
I have
that I

(Physically beat, but trying to continue her fire)
Same

quivering hatred;
laughing with it)
a loathing for you
can't describe.

L rises, Xs to A, not
giving up; he is out of
breath, moving on her
wanting everything he
can get; ·gets to her,
begins to stroke her
arm.

L is about to kiss her
neck; A takes him by the
shoulders and with one
great push, throws him
straight backwards, L
hitting the floor and
sliding on the seat of
his pants. He is surprised but he loves it
st i 11 • To him, this is
a sign of love.
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DI RECTOR 1 S NOTES

v

11,111

I'~

Iii'

f'!°)
lf

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

You were never one with
words. (Suddenly brutal)
NOW, COME HERE.

You were-.never one with
words. (Playfully) Now,
come here.

L, reacting to the fat I,

~~

~fl

r

is on his knees,
motioning teasingly with i,.ll
his fingers for her to
ijl;
come, h 1• s tongue hang •r ng .1:~
out in ecstasy.
tll.
NOTE:

At this point,
;t
both are dragt. 1 1
gingwithex ..
~I
haestion. Their "II:,,
11
11
f i ght from
11
h~re until the
!.
Butler's entrance I:
is really almost ,,h
comic because of "11
this.

t

Ml SS ALI CE:

{Shrugs) All right. ·I won't
react, I promise you •

Cut

.LAWYER:
(Beginning to fondle her)
Won't react, indeed. (During this next, MISS ALICE
is backed up against something, and the LAWYER is
calmly at her, kissing her
neck, fondling her. She is
calm, and at first he seems
amused)
Ml SS ALI CE:

What causes thf s loathing I
have for·you? It's the way
· you have, f suppose; the
clinical way; methodical,
slow •••

Cut

MISS ALICE:

Same

A Xs to him, collapses

to her knees; they are
now nose to nose on
their knees; L, very
weakened, sti 11
attempts his caresses.
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LAWYER:

ADAPTATION

LAWYER:

• • • thorough
Ml SS

All CE:

Same

MISS ALICE:

••• uninvolved

LAWYER:

Same

LAWYER:

••• oh, very involved •••

Ml SS All CE:

Same

Ml SS All CE:

••• impersonality in the
most personal things •••

LAWYER:

Same

LAWYER:

••• your passivity is
exciting •

Same

MISS ALICE:

Ml SS All CE:

••• passive only to some
people • • • (He nips her)
ow.

••• (He twiddles her knee;
she slaps him)

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

A little passion; good.

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

Same

A musters the strength
to slap him-really
pretty feeble; he too
being feeble, takes the
slap and falls prostrate
on his stomach.

Recovers, repulsively
excited, rolls over,
crawls around US of A
(L still on floor);
ends up R of A; strokes
his navel, tongue
moving.
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MISS ALICE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

(As he continues fondling
her; perhaps by the end he
has her dress off her shoulders) With so much •••
so many things to loathe,
must choose carefully, to
impress you most with it.

(Spitting cut the words,
staccato) Same

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

Um-hunh.

DIRECTOR 1 S NOTES

ADAPTATION

ORIGINAL TEXT

Same

Ml SS All CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

Is it the hair? Is it the
hair on your back I loathe
most? Where the fat lies on
your shoulderblades, the
hair on your back·.
black, ugly? •••

Is it the freckles? Is it
the freckles on your back
I loathe most? Where the
fat lies on your shoulderblades ••• the freckles,
brown and ugly?

A crawls over to him,
flipping him back over
on his stomach; she sits
on his seat, pushing
his face down on the
floor.

He loves it. He
delights each time A
touches him.

on the word 11 fat 11 ,
slaps him on the back,
reacting in ecstasy.

A,

NOTE:

The slap must be
done w/a cupped
hand-the sound
here is important.
As L is hit, his
head should rise,
working his tongue and faci a 11 y
showing his de1i ght. Throughout all this, L
is rolling his
pelvis against
the floor, A
still sitting on
him.

...

-~------~---------......--------------,----------
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LAWYER:

LAWYER:

But too short to get a hold
on, eh?

But too engrained to get
a hold on, eh?

Ml SS AL I CE:

Ml SS AU CE:

Is it that-the back hair?
ft could be; it would be
enough. Is it your • •

(

11

1s it that-the fr~ckles 11 )

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

A ~orks his back.

Same

what is the polite word for
it . • • your sex?
LAWYER:

LAWYER:

Careful now, with a man's
pride.

Same
After line, L suddenly
rolls over to his right,
throwing A off of him.
NOTE:· The ro 11 must have ;,
impetus enough to
have A I iteral ly
fly through the
air.
He begins to move in
again crawling.

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ugly; that too-ugly.

LAWYER:
(Unruffled) Better than most,
if you care for a man.

Same

LAWYER:
Same

She hits the ground,
getting back at him
immediately.
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MISS ALICE:

MISS ALICE:

••• ugly coarse·uncut
ragged • • • PUSH!

••• Ugly •
course
• ragged • • • uncut.

DI RECTOR'S NOTES

LAWYER:
Cut

Push • • • yes
Ml SS ALI CE:

Cut

••• selfish, hurtful,

ALWAYS!

OVER AND OVER!

LAWYER:

LAWYER:
Same

You like it; it feels good.

Ml SS All CE:

Ml SS All CE:

(Very calm and analytical)
But is that what. 1· loathe
most? It could"be; that
would be enough, .too.

LAWYER:
••• oh, what a list.

Ml SS All CE:

But I think it is most the
feel of your skin •••
(Hard) that you can't sweat.
(He stiffens 'some) That your
body is as impersonal as
your ••• self-dry, uncaring, rubbery ••• dead.
Ah • • • there • • • that
is why I lqathe you most:
you're dead. Moving pushing

A"sitting on the floor;
L, R of A, plays w/her
and her clothes.

Same

LAWYER:
Same

L reclines on his
back, his navel
' pointed at her face.

Ml SS ALI CE!

Same

A cups his navel in
her hand-the sound is
important again. On
the slap, L reacts by
thrusting-up his pelvis.
L begins to rise,
delighting in A's
11 1ove p 1ay 11 ;
he begins
in to her again untiL
11 Dead11 stops him cold.
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0 I RECTOR'S NOTES

ADAPTATION

selfish dry dead. (Brief
pause) Does. that hurt? Does
something finally, beautifully hurt? (Self-mocking
laugh) Have I finally gotten
. • • • into you?
LAWYER:

(A little away from
Insensitive, still,
you, after all this
Does it hurt? Does
thing finally hurt?

LAWYER:

her now)
aren 1 t
time.
some-

Ml SS ALI CE:

(Sulking, like a scolded ·
puppy) Insensitive, still,
aren't you, after all this
time.

Both sitting on floor,
facing each other.

MISS ALICE:

••• deep, gounging hurt?

Same

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

Everything! Everything in
the day and night, eating~
resting, walking, rutting,
everything! Everything
hurts.

Everything hurts.

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

A gouges his navel. He
continues to feel sorry
for himself.

'i

Awwwww.

LAWYER:
Inside the
sensibility,
everything hurts. Deeply.

LAWYER:
Same

MISS ALICE:

MISS ALICE:

(Ridiculing) And is that

(To a widdo baby)

why I loathe you?

Twiddles L's beard.

Same

Same
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LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(A quiet, rueful laugh)
Probably. (Quickly back to
himself) But you, little
playmate, you 1 re what I
want now. GIVE!

(Same baby tone) Probably.
(Very quickly surprising
MISS ALICE by reverting
back to.being the letch)
Same

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

If Julian comes i'n her

{Not .in pain but wi'th a
disgusted grimace) Same

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(Shoves her) Are you playing
it straight, hunh? Or do
you like your work a little
bit, hunh? (Again) Do you
enjoy spreading youF legs
for the clergy?· (Again)
Hunh?
Ml SS ALI CE:

STOP!

Same

DIRECTOR 1 S NOTES

L, on quiet reaction,
grabs A1 s right arm
in hammer lock,
kneeling above her.

L enjoys her helplessness; begins applying
physical pressure.

Ml SS ALI CE:

YOU!

LAWYER:
Is that our private donation
to the Church? Our own
grant? YES? (Begins to hurt
her ar.m) Are we planning to
turn into a charitable
educational foundation?

Same

'

BUTLER enters through
door URC at his own
quick rate; sees the
action on the floor,
stops, slowly sneaks
DS to above L and A,
peaking at them w/
big grin.

LAWYER:
Same

MISS ALICE:

MISS ALICE:

(lnpain) My arm! (BUTLER)
enters, unnoticed; watches)

{In pain) My arm!

B is having a good time
watching.
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DIRECTOR'S NOTES

LAWYER:

LAWYER:
{Hard and very serious)
Don't you dare mess this
thing up. You behave the
way I've told you; you
PLAY-ACT. You do your part;

Same

STRAIGHT.
BUTLER:

BUTLER:

(Calmly) Brother Julian •••

(Very big, to scare'them)
Brother Julian •••

MISS ALICE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

Butler!

A honestly wants help;

Same

Help me!

B, w/great intensity,
gets great delight in
scaring them; on B1 s
line Land A react
quickly, holding
position but turning
their heads R.

B has no intention of
giving it. BX R
slightly, hands behind
back enjoying the show.
BUTLER:

BUTLER:

(As the LAWYER releases her)
• • • has now examined the
wine cellar, with awe and
much murmuring, and will be
wlth us presently. He's
peeing. So I suggest-unless
you 1 re doing this for his
benefit-uh, you stop.

(Putting on airs for having
been interrupted the first
time) ( 11 Brother Julian
• 11) .

MISS ALICE:

MISS ALICE:

(As she and the LAWVER pull
themselves together) He hurt
me, But 1er.

He's

(".

Same
he's peeing 11 )

hur~ing

me, Butler.

L and A remain locked
in their positions •
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BUTLER:

BUTLER:

(Calmly, as if reminding
ber) Often. (To the LAWYER
with mock friendliness) Up
to your old tricks again,
eh?

(Teasing .them with no
concern) Same

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(Dusting himself off) She
is •
not behaving.

(Beginning to let go of her
arm) Same

BUTLER:

B takes a feather duster
and dusts L's back;
L reacts.

.BUTLER:
B attempts to stop
between them to break
them up, theugh he
really isn't needed.

(Very noncommital) Ah, me.

(Pampering)

Same

MISS ALICE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

(Under he~ breath, to the
LAWYER) Savage! (Realizes)
Both of you!

(Standing now, disgusted)
Same

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(Laughs) The maiden in the
shark pond.

(Still arguing)

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

He thinks I'm sleeping with
Julian. (To LAWYER) You
poor j ea 1ou s • • •

(Disgusted) He think~ I'm
sleeping with Julian.

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

Are you7

(Great enthusiasm and
excitement) Same

Same

A has released herself
and X's DL, belligerent.

Rises, X DR; B is
between them.

B's eyes light up; he
gets out a pad and
penci I, the star
reporter at work; X
in to her.
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Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

(Indignant) No! (Almost sad
about it) No, I am not.

(Indignant and angered;
denying) No. No I am not!,

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

She is!

Same

MISS ALICE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

I said

(Fuming, to the LAWYER)
Same

am not!

BUTLER:

BUTlER:

Are you going to?

(Eyes still bright fn
search of information)
Same

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

.

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

Turned away, facing DR.

Pushing for news,
penci I dancing.

.

(After a pause; to LAWYER)
(Carrying her same anger to
Am I going to? Am I going to the BUTLER) Enjoy my work
a little? Isn't that what
••• spread my legs for the
clergy? Enjoy my work a ·
you'd have me do? To not
little! Isn't that what
mess it up? To play my
you'd have me dq? To not
part straight? Isn't that
mess it up? To play my part what you'd HAVE ME DO?
straight? Isn't that what
you'll HAVE.ME DO?

During this speech, A
X's very slowly and
deliberately to B; she
leans against him, her
arms locked and outstretched, holding on
to his shoulders; her
body is curving under
her own weight. B
doesn't know what he
has done wrong, is
completely surprised
by it all; he holds
her up, shaking. On
her last tine, she
gives final push off,

X DR.
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LAWYER:

LAWYER:
You don't need urging! •••

Same

L has been paying no
attention to B and A;
B tries to recover,
stunned.

Same

B dusts out L's navel.

BUTLER:

BUTLER:
Now, chi 1dren

MISS ALICE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

When the time comes? Won't
you let me at him? Like it
or not? Well ••• I will
like it! (A little hard
breathing from MISS ALICE
and the LAWYER)

Same

BUTLER:
Something should be done
about the wine cellar. 11 ve
noticed it-as a passerby
would-but Brother Julian
pointed out the extent o"f .
it to me; bottles have burst,
are bursting, corks rotting
••• something to do with
the temperature of the ·
dampness. It's a shame, you
know.

Cut

MISS ALICE:
(Surprisingly shrill)
fix it!

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

Well,

Cut

BUTLER:
(Ignoring her tone) Some
great years, popping,
dribbling away, going to
vinegar under our feet.
There is a Mouton Rothschild-one I'm especially
fond of that 1 s •••

Cut

A picks up fallen chair
SR, sits.
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DIRECTOR'S NOTES

I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

LAWYER:
(Pacifying)
fix it.

Do.

Do •••

Cut

BUTLER:

I
I
I
I
I

(Shakes his head) Going.
All of it. Great shame.

Cut

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

LAWYER:
Yes, yes.

Cut

I
I
I
I
I

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

(Brightly) Nice thing about
having Julian here so much
••• he's helpful. Wines,
plants ••• do you know,
he told me some astonishing
things about ferns; We were
in the solarium •••

Same

B X very quickly and ·
spritely DC; he speaks
to the whole world, not
to A and L-they couldn't
care less; he plays w/
the 11 fern Ieaves'' of
his feather duster.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

Ml SS ALI CE:
{Quiet pleading) Please
• • • stop.

Ml SS ALI CE:
. (With sharp f i na 1i ty)

Same

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

I

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

Oh. Well, it 1 s nice having
him about.

Well • •
It's nice having
him about, 8NYWAY!

A stops B from giving
his 11 speech11 ; B is
upset, turns very
quickly and w/great
Butler-anger, Xs to A.

B must have the last
word; he flicks feather
duster in A's face and
very quickly Xs distraughtly Us on platform
next to door.
NOTE:

The flick of the
duster must be in
rhythm immediately after his line.

1
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LAWYER:

LAWYER:

Oh, we• 11 be a foursome
very soon.
MISS

ALICE:

(Brightly)

DI RECTOR Is NOTES

ADAPTATION

MISS

Yes.

LAWYER:

ALICE:

(Between her teeth)

Yes.

LAWYER:

{With a mirthless smile)
Warning.

BUTLER:

Land A are still at
odds.

Same

Same

BUTLER:

(Cheerful again) It would
(Cheerful again; another
be a great deal more sensible brilliant idea) It would
be a great deal more
then ••• puttering our
here everyday. We could put
sensible than puttering out
him over the chapel! Now,
here everyday. We could
that's a splendid idea. He
put him over the .chapel!
Now that's a sp 1e·ndi d idealikes the chapel, he said~
not resonant, too small or
he loves the chapel. Why,
so~ething, wrong angels, but
he could get up each mornhe likes it.
ing, say Mass~ give us all
Communion. He could even
give Communion to Miss
Alice, even though she's
not Catholic.

Ml SS ALI CE:

When he moves here • • •

Ml SS ALI

B is engrossed in himself; A, very fed up,
picks up a cigar,
slowly saunters US to
B-she knows exactly
what she will do w/it.

On laugh after "not
Catholic", A jams cigar
down B's throat to
shut him up; B's left
arm shoots straight out
in a reaction; he
cleans tobacco out of
his mouth.

CE:
Same

A now has a feeling of
being in control-she
is; she· is satisfied
w/what happened to B
and X back DR to chair.
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LAWYER:

LAWYER:

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

A brushes his navel
w/her hair.

Same

We shall see.

LAWVER:

LAWYER:

(Stilt offhand) We-shall not
see.

(Cautioning)

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

Same

Same

Hal loo!

L, upon hearing J,
immediately begins to
put his shirt back
on; moves SL.

BUTLER:

BUTLER:
her~.

B still cleaning tobac-

In here.

co out of his mouth,
giving A side glances
of resentment.

Ml SS ALI CE:
.
.

Ml SS All CE:

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(Sotto voce to the LAWYER)
You say we shall not see?
Shat I we?

(As above)

L X to A's L, plays
w/her hair, sticking
his stomach right in
her face; A ignores him.

Same

He shall move here when
say - and as I say

In ••• in

0 IRECTOR'S NOTES

Warming.

'

I

Same

Playing victory.

Same

L sits on chair DL,
smokes. J enters
through door URC, in
cheery mood. He Xs
to L of A DR.
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JULIAN:

JULIAN:

Ah!

Ah!

There you all are.

LAWYER:

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

Here you all are.

LAWYER:

We had wondered where you
were.

Same

L shows no love for
J and he still is

aiming jabs at A.
Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

(lteminding a child) You
usually find us here after
dinner.

(Throws a piercing glance
at the LAWYER, keeping him
quiet) Same

:iJULI AN:

JULIAN:

Yes, and a supurb dinner.

LAWYER:

Same

Hearing this, B
reacts-he cooked it.

Same

L, even though he may
be speaking to J, still
keeps an important eye
on A.

LAWYER:

••• and then Butler reminded us that you were in
the cellar.

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

(Sincere, but prepared)
Miss Alice, your ••• home
possesses two things that,
were I a designer of housesfor the very wealthy, of
course-I would put in all
my designs.

(Sincere, but prepared;
jovial) Miss Alice, your
• • • home possesses two
things that, were I a
designer of houses, I would
put in all my designs.

MISS ALICE:

MISS ALICE:

(Smiling) And what are they?

There is a definite
distinction in A's
attitudes toward B
and L-she sweetens up
considerably for J.

Same

A nice gentleness between J and A.
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LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(To MISS ALICE, mildly
mocking JULIAN) Can't you
guess.

(To MISS ALICE, mocking
JUL IAN) Same

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

(Charmingly) Of Course I
can guess, but I want Julian
to have the pleasure of
saying it.

(Very sharp to the LAWYER)
Of course I can guess!
(Switching on the charm
for JULIAN) Same

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

A chapel and a wine cellar.

Sarne

MISS ALICE:

MISS ALICE:

(Agreeing, but is she making
lfght fun?) Yes.

Yes.

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

We hear though that the wine
cellar is a wreck. And
aren't there cobwebs in the
chapel, too?

The wine cellar is a wreck,
though. And aren 1 t there
cobwebs in the chapel, too?

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

(Light, but standing up to
him) One of two spiders
have been busy around the
altar, and the organ is •
in need of use •••
LAWYER:

Not facing them.

A rises quickly, being
very strong.
Easily moves in to Jthe contrast between
night and day. She
fingers his cross.
J, meanwhile, is rather
caught in the middle.

J ignores (.

L X in to J somewhat.

Same

LAWYER:

(Very funny to him)

-

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

-

-

HUNH!

------ --------

- -

(Lets out a great filthy
grunt) HUNH!

L X away OL.
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JULIAN;

JULIAN:

(Choosing to ignore it)
• • • but it is a chapel, a
good one. Thew i ne ce 11 a r,
however
• (Shakes his
head) •
• great, great
shame.

(Goes over his head)

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

Exactly my words.

(To MISS ALICE, getting the
last word) .Same

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

Well, we must have it tended
to-and especially since you
are our guest so frequently
these days, and enjoy good
wines.

(To BUTLER, imitating his
tone) Well, we must have
it tended to. (Sweetly to
JULI _AN) Same

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

Again A shows distinction in her feelings
for J as opposed to1B.

LAWYER:
Same

JULIAN:
.

.

(Quietly) The chapel, more,
I should think.

(To LAWYER, tolerating him)
Same

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

Where does the Church get
its wine • • • for
Communion and the like?

Attempting retaliation
for the cigar in the
mouth.

Same

(Patronizing) Why? Can't
you take care of it? Your
domain?
JULIAN:

J is a bit uneasy but

tries to cover it; A
is his refuge.

I would call someone in,
a specialist, if I were you.
LAWYER:

Same

Same

B X down to L of J
w/pad and pencil~ace
reporter on the spot;
he's genuinely
interested.

--

-

-

-

-·-

..

-

-----
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ADAPTATION

JULIAN:
J readily obliges for
B-he is J's friend. B
writes it all down w/

Same

Oh, it is grown, made •••
grown, the grapes harvested,
pressed ••• by, by monks.

great enthusiasm.

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(False heartiness) A regular
profit-making setup, the
Church.

(Throwing jabs)

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

Same

(Quietly, as usual) Selfsustaining ••• in some
areas.

LAWYER:

Same

to show it, also changes
voice and attitude w/L.

LAWYER:

But not in others, eh?
Sometimes the old beggar
bell comes out, doesn't it?
Priest as leper.

Same

Ml SS ALI CE:

MISS ALICE:

(Mildly to the LAWYER) ft
is true; you are not fit
for God's sight.

(With definite aggravation)
Same

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

(To the LAWYER) Cheerfully
interested. Is that!£!
I wasn't sure.

(To himself; thinking out

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(To MISS ALICE, feigning
curiousity and surprise)
Who whispered it to you?

-----------------

J, though he tries not

loud)

Same

Same

l cynically waves his
small portable ash
tray at J; J can feel
it.

A X to l strongly.

B X in

to them, writes
this all down-good
gossip.
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Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

(Indicating JULIAN. Semiserious) My confessor.

(No overt indication)
Same

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(A sneer;
you? And
well.? To
Church as

to JULIAN) Did
so you object-as
my mention of the
solicitor.

JULIAN:

B Xs to SR chair>
thinking she means
him; he delights.

Same

B realizes they didn't
mean him after all; is
disappointed.

Same

B writes this down.

Same

B erases what just
wrote. J and L speak
to each other from a
distance-neither goes
to the other.

JULIAN:

In England I believe you
would be referred to as
solicitor.
LAWYER:

LAWVER:

No, I would not. And we are
not in England ••• are we?

BUTLER:

This place was
England.

DI RECTOR 1 S NOTES

BUTLER:

in

(With what he thinks is a
tremendous contribution)
This place~ in England.

Ml SS ALI CE:

MISS ALICE:

(As if suffering·suddenly
remembering) Yes, it was!
Every stone marked and
shipped.

(As if suddenly remembering,
trying to break up what may
be starting between the
LAWYER and JULIAN) Same

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

Oh; I had thought it was a
replica.

(To MISS ALICE)

Same

B X to table DR for
cigarette.

Moves to them slightly.
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DIRECTOR 1 S NOTES

LAWYER:

Oh no; that would have been
too simple. Though it is a
rep I i ca • • • i n i ts waY:

Same

JULIAN:

JULJ AN:

Of?

(Curious)

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(Pointing to the model) Of
that. (JUL IAN 1aughs a
1itt1 e; ·the. LAWYER shrugs)
Ah we 11.

(Pointing to the model)
Of that.

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

{To MISS ALICE) Did your
••• did your father have
it ••• put up? (A parenthesis) It suddenly occurred
to me that I know nothing of
your family, though I • • .
I don't mean to pry •••

(To MISS ALICE) Did your
father have it put up?

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

(A private laugh) No, we
must not ••• well, should
laugh we say that? That my
father put it up? N9. Let
us not say that.

(To BUTLER with small 1augh)
Did my father have it put
up? (Back to JULIAN) No,
let us not say that.

Still seated; turning
away from J as if
keeping a secret.

Same

J X toward model.

A is amused at this,
knowing secrets.

BUTLER:
(To JULIAN, pointing first
to the model, then to the
room) Do you mean the model
••• or the replica?

Same

B X to R of J.
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JULIAN:

JULIAN:

mean the • . • I mean
• • • what we are in.

I mean •

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

Ah-ha.

And which is that?

what we are in.

Same

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

That we are in?

(Confused)

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

Yes.

Same

Same

LAWYER:
(To JULIAN) You are clearly
not a Jesuit. (Turning)
Butler, you've put him in a
clumsy trap.

Cut

BUTLER:

(Shrugging) I 1 m only a
servant.

Cut

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(To JULIAN, too sweetly)
You needn't accept his
alternative ••• that since
we are clearly not in a
model we must be in a
replica.

(Deliberate teasing) Since
we are not in a model we
must be in a replica.

BUTLER:
(Vaguely annoyed) Why must
he not accept that?

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

Cut

B is playing w/J.
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Ml SS ALI CE:

Yes.

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

Ml SS All CE:

Why not?

Cut

LAWYER:

I said he did not need to
accept the alternat'fVe. I
did not say it was not valid.

Cut

JULIAN:

( Cheerfu 11 y) I ~Ji 11 not
accept it; the problem is
only semantic.

Cut

BUTLER:

Cut

(Perhaps too consoling)
Well, yes; that's what I
would've thought.

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

Not necessarily, though.
Depends, doesn't it, on your
concept of reality, on the
limit of possibilities •••

Dep·ends, doesn't it, on
your concept of reality,
on the limits of possibi1i ti es • • • ?

B, satisfied, X back
up to sideboard.

Ml SS ALI CE:

(Genuinely put off)
Lord!

Ml SS All CE:

Same

Oh,

LAWYER:
There are no limits to the
possibi ••• (Suddenly
embarassed) I'm ••• I'm
sorry.

Disgusted, sits again
DR.

LAWYER:
Same
(Feeling sorry for himself)
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Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

(To JULIAN, but at the

(To JULIAN, but at the
LAWYER) Give him the most
sophomoric conundrum, and
he' 11 ~ you .!2 death!

LAWYER) He starts in, he
will give him the most
sophomoric conundrum, and
he'll bore you to death.
LAWYER:
I!

Will!

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

LAWYER:
Not!

(Violently)

(Intense)

I wi 11 not!

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

(To break the silence) Well
••• perhaps I'm at fault
here.

(To the LAWYER, uneasily
attempting to ease the
mounting tension) Same

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

(Quietly, kindly) How could
you be? ••• Dear Julian?
LAWYER:

DON'T INTERRUPT ME! (Glares
at JULIAN), who moves off
to the Mode 1.

Same

Stopping J.

Same

Holds position, both
staring at each other.

Same

X in to A.

JULIAN:

Perhaps I should leave now;
I think that •••

LAWYER:

J X in to L somewhat.

LAWYER:

(To MISS ALICE; burning)
I thought l!d educated you;
I thought I had drilled you
sufficiently in matters of
consequence; (Growing louder) I thought I had made it
clear to you the way you
were to behave.
JULIAN:

L rises.

LAWYER:
Same

,
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Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

(To the LAWYER, calmly) You
forget your place.

(Intense)

Same

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

A rises; Land A stare

staggers at each other.
NOTE:

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(Clearly trying to get hold
of himself) I • : • you •••
are quite right ••• Miss
Alice, and abstractions

(Begins with vehemence,
then looks for control)
Same

~upsetting.

Ml SS ALI CE:

L begins moving at her
in a rage, then catches
himself continuing X
to her but controlled;
is at A's L.

Ml SS ALI CE:
Same

(To the LAWYER, patiently)
Perhaps you'll go home now.
BUTLER:

Throughout this
exchange, J is
backing off
slowly UL toward
model, watching,
not wanting to
interfere.

BUTLER:

{Cheerfully) Shall I have
your car brought around?

Same

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(Trying to be private in
public) I ••• I thought
with so much to attend to,
I might ••• spend the
night. Of course, if you'd
rather I didn't •••
(Leaves it unfinished.
MISS ALICE smiles enigmatica 11 y)

(To BUTLER)
thought with
so much to attend to, I
might spend the night. Of
course, if you'd rather
I didn't •••

B X OS to SL of L

L X closer to B.
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BUTLER:

BUTLER:

(Pretending to think the
remark was for him) I don't
mind whether you do or not.

.(Swishy) I don't mind
whether you do or not.

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

(Peering at the model,
rather amazed) Can it •
can it beZ

Same

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

B wants to play-he
takes nothing seriously; he playfully
flutters his eyelashes.

(Light Cue 9)
The chapel light in the
model goes on-it is a
fire; J sees it first
in disbelief and then
in fear; meanwhile,
A, L, and B continue
their verbal row SR.
NOTE:

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

In the heat of • . • I ,
I forgot myself.

Ml SS ALI CE:

Same

MISS ALICE:

(Patronizingly sweet) Yes.
LAWYER:

(Matter-of-fact) You will
forgive me.

Same
LAWYER:

Same

This must move
very rapidly and
sharp 1y w/J's
ca 11 s se rv i ng as
counterpoint; the
excitement must
grow both from J
and the argument
SR simultaneously
until w/J's final
excited ''Pl ease11
everythiog focuses on him and
the mode 1.
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Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:
Same

(Toying) Oh?
BUTLER:

BUTLER:

Shall I have his car
brought around?

LAWYER:

Same

Same

JULIAN:

Same

(Shy attempt at getting
attention) Please
Ml SS ALI CE:

.

J focuses on the model.

MISS ALICE:
Same

(Malicious pleasure in it)
I don't know •

JULIAN:

one is listening to
him-he gets no reply.

No

LAWYER:

(Sudden softening} Let me
stay.
JULIAN:

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

JULIAN:

.

Same

(More urgently) Please!

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(Bitter) As you wish, of
course. (Swings his hand
back as if to strike her;
she flinches)

(Bitter) As you wish, of

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

PLEASE!

(Finally to them, with
great urgency) PLEASE!
Everyone focuses on J;
he has moved In slightly
to them in getting
their attention.

------------

-

-----~-----.------~-------.------------..,
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BUTLER:

BUTLER:

(Patiently amused,
curiousity) What is it, for
heaven's sake? ~

(Butler-like irritation
with JULIAN's interruption) Same

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

{Pointing to the mod~l)
The model is ••• on fire;
it 1 s on fi re!

(Pointing to the model with
fear and excitement) The
model is on fire! It's
on fire!

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

(Urgent dropping of butlerish attitudes) Where?

(This is the most excitement in this house for
years) Good!

LAWVER:

LAWYER:

Good Christ!

Quick!

Ml SS ALI CE:

MISS ALICE:

Quick! (The LAWYER and
BUTLER rush to the model)

(Disgusted)

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

JULIAN:

There is a great
flurry of excitement
when the fire is discovered; A is curious,
B thinks it's great
fun, L is disgusted.

B X to model w/
magnifying glass.

AX to model, concerned.

.

Where, for Christ's sake!

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

Good Christ!

Same

L turns away DR, only
concerned about himself.

Examining the model.

JULIA.N:

{Jostled) In the • • •
over the •••

Same

LAWVER:

LAWVER:

Find it!

Well, find it!

L holding DR w/cigarette.
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BUTLER:

ADAPTATION

BUTLER:

(Peering into various windows with great agitation)
I t 1 s . • • i t 1 s the • • • ·
where the hell is it •
It's the ••.• chapel!
The Chapel's burning!

Ml SS ALI CE:

Same
(Sound Cue 8)
The word 11 chapel 11 makes
it even more exciting
to B-he is going nuts
w/joy; A and J, however, become more
frightened; L couldn't
care 1ess.
Ml SS All CE:

Hurry!

Same

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

Come on! let's go to it!
(Begins to run out of the
room) Are you coming?
Julian!

(Very melodramtic; the
courageous call of Dudley
Doright) Same
(Calls for JULIAN until he
has completely.exited)

JULIAN:

B wants to play w/the
fire; he runs out of
the room, feather
dusters flopping In
his pockets-the hero
to the rescue; Exits
URC.

JULIAN:

(Confused, but following)
But I ••• but • • • yes,
of course. (JULIAN and
BUTLER run out)

Same

Hurriedly, J follows
B out URC.

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS All CE:

(To the LAWYER, as he
hangs back) We're burning
down! Hurry!

(Slowly, angrily to
LAWYER as he watches with
disgust) We're burning
down!·

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(Comes up to her, grabs her
by the wrist, forces her to
the ground, keeps hold)

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

Same

A X in to L.
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DIRECTOR 1 S NOTES

.

Burning Down? Consumer?
WHY NOT! Remember what I
told you. Watch ••• your
step! (He'runs out
after the others. MISS
ALICE is left alone; maybe
we hear one or two diminishing' shouts from the
others, offstage. Finally,
silence. MISS ALICE doesn't rise from the floor,
but gradually assumes a
more natural like position
on it)
Ml SS ALI CE:

(She alternates between a
kind of incantation-prayer
and a natural tone) (Prayer)
Let the fire be put out.
Let the chapel be saved;
let the fire not spread;
let us not be consumed.
(Natural) He hurt me. My
wrist hurts. Who was that
boy when I was little hurt
my wrist? I don't remember.
(Prayer) Let the fire not
spread; let them be quick.
(Natural) YOU PIG!
(Softly, almost a whine) You
hurt my wrist.
(Imitates the LAWYER's tone)
Watch • • • your • • • step.
(Prayer) Oh God, I have
watched my step. I have
••• trod ••• so
carefully. (Natural and
weary) Let it all come
down-let the whole place
• . • go.
(She must now, when using a
natural tone, almost give
the suggestion of talking to
someone in the model.
Natural) I don't mean that
••• I don't remember his
name •.•• or his face;
merely the hurt •••

L must pressure A to
(He walks out briskly,.
after the others. MISS
ALICE' is left alone on the
floor, close to tears;
the organ plays excitedly
in the background. MISS
ALICE doesn't rise from
the floor, but gradually
assumes a more natural
position on it)

the ground-he does not
throw her. ·on "Watch
,. • • ·your • • •
step 11 , he forces her
down gradually,
and on the beat
following the line, in
the rhythm of the line,
he gives her one last
push to the ground;
he then exits URC after
B and J.

MISS ALICE:
Same

She is on her knees,
sitting on her feet.
(Light Cue 10)

Cut

She is very much like
a little'girl throughout this, regressing
into the past,=dream1ike; her voice should
be that of a little
girl.

Mocking hard.

(Vengeful, disgusted,
emphatic)

(Very frightened,
apologetic)
The little girl comes
through again.
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and that continues, the
hurt the same, the name
and the face changing, but
it doesn 1 t matter. Let
them save it.
(Prayer) Let them save it.
Don't ••• destroy. Let
them save the resonance.
(Natura 1) Increase it.
Julian says there is no
resonance, that it 1 s not
right.
(Prayer) Let the resonance
increase.
(Natural; a little girl
tone) I have tried very
hard·to be careful, to
obey, to withhold my •••
nature? I have·tried so
hard to be good, but I'm
••• such a stranger •••
here. (Prayer) I have
tried to obey what I have
not understood, understanding that' I must obey.
Don't destroy! I have
tr i ed ! TR I ED •
(Natural) Is that the way
about hurt? That it does
not change ••• but merely
its agents?
(JULIAN appears, unseen by
Ml SS ALI CE)
(Natural, still) I will
hold on.
(Sweetly apologetically)
I will try to hold on.
(Prayer) I wi 11 try to hold

ADAPTATION

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

(Natural) Let them save
it. Don't ••• destroy.
(Light Cue 11)
Cut

Cut
Same

Still delivered to the
model.

Cut

No longer delivered to
model, but front.

Same

J enters slowly from
URC, not lamenting but
confused; holds on
level.
NOTE:

on!

(Natural) Please, please

(Prayer)

• • • if you do ••• be

generous and gentle with
me, or ••• just gentle.

JULIAN:

JUL IAN:

(Softly, a little sadly)
I don't understand anything. The chapel was in
flames.

(Softly, confused)

Same

Both J and A
are in their
own worlds, each
oblivious of the
other yet aware
of the other's
presence. There
is no contact
between them.

Still on level, not
looking at her.
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(Begin Sound fade:

cu·e 8)

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS AL I CE:

Yes.

(With understanding) Yes.

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

• and yet • • • I saw
the fire here in the model
• and yet • • • the
real chapel was in flames.
We put it out. And now
the fire here is out as
we 11.

(Continuing thought) •
and yet
• I saw the
fire in the model •••
and yet ••• the real
chapel was in flames.

Ml SS ALI CE:

MISS ALICE:

(Preceded by a brief,
hysterical laugh) ••• yes.

(Again, showing an understanding) Same

JULI AN:

JULIAN:

(Underneath the wonder,
some fear) I don't understand.

Same

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

(She is shivering a little)
It's very hard. Is the
chapel saved?

(Genuinely concerned)
Is the chapel saved?

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

(His attention on the model)
Hm? Oh, yes ••• partially,
mostly. The ••• the
boards, floorboards, around
the altar were ••• gave
way, were burned through. ·
the altar ••• sank, some,
angled down into the
burned-through floor.
Marb 1e.

(His attention on the
model)' Yes ••• ·partially,
mostly. The ••• the
boards, floorboards,
around the altar gave way,
were burned through. The
altar sank ••• some.

Holding front.

J X to model, focusing
on it.

Still to no contact;
only their private
oblivious touch gently.

J at the model.
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Ml SS ALI CE:

MISS ALICE:

(Almost a whisper) But the
fire is out?

(Very direct, though
dazed) Same

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

Yes. Out. The spiders
burned to a crisp, I
should say, curled-up,
burned balls. (Asking
the same question) I . • •
I don't understand.

(Admitting)

Same

Ml SS ALI CE:

(Vaguely, to the model)
It is a 11 we 11. We are
not ••• consumed.

(Vague 1y)

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

Miss Alice? Why, why did
it happen that way-in both
dimensions?

(To her)

Ml SS ALI CE:
.
.

MISS ALI CE:

(Her arms out to him) Help
me. (JULIAN goes to her,
lifts her.by the arms; they
stand, at arms length,
holding hands, facing each
other)

(Her arms out to him) Help
me. (JULIAN goes to her)

Same

Same

Cut

Ml SS ALI CE:

(A helpless laugh, though
sad) I don't know anything.

This is the first contact w/A since his
entrance; she still
dcies not look at him,
just he at her.

A's first contact w/
him; J'X to her,
sto..,.lly.

JULIAN:

•• tell me

(Sound out: Cue 8)

Same

Ml SS AU CE:
.
.

Will you
anything.

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

Cut
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JULIAN:

But you were • • • (Stops)

Cut

Ml SS ALI CE:

(Pleading)
anything.

don't know

:Cut

JULI AN:

(Gently, to placate) Very
we 11.

Cut

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

(Coming closer to him) Come
stay.

(Needing him)

Same

down SL of A,
resting on haunches.

J

(Light Cue 12)
JUL I AN:

JULIAN:

Miss Alice?

Ml SS ALI CE:

Same

Ml SS ALI CE:

Come stay here. It wi 11
• • • be easier. For you.

JULI AN:

(Concern, not anger) Did he
burt you?
Ml SS ALI CE:

Easier than going back and
forth. And for me, too.

He is concerned for
her.

Same

JULIAN:

Same

MISS ALICE:

Same

A is very sincere and
rather hurt; she shows
she is human.
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JULIAN:

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

JULIAN:

Did he?

Same

MISS ALICE:
Cut

(After a pause and a sad
smile) Some. You're shivering, Juli an.
JULIAN:

Cut

No, Miss Alice, it is you
• you are shivering.
Ml SS ALI CE:
The Cardinal will agree
to it.

Cut

JULIAN:
(Looking toward the model)
Yes, I • • • suppose so.
Ml SS ALI CE:

Cut

Ml SS ALI CE:
Same

Are you frightened, Julian?

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

Why, no,
• • , I am
shivering, am I not~

No ••• I am shivering.

MISS ALICE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

Yes.

Same

NOTE:

Throughout this
sequence, there
is noticeable
a definite bond
between them;
each is very
tender and
sincere toward
the other.
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JULIAN:

But I am not • • • yes, I
suppose I am
frightened.
Ml SS AL I CE:

Same

Same

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

(Looks toward the model
again) But there is •
(Back)
of what.

{Not a question but a
thought) • • • of what.

Ml SS All CE:

MISS ALICE:
Same

Yes.
JULIAN:

(Knowing there is) Is there
anything to be frightened
of, Miss Alice:

(

MISS ALICE:

MISS ALICE:

(After a long pause) Always.

Both hold positions
on floor; he is holding
on to her.

Ml SS ALI CE:

Of what, Julian?

JULIAN:

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

Same
11

of •

.)

Same
BLACKOUT

(Light Cue 13)
(Sound Cue 9)
Quick scene break:
A and J off; no set
change.
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Scene Two

OR I GI NAL TEXT:
The library-as of Act One, Scene Two. The BUTLER is on stage.
LAWYER enters immediately, angry impatient.

The

ADAPTATION:
The library-as of Act One, Scene Two. BUTLER is preset at the model
with his back to the audience. He is looking at the model through his
magnifying glass, smoking a cigar; great barrels of smoke are rising.
Feather dusters in each of his back pockets give the impression of a
chicken's tail. He is obviously excited by what he sees in the model;
he makes corresponding noises of delight. He then notices his own
image in the magnifying glass, and his delight switches to seeing
himself. He turns OS with great flourish and tangos DC, admiring
himself in the glass. (The audience should see Butler's face through
the magnifying glass-huge eyes, huge nostrils, tongue, teeth, etc.)
He crosses OS, holds, exhales. The smoke bounces off the glass and
into his eyes. He brings down the "mirror" to save the embarassrnent
of seeing himself in this state. He coughs lightly, trying to cover
it, holds his eyes momentarily, and regains his composure. He again
delights in his image and dances to chair DR behind table. He sits
with great style, gloats saying, ''You handsome dog. Beauty and the
beast". He continues to make suitable noises of self-delight.
LAWYER enters in a huff through doorway URC and sees BUTLER in his
glory; this slows down LAWYER. He sneaks behind BUTLER, stands
unheard behind him.
(Light Cue 13a)
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ADAPTATION

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

Welt, where are they today?

(With·a great surprising
burst, mostly displeased
with BUTLER 1 s loafing on
the job) Same

DIRECTOR 1 S NO TES

B is momentarily
surpriseq, though not
shaken; he does not
rise as he might 1 ve
ea,rl i er; he sti 11
prides himself in his
. image.
BUTLER:

BUTLER:

(Calm, uninvolvedf Hm? Who?

LAWYER:
WHERE IS SHE! SHE!
IS SHE OFF TO NOW?

Same

On 11 Who? 11 there is a
great puff of smoke
directed straight up.

Same

L is huffy now, not only
because of A and J, but
also at B; L X US.and
around to R of B's
chair, getting cigarette
from table and lighting
it; he is very antsy,
constantly moving.

LAWYER:
WHERE

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

Miss Alice? Well, I don 1 t
really know. (Thinks about
it) You look around.

(Playing) Miss Alice? Well,
I don't really know.
(Motions with magnifying
glass to the model)

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

They 1 re not here.

(Looking in the model) Same

B does know-he's just
playing and loves it.

L X to model, scrutinizes it.
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BUTLER:

BUTLER:

You don 1 t think they've
eloped, do you?

(Jesting)

Same

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

Still keeping himself
in focus in the glass.

LAWYER:
Do you know?

Cut

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

They've moved together
nicely; the fire in the
chapel helped, I thought,
though may be it was intended to ••• brought
them closer.

(Ver¥ controlled; he knows
all) They're moving together nicely; the fire In
the chapel helped. (Sings
it) Brought them closer.

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

Where are they?

(Fed up, doesn 1 t want to
play games) Same

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

They spend so much time
together now; everything on
schedule.

Same

LAWVER:
Where have they gone!

BUTLER:
l don't know; really. Out
walking? In the gardens?
Driving somewhere? Picni.ci.ng, maybe? Co 1d .chicken,
cheese, a Montrachet under
an elm? ·I don't know where
they are •.

Cut

L watches and listens

to B-needs Information.

L X to B.

B acts as though he's
watching all of this
on a TV monitor; like
"It's OK, just don 1 t
bl ow your cool • 11
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LAWYER:

LAWYER:
Same

Don't you watch them?

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

Keep one eye peeled? Can't
she take care of her.self?
She knows her business.
(Pause; then, quietly meaningful) Doesn't she. (No
answer) Doesn't she.

(Telling him to cool it)
Can't she take care of herself? She knows her business.. (Pause. Then,
sharply) Doesn't she?
(No answer.) Doesn 1 t she?

LAWYER:

LAWYER:
Same

You should watch them. We
don't want ••• error.
She is

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

Human? Yes, and clever,
too ••• isn't she. Good
at it, wrapping around~
fingers, enticing. I recall.

(Cutting him off) Human?
Yes, and clever, too.
Good at it; enticing as
reca-11.

LAWYER:

LAWYER:
Same

Too human; not playing it
straight.

BUTLER:

Enjoying her work a little?
They're not sleeping together yet.

(Knowing all) They 1 re·not
sleeping together yet.

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

NO!

(Trying to get control of
himself) No. Not yet •••

(A quiet warning) Well, it
won't both~r you when they
do • • • WI 11 it•

B shows obvious control
over l during this
exchange; he's boss.

L, nervous, X back to
B; talks directly at

B loves the memory,

the delights of times
past; he 1 s scheming
but having fun.

L X away DL again, continuing pacing.

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

Paces away SL.

him.

-

NOT YET!

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

ADAPTATION

BUTlER:
Same

B still sitting w/glass,
L is pacing nervously;

L continues moving

slowly after being
stopped; he faces DL.
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ADAPTATION

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

LAWYER:
(Matter-of-factly) I, too:
human.

Cut

BUTLER:
Human, but dedicated.
LAWYER:

Cut
LAWYER:

(Quiet, sick laothing) He
doesn't deserve her.

Same

Sits in chair DL,
defeated, angry,
sorry for himself.

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

(Kindly) Well, he won't have
her long.

(Again, appearing to know)
Same

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(Weary) No; not long.

(Weary and scheming)

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

On • • • and • • • we go.

(In a new breath, knowing
the future) On and on we
go, don't we.

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(Sad)

Yes.

BUTLER:
(Too offahand, maybe) 11 ve
noticed, you've let your
feelings loose lately; too
much: possessiveness,
j ea 1ousy.

(Weakened)

Yes.

Same

B rises; X SL to L,
slowly.

L is deflated; he
needs support.

BUTLER:
Same

Standing R of L,
polishing magnifying
glass.
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LAWYER:

ADAPTATION
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LAWYER:

I'm sorry.

Same

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

It's all right; just watch
it.

(Sharply) It's all right;
just watch .!.!!

LAWYER:
Attrition; the tell time
takes.

Cut

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

t watch you carefully -

I watch you - carefully
yQu, too - and it 1 s the
oddest thing.

you, too - and it 1 s the
oddest thing: you're a
cruel person, straight
through; it's not cover;
you're hard and cold,
saved by dedication; just
that.

B looks at L in his
magnifying mirror,
not through it but
holding it out at an
angle, seeing L's
reflection.

LAWYER:
Thank you.

Cut

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

You're welcome, but what's
happened is you're acting
like the man you wish you
were.

What's happening is that
you're acting like the
man you wish you were.

LAWYER:
Yes?

BUTLER:
Feeling things you can't
feel. Why don't you mourn
for what you are? There's
lament enough there.

Cut

BUTLER:
Same

B focuses now on L.
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LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(A sad discovery} I've
never liked you.

(Weak but angry)
Same

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

(A little sad, too) I
don't mind. We get along
The three of us.

(Knowing he can't be hurt)
Same

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

She 1 s using Julian!
humiliate me.

To

This is a friendly
exchange but pointed.

Same

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

(Nodding) Of Course.
Humiliate; not hurt. Well,
let her do her job the way
she wants; she' 11. lead him,
bring him around to it.

(Directly to the LAWVER)

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

But she cares for him.
BUTLER:

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

B pulls mirror in to
himself, turns .to look
at L. B then Xs to
table DR, puts down
mirror; holds.

Same
BUTLER:

Of course; human, a woman.
Cares, but it won't get in
the way. Let her use what
she can. It wi 11 be done.
Don't you think it 1 s time
you went to see His
Holiness again?

Same

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

Eminence, not Holiness.
You think it's time I went
again? Yes; well, it.!..?.
time. You come, too.

Eminence, not Holiness.

B X to sideboard for
a glass of Port.
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BUTLER:
(Mildly taunting) But
shouldn't I stay here
to watch? To fill you in
on the goings on? To
let you be the last to
know?

Cut

...

LAWYER:
YOU COME! To back me upr
when I want emphasis.

Cut

BUTLER:
In the sense that my father
used the word? Wants emphasis: lacks emphasis?

Cut

LAWYER:
No. The touch of the pro1eta r i an; your simplicity,
gui 1eness • • •

Cut

BUTLER:
Aw •

..

Cut.

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

His Eminence is a pompous
ass.
BUTLER:
Stupid?

Same

Throwing it over this
shoulder.

BUTLER:
doubt that.

doubt

1'lil·

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

Not stupid; an ass.

He's an ass.

B glances back at L
from pouring his drink.
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BUTLER:

BUTLER:

Cardinals aren't stupid;
takes brains to get there;
no jokes in the Church.

Cardinals aren't asses;
takes brains to get there;
no jokes inthe Church.

LAWVER:

LAWYER:

He's a pompous ass!

Same

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

Well, in front of you,
maybe. Maybe he has to
wear a face, you're not
easy. What will you tell
him?
LAWYER:

What wi 11 I tel I him?
me.

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

Same

Finishing pouring the
drink holding on level
looking at L.

LAWYER:
Tell

Same

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

All right. You play
Cardinal, 11 11 play you.

Let me see • • • I know.
You play the Cardinal,
I 1 11 p1ay you.

LAWYER:

LAWVER:

(Not understanding all this
action) What?
BUTLER:
(Repeating) You play the
Cardinal, 11 11 play you.
(LAWYER understands)

B X OS w/drink; gets
the idea, wants to go
out of the room but
can 1 t withe glass; he
X to sideboard, almost
spilling, sets down
drink, X back down w/
great enthusiasm.

Same

BUTLER:

Same
B exits through door
URC and hides behind
flat unit SL of door;
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L looks for prop to
impersonate C; puts his
red pocket handkerchief
around head for C's
skull cap, pulls knees
together, and uses his
pen as a fingernail
file. B reenters w/
feeble attempt at an
imittation, virtually
none; he X to L.
LAWYER:

LAWYER:

{Goes into it eagerly; with
a laugh) Ah, two of you.
We are double honored. Will
you not sit?

(Assuming character of the
CARDINAL nicely) Ah, we are
are honored. Will you not
sit?

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

Really?

Like that?

{Seeing even more than he
expected) Same

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

And how is our Brother
Julian faring ••• in the
world of the moneyed and
the powerful?

(Not breaking)

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

No.

(He loves what he sees)
Same

Really?

Same

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

Really! And can we be of
service to you, further
service?

(Holding out his ring hand
to be kissed mockingly)
Same
(BUTLER stops him; exits
again)

B, seeing L, gets
another bright idea,
says "Just a minute",

r
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!

'r

i

exits ~gain, same as
before. L continues to
primp himself as the
C. B reenters as an
extreme exaggeration of ..
the L; he is dead serious·
B is wearing his bow tie
on upper lip as a caricature of L's moustache;
he X in to L (L reacts
to B this time, then
reassumes C1 s identity)
B's walk is as exaggerated as his appearance.
B (L) bends over to kiss
ring of L (C); L says
11
Knee1 11 ; B kneels w/out
raising his mouth,
kisses ring w/a
squeaky, audible kiss;
L says 11Wi 11 you si t 11 ;
B quickly rises and
briskly gets chair from
behind SR table. L
begins to ask "And how
is our Brother Julian
faring in the world
of the moneyed and the
powerful ?11 B stops him
each time because the
chair is not in the
correct position; he
mumbles after each
asj ustment and says
"Fi ne11 • Fina 11 y, after
one last adjustment, B
is satisfied, sits and
crosses legs: letting
out at satisfied, "Fine".
L has been watching and
filing his nails the
whole time.
LAWYER:
(Repeats earlier question)
And how is our Brother
Julian faring in the world
of the moneyed and the
powerful?
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BUTLER:
(Content with his positioning of the chair; gives
himself totally to the
character of JULIAN) Fine.
LAWYER:
Can we be of service to
you? Further service?
BUTLER:

BUTLER:

Maybe.

Maybe.

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

Maybe? Ah?

Maybe?

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

Yes, your Brother Julian
is going to be taken from
you.

LAWYER:
Our Brother Julian?
From us?

B has his hands on top
of his crossed leg, nose
up in the air; L keeps
fit Ing.

Same

NOTE:

LAWYER~

Taken?

(With mock concern)

Same

Throughout the
course of this
impersonation,
each caricatures
the person he is
11 p 1ay i ng 11 •
They
play them very
ful 1, serious
about it, enjoying, making
fun.
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BUTLER:

BUTLER:

Come on, Your Eminence.

Come on, Your Eminence.

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

This is a ••• preposterous • • • We •
we can't understand you.

(Mocking Cardinal's uneasiness) Same

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

lsn 1 t the grant enough?
lsn 1 t a hundred million a
year for twenty years
enough? For one man? He 1 s
not even a priest.
LAWYER:

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

B disgustedly twiddles
the fingers on his
knees and shakes his
foot.

Same

LAWYER:

{As the CARDINAL) A man's
soul, Sir! (Himself) Not
his soul, mustn't say that
to him.

Same.

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

Shall we be dishonest? Well,
then, I suppose you'll have
to tell him more. Tell him
the whole thing.

(Also getting back into
himself) Well, then, I
suppose you'll have to tell
him more. Tell him the
whole thing.

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(Himself) I will like that.
It will blanch his goddam
robes ••• turn 1 em wh~te.

(To himself, lo.ves it)
Same

On the break, L takes
off handkerchief skull
cap and nervously chews
on it; he is sitting
in a near fetal
position, his feet
up on the rungs of the
chair.

After L breaks 11 character11, B takes bow
tie from upper lip and
places it on his forehead; leans in to L
while speaking.
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BUTLER:

BUTLER:

(Chuckles) Nice when you
can enjoy your work, isn 1 t
it? Tell him that Julian
is .leaving him. That Julian
has found what he's after.
, (Walks to the model, indicates it) And I suppose
you 1 d better tell him
about ••• this, too.
LAWYER:

Same

B saunters devilishly
to model; L counters.

LAWYEf{:

The wonders of the world?
BUTLER:

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

Same
BUTLER:

think he'd better know
••• about this.

Same

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

Shatter.

(To himself, marveling at
what he will do) Same

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

And, you know what I think
would be a lovely touch?

(Very schemingly, loving
it) And, you know what I
think would be a lovely
touch?

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(A quiet smile) (That is
also a grimace) Tell me.

has become excited because of BUTLER 1 s excitement) Te 11 1]1e.

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

How eager you are. I think
it would be a lovely touch
were the Cardinal to marry
them, to perform, to marry
Ju 1i an to • • •

(Twiddles LAWYER 1 s beard)
How eager you are. Same

(He

Turns OS.

B X to DC.

L1 s eyes light up; he
follows B to DC, eager
for the new plan.

Both are near ecstasy
in their scheming.

r-
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LAWYER:

LAWYER:

Alice.

{With wide eyes)

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

Miss AIi ce

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

Alice.

Same

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

Alice!

(Yeesss; he hadn't thought
of that) AJ!icce!

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

Well, all right; our through
the other.· But have him
marry them.

LAWYER:

(Smiles a little) It would
be nice.

(Very devilish smile)
Same

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

thought so.

LAWYER:

Hos much can he take?

L X SL, sits on chair.

Same

LAWYER:

But shall we tell him the
whole thing? The Cardinal?
What is happening7
BUTLER:

Turns front, delightin_g.

Same

LAWYER:

!

B turns to L.

Same

BUTLER:
Same

B X to table DR, kneels
looking at the biological head;.he takes
out half of the brain,
dusts out the cranium
withe smallest duster;

ORIGINAL TEXT

LAWYER:

He is a
must he
much he
and not

ADAPTATION

LAWYER:

man of God, however
simplifies, however
worships the symbol
the substance.

Same

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

Like everyone.

(At head)

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

Like most.
BUTLER:

LAWYER:

It was-because he couldn't
stand it, wasn 1 t it? The
use men put God to.

Same

BUTLER:

Same

LAWYER:

Yes. When he went into an
asylum. YES.
BUTLER:

Same

BUTLER:

Same

Same

BUTLER:

Could not reconcile.

Lis delighted; caught
up in himself; doesn't
notice B to his R.
LAWYER:

LAWYER:

lt 1 s perfect; wonderful.

he then dusts off the
nose (this could cause
the head to sneeze so
he holds his finger
under head's nose).

Same

Julian can't stand that; he
told me so; man make God in
their own image, he said.
Those six years I told you
about.

Cut

LAWYER:

No.

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

Cut
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BUTLER:

ADAPTATION

BUTLER:

God as oJder brother, scout
leader, couldn't take that.

LAWYER:

Same

Immediately after line,
in rhythm, B uses his
hanky to blow biological head's nose, making
appropriate sound.

LAWYER:

And still not reconciled.
BUTLER:

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

Same
BUTLER:

Has pardoned men, I think.
Is walking on the edge of
an abyss, but is balancing.
Can be pushed ••• over,
back to the asylums.

Same

Again in rhythm of the
line, B jams the brain
back into the head w/
finality.

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

Or over • • • to the truth
(Addressing JULIAN, as if
he was there; some thunder
in the voice) God, Julian?
Yes? God? Whose God?
Have you pardoned men their
blasphemy, Julian? Have you
forgiven them?

(Uses the chair BUTLER was
in while playing JULIAN:
he talks to the chair
(JULIAN) Same
(BUTLER stops him)

B notices what L is
doing, wants to get
into it; he runs over
to L, stops him, takes
J's "position" in the
chair. In definite,
timed steps, B first
sits, then puts his
tie back down to correct
collar position, finally
makes a definite 11 thi ng 11
of pulling his knees
together and sitting
pigeon-toed. He looks
ridiculous, his
hungry eyes looking at L.

---ORIGINAL TEXT

ADAPTATION

--~----------~11'
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I
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I

i

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

(Quiet echoing answers;
being JULIAN) No, I have
not, have not really; have
let them, but cannot accept.
LAWYER:

B extremely exaggerates
J's characteristics;
mocking, blaspheming.

Same

NOTE:

LAWYER:

Have you forgiven. No,
Juli an. Could you ever?

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

(Ibid.) It is their
comfort; my agony.
LAWYER:

Same

LAWYER:

Soft God? The servant?
Gingerbread God with the
raisin eyes]
BUTLER:
(lb id)

Same

Same

BUTLER:
I cannot accept it.

LAWYER:
Then don't accept it, Julian.

Same
LAWYER:
Same

Throughout all
of this, L begins
from standing
position, and
slowly, unnoticed moves in on
B (J); L places
US knee on chair
w/B and leans
over him, forcing
6 back and back
and back; B holds
the same position
throughout, so as
he goes back,
his 1egs I if t
off the ground,
stiff.

,--------

--------~--------

--
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ADAPTATION

BUTLER:

But there is something.
There is a true God.
LAWYER:

Same

LAWYER:

There is an abstraction,
Julian, but it cannot be
understood. You cannot
worship it.
BUTLER:
(Ibid)

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

Same

BUTLER:
There is more.

LAWYER:

Same
LAWYER:

There is Alice, Juli an.
That can be understood.
Only the mouse in the model.
Just that.
SUTLER:

Same

BUTLER:

There must be more.
LAWYER:
The mouse. Believe it.
Don't personify the abstraction, Julian, limit it,
demean it. Only the mouse,
the toy. And that does not
exist ••• but is all that
can be worshipped ••• Cut
off from it, Julian, ease
yourself, ease off. No
trouble now; accept it.

L continues to force
B back in the chair.

Same
LAWYER:
Same

L pushes B until B is
almost in a horizontal
position (Stiff like a
dead horse-legs straight
out, frozen in a seated
posture) B is hanging
on a thread.

L pushes B as far as he
can go, and on 11 accept
i t 1 ' , B fa 11 s off of
chair; he surprises him-

-------~--------

-··

-

-
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self, rolls around on
the floor, reassumes
his own character,
replaces the tie onto
his forehead, stands
SI of chair which still
contains the imaginary
J.
BUTLER:

BUTLER:

Same

(Talking to JULIAN now)
Accept it, Julian; ease off.
Worship it •••
LAWYER:

LAWYER:

Same

Accept it.
BUTLER:

BUTLER:

(After a pause; normal
again) Poor, poor Julian.

(Mock sorrow; to chair)
Same

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

{Normal, too) He can make
it.

(Same as BUTLER)

BUTLER:

BUTLER:
Same

hope he can.

L, R of chair, and B,
SL of chair, talk to
the spirit of J.

LAWYER:

LAWYER:
If not?
him.

Same

(Shrugs)

Out with

If not? (Takes hold of
chair) Out with him.

L flips chair over
backwards; B enjoys it,
blesses It w/sign of
the Cross, reciting·
the "Requiem eternae
dona eis Domine. 11

----------------.-------------~~-~-~---~---- --------~-----
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BUTLER:

(Pause) You cannot tell the
Cardinal . • • that.

Cut

LAWYER:

(Weary) The benefits to the
Church.

Cut

BUTLER:

Not simply that.

Cut

LAWYER:

And a man's soul. If it be
saved
what matter
how?

Cut

BUTLER:
Then we'd best go to him.

Cut

LAWYER:

Yes.

BUTLER:

Cut
BUTLER:

Leave Julian to Miss Alice;
he is in good hands.

LAWYER:

Same

LAWYER:

(Quiet, sick rage rising)
But his hands ••• on her.

BUTLER:
(Soothing) Temporary •
temporal. You'll have her
back.

Same

L wants revenge of the
chair; he X to it to
destroy it.

Same

B stops L from getting
to the chair, comforting
him.

BUTLER:

---------~-------

ADAPTATION

ORIGINAL TEXT

LAWYER:
(Rises)

---- ---- ------ ---------

----~c-------
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LAWYER:
Al 1 right.

(Controlled)

Same

BUTLER:
Cut

Let's go.
LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(Walks to the model,
addresses it; quietly but
forcefully; no sarcasm) Rest
easy; you'll have him. : •
Hum; purr; breathe; rest.
You will have your Julian.
Wait for him. He will be
yours. CURTAIN

(Offers up his sacrifice
of JULIAN) Same

L picks up chair,
kneels before the model,
prays to it, facing US,
arms outstretched;
during the lines he
offers the sacrifice
(Chair-J) the Alice in
the model; at end of
speech, he raises chair
above his head; B looks
on, mock prayer.
(Light Cue 14)
(Sound Cue l 0)
SCENE CHANGE:
Very mechanical; the
change is in progress
throughout. L and B
hold positions, mum;
prop and stage crews
enter to change set;
one person takes chair
from L (Above his
head); L's hands remain
up, empty; B places
feather dusters in
them; L turns, still on
knees, crosses breast
w/dusters, faces B who
mocks Christ image,
blessing L; both mime laugh; L throws dusters
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BACK TO B, gets up
and exits through door
w/silent laughter. B
Xs DL, 11 sprinkles11
audience in blessing;
same DC; same DR;
continues blessing the
people changing the
set and set objects
until the set changes
is finished B then
exits DR.
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ACT ThlO
Scene Three

OR I GI NAL TEXT:

MISS ALICE's sitting room, as of Act One, Scene Three. JULIAN is on
stage, near the fireplace, carries a riding crop; the door to the
bedroom is ajar.

ADAPTATION:
MISS ALICE 1 s sitting room, as of Act One, Scene Three. The stage is
empty. When lights are up full, MISS ALICE and JULIAN are heard off
stage. They enter through the door UL,.running and playful, returning
from the stables, having just been riding. They are in riding outfits,
JULIAN carries a riding crop. Upon entering, they stop in the center
of the room.
(See Scenic Design Rendering 3 and Floor Plan 3)
(Light Cue 14a)
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ADAPTATION

JULIAN:

ALI CE:

(After a moment; over his
shoulder) It was fun, MISS
ALICE; it was fun.

(While entering the room)
It was fun, JULIAN; it was
fun.

DIRECTOR 1 S NOTES

A enters room first,

followed immediately
by J; they are very
comfortable w/each
other and have obviously
had a good time.
(See Costume Plates 9
and 10)

Ml SS ALI CE:

(From behind the door)
What, Julian?

Cut

JULI AN:

JULIAN:

(Turns) It was • . • I
enjoyed it; very much.

I enjoyed it very much.

MISS ALICE:
{Her head appearing from
behind the door) Enjoyed
what?

Cut

JULIAN:
Riding; it was
exhilarating.

...

Cut

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

I would never have thought
you rode. You were good.
(Disappears)

I would never have thought
you rode. You were good.

NOTE:

There is a
definite change
in J since the
last time we
saw him. He
is more free and
he feels good in
A's company.
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JULIAN:

JULI AN:

(A small, self-depreciating
laugh) Oh, Yes. When I was
young-a child-I knew a family who ••• kept horses,
as a pasttime, not as a business. They were moneyedwell, had some. It was one
of their sO'ii'S'""who was my
playmate ••• and we would
ride.

(A small, embarassed laugh)
When I was a child, I knew
a family who kept horsesas a pasttime, not as a business. It was one of their
sons who was my playmate
and we would ride
(MISS ALICE stops
him)

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

(Still behind the door) Yes.

(Lovingly touches his lips)
Wait for me.

JULI AN:

JULIAN:

You remember, you know how
seriously children talk,
the.cabalas we have •••
had. My friends and I would
take two hunters, and we
would go off for hours, and
talk ourselves into quite
a state-mutually mesmerizing, almost an hysteria.
We would forget the time,
and bring the horses back
quite 1athered. (Laughs)
We would be scolded-no:
cursed out-by one groom or
other; usually by a great
dark Welshman-a young man
who always scowled and had1 remember it clearly; for
I found it remarkable-the
hairiest hands I have ever
seen, with hair-and this is
what I found most remark-

(Talking as though projecting his voice through the
bedroom door) You remember,
you know how seriously
children talk. My friends
and I would take two hunters, and we would go off
for hours, and we would
talk ourselves into quite
a state-mutually mesmerizing, almost an hysteria.
We would forget the time,
and bring the animals back
quite lathered. We would
be cursed out by one groom
or other, usually by a great
dark Welshman-a young fellow
who always scowled, and
had ••• the hairiest
hands I have ever seen,
with hair-and this is what
I found most remarkable-

-

DI RECTOR 1 S NOTES

.

A, after silencing J,
hurries off into bedroom off SL behind
curtain; she wishes to
change into something
more comfortable.

J begins the speech,

stand i ng C; ; he then
sits on chaise couch
DL. He becomes very
engrossed in what he
is saying and enjoys
talking.
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able-tufts of coarse black
hair on his thumbs. (Looks
at his own thumbs) Not down,
or a few hairs, which many
of us have, but tufts. This
Welshman.

tufts of coarse black hair
on his thumbs. (Looks at
his own thumbs) Not down,
of or a few hairs, which
many of us have, but tufts,
this Welshman.

MISS ALICE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

(Head appearing again)

D. H. Lawrence.

(Voice from off in bedroom)
Same

JULI AN:

JULIAN:

Pardon?

(Directed to her)

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

(Appearing, wearing a
black negligee with great
sleeves) "Love on the Farm. 11
Don 1 t you know it? (Circles
him as she recites it;
mock-stalks him)
11
1 hear his hand on the
latch, and rise from my
chair
Watching the door open •
He flings the rabbit soft
on the table board
And comes toward me: he! the
uplifted sword of his hand
against my bosom! •••
With his hand he turns my
face to him
And caresses me with hands
that still smell grim
Of rabbit's fur!
And down his mouth comes
on my mouth! and down
His bright dark eyes over
me • • •
• • • his lips meet mine,
and a flood
of·sweet fire sweeps across
me, so I drown
Against him, die and find
death good!"
(Cocks her head, smiles) No?

Same

Same
(Lotions her legs next to
him on the chaise teases
him)

A enters w/bottle of
lotion; X to UR of J,
squirts some lotion on
her hand, gives the
bottle to J; she lotions
first one leg and then
the other during the
,1
course of her recitation;t,
she makes a definite
11
th i ng" about gent 1y
I. r
lifting the skirt of
!
her gown and putting
t
it down; throughout
I~
this, J cannot help but
·
glance at her bare legs
and is naively uncomfortable.

ii

(See Costume Plate 11)
A finishes lotioning
and sits SL of J on
couch, facing US; she
acts out the verse.
On "sweeps", A throws
up.her arms dramatically. She 11 dies 11 against
J.

---·------.

-~-~-------~~

--

~---·-----,----

-----

......

~-----------
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A 1 if ts her head, ..
looking at him; her
hands are still around
J's shoulders.
JULIAN:

JULIAN:

(Embarassed) That was·.
not quite my reaction.

Same

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

(A great crustal laugh) No!
Silly Julian! (Conspirational) That was a verse I
knew at school, that I
memor i zed. 11 And down hi s
mouth comes on my mouth. 11
Oh! That would excite me
so ••• at school; things
Ii ke that. (Norma 1 tone;
a shrug, a smile) Early
eroticism; mental sex play.

(Playing with him)

JUL IAN:

JULIAN:

(Still embarassed)

A little antsy.

Same

(A young, excited smile)

A is teasing him.

J, not uncomfortable
but embarassed, rises,
Y to DC.

Same

Yes.

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

I've embarassed you.

(Overdoing) Oh, Julian,
I've embarassed you.

JULI AN:

JULIAN:

No!

No!

Turning to her.

Same

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

Poor Julian; I have. And
you were telling me about
horseback riding.

(As to a child)

Hold on chaise.

Same

AX to J, comfortingly,
seductively; adjusts
his ascot.
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JULIAN:

JUL IAN:

No, I was telling you about
the groom, as far as that
goes. And I suppose •••
yes, I suppose ••• those
thumbs were ••• erotic
for ~-at that time, if you
think about it; mental sex
play. Unconscious.

(He begins to speak; MISS
ALICE stops him)

Ml SS All CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

(Sweetly, to divert him)
It was fun riding. Today.

(Won't let him start;
changes the subject) It
was fun riding today.

JULI AN:

JULIAN:

Yes!

(Just following her
Same

Ml SS ALI

CE:

11

AX to chair DR and
sits.

cues11 )

Ml SS ALI CE:
.
.

I am fond of hair-man's
body hair, except that on
the back. (Very offhand)
Are you hairy, Julian?

(Kind of coming out of nowhere) I am fond of hair(Definitely) man 1 s body
hair, except that on the
back; (Directly at him> no
covering) Are you hairy,
Julian?

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

I . • • my chest is rather
nice, but my arms are •
surprisingly hairless.

(Shot at without warning,
not knowing how to react)
Same

Ml SS All CE:

Ml SS All CE:

And you have no back hair.

(Giving him no time to
get ready) Same

A fondles and strokes
her own hair.

Embarassed, J X away
slowly SL, not wanting
to face A during his
answer.

---~----~----~-~-~----~-----------~--,--------.....:J"O'"'------
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JULIAN:

JULIAN:

Well
• do you really
wish to know?

(Making sure he is hearing)
(Correctly) Do you really
wish to know?

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

(With a laugh)

{Direct but gentle)

Yes!

JULI AN:

Yes.

JULIAN:

(Nods in acquiescence)

Same

have no ••• back hair, in

the usual sense-off the
shoulders : •• (MISS ALICE
nods) ••• but there is
hair, at the small of the
back ••• rising.

(MISS ALICE watches him
intently, fascinated with
him)

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

Yes, yes, well, that is
nice. (Laughs, points to
the crop) You're carrying
the crop. Are you still
in the saddle?

(Quickly getting in to
more interesting matters)
Yes, yes. Well, that is
nice.

JULIAN:

(Laughing; shyly brandishing the crop) Are you one
of Mr. Lawrence's ladies?
Do you like the smell of.
saddle soap, and shall I
take my crop to you?

Cut

Ml SS ALI CE:

(Briefest pause; testing)
Would you?

Cut

JULIAN:

(Halfhearted laugh)

Turns to her.

MISS

Cut

ALI CE!
Ml SS ALI CE:

Nobody does things naturally
any more-so few people have

Cut

J turns away again.
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the grace. A man takes a
whip to you-a loving whip,
you understand-and you
know, imitation-literally
(Intent i ona 11 y too
much) No one has the
natural graces any more.

seen.

JULIAN:
(Putting the crop down;
quietly) I have ••• not
whipped ••

Cut

Ml SS ALI CE:
But surely you have.

Cut

JULIAN:
(An apo 1ogy)

do not reca 11 •

Cut

MISS ALICE:
(Expansive) Oh, my Julian!
How many layers! Yes?

Cut

JULIAN:
We ••• ~implify our life
as we grow older.

Cut

MISS ALICE:
(Teasing him) But from
understanding and acceptance;
not from : •• emptying
ourselves.

Cut

JULIAN:
There are many ways.

Cut

DIRECTOR'S NOTES
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Ml SS ALI CE:

(Showing her outfit) Do you

Same

1i ke it?

A rises, changing

subject again, twirls,
modeling her negligee;
she makes a point of
emphasizing the low
back.

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

It is most ••• becoming.

(Not knowing quite what to
say). Same

Ml SS ALI CE:
(Giggles) We're dressed
quite alike.

Cut

JULIAN:

(He, too) But the effect is
not the same.
Ml SS ALI CE: '
No. It is easier for you
living here ••• isn't
it?

Cut

Ml SS AL I CE:
It is easier for you
· l ivlng here, i sn 1 t it?

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

It's more that a person
could want-or should want,
which is something we must
discuss.

(Feeling a need tD fight
her) Same

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

(Sensing a coming disappointment) Oh • • •

disappoint~ent)

A is chipping away at
him, chunk'by chunk;
she'X to J, begins to
play w/his clothing
again. J is beginning
to feel himself reacting to her.

escapes 11 A, X below
A to window on level
J

11

UC.

(Obvious pout and false
Oh ••• ?

Watches J X, then turns
away.
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JULIAN:

JULIAN:

Same

Rea 11 y.

Ml SS All CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

Turns to face him on
end of line.

Same

(Not pleasantly) What do we
do wrong?
JULIAN:

JULIAN:

One of the sins is
gluttony •

(A breath, then directly)
One of the sins ••• is
gluttony.

MISS ALICE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

Are you getting a belly?

(Making fun)

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

(Smiles, but won't be put
off) ••• and it has·many
faces-or many bellies, if
you wish. It's a commonplace that we can have too
much of things, and I have
too much ••• of comfort,
of surroundings, of ease,
of kindness
•• Of
happiness.
am filled to
bursting.

(Is seriously guarding
himself} Same

Ml SS ALI CE:

MISS ALICE:

-

0 I RECTOR'S NOTES

.

Same

(Hard) I ·think perhaps you
misunderstand why. you're
here. You're not here·tO
••• to indulge-yourself,
to • • •
JULIAN:

(Ti ght-1 (pped) 1 1 m aware of

If J were wearing his
crucifix, he would
grasp it.

Same

Speaking from above A
on the level.

Instant switch of
attitude; AX to chair
DR; fondles decoration
at top of chair.

JULIAN:

Same

that.

_

_ _ . . . ......... - .

.J!-
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Ml SS ALI CE:
Same

• • . to ••• to ease in.
You 1 re here in service to
your Church.
JULIAN:

JULIAN:

I've not Jost sight of my
function.

(A little disturbed)

Ml SS ALI CE:

MISS ALICE:

I

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

wonder!

Same

J X OS to A.

Turns away from him.

Same

JULIAN:

JUL I AN:

wonder~
to me.

(Really quite angry) And I
What's being doneAm t • • • am i-being temp-tested in some
fashion?

(Showing rebellion) And I
wonder! Why' am I • • . why am I being temp-tested
in some.fashion?

Ml SS All CE:

MISS ALICE:
.

{Jumping on it)

Tempted?

(Jumping on it, pulling it
out) Same

JULI AN:

JULIAN:

Tested in some fashion?

.(Tested in some fashion)

Ml SS All CE:

MISS ALICE:

TEMPTED?

. (Twist-g it)

Sarne

JULI AN:

JULIAN:

BOTH! Tested! Wha,t!
my ••• my sincerity, my
• • • my other cheek? You
have allowed that ••• that
man, your ••• your lover,
t'()°• • • ridicule me. You
have permitted it.

(Angry) BOTH! Tested!
You have alloweQ that •••
that man, your ••• your
lover-;-t'o ••• ridicule
me. You have permitted
it.

A quickly turns in to
J.

Continuing her move.
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MISS ALICE:

MISS ALICE:

I?

(Tauntingly)

Permit?

JULIAN:

DIRECTOR 1 S NOTES

Same

JULIAN:

You have allowed him to
abuse me, my position, his,
the Church; you have tolerated it, and smiled.

Same

A begins touching him
again; J must move;
J, X to DR of table.

Ml SS AU.CE:
Tolerate!

Cut

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

And smiled •. WHY AM I BEING
TESTED!
• And wby am I
being tempted? By luxury,
by ease, by ••• - content
••• by things I do not
care to discuss.

WHY AM I BEING TESTED!
••• And why am l being
~empted? .By luxury, by
ease, by • . • content
••• by things I do not
care to discuss.

Ml SS All CE:

Ml SS All CE:

(UnS)~mpathet i

c) You 1 re
answerable to your own
temptations.

Same

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

Yes?

(listens to her)

MISS ALICE:

Ml SS All CE:

(Singsong and patronizing)
Or God is (JULIAN snorts)
No? God is not? Is not
answerable.

·(singsong and patronizing)
Or ••• God ••• is?

JULIAN:

JULI AN:

Knows. Bµt is not answerab 1e. I. ·

This is the real J.

Same

Same

Turns to her.
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Ml SS ALI CE:

(Softening some)
answerable.

DI RECTOR 1 S NOTES

Ml SS ALI CE:

Then be

(Softening, yet showing
contro 1) Same

AX slowly, controlled,
to couch DL; she sits.

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

Same

To my temptations, I am
(To himself more than to
her) It would be so easy
to ••• fall in, to •••
accept these surroundings.
Oh, life would speed by!

J X slowly to.C; he
begins to move following
her, then loses himself
in hi mse 1f.

Ml SS ALI CE:

With all the ridicule?

Cut

JULIAN:

Cut

That aside.

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

You have a friend here
.. :-:a5 they put it.

Same

A reel i nes

Maj afashi 0~1 on the couch;
there 1 s no misunderstanding what she means
by this line.

NOTE:

JULIAN:

Butler.

~

Yes; he 1·s nice.

JULIAN:

Same

11

From this point
until the end of
the scene, A
gains control
of J; A works on
him, slowly,
coo 11 y, in
precise control,
tempting him.
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MISS ALICE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

(A little laugh) I meant
me.

(A seductive cor~ection)
I meant • . • me,

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

J turns away.

JULIAN:
Well, of course.
Ml SS All CE:

Cut
Ml SS ALI CE:

Or, do you think of me
otherwise? Do l tempt you?
JULIAN:

Same

JULIAN:

You, Miss Alice?
MISS ALICE:

.

Same
Ml SS ALI CE:

Or, is it merely the fact
of temptation that upsets
you so?

Or, is it "merely the idea
of temptation that upsets
you so?

JULIAN:

JULIAN: .

I have longed ••.• to be
of great service. When I
was young-and very prideful
l was filled with a selfimportance that was •••
well disguised. Serve.
That was the active word:
I would serve! (Clenches .
his fist) I would serve,
and damn anyone or anything
that stood in my way. I
would shout my humility
from the roof and break
whatever rules impeded~
head-long' rush to
~
obedience. I suspect that
I had·joined the Trappist
order,. where silence is the
Jaw, I would have chattered
about it endlessly. I was

·I have longed to be of
service. (A reflective
pause) When I was youngand very prideful-I was
filled with a self-importance that was ••• well
disguised. Serve~ That
was the active word: I
would serve!

One thought leads to
another; he prides
himself on his former
ambitions. During this,
he Xs slowly to DC;
he talks to himself.
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impatient about God's
agents, and with God, too,
I see it now. A •••
novice porter, ripping
suitcases from patrons'
hands, cursing those who
preferred to carry some
small parcel for their own.·
And I was blind to my pride,
and intolerant of any who
did not see me as the
humblest of men.
MISS ALI CE:

(A little malice) You phrase
it so; I suspect you've said
it before.
JULIAN:

Doubtless I have. Articulate men often carry
set paragraphs.

Ml SS ALI CE:

(Frankly) l suspect you've
said that before.

No·movement; she
listens carefully.

JULIAN:

Doubtless I have. Articulate men often carry
set phrases.

Ml SS All CE:

Pride still.

Cut

JULlAN:

Some.
Ml SS ALI CE:

And how did your ambition
s·; tr

Cut
Kl SS ALI CE:

And how does your ambition
sit now?

A, thinking of two
things at the same

time~ begins to feel
and play w/her

negligee; a double
meaning of 11 ambition11 •
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JULIAN:

JULIAN:

Ambition? Was it? (MISS
ALICE displays_a knee
casually; JULIAN jumps)
What are you doing?

Ambition? (MISS ALICE,
with deliberate subtelty,
displays a knee; JULIAN;
reacts, defensively) What
are you dorng!

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

(Vague flirting) 11 m
sorry.

(Mock apology, flirting)
l •m •
~rfy.

JUUAN:

JULIAN:

Well. Ambition, yes,
suppose-ambition to be
nothing, to be least. Most
obedient, humblest. How
did it sit? For some,
patientlyi but not wel~
For me? Even less well.
But I ••• learned.

{Regaining composure,
becoming more and more
uneasy) Ambition ••• My
ambition is to be.nothing;
to be least-most obedient,
most humble.

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

Recovers her leg,
having done what
intended; she is
pleased w/how things
are progressing.

J turns away, showing

some concern for the
situation.

Ml SS ALI CE:

To ••• subside. Is that
the simplification you
mentioned before? Of your
life. To subside ••• and
vanish? To leave no memory.
JULIAN!

No; I wish to leave a
••• memory-of work, of
things done. I've told you;
I wish to be of great service, to move great events;

Cut

JULIAN:

Same

J moves more OS; is

speaking full front.

.
_. __-----.. . --=------
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but when it's all time for
crediting, I'd like someone
to say no more than 11 Sh,
wasn't there someone involved in all this, who
brought it all about? A
priest? Ah-~, a lay~
brother - was that it."
{Smiles) Like that. The
memory of someone who
helped.
Ml SS ALI CE:

MISS ALICE:

(Pauses, then laughs)
You 1. re 1yi ng!

(Harp, but not malicious)
Same

JULIAN~

JULlAN~

I?

(Then they both laugh,
like conspirational
children)

(He's been hurt)

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

The history of the Church

Ml SS ALI CE:

The history of the Church
shows half its saints were
martyrs, martyred either·
for the Church, or by it.
The chronology is jammed
with death-seekers and hysterics: the bloodbath-to
immorality, Julian. Joan
was only one of the
suicides.

l?

Same

Every monster was a ~n
first, Julian; ever~icta
tor was a colonel who vowed
to retire once the revolution was done; it's so easy
to postpone elections,
1i ttle brother.
JULIAN:

Intently focused on
him.

Turns to her, offended
at the accusation.

An intelligent A.

JULIAN:
Same

X in to her slightly,
defending himself.

Ml SS ALI CE:

(Before he can continue)
The history of the Church
shows half its saints were
martyrs, martyred either
for the Church, or by it.
The chronology is filled
with death-seekers and
hysterics: the bloodbath
to immortal i ty.

Leans forward on the
crhaise.
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JULIAN:

JULIAN:

(Quivering with intensity)
I WI SH TO SERVE AND

(Intense, with finality)
I .\~!SH TO SERVE AND·BE

BE FORGOTTEN

FORGOTTEN.

MISS ALICE:

MISS

{Comes over, strokes his
cheek) Perhaps you will,
Juli an. (He takes her hand,
kisses it, puts it back on
his cheek) Yes?

(Prophetic, coolly aggressive) Perhaps you will,
Juli an.

JULI AN:

JULIAN:

(Guiltily) I wish to be of
service. (A little giggle
I do.

(Almost as though he's
being hypnotized; yet
frightened) I wish to be
of service •. I do.

Ml SS ALI CE'

Ml SS ALI CE:

And be

Same
JULIAN:

Same

Yes.
Ml SS ALI CE:
(Stroking his head) Not
even remembered a tittle?
By some? As a gentle man,
gentle Julian

X in to her w/strength.

ALICE:

forgotten.

JULIAN:

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

Ml SS ALJ CE:

(She is getting closer)
Same

JULIAN:

JUL IAN:

Per • • • perhaps.

(Weakening)

Perhaps.

A rises, X slowly to J.

is moving away from
her; she is pushing himne is not out of reach;
they move slowly in a
clockwise circular
pattern DC; J is
falling under her
•rspel 1'1.
J
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MISS ALICE:

Ml SS All CE:

••• my little lay brother
and expert on wines; my
little horseback rider and
crop switcher •••

(Moving closer and closer)
••• my little lay brother and expert on wines;
my little horseback rider
• (She reaches him
and strokes the nape of
his neck with her fingers)

JUL IAN:

JUL IAN:

(As she ruffles his hair)
Don 1 t . • • do that.

(Helpless) Don 1 t ••• do
• . • that.

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

(Ruffles harder) My little
whipper, and RAPIST?

My little whipper, my
little rapist?

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

(Riding, moving away)
DON 1 T!

DON'T!

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

(Pouting, advancing)
Julian

(Seductively playing word
sounds) Same

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

Same

Ml SS ALI CE:

MISS ALICE:

(Still pouting) Julian,
come kiss me.

(Very, very smooth;
irresistable) Same

JULIAN:

JUL IAN:

Please!

A is slowly pushingherself against him;
he can do nothing.

NOTE:

No, now; no.

.

DIRECTOR 1 S NOTES

.

Same

This must be
fast and must
radiate heat;
it must build,
leading up to
the kiss; it is
very intense.
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MISS ALICE:
Come kiss.

(They kiss, long and
intense)

JULIAN: ·.

JULIAN:

(A plea) Miss Alice ••
Just • ; • let me do my
service, and let me go.

(They break from the kiss;
JULIAN is completely overcome; a plea) Same

Ml SS All CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

(Abruptly to business; not
curt, though) But you're
doing great service. Not
many people have been put .
in the position you've been
graced by-not many. Who
·
knows-had some lesser man
than you some, some.bishop,
all dried and salted,
clacketing • , • p~rases
from memory, or ••• one
of those insinuating supersalesmen your Church uses,
had one of them come • • •
who knows? Perhaps the
whole deal would have gone
out the window.

(Easy at first; later more
direct, but still rather
singsong) Same

JULIAN:

JUL IAN:

Surely, Miss Alice, you
haven't been playing games
with ••• so monumental
a matter.

(Trying to recover and
understand) Same

This is the climax of
the build. J simply
cannot escape - he is
helpless, almost as
though he is under a
spell; A has simply
overwhe 1med him; she
is like an inescapable
magnat.

St i I 1 i n her arms.

Gradually moves away
from him, obviously unaffected sexually by
the habitual seductionit was a game for her;
as she moves away, she
lightly drags her fingers across J's chest;
AX R to against chair
DR; plays withe relief
on the wood.

r----------------r----------~--~-~------
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Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS AL (CE:

The rich are said. to be
quixotic, the very wealthy
cruel, overbearing; who is
to say~might not vast
wealth, the insulation of
it, make one quite mad7
Games?· Oh, no, my little
Julian, there are no games
played here; this is for
keeps, and in dead earnest.
There are cruelties, for the
insulation breeds a strange
kind of voyeurism; and
there is impatience, too,
over the need to accornp l i sh what should not be
explained; and, at the end
of it, a .madness of sorts
••• but a triumph.

(Rapid, rhythmical, neurotic}' The rich are said to
be quixotic, the very
wealthy cruel, overbearing;
who is to say-might not
vast wealth, the insulation
of it,·make one quite •••
mad?
Games? • • •
Oh no, my little Julian.
There are no games played
here. This is for keeps
nad in dead earnest; but
there is an impatience over
the heed to accomplish what
should not be explained;
and, at the end of _it, a
madness of sorts ~ • • but
a·triumph.

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

(Hands apart) Use me then
••• for the triumph.

h~r

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

(Moving on him again) You
are being used, my little
Juli an, I am being used
••• my Tittle Julian.
You want to be •.••
employed, do you not?
Sacrificed, even?

(As to a numbed child)

JULIJ.\N:

JULIAN:

I have • • • there are no
secrets from you, Miss
Alice ••• I have •••
dreamed of sacrifice.

I have • • • I have •
dreamed of sacrifice.

Ml SS All CE:

Ml SS All CEi

(She touches his neck)
Tell me.

(Very deliberate; low,
sexy, demanding) T-e-1-1
m-e.

Still at chair.

Moves in on him again.

A is at J, touching him,
contacting him, tempting
him; there is no doubt
that J is here.

(His hands slowly go up
arm; he succumbs) Same

Same A leads J gently to the
chaise DL; she seats
him; he is in a vacuum.

J is sitting; A is
standing above him;
both face DS.

A bends over J, massaging his temples very
1ightly, slowly.
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JULI AN:

You mustn't do ••• it is
not wise.

Ml SS

ALI CE:

Tel 1 me. (She wi 11 circle
him, touch him occasionally, kiss the back of his
neck once during the next
speech)

D!RECTOR Is NOTES

Same

MISS

~ I
J reaches up to A 1 s hands ~ ,
on his temples-the touc~
is important; he doesn 1 t " '
fight any more.

I :,

ALICE:

(Contrasting rhythm from
before)

In his ear.

Same
(During the next speech,
MISS ALICE strokes JULIAN's
temples, hair, neck very
slowly; the rhythms of her
hand movements put JULIAN ·
in a trance.)

JULIAN:
Still my pride •• -. a
vestige of it. , (He becomes
quite by himself during
this; unaware of her) Oh,
when I was a child, and
read of the Romans, how they
used the saints as play~
things-enraged children
gutting their teddy bears,
dashing the head of their
doll against the bedpost,
I could ••• ·I could entrance myself, and see the
gladiator on me, his tridnet fork against my neck,
and hear, even hear, as much
as feel, the ~rongs as they
entered me; the • • • the
beast's saaliva dripping
from the yellow teeth, the
slack sides of the mouth,
the ••• sweet, warm breath
of the lion; gre~t paws on
my spread arms ••• even
th~ rough leather of the
pads; and to the point of
• • • as the great mouth

JULIAN:
Same

Begins low and softly.

Same

NOTE:

·The entire speech
is given in a low
key, underplayed;
word sounds and
word imagery become of utmost
importance; J is
hypnotized; A is
strokil'lg him
gently, heightening his emotions;
she whispers and
mouths ''Marry me,
Juli an11 when
needed; her
speaking does not
take focus, but
merely serves to
move J through his
thoughts; her
effect is a 1most
hypnotic.
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opened, the breath no
longer warm but hot, the
fangs on my jaw and forehead, positioned •••
IN. And as the fangs sank
in, the great tongue on my
cheek and eye, the splitting of the bone, and the
blood ••• just before the
great sound, the coming
dark and the shadow and
silence. I could •••
experience it all. And was
engulfed. (A brfef laugh,
but not breaking the trance)
Oh, martyrdom. To be that.
To be able ••• to be that.
MISS ALICE:

ADAPTATION
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(Sound Cue J 1)

(". • • J.1!. ")

Easy; we should feel
sink in.

(Light Cue 15)

(JULIAN is somewhat drained
of emotion, but continues)
Same

MISS ALICE:

Same

This is merely an insertion into J's speechdoes not break the flow

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

The ••• death of the saints ••• was always the
beginning of their lives.
To go bloodstained and
worthy • • • upward. I
could feel, the blood on my
robes as I went; the smell
of the blood, as intense as
paint ••• and warm •••
and painless.

The death of the saints
was always the beginning of
their lives. To go bloodstained and worthy •••
upward. I could feel the
blood on my robes as I
went; the smell of the
blood ••• warm ••• and
painless.

A continues the hypnotic

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

Marry me.

(Ibid)

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

Here. I have come. You
see my robes? They 1 re red,
are they not? Warm. And
are not the folds caught
together ••• 'as the b 1ood
coagulates? The ••• fin-

Here. I have come. You
see my robes? They're red,
are they not? Warm? And
there is a wound in me, the
warm dark flow ••• runs
down my belly, bathing my

(Softly, into his ear; he
does not hear it) Marry m~,
Julian.

11

movements of the hands
and the whispering in
his ear.

Marry me.

J speaks to heaven; A

11

... ... ..

continues to do the same
motions and actions.

...

...

-

-

...

~-- ...

,,.......,

+~

.....
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gers·of my left hand-of
both!-are ••• hard to
move apart, as the blood
holds finger to finger; And
there is a wound in me, the
warm dark fl ow· ••• runs
down my be 1I y • • • · to • • •
bathing my groin, you see?
I have- come ••• bloodstained and worthy."

groin. -You see? 'J have
come ••• bloodstained and
worthy. 11 ·

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

Marry me.

(Ibid)

JULI AN:

JULIAN:

Marry me.

(Still self-tranced) Bathed
• • • _my groin. And as the
thumbs of the gladiator
pressed ••• against •••
my neck, I • . • as the
lion's belly pressed against
my chest, I ••• as the
. . . I . . . or as the woman sank on the mossy hillock by the roses, and the
roar is the crunching growl
is the moan is the sweatbreathing is the •••

Same

A is now seated next to J,
stroking his chest w/pulsating movements of the
hand, leading him to the ·
point of orgasm; both are
building their feelings
to -a climax.

Ml SS ALI CE:

MISS

(Behind him, her arms around
his neck, on his chest)
••• sweat-breathing on the
mossy hillock and the white
mist in the perfumes •••

(Heightening his emotion)
Same

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

• . • fumes ••• lying
• • • on the moss hi 11 in
the white filmy gladiator's
belly pressing on the chest
fanged and the soft hard
tongue and the blood •••
ENTERS • •
(Lurches -from
the chair) ••• _STOP~ • • •

(Not hearing MISS ALICE)
Same

THAT!

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

ALI CE:

A must push J; the rhythm
of her hand must increase
both in rate and violence;
J rises quickly; he feels
the orgasm approaching.
X R to DC.
(Sound Out: Cue 11)
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Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS AL I CE:
(Coming at him slowly} Come
to A1 ice, Ju 1i an, in your
sacrifice •••

(Soft yet ·driving; relentless) Same

A moves on him slowly,
steadily, like an
animal after its trapped
prey.
(Light Cue 16)

JUL I AN:

JULIAN:

Same

(Moving away, but hilpless)
Stay ••• away ••• stay.

facing her, climbs
steps to 1ever.
Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

Same

• • • give yourself to her,
Julian ••

Same

• a • • • away •
Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

(Sweetly singsong) Come
marry Alice, she wants you
so; she says she wants you
so, come give yourself to
Alice; oh, Alice needs you
and your sacrifice

(Driving)

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

..•

Same

J is up on level facing
A and DS; A is below,

facing J, her arms outstretched to him; she
waits to devour him.

Same

no •
MISS ALICE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

Same

••• Alice says she wants
you, come to Alice, Alice ·
tells me so, she wants you,
come to Alice •••
JULIAN:

JULIAN:
• no

After him •

JULIAN:

JULI AN:

• • • no

A forces J backward,

• sacrifice

Same

J would like to retreat
but he is totally powerless.
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MISS ALICE:

Ml SS All CE:

Alice tells me so, instructs Alice tells me so, instructs
me, come to her. (Her arms
me, come to her. (MISS
reach full extension outALICE has her back to the
audience, JULIAN facing her, ward; she is completely open
but at a distance; she takes to him)
gown and, spreading her
arms slowly, opens the gown
wide; it is the unfurling
of great wings)

A does not take her
eyes off J; he is
pulled toward her
body.

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

J cannot escape the

Same

Shaking, staring at her
body • • • and • • •
sacrifice ••• on the
al tar of • • •

forces of her attract.ion, is moved toward
her.
MISS ALICE:

Ml SS ALI CE:
Come • • • come •

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

..

Same

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

• the • • • Lord • • •
God •••- in •••· Heaven.

(The surrender)

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

Come ••• (JULIAN utters
a sort of dying·cry and
moves, his arms in front
of him, to MISS ALICE; ~hen
he reaches her, she enfolds
him in her great wings.
Ml SS ALI CE:

(Soothing) You will be here;
you will sacrifice yourself
to her • • •

Same

J has been pulled down

the steps and is in her
grasp.

Same

(Light Cue 17)

Same

A, wrapping J in her
arms, brings him around,
opening them both to
view; they are at the
base of the platform.

Ml SS ALI CE:

ORIGINAL TEXT

ADAPTATION

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

(Muffled) Oh my God in
heaven • • •

Same

Ml SS ALI CE:

(Her head going back,
calling out) Alice! •
A1 ice? • • •

Same

..
JULIAN:

(Slowly kneeling within the
great wings)
in •••
my •.•. sacrifice •

(Losing all awareness) ·Same

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS All CE:

(St i l 1 ca l l i ng out) He wi I I
be yours! He will be yours!

(Sti 11 ca 11 i ng out) He wi t1
be yours! He will be yours!
(In staccato, neurotic
hysteria) Alice! Alice?
Alice? Alice? Alice?

CURTAIN.

J is sinking into
quicksand, drops slowly
to his knees; he has
become part of Alice.

Ml SS ALI CE:

JULIAN:

AAALLLlllCCCEEE!

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

BLACKOUT
(Lights out)

(Light Cue 18)
(Sound Cue 12)
(Light Cue l 8a)
SET CHANGE: 6 minutes
into act break (Total
break is 10 minutes)

·.

B enters through door
UL, cleaning magnifying
glass; X to chair Dr,
sits, continuing to
clean; prop crew enter
and strike table R of

OR I GI N.1.1.L TEXT

AD.\PTA Tl ON

DIRECTOR'S iWTES

chair; B rises w/glass
looks at crew members;
they exit, reenter to
take B's chair; B
again looks at them
through glass; they
exit w/chair; B continues to clean glass;
sees audience in the
house; goes off the
stage and proceeds to
examine·heads, rings,
watches, etc., of
audience members; X to
slide, examines image
of Albee; continues to
examine audience
members uhtil set
change is-finished,
moving up the aisle;
when cliange is
completed, he exits
out house L door.
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ACT THREE

OR I GI NAL TEXT:

The library,·as of Act One, Scene Two. No one on stage. After a
moment or so, BUTLER enters, carrying what looks to be a pile of gray
sheets. They are clearly quite heavy. He sets them down on a table,
straightens his shoulders from the effort, looks at various chairs,
turns to counting the pile. JULIAN enters, at more than a casual pace,
dressed in a suit.
·

ADAPTATION:
The library,·as of Act One, Scene Two. No one on stage. After a
moment or so, BUTLER enters UR with dust sheets on tray, waltzing with
high leaps, and 11 da-dumming 11 the 11 Viennese Waltz". He kicks, dances
and twirls. He X UC to sideboard, sets· down sheets, and takes off his
coat, preparing for house work. He takes the top cover (must be large),
flits it out, and leaps toward model to cover it. He notices that it
catches the air, stops singing and dancing - he has a brilliant idea!
He floats cover onto the floor nicely and with appropriate sounds, picks
up one corner at _a time, and tries it as a parachute - loves it, it works
beautifully. He looks around for a place to 11jump 11 - uses the platform UR.
He first gets propeller going with appropriate movements and sounds prop caaches on third try. Plane sputters and starts - BUTLER shakes
appropriately, giving expression and feeling of flying. He throws plane
door open violently - makes noises of being shot at, ducking bullets.
He counts to three, bouncing in preparation for jump on each count. He
jumps, very high, and rolls on the 11 ground" appropriately - his landing.
With great delight and laughter, he gets up - wants to do it again. He
needs more altitude, says so, and gets chair from DR reading table - sets
it on level. Needs more 11 Characte~ , says so, and .gets cigar out of box
on table DR. With great movement of tough Marine sargeant and chewing
cigar in corner of his mout·h, he says with great pride, 11 A 1 right youse
guys, l'et 1 s git dem damn Commies! 11 , delighting in his new character.
He goes through the whole routine again, starting the propeller, plane
takes off. He jumps onto the chair, both feet landing at the same time.
He opens plane door as before, gets shot at as before; the cigar breaks
off in his mouth. He spits it out, making sounds of the guns in doing sonothing interferes with his 11 bit 11 • He counts to three as before, cries,
11
Geronimo11 , jumps, rolls, kicks feet up in air, having a great time,
As BUTLER is rollicking on the floor, JULIAN enters through doorway dressed
in black, formal wedding tuxedo, with maroon bow-tie and cumberbun.
1

.•

(See Scenic Design Renderings 2, 4 and Floor Plan 2)
{Light Cues 19 and l9a)
(Sound Cue 13)
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DIRECTOR 1 S NOTES

Same

(See Costume Plate 12)

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

(Deliberate pause; then)
four • . • five
six ••• (Pretending suddenly to JULIAN) Oh! Hello
there.

(Deliberate pause; then
pretending suddenly to see
JULIAN) Oh! Hello there!

8 still on knees, pre-

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

JULI AN:

JULIAN:

Butler!

Where •

I • . • I feel

Same

tends to be mopping up
floor w/parachute dust
cover.

J tries to help B by

quite~·

placing airplane chair
to

DR.

NOTE:

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

(No comment) · Why?

(Not really listening)
Same

JUL I AN:

JULIAN:

(Agitation underneath) Well,
uh • • . I wi 11 confess I
have 1 t participated in .••
been married before, but
• . • I can't imagine it's
usual for everyone to
disapl?ear.

(Honest innocence)

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

Has everyone?

(Still not realty caring)

J follows B
throughout entire
scene; B is very
nervous, in great
hurry now to
finish work,
trying to avoid

B X US to sideboard and
then to mode 1.

Same

B begins to cover model,
just keeping himself
nervously busy to avoid

J.
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JULIAN:

JULIAN:

Yes! (Quieter) Yes, I •••
per--perhaps His Eminence
is occupied, or has business-that1s it! - has
business with ••• "but but why she should •••
There I wa5" • • • one moment
married, flooded with white,
and • • • then • • • the ·
next, alone. Quite alone,
in the ••• echoes.

(Straightforward) Yes,
• • • there I was
one moment married, flooded"wi th white, and then
••• the next ••• alone,
quite alone, in the
echoes.

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

There is an echo, sometimes,
all through it, down every
long hall, up in the huge
beams • • •

(Hears and plays the echoes)
Same

JULIAN:

JULI AN:

BUTLER:

Cut

Aren't you used to that?
JULIAN:

Cut

Suddenly!
BUTLER:

BUTLER:

(Sad smile) Like a little
boy? When the closet door
swings shut after him?
Locking him in the dark?

(Cynical clairvoyancy)

B, keeping a

distance.

Like an Alpine climber,
at the top of a mountain, '
listening to his voice.

B sees full ashtray on
model, X to sideboard;
sets down sheet, gets
Silent Butler, X back
to ashtray on model.

Same

But to be left alone!

J follows

Same

ADAPTATION

ORIGINAL TEXT

JUL IAN:

JULIAN:

Hm? Yes
• yes, like
that. (Shudders a little
Terrifying.

(Accepts the analogy) Yes,
like that. Terrifying.

DIRECTOR 1 S NOTES

B throws full ashtray in-

to Silent Butler but has
accidentally closed the
lid; all the butts hit
lid and fall on floor;
8 gets out feather
duster sweeps butts
together and, w/his
fingers, picks them into
Silent Butler.

BUTLER:
Cut

And it 1 s always remote, an
attic closet, where one
should not have been, where
no one can hear, ana is not
likely to come . . • for a
very long time.
JULIAN:

JULIAN:

Yes!

(Reacting to the misfortune
of BUTLER} .Same

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

(To the sheets again counting them) We learn so early
• • . are told, where not
to go, the"'"'things we should
not do. And there 1 s often
a reason.

(Trying to cover the mishap
and regain composure) Same

JUL IAN:

JULIAN:
Same ·

And she vanished as we! 1.
BUTLER:

BUTLER:

Same

Who?
JULIAN:

JUL IAN:
My •

. . my

wife.

(As though he should know)
Same

B, as if·nothing
happened, runs again
from J, X to reading
table DR to empty
ano~her ashtray.

Fol 1owing B.

ADAPTATION

OR I GI NAL TEXT

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

And who is that?

(Just words)

JUL I AN:

JUL IAN:

(As if BUTLER had forgotten
everything) Miss Alice!

JULIAN:

B feeds the butts of
new ashtray to Silent
Butler. The lid is
open not unlike the
mouth of an alligatpr.
B makes appropriate
sounds and r.10tions of
eating and swallowing;
closes l id.

JULll\N:

.same
BUTLER:
Same

(Puzzles it a moment) Quite
so; I did. We •- • . we 11.
Perhaps Miss Alice is
changing.
JULIAN:

Same

Sn me

Butler, you saw the wedding!
BUTLER:

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

JULIAN:
Same

She must be; of course. But
. • -:-f'Or everyone to .
vanish, as if I 1 d turned my
back for a moment, and an
hour had elapsed, of a
. • • dimension had . • •
BUTLER:

BUTLER:

(Passing it over) Yes, a
dimension - well, that
happens.

(Freezing, making a point)

More concerned about
himself than the antics
of B.

_c---·-------:
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JUL IAN:

JULIAN:

(Still preoccupied) Yes,
she must be ••• upstairs
What • • • what are you
doing?

(Still preoccupied) Yes,
she must be upstairs. {Now
notices BUTLER)

DIRECTOR 1 S NOTES

B suddenly darts to
wastebasket, aims, and
pitches butts into it;
he X back, DS of J and
US to sideboard, making
1
'mouth11 sounds in J's
face, opening and closing
the lide of the Silent
Butler.

JULIAN:

What are you doing?
BUTLER:

BUTLER:

What?

JULIAN:

I

Same ·

B gets dust sheet at
sideboard, X back to
table DR, tries it for
size.

Same

J.trying to keep up
w/B's movements.

JULIAN:

What are those?

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

These? (Looks at them)·uh
• • • sheets,. or covers,
more accurately.

These? (Suddenly realizing
he has it) Same

JUL IAN:

JULIAN:

{Sti'll quite nervous, staying away) What are they for?

(Dizzy from the great
flourish of movement) Same

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

To • ·• • cover.

Same

. Bis at table.

B distovers it won't fit
table~ X DL to small
chair.
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JULIAN:

(Ibid)

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

JULIAN:

Cover what!

Same

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

Oh ••• nothing; no matter
Housework, tnat 1 s all. One
of my labor~.

(In

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

great hurry) Same

Cover fits perfectly on
small chair; B acknowledges it appropriately;
makes mark on sheet w/
grease penci 1 and folds
it up.

t

Same

I ••• I would have thought
you'd have champagne
ready, that you'd be busy
with the party.

BUTLER:

Still following Bat a
distance.

i

·ri"
':.

BUTLER:

~

·/

Same

One does many things.
You'll have your champagne,
sir, never fear.

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

I 1 m sorry•

Same

was so

upset.
BUTLER:

BUTLER:
Same

Yes.

JULIM;I:

JULI AN:

(Attempting a joke) After
all, l 1 ve not been married
before.

(Seriously attempting,an
explanation) Same

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

No.

Same

BX back to sideboard fo •

new cover; it's a small
one; B looks around to
see what it will fit
best and notices the
biological head on
table DR; X to it.

l

,

f

l
1:

'r
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JULIAN:

And the precedures are a
little ••• well, you know.

Same

BUTLER:

BUTt.ER:

Same

Yes.

B tries the cover on
the head-it fits
beautiful I y; he makes
proper acknowledgement
and tucks it under its
neck; he removes· it,
having marked it, and
X back to sideboard.

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

• • . still

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

...

BUTLER:

Same
BUTLER:
Same

Yes.
JULIAN:

JUUAN:

Same

It all does seem odd.
BUTLER:

BUTLER:
Same

Marriage is a confusing
business.
JULIAN:

Have • • • have you been
•.•• married? (BUTLER
gives a noncommittal laugh
as answer) I • . . I don• t
know of marriage is, but
certainly the circumstances
·surrounding this weddin2
are rather
BUTLER:

(A fairly chilling smile)
Special people, special
problems.

JULIAN:

(Surprised, having come
from him) Have ••• you
been married? (BUTLER gives
his 11 Wouldn 1 t you like to
know11 grin) Same

BUTLER:

Same

B is at sideboard, J
below him on ground
level.
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B X OS of J to sideboard.
NOTE:

JULI AN:

Each time B X
,,l'I
OS of J, he ducks.'!(
as though J had ~;
a board extending· :
out from his neck1I~
B must go under
it.

JULI AN:

(Hurt) Oh, well ••• yes.

Same

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

·(Disdainful curiosity) Do
you ••• feet married?

(Keeping it r9lling) Same

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

(Withdrawn) Not having been,
cannot say. i(Pause) Can
I?

Same

I

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

(Takes one of the sheets,
opens it with a cracking
sound, holds it in front of
him, a hand on each shoulder) No. (Puts it to one
side) I suppose not.

(Ibid}

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

No, I wonder i f • • • I
wonder if you could go upstairs, perhaps, and see if
Miss Alice
• my~

(Genuine concern) I wonder
I have much too much work,
if you could go upstairs and
look and see if Miss Alice
• • • my
wife
;s • . •

• . . • is • • •

No, I suppose not.

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

No. (Then, rather stern} I
have much too much work to
do. (Cheerful) I'll get ·
you some champagne, though.

(Surprisingly sharp) No.
I have much too much work
to do. (Changing subject)
Same.

--..._

__

-

B is at sideboard;
picks out another sheet ~
snaps it out, notices it t'[
may fit the model, X to ~
it.
'

J's attention is on B
who notices dirty
windows in model; he
forgets about covering
it momentarily •
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JULIAN:

(Rather removea) No, 11 11
••• wait for the others,
i f they haven' t a 11 • • •
disappeared.
BUTLER:

Same

X back to model w/
polishing cloth.
Spits on window and
begins ·polishing "this
room" i n tl:1e mode 1•

JUL I AN:

Same

BUTLER:

(Chuckle) Ah, no. Alice
••• Miss Alice does not
have frrends; admirers, yet.
Worshippers ••• but not
buddies.
JULIAN:

B quickly X back to
sideboard to get
champagne.

''II

(For some th i·ng to say, as
much as anything, yet hopeful of an answer, or an explanation) Miss Alice ••• ,
chose not to invite • • •
friends
• to the ceremony.

BUTLER:

Same

BUTLER:

(Noncommittal) To leave yo.u
alone with your bride, on
your wedding night? No;
not yet.

JUL I AN:

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

Same

B, cleaning windows in
model, turns to J~ then

JULI AN:

Same

(Puzzled) I asked her why
she had not, and she rep! ied •

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

(Improvising) ••• it is
you, Julian, who are being
marf •I e d '• • • ?.

(Deliberate definitely
knowing) Same

At J.

'

~
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JULIAN:

JULIAN:
-

ADAPTATION

.

(Too self-absorbed to be
surprised) Yes; something
1 i ke that.

(Surprised)

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

Your wife is
of a recluse.

•• something

Same

Same
(._ •. ~cluse)

.Taking great thing of
washing windows, heavy
breathing, etc.

JULIAN:

Cut

(Hopeful) But so outgoing!

BUTLER:
Cut .

Yes? Well, then; you will
indeed have fun. (Mock instructions) Uncover the
chandeliers in the ballroom! Lay on some footmen!
Unplug the fountains! Trim
the maze!
JULIAN:

JULIAN:
Same

(More or less to himself)
She must have friends •
(Unsure) must she not?
BUTLER:

BUTLER:

(Stage whisper) I don't
know; no one has ever asked
her.

{Straightforward) Same

· JULIAN:

(Laughing nervously) Oh,
deed!
{MISS ALICE comes hurriedly
into the room; she has on
a suit. She sees only
BUTLER first)

Satisfied withe windows

B X back to sideboard,

begins getting out
glasses, bottles, etc.;
he's packing to move
away.
JULIAN:

Same
A enters through doorway Ur, in great hurry.
(See Costume Plate 13)
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MISS A~ICE:

Butler! Have you seen
. . . ? {Sees JULIAN)
Oh, I'm sorry.
{She begins
to leave)

JULIAN:

Same

A looks at B first; B
looks to J; A catches
B's glance, sees J then
exits through door UR,
running.

Same

J moves to A, X to door,
beginning after her,
stopping when she 11 gets
away". X backs in to
room, slowly, not
understanding.

Same

B still at sideboard.

JULIAN:

There you are. No, wait;
wait!
{But MISS ALICE has left the
room. I need of help)
find everything today·
puzzling.
BUTLER:

BUTLER:

(About to give advice)
Look ••• {Thinks better
of it).
JULIAN:

JULIAN:

Yes.

(Thinking he was bout to
give an answer) Same

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

{Shrugs) Nothing.
of a wedding day.

The wages

{Quickly)

Same

J X in to B.

B has to escape J; runs
away from him; 9rabs Silent Butler, X DS to
pick gobs of lint off
bottom of legs of chair
DL;, he must keep busy.

JULIAN:

JULIAN:
Are'you my

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

Same

f~iend?

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

{Takes a while to think)
(about the answer) I am; yes
but you'll probably.think
not.

(Passing it, in a hurry)
Same

· Follows B.

B nervously picks lint,

he is on his knees,
next to overturned
chair.
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JULIAN:

JULIAN:

Is something being kept
from me?

(Suspicious)

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

Snme

Yes.
BUTLER:

BUTLER:

Same

As do we all
• most of us.
You are dedicated to the
reality of things, rather
·than their appearance, are
you not?
JULIAN:

JUL IAN:

Same

Deeply.
BUTLER:

BUTLER:

Same

some of us.
BUTLER:

BUTLER:

Same

As are • • . some of us.

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

It was why
retreated •
withdrew • • • to the asylum.
BUTLER:

Yes, yes.

Near B but keeping a
distance.

Same

(After a pause) You loathe
sham do you not?

As are •

Same

DIRECTOR 1 S NOTES

Same

BUTLER:

Same

And you are devout

JULIAN:

You know that.

JULIAN:

Same

B still on knees at
chair; J at a distance
but near focused at B.
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BUTLER:

BUTLER:

When you're Tocked on the
attic, Julian, in the attic
closet, in the dark, do you
care who comes?

(Breaking his rhythm,
definite and pointed)

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

No. but
BUTLER:

Same

B stops picking to ask
J directly.

X in to B.

Same ,

J

Same

B escapes J again w/

BUTLER:

(Starts to leave) Let me
get the champagne.

JULIAN:

DIRECTOR Is NOTES

ADAPTATION

great feeling of urgency
sets chair back upright,
nearly hurdles it
rushing back to sideboard.
JULIAN:

Please.

Same

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

So that we all can toast.
(As BUTLER leaves, the
CARD I NAL enters) Ah! Here
comes the Church.

al 1 can toast. (Sees CAR01 NAL entering, greatly

(Floundering) So that we
relieved)

Same

J is frustrated, being
avoided at all fronts.

Bis still on the run;
when C enters through
door; B is "saved by
the be 11 11 ; he· fi na 11 y
stops to welcome C.
(See Costume Plate 14)

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

(Going to the CARDINAL,
kneeling before him, kissing
his ring, holding the ring
hand afterward, staying
kneeling) Your Eminence.

(Goes to the CARDINAL:
kissing his ring, holding
the ring hand afterwards)
Same

C holds immediately inside door, wearing his
grin; J is on floor
level, Con platform;
J takes C's hand, bows
to kiss his ring, C
and J both standing.
NOTE:

When C is in the
room, J takes on
a new fee 1i ng of
confidence and
security; he
feels protected.
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CARD I NAL:

CARD I NAL:
Julian.

'

DIRECTOR 1 S NOTES

Same

Our dear Julian.

·suTLER:

BUTLER:

Have you caught the bride?

(Feeling his relief) Have
you kissed the bride?

CARD I NAL: ·

CARDINAL:
Same

No. No. Haven 1 t seen her
since the
• since we
married her.

JULI AtJ:

JULIAN:

It was good of you.
I suspect she will be here soon.
Butler, would you ••• go
see? If she will come here?
His Eminence would •••
Now do be good and go.
{BUTLER exits) He has been
a great help. At times when
my service has ••• perP I exed me, ti 11 I grew
despondent, and wondered if
perhaps you 1 d not been mistaken in putting such a
burden • • •

It.was good of you. I suspect she will be here soon.

CARD I NJl.L:

CARD I NAL:
Same

(Not wanting to get into it)
Yes, yes, Julian. We have
resolved it.

Sickening, really.
Takes his hand away.

Thinks he 1 s terribly
cute, hoping to change
the suoj ect.

C, pseudo-embarrassed.
makes a 11 thi ng 11 of it.
B wastes no time in
escaping as soon as
possible, exiting URC
through door.

C X DS of

JULIAN:

JULIAN:
But then I judge it is God's
doing, this ••• wrenching
of my life from one light
to another.

\

I

Same

J X to C.

•

J and

DL.
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CARD I NAL:

CARD I NAL:

Same

Julian
JULIAN:

JULIAN:

••• though not losing
God's light, joining it
with • • • my new. (He
is like a bubbling little
boy) I can't tell you ~he
••• radiance, humming,
and the witchcraft, I think
it must be the ecstasy of
this light, as God's exactly; the transport the same,
the lifting, the ••• the
sense of service, and the

samE\-

J kneels at C1 s feet,
pulls on C1 s coat,
11 wanti ng 11 him,
unconscious of his actions.

Same

C tries w/his finger
tips to remove J's hands
so as not to wrinkle
his coat.

EXPANSION •
CARDINAL:

CARD I NAL:

••• Julian

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

••• the bleeded wonder of
service with a renewing,
not as ending joy-that joy
I thought possible only
through martyrdom, now, now
the sunlight is no longer
the hope for glare and choking in the dust and plum=
meting, but with cool and
green and yellor dappled
••• perfumes
CARD I NAL:

(Sha;ply)

Same

CARD I NAL:

Julian!

Same

J nciw becomes aware of
what he has been doing;
still on knees,
embarassed.
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JULIAN:

JULIAN:

(Little boy smile)

Sir.

Same

J now becomes aware of
what he has been doing;
still on knees, embarassed.

Same

C builds up J, making
·him feel responsible;
without J, it never
would've worked, etc.

CARD I NAL:

C/.\RD I NAL:

(Evading JULIAN's eyes) We
sign the papers today, Julian
It's all arranged the grant
is accomplished through you~
marriage ••• your service.
JULIAN:

JULIAN:

(Puzzlement)

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

Same

Father?.

CARD I lJAL:

CARDINAL:

(Barely keeping pleasure in

(Great false glorification)
Same

hf s voice) and is~'t it won-

derful; that you have • • .
found yourself such great
servi cc End such . . . exceeding happiness, too;
that God's way has brought
such gifts to his servant,
znd to his servant~s servant,
as ~Jc 11.
JULIAN:

JULIAll:

Sarne

(Puzzled) Thank you • . •
Your Eminence.
CARDI :!AL:

CARD I NAL:

(Sadly) It ls your wedding
cv..y, Julian.

(Great joy)

JULl/\~l:

JUL IJ\N:

(Smi 1es, throws off his mood)
Yes, it is! It's my wedding
day. And a dJy of glory of
God, that his Church has
been blessed with great

C holding J (Still
by_ the
shoulders.

!~nee ling)

Same

Same

C begins lifting J.

Up, to C and to the
vJOr 1d.
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wealth, for the suffering of
the world, conversion and
the pronouncement of His
glory.
CARD I NAL:

CARDINAL:

(Embarassed; perfunctory)
Praise God.

(Embarassed, fearful) Same

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

That God has se~n fit to
let me be His instrument in
this undertaking, that God

CARD I NAL:

Same

Fol tows C DL.

Same

C is obviously preparing J w/false consolation and warning; still
seated.

CARD I NAL:

Julian. (Pause) As you have
accepted what·has happened
• . • removed, so far removed from • • • any thought
• . • accept what ••• wiJJ
happen, max happen, with'
· the same humi I i ty and • . •
JULIAN:

JULIAN:
Same

(Happily) It is my service.

-

CARDINAL:

CARDINAL:

(Nods) Accept that may come
••• as God's will.

(Not listening) Same

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

Don't •
don't frighten
me. Bless me, Father:
CARD I NAL:
(Embarassed) Julian, please

C X to chair DL, sits.

kneels at C1 s R; C
is uncomfortable.

Same

J

Same~·

Turning away somewhat;
not wanting to get
involved.

CARD I NAL:
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JULIAN:

{On his knees before the
CARDIN/\L) Bless me?

Same

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

CARD I NAL:

CARD I NAL:

{Reluctantly; appropriate
gestures) In the name of the
Father and of the Son and
the Holy Ghost .

C stands, makes quick
of the Cross as
though brushing away
flies; he wants to get
this over with, not
wanting' anyone to see.

Same

Sig~

I

JULI l\!J:

• Amen
CARD I tlAL:

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

JUL:IAN:

Olithout looking up)
CARD I NAL:

• . • Ar.ien. You have
confessed, Julian-?~JULIAN:

• . • to . . • to shield my
eyes from too much light,
that I may be always worthy

Again a warning.

Same

The innocent prepared
for the slaughter.

Same

C avoids an answer,
changes subject; puts
SR hand on J's head in
mock prayer, the other
up in blessing.

Same

J continues prayer,
kneeling devoutly.

CARD I NAL:

May the.presence of our
Lord, Jesus Christ be with
you always

JULIAN:

Sc: me

JULIAN:

(Blushing, but childishly
pleased) I . . . I have,
Father; I.have • • • confessed, and finally, to sins
more real than imagined, but
· • ~ . but they are not sins,
are they, in God's name,
done in God's name, Father?
C.'\RD I NAL:

Same

JULIAN:
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I

CARD I NAL:

CARD I NAu:
• to light your way in
for you in the darkness

JULI AN:

Sarne

Eyes to Heaven.

JULIAN:

• • • dark, darkness
Father? • •

darkness, Father?

looks up at C, breaking
the flow of the prayer.

CARD I NAL:

CARDINAL:

Same

• • • that you may be worthy
of whatever sacrifice, unto
death itself.

· Same as before.

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

Same

in all this light!

Unconscious flow.

CARD I NAL:

CARD I NAL:

••• is asked of you;
that you may qc~ept what
· you ..do not ·under~and • •.•

• • • that you may accept
what you do not understand.

JULIAN:

JUL I AN:

{A mild argument) But,
Father • • •

(Confused) Same
.(LAWYER enters)

CARD I NAL:

CARDINAL:

Same

• • • and that the Lord
may have mercy on your
soul ••• as, indeed, may
He have on us all
all our souls.
JULIAN:

JULIAN:

• • • A

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

• Amen?

Same

C brushes back J's hair,
no longer praying, just
preparing.

L enters w/briefcase;
holds in doorway URC,
watching this scene
w/amusement.

L
I

CARD IN.l\L:

CARD I ~JAL:

(Uodding)

DIRECTOR'S NOTES
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Amen.

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(Entering) Well, well.
Your Eminence. Julian.
Vell, you are indeed a
fortunate man, today. What
more cheering sight can
there be than Frank Fearnought, clean-living,
healthy farm lad, come
from the heartland of the
country, from the asylums you see, I know - in search
of fame, and true Tove never fortune, of course.

(Coming into room)

JULIAN:

,

Very big, very sarcastic;
obnoxious; 11 playing the
role, 11 on very high. X
DS to J, pats him on the
back,'keeps his hand
there. C X US near model
relieved by L's entrance.

JULIAN:

• Please •••

LAWYER:

Same

Same

Pulls away from L's
touch.

Same

Keep at J; cynical.

Same

Irritated now, turning
away; shooting from a
distance.

LAWYER:

And see what has happened to
brave and handsome Frank; he
has found what he sought
. . • true • •.. • I ove; and
fortune - to his surprise,
for wealth had· never cro~sed
his pure mind; and fame?
••• Ooooh, there will be
a private fame, perhaps.
C/\RD I NAL:

Very pretty.

CARD I NAL:
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Same

L speaks hard and fast,
putting emphasis on
word sounds, spitting
poison darts.

LAWYER:

And we are dressed in city
ways, too, are we not? No
longer the simple gown of
the farm lad, the hems
trailing in the dung; no;
now we are in city clothes
• • . banker's clothes.

L X slowly 2' SR •

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

These are proper clothes.

(Defensive)

Same

J is rather touchy;

L is getting to him.
LAWYER:

LAWYER:

As you wi 11 discover, poor
priestlet, poor former
priestlet. Dressed differently for the sacrifice,
eh?
JULIAN:·

Same

Digging, hitting the
target.

Same

J has got to get out
of here; he's being
pushed and he knows
it; he X US to door,
OS of L.

Same

L counters, X DL to
chair, sits.

Same

C X to J, J on upper
level, Con lower; C
holds out his ring,
swishlly; J kneels on
l~vel, kisses it.

JULIAN:

I . . . think I'll . . .•

I o"ok for Miss· • • • for my
l•li fe.

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

Do.

CARD I NAL:

CARD I NAL:

Oh, yes, Julian; please.

JULIAN:

JULI AN:

(Kneels, kisses the ring
again) Your Eminence. (To
the LAWYER, mildly) He are

Your Eminence. (Kneels to
kiss ring, rises, glances
at LAWYER, out, exiting)

J exits through door URC
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both far too old ••• are
we not •
(JULIAN exits)
CARD I NAL:

CARDINAL:

(After JULIAN leaves) Is
cruelty a lesson you learned
at your mother's knee? One
of the songs you were .
taught?

LAWYER:

Same

Watches J exit; X OS
to L; he now moves
quickly, his voice in
a new tone of anger;
there is a definite
distinction in his
attitude w/L.

LAWYER:

One learns by growing, as
Same
they say. I have fine instructors behind me •••
yourse 1f amongst. them. (A
dismising gesture) We have
(Lights ciga~tte)
no time. (Raises his brief- (Holds briefcase up in front
case, then throws it on a
of CARDINAL's face)
table) All here. (Great
cheerfulness) All here! The
grant: all your money. (Normal tone again) I must say,
your Church lawyers are
picky men.

l pats briefcase loving1y.

Closes anger and lights
up at mention of money;

he reaches slowly for
the case; fingers out
to receive.
CARD I NAL:

CARDINAL:
Same

Thorough.

LAWYER:

LAWYER~

Picky. Humorless on small
matters, great wits on the
ones; ribbed over major
• • • the whole proposition.

(Definite correction)
Picky. (Normal tone)
Same

Money is the only
thing on his mind.

L pulls
gently;
yet; he
against

case away,
it 1 s not time
leans case
chair leg SL .

... .......

-.

.....

~---·-----------
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CARD I NAL:

CARDINAL:

{Mumbling) ••• hardly a
subject for ribaldry • . •

(Gushily defensive)

LAUVER:

LAWYER:

Oh, quite a dowry, greatest
marriage settlement in
history, mother church indeed ••• things Ji ke that.

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

Same

+
Same

Repulsively confident,
the end in sight.

CARD I NAL:

CARD I NAL:

(Unhappily) Well, it's all
over now •••

(Guilty smile)

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

Almost.

(Thinking devilishly of
when it will be over) Same

CARDINAL:

CARD I NAL:

Yes.

(Afraid)

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

Cheer up; the
high enough.

p~ice

Then it is ••• really
true? About ••• this1
(Points at the mode-n--

Same

C X away SR somewhat.

Meaning 11 Not qui te11 ;
he implies what's
coming.

Same

Same

was

CARDINAL:

C withdraws his hands,
but holds position,
waiting for the
proper time.

CARDINAL:
Same

C turns, X up to
model in honest
fascination.

:1
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LAWYER:

LAWYER:
I haven't time to tell you.

Same

Engrossed in his own
thoughts, knowing
there's ~ark to be
done.

Same

looking at model.

CARD I NAL:

CARD I NAL:
Reas 11 y ••• true.
LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(Moving to model) Really.
Can 1 t you ·accept the wonders of the world? Why
not of this one, as well
as the others?

(Still seated, not looking
at him) Same

CARD I NAL:

CARDINAL:

We should be •
on.

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

Same

getting

LAWYER:

LAWVER:

Yes. (Points to a place in
the model) Since the wedding
was • • . he.re . • • and
we are (Indicates the room
they are in) here •••
we have come quite a •••
dimension, have we not?
(The LAWYER moves away from
the model to a table, as
the CARDINAL: stays at the
model) .

Yes. (Indicates the model)
Since the wedding wa~
there ••• and we are
now (Indicates the room
they are in) ••• here
• we have come quite
a ••• dimension, wouldn't
you say?

CARDINAL:

CARD I NAL:

Yes. A di stance. (Turns
sees the LAWYER opens
drawer, take out a pistol
and check its cartridges)

Same
(Turns, notices the LAWYER
with the pistol)

C wants the money; X
OS to SL of L to
stare at briefcase.

L rises, leaves case
against same leg, X
slowly SR; as he moves,
he pulls pistol out of
shoulder holster inside coat; he fondles
it, clicking the
carriage.

C refers to model,
then looks at L, not
moving to him.
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CARDINAL:

What • • • what are you
doing?
(Moves toward the LAWYER,
slowly)
LA\.JYER:

'Same

C is wary, but only
his sickening smile
shows.

Same

L is at chair DR but
is not sitting; he
checks the carriage,
smi 1 i ng.

Same

C X in slightly more,
st i I 1 sm i 1 i ng.

LAWYER:

House pistol.

CARD I NAL:
But what are you

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

CARDINAL:
do~ng?

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(Looking it over carefully)

Same

·I 1 ve never shot·one ·of

these things ••• pistols.
(Then, to answer) I'm
looking at it ••• to be
sure the cartridges are
there, ~o see that it is
oiled, or whatever is done
to it ••• to see how it
functions.

CARD I NAL:

CARDINAL:

But • • •

Same

C, more afraid now, X
in to DC.

LAWYER:
(Calmly) You know we may
have to shoot him; you ·
know that may be necessary.

LAWYER:
Same

CARD I NAL:

(Sadly and softly) Dear
God, no.

Cut

L sits in chair US
of table DR.
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LA\JYER:

L,l),WYER:

(Looking at the gun) I
suppose all you do is.
pull. (Looks at the CARDINAL) if the great machinery
threatens • . • to come to
a halt •
the great axis
on which all turns • . . if
it needs oil ••• well, we
lubricate it, do we not?
And if blood is the only
oi l handy • . • what is a
little blood?

Same
(Points gun off to his left,
feigns shot)

CARDINAL:

CARD I NAL:

(Fal~e bravura) But that
will not be necessary.
(Great empty quiet loss)
Dear God, let that not be
necessary.

(False bravura) But that
will not be necessary.

LAV/YER:

LAWYER:

CARD I NAL:

CARDINAL:

The making of a martyr?
fl. saint?

The making of a martyr.
Saint!

LAWYER:

LA\./YER:

Same

Well, let's make the saint
when we come to him.

Dear God, let that not be
necessary.

L faces away from C,
gloating at the gun.

Same

Better off dead, perhaps.
You know? Eh?

CARD I NAL:

C X to L, keeping a
cautioned distance.

A

C likes this idea; X
OS to DL of table.

L rises, X DR in front
table.

CARD I NAL·:

Same

• ' 1y concerne d • !II'
Now, genuine
facing away from L.
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LAWYER:

Why not? Give me ~
person ~ •• a martyr,
if you wish ••• a saint
••• He'll take what he
gets for • • • what he
wishes it kto be. AH, it
is what I've always wanted,
he'll say, looking terror
straight in the eye.
Why not; face the inevitable
and call it what you have
always wanted. How to come
out on top, going under.
(JULIAN enters) Ah! There
you are. Sti 11 not with
Miss Alice!

~IAN:

Same

JULIAN:

(Hearty, but ill at ease)
One would have thought to
have it all now-corks
popping, glasses splintering
in the fireplace •••

J

Same

L tursn away from J.

JULIAN:

(Turning away, more to
himself) I would have
thought it so.
CARDINAL:

X to between L and C.

Same

LAWYER:

(Smile) lsn!t that odd?
JULIAN-:

To C.

L sees J enter and
quickly turns away,
hiding gun; he changes
to his J attitude, J
enters through door
URC, showing no signs
of improvement.

~seem not to be with
anyone.
LAWYER:

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

Same

CARD I NAL:
Same

C X to J; wants to
change the subject,
break the ice.
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LAWYER:

LAWYER:

When Christ told Peter-so
When Christ told Peter-so
legend tells-that he would
legends tell-that he would
found his church upon that
found his church upon that
rock, He must have had in
rock, He must have had in
mind an island in a sea of
mind an island in a sea of
wine. How firm a foundation wine. (We hear voices from
without; they do, too)
in the vintage years •
(We hear voices from
withoui; they do, too)
Ml SS ALI CE:

Same

Ml SS ALI CE:

Same

BUTLER:
S..:me

(Offstage) Come along now/
don't be a child •••
MISS ALICE:

Ml SS AL I CE:

l . . . won 1 t • • • .9.2

(.

• • • (BUTLER appears; two
champagne bottles in one
hand, pulling MISS ALICE
with the other.)

. . .)

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

Come along!

and C turn to face
the direction of the
sounds; L is in
himself, preparing.

J

Same

(Offstage) I won't go.!.!!.
there . • •
BUTLER:

front; to the world.

BUTLER:

(Off stage) You have .to come
in, now • • •
Ml SS ALI CE:

L faces straight

Ml SS ALI CE:

(Offstage) I don't want to
go in there .•••

BUTLER:

DIRECTOR'S NOTES
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Same
one champagne

Same

A and B enter through
door URC, she fights
him by holding back.
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Ml SS ALI CE:

(As she enters; sotto voce)
I don 1 t want to • • • (As
she sees the others see
her, she stops talking,
smiles, tried to save the
entrance)

BUTLER:

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

Same

BUTLER:

Lurking in the gallery,
talking to the ancestral
wall, but I found her.

Same

Both hold on platform;
B grasping her so as
not to allow her to
escape, is like a
teacher explaining to
the principal about a
naughty student.

Ml SS ALI CE:

MISS ALI CE:

Don't be silly; I was •••
shrugs--

(Still saving face)

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

(Shrugs, too) Suit yourself.
Champagne, everybody!

(Releasing her)

Same

Same

ALL:
(Ad Tib desire for champagne) Yes! Good! Etc.
JULIAN:

JULI AN:

Good. (Moving toward
MISS ALI CE) Are you all
right?

{To MISS ALICE, concerned
and confused) Are you all
right?

Ah!

B forgets about A,
thinks only about the
champagne. B holds up
bottle on the announcement, X to sideboard to
purr; A X to between
L and J, trying to
avoid any contact.

---

--

------------------------~-~------~---------------

---
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MISS ALICE·:

Ml SS All CE:

(Moves away from him;
rather impatient) Yes.

(Turns away from him;
rather impatient) Sarne

CARD I NAL:

.CARO I NAL:

But you've changed your
~lothes, and your wedding
gown was
Ml SS ALI CE:

• two hundred years
old

Same

Ml SS ALI CE:

(Abruptly but easy)

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

• . • fragile.

{Added thron)

CARD I NAL:

CARD I NAL:

Ah!
{Something of a silence
falls. the Other characters
are away from JULIAN; un1ess otherwise specified,
they will keep a distance,
surrounding him, but more
than at ~rm's length. They
will observe· him, rather
cynically, and while this
shift of attitude must be
subtfe, it must also be
evident. _JULIAN wl 11 grol-'J
to knowledge .of it~ wi J 1
aid us, though we will be
aware of it before he is)
JULIAN:

To break the si Jenee - Wei 1,
shall we have the champagne?

C leans in to A.

Same

Same

Same

C, put down, covers
embarassment nervously.

Same

L, A, J, and Care in
a semi-circle, L
farthest DR, in front
of table; others, in
order mentioned, extend
SL from L. B is at
sideboard.

JULIAN:
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BUTLER:

BUTLER:

Stay there!
bring it.

(Pause)

11 11

(Bright and enthusiastic)
I 1 1 l b r i ng i t !

B still pouring at

sideboard.

CARDINAL:

CARD I NAL:

Same

Once, when we were in France,
we toured the champagne

C tries to make the
atmosphre lighter;
uneasily steps in to
the group; no one
pays attention to
him; J is focused on
A, A avoiding his
glances; L is anxious
to get things moving.

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(No interest)

Same

Really.
CARD I NAL:

CARD I NAL:

Same

Saw the ••• ·mechanism so
to speak, of how it was
done • • •

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

Peasants?

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

Treading?

CARD I NAL:

(Hard, direct, sarcastic)
Same

L looks at C, or,
through him.

CARD I NAL:
Same

(Laughs) No, no. That is
for woodcuts. (The cork
pops) Ah!

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

Nobody move! I'll bring it
to you a 11.
(Starts pouring into
glasses already placed to
side)

Nobody move! 11 11 bring
i t to you a 11 •

B pops the cork and
loves it; the cork
flies straight upserves to break the
tension.

A great announcement
for B, still at sideboard.
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MISS ALICE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

(To the LAWYER) The ceremany. (He does not reply)
The ceremony.

(To the LAWYER) The ceremany? (He does not reply)
The ceremony?

LAWYER:

LAWYER:
0

(Overly sweet smile) Yes.
(To them all) The ceremony.
CARDINAL:
Another?

Same

CARD I NAL:
Must we officiate?

LAWYER:

(Enthusiastic at another
change for show) Another?
May we officiate?

LAWYER:

No need.

JULI AN:

Excited, flitting on
toes again; takes out
prayer book; all ready
to go.

cl disappointed, puts
book back into pocket.

Same

JULIAN:

(A little apprehensive)
(Confused but jovial)
What ••• ceremony Is this? _

Same

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

(His back to them) There's
never as much in a champagne bottle as I expect
there to be; I never learn.
Or, perhaps the glasses are
larger than they seem.

(To himself) There's
never as much in a champagne bottle as I expect
there to be; I never learn.

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(Ironic) When the lights
go on all over the world
• • . the true wor 1d. The
ceremony of Alice.

Same

--.
- -

----~

-

B is totally detached
from the rest of the
group; involved w/self,
facing front.

L faces everyone.
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JULIAN:

JULIAN:

(To MISS ALICE) What is this
al I about?
(She nods toward the
LAWYER)

(To MISS ALICE) What is this
a11 about?

LAWYER:

LAWYER:
Same

Butler? Are ou poured?
BUTLER:

Same

LAWYER:
Sarne

Pass.

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

(Starts passing the tray of
glasses) Miss Alice.

(In his special serving
voice) Same

MISS ALICE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

(Strained) Thank you.

(Bland)

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

(Starts toward JULIAN,
changes his mind, goes to
the CARDINAL) Your
Eminence?

(Smiles, being the boss)
Now, Your Holiness.

CARDINAL:

CARD I NAL:

Ahhh.

w/out looking at him.

BUTLER:

(Finishing; squeezing the
bottle) Yeeeeesssss.
LAWYER:

DfRECTOR'S NOTES

Same

Same

1tJ/tray of
glasses; stops between
J and C, deciding who's
first; C reachs out for
glass, B pulls tray
away saying, "Not
yet!" B then X to A.

B X OS

Now it's C's turn; B
turns gray to give C
"hi s11 glass.

C picks up glass w/
tips.of fiaQers,
wearr ng sm1 re.
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BUTLER:

BUTLER:

(Starts toward JULIAN
again, changes his mind
goes to LAWYER) Sweetheart?

(Goes to LAWYER)

Same

L gives sound of kiss;
6 returns it; no romance
involved-just playing.

LAWYER:
Thank you.
BUTLER:

Cut
BUTLER:

(Finally goes to JULIAN,
bolds the tray at_arm•s
length; speaks, not unkindly) Our Brother Julian.
JULIAN:

Same

JULIAN:

Same

(Shy friendliness) Thank
you, Butler.

now, though he really
doesn 1 t know what 1 s
happening; BX back
up to sideboard, to
put down tray and get
his own glass.

LAWYER:

LA\NER:

And now

(Cal I i ng)

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

(Moving back to the table
with the tray) Hold on; I
haven't got mine yet. It's
over here. ·

(Moving back to sideboard)
Same

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

Yes! Butler must drink with
us. (To MISS ALICE) Don't
you think so?

J i s enj oy i ng hi mse l f

Same

Same

L holds up his glass.

I
~
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MISS ALICE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

(Curiously weary) Why not?
He 1 s family.

(Curiously distant)

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

{Moving toward the mode1)
Yes; what a large family
you have.
(The LAWYER would naturally
have to pass near JULIAN;
pauses, detours)

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

Same

A !looks at no one.

Same

l X to model; finds J
in the path and makes
a definite 11 thin9 11 of
this obstacle; he continues on to model, X
US to J; he stops on
top level next to model,
open so as to toast.

JULIAN:
I'm sorry; am ••• am I in
your way?
LAWYER:

Cut

LAWYER:

(Continues to model) Large
family, years of adding. The
ceremony, children. The
ceremony of Alice. (The
others have turned, are
facing the model. The
LMIVER raises his glass)
To Julian and his bride.

Same

On L's X to model, C
drifts SL to DL, SL of
model; BX DS to A,
touches her glass,
enjoying it. A is
not enthusiastic.

CARDINAL:

CARD I NAL:

Same

Hear, hear.
BUTLER:
Hear, hear.

.

.

.

-.~--· -;;;::~-~

---~-

~ ~----~-

B will repeat any toastit1s part of the fun.
On this, B raises his

--
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glass in toast w/great
enthusiasm and it all
spills; he takes cloth
hanging over his arm,
which he always carries
when serving, and
throws it over the
spill; he subtley
tries to wipe it up,
finally stands on it,
wiping it up w/his
feet so as not to
be noticed.
JULIAN:

JULIAN:

(Blushing) Oh, my goodness.
LAUVER:

Same
LAWYER:

To Julian and his bride; to
Alice 1 s wisdom, wealth, and
whatever.

A11 peop 1e have

Same

raised glasses;
drink after toast.

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

(Quietly, serious) To

(Great flourish)

Same

AIi ce.

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

To their marriage. To their
binding together, acceptance
and worship ••• received,
accepted.

(Big, sarcastic even in
toast) Same

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

To Alice.

(More controlled)

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

To the marriage vow between
them, which has brought joy
to them both, and great
benefit to the Church.

Same

Same
(Indicates CARDINAL)

B begins to toast again,
catches himself, remembering the spill.

ORIGINAL TEXT
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d1

lj
CARDINAL:

CARD I NAL:

Amen.

(Suddenly alive)

I

II

!

Same

C has been turned on;
all drink.

~

'If

I

!

Ml SS ALI CE:

f

Ml SS ALI CE:

To A1ice.
(Again only JULIAN responds
to this; a half turn of the
head)

Same

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

To their house.

(Definite) Same

BUTLER, MISS ALICE, and
CARD I NAL:.

BUTLER, MISS ALICE, and

CARD I NAL:

(Not quite together) To
their house.
JULIAN:

They drink.

Same

He drinks.

JULIAN:

(After them) To their house.
LAWYER:

Same

11
·1·:

LAWYER:

l '.

Same

To the chapel wherein they
were bound in wedlock.
(A light goes on in a room
in the model. JULIAN makes
sounds of amazement; the
others are silent) To their
quarters.

( • • . JULIAN notices but
just watches)

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

!

j

(Light Cue 20)

f

.I~<

I..
I
I

I

Same

(Light goes on upstairs in
the model) To the private
rooms where marriage lies.
BUTLER:
To Alice.

(Light Cue 21)

'

'

I'

BUTLER:
Same

.-

'

r
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Ml SS ALI CE:

To Alice.
(To which JULIAN does not
respond this time)

LAWYER:

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

Same

Everyone except J sips
drink; he stares at
I ights in model.

LAWYER:

And to this room •••
(Another light goes on in the
model) in which they are met,
in which we are met . • • to
celebrate their coming
together.

Sarne
(Light Cue 22)

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

Amen.

Amen.

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

A union whose spiritual

Sarne

values shall be uppermost

L is getting carried
away.

Ml SS ALI CE:

That's enough

LAWYER:

whose carnal side

{Cutting him of, easy but
definite) Sarne

A turns away OS.

LAWYER:

sha 11

(Trying to get in all the
di gs) Sarne

Ml SS ALI CE:

MISS ALICE:

That 1 s enough!

(Hard finality)

Same

A holds front.

2.59
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JULIAN:

May . • • May I? (It is important that he stay facing
the model, not MISS ALICE.
BUTLER, who is behind him,
may look at him; the
CARDINAL will look to the
floor) May I ••• propose.
To the wonders which may
befal 1 a man ••• least
where he is looking, least
that he would have thought,
the clear plan of that which
we all call chance, to what
we see as accident till lour
humility returns to us, when
we are faced with the
mysteries. To all that
which we really want, until
our guile and pride •••
CARDINAL:

Same

in the situation; A and
C are turned away; L
g I oats; B e nj oy s i t ,
not because of any
meaning-he just likes
to toast.

CARDINAL:
Same

C is embarassed; tries
quiet J •

JULIAN:

• • . betray us? (Looks at
the CARDINAL; pauses, goes
on, smiling sweetly) My
gratitude, my ••• my
wonder ••• and my love.

Same

L~Yffi:

l~Yffi:

(Pause) Amen?

(Pleased)

JULIAN:

JULlf.N:

Amen.

J feels a new importance

C is becoming irritable; ideas touching
home.

{Still looking at the floor)
• • . Julian.

JULIAN:

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

•

Same

L, pleased, that J is
playing the game,
making things go
easier.

Same

J finishes drink;
others follow.
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LAWYER:

LAWYER:

L X DC, gives glass
to B, X next to A.

Same

(Abruptly turning) Then,
if we're packed, Jet us go.
BUTLER:

BUTLER:

(Not moving) Dust covers.

(To LAWYER) Das ist alles?
LAWYER:
This is a typical L,

Das i st al Jes.

B exchange; playing.

B X to sideboard,
picking up J's glass
on way; he puts them
on top of sideboard.
JULIAN:

JULI AN:
(Still smiling)

Go?

CARD I NAL:
(To delay) Well. This
champagne glass seemssmaller than one would have
guessed; it has emptied
it i tse 1f • • • on one
toast!

(Not understanding)

To womever is listening.

CARD I NAL:
Same

LAWYER:
I re ca 11. Sudden I y I re ca 11
it. When we were children.
(Quite fascinated with what
he is saying) When we were
children and we would gather in the dark, two of us
. • • any two . • • on a
swing, side porch, or by
the ocean, sitting backed
against a boulder, and we
would explore • • . those
most private parts, of one
another, any two of us

Same

Cut

C X in to L DC; a
poor attempt at rej uv i nat i ng the atmosphere.

---------~-~~---.

20 I
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(Shrugs) boy, girl,
how - \·1hen \'Je did it - \•Je
would talk of other things
of our schoolwork, or
where we would trave I in
the sum:ner. How, as our
shaking hands passed under
skirts or undid buttons,
sliding, hm·J we i-1ould, both
of us, talk of other things,
whispering, our voices
shaking as our just barely
moving hznds. (Laughs,
points to the CARDINAL) Like
you! Chattering there on
the model! Your mind'on us
and what ls happening. Oh,
the subtrefuges.
Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

Same

I am packed.

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

{Sti I 1 off by himself)
Packed?
Miss Alice?

(Needs an explanation)
Same

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

(To the LAWYER: cold)
we leave soon?

Same

May

JULIAN:

JUL IAN:

Miss ••• Alice?

(Ibid)

MISS ALICE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

May \-Je?

(Ibid)

Same

Same

Placement; DR is A,
next to her is L;
then J and C; B is
at blackboard.

A ignores J; wants to
hurry things along.
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LAWYER:

(Pause) Fairly.

JULIAN:
(Sharp)

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

Same

L enjoys the growing
tension; smiles to
himself.

JULIAN:
Miss Alice!

MISS ALICE:

Same
Ml SS ALI CE:

(Turns around toward him;
flat tone; a recitation)
l 1 m very happy for you,
Julian, you've done well.
JULIAN:

Same

Backs away, then
advances when speaking
to A.

MISS ALICE:

(As if she's not interested)
I am packed. We are going.
JULIAN:

A feels she has to
say something; far
from a consolation.

JULIAN:

(Backing away from everyone
a little) What is ••• going on ••• here? (To
MISS ALICE) Tell .me!
MISS ALICE

Same

Same

JULIAN:

(Sudden understanding) Ah!
(Points to himself) We are
going. But \-Jhere? VOu
• • . di dn 1 t te 11 me We·
were •••
MISS ALICE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

(To the LAWYER, moving away)
Te 11 him.

(To LAWYER)

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

••• going somewhere

Same

Same

J talks only to A.

---

-

2
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MISS ALICE:
Tell him!

LA\/YER:

(Between her teeth)

L X to J, about to
put arm around him
Big Daddy.

Same

Tightly.backs out of
L's hug.

Sc:ime

Sickeningly loose.

Same

J X OS of L, motioning
to A; she does not
respond.

LAWYER:

(Oi I y) Oh, are we not al 1
brothers?
JULIAN:

Same

JULIAN:

(Strained) I am no longer
Brother.
LA\/YER:

AX away to UR; she's
very hard; turns back
on everyone.

LAWYER:

(About to make a speech)
Brother Juli an

JUL 1.£\N:

Same

JULIAN:

(To MISS ALICE; with a
halfhearted gesture) Come

Ml SS ALI CE:
Cut

(Surprisingly little-girl
fright) No.
LAWYER:
Now, Julian.

LAWYER:
Same

L catches J by the arm,
stopping him as J X
toward A; holds him near
him for speech.
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CARDINAL:

Order yourself, Julian.
JULIAN:
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Same

Feeble influence.

JULIAN:

(To the CARDINAL) Sir?

Same

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(Sarcasm is gone; all is
gone, save fact) Dear
Julian; we all serve, do
we not? Each of us his own
priesthood; publicly, some,
others ••• within only;
but we all do-what 1 s hisname's special trumpet, or
clearly lonely bell.
Predestination, fate, the
will of God, accident
••• all swirled up in it,
no matter what the name,
and bring man, we have invented choice, and have,
indeed, gone further, and
have catalogued the underpinnings of choice. But
we do not know. Anything.
End prologue.

(Sarcastic, false consolation) Dear Julian; we
all serve, do we not?
Each of us his own priesthood; publically, some,
others ••• but we all do.

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS

"Frank Fearnought11
again; the know-ital I, giving information;
the Californian talking
to the Midwesterner,
telling him of the
glories of the West.

ALI CE:

Tel 1 him.

Same

A turns in to L; hard.
NOTE:

LAWYER:
No matter. We are leaving,
you now, Julian; agents,
every one of us-going. We
are leaving you ••• to

LAWYER:
Same

This line must
break the rhythm
set by L; timing
and intensity are
important.
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your accomplishment~ your
marriage, your wife, your
••• special priesthood.

( ••• special priesthood?)

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

.

•

.

(Apprehension and'great
suspicion) I ••• don 1 t
know what you 1 re talking
about.
LAWYER:

Same

J wants to retreat;
place to go.

Same

L is cutting J apart,
humi I iating him.

LAWYER:

(Unperturbed) What is so
amazing is the ••• coming
together ••• of disparates
••• left-fielding out of
the most unlikely. Who
would have thought? You
have brought us to the end
of our service here. We go
on; you stay.

LX to Dr, turns back
J on 11 You stay. 11

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

May I begin to cover?

(Impatient)

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

Not yet. (Kindly) Do you
understand, Julian?

(Quieting BUTLER) Do you
understand, Julian?

JULI NA:

JULIAN:

(Barely in control)
course not.

Of

Hold position.

Same

Same

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

Julian, I have tried to be
• . • her. No; I have tried
to be:-:-·. what. I thought
she might, what might make
you happy, what you might
use, as a •••

(Gentle explanation)

Same

AX in to J.

DIRECTOR'S NOTES
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BUTLER:

BUTLER:

Play God; go on.

(Cutting her off) Play God?
Go on.

MISS ALICE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

We must • . . represent, draw {Continuing, ignoring BUTLER)
pictures, reduce or enlarge
Same
to . . • to what we can
understand.
JUL IAN:

B leans in to A from
perch near sideboard.

Throughout this, L is
facing away DR.

JULI AN:

(Sad, mi Id) But I have fought (Trying to make her underagainst it • . . al1 my life. stand) Same
\/hen they said, 11 Bring the
wonders down to me, closer;
I cannot see them, touch;
nor can I - I believe. 11 I
have fought against it
. . . all my life.
BUTLER:

BUTLER:

(To MISS ALICE; softly)
You see? No good.

(To MISS ALICE; proving
point) Same

Ml SS .'\LI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

(Shrugs) I have done what I
can with it.

(Explaining, still)

JULI t\I~:

JULIAN:
Same

All my life. In and out of
. . . confinement, fought
against the symbol.
MISS ALICE:

Julian, it has been your
desire to serve; your sense

...
'

J turns to C; he needs
someone to understand .

MISS ALICE:

Then you should be happy now.
CARDINAL:

Same

S::.me
C'.\RDINAL:

Sc:me

C reel he must say
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of mission •

something since J came
to him; no comfort at
a 11.

LAWVER:

LAWYER:

We are surrogates; our task
is done now.

Same

Having been listening,
he now turns in to add
more barbs.

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

Stay with her.

(Easy but direct)

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

(Horror behind it; disbeJ ievi ng) Stay •
with ••• her?

{Disbelieving, unsure)
Same

Ml SS AU CE:

MISS ALICE:

Stay with her.

Accept

rt.

Same

Same

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(At the model) Her rooms·
are 1 i ghted. It is warm 1
there is enough.

(No indication of model)
Same

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

Be content with it.
with her.

Same

Stay

JULI AN:

(Refusing to accept what he

JULIAN:

Sarne

he is hearing) Miss Alice
• . • I have married you.

MISS ALICE:
(Kind, still) No, Julian;
you have married her
~
through me.

Ml SS ALI CE:

Same

,------~-------~---~------~~--~-----

-·~-~---~-~--_____,...~~-----

---

--- --

:.D.".PT.\TI O:J

JULl.l.\M:

JULIAN:

(Pointing to the model)
There is nothing there! We
are here! There is no one

(Pointing to the model while
taking a 5tep to it) Same

LA~/YER:

U\\IVER:

thcr~

J is beginning to run
now; he backs <?.\'lay from
u~e others t:!ncl to1;Jarcl
the model. A is on
J's ri9~t, C is on his
left; Lis separated
from them, farther
DSR; B is at sideboard.

She is there ••• we believe.She is there.
JULIAN:

JULI J.\:l:

(To MISS ALICE)
with you!
l!ISS ALICE:

Same

r.ave been

Ml SS .l'.LI CE:

(Explaining) You have felt
{!lot explaining; sort of
her
warmth through me.
dreamy) You have felt her
You
are hers.
warmth through me, touc~ed
her lips through my lips,
held hands, throu9h mine,
my breasts, hers, lain on
her bed, through mine,
wrapped yourself in her
wings, your hands on the
small of her back, your
mouth on her hair, the voice
in your ear, hers, not mine,
all hers; her. You are
hers.
Ct.RD I fV\L:

Accept.

CARD I ttl.\L:

Sa De

NOTE:

All three

Accepts 11 are in
a ce7inite rhythQ,
sharp and stacc~tc
qui ck.

11

,
f

I
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ADAPTATION

DI RECTOR 1 S NO TES

I

I

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

Accept.

Same

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

Accept.

Same

JUL JAN:

JULIAN:

THERE IS NO ONE THERE!

Same

J cannot believe it; he

is going in circles.
Ml SS ALI CE:

MISS ALICE:

She is there.
JULIAN:

Same
JULIAN:

(Rushes to the model,
shouts at it) THERE JS

Sarne

J, feeling the walls
close in, X quickly to
the model; he turns back
to them, holding at
model.

Same

C X SR to upper level;
gives remark to J
while passing; he,
too, is uneasy.

NOTH 1IJG THERE!
(Turns to
them aJl) THERE IS NOTHING
THERE!

CARDINAL:

(Softly)

CARDINAL:

Accept it, Julian.

JULIAN:

(All the power he has)
ACCEPT IT!

JULIAN:
-

(All the power he has; to

the CARD I NAL)

ACCEPT IT! ?

J can't believe that
C, too, is turning
against him.

.--------~------------
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LAWYER:

ADAPTATION

LAWYER:

{Quietly) All legel, all
accomplished, all satisfied,
that which we believe.
JULIAN:

Same

(At LAWYER; in rebellion)
ACCEPT!?

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

Same

• that which is done,
and may not be revoked.
CARD I NAL:

CARD I NAL:
som~

Same

difficulty)

yes.
JULIAN:

JULIAN:

WHAT AM

L raises his hands in
declaration.

JUL.JAN:

ACCEPT!

(With

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

Same

TO ACCEPT!

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

An act of faith.

JULIAN:
(Slow, incredulous) An...
act ••• of ••• faith!

Same

JULIAN:
Same

NOTE:

This section must
move rapidly and
steadi 1y; 1 i ke
the closing of
a heavy iron
door; it cannot
jerk; it must
be smooth. and
rhythmi ca 1.
Words should move
around the stage
quickly, from
area to area;
they hit the
marionette J and
bounce off.
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LAWYER:

LAWYER:
(Snaps his fingers at the
CARDINAL) Buddy?

Same

L forces C into making
an accusation.

Same

As though he was jabbed
in the side.

Same

L speaks both to J and

CARDINAL:

CARDINAL:
Uh ••• yes, Julian, an
act of faith, indeed. It
is ••• believed.

LAWYER:

LAWYER:
(Deadly serious, but with
small smile) Yes, it is
• • • believed, it is what
we believe, therefore what
we know. Is that not right?
Faith is knowledge?

c.

CARD I NAL:

CARDINAL:

Same

An act of faith, Julian,
however we must • • •
JULIAN:

JULIAN:
(Horror)

FAITH?

Same

Facing C, but speaking
to everyone.

Same

Trying to cover things
and make excuses.

CARD I NAL:

CARDINAL:
• • . in God's will •••

JULIAN:

JULIAN:
GOD'S!

DI RECTOR 1 S NOTES

ADAPTATION

ORIGINAL TEXT

GOD IS!

\.JILL!

WI LL!

CARD I NAL:

CARD I NAL:
(As if his ears are hurting,
sort of mumbling) Yes,
Julian, you see, we must ·
accept, and ••• be glad,
yes, be glad ••• our
ecstasy.

- ... --· --

.-;----;;-----.-""'·~·-._

Same
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ORIGINAL TEXT

JULI AN:

ADAPTATION

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

JULIAN:

(Backing off a little,
shaking his head) I have
not come this distance

CARD I NAL:

Same

CARD I NAL:

(Moving toward him a little)
Julian •••

Same

C begins to step down
off platform toward

J.
JULIAN:

JULIAN:

Stay back! I have not come
this long way , • , have
not - in all sweet obedience
- walked in these •••
(Realizes he is differently
dressed) those robes • • •
to be MOCKED!

{Cutting him off; a command)
Same

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

Accept it, Julian.
JULIAN:

Same

Holding position.

Same

Holding position.

Same

Holding position.

Same

Steps in to them.

JULIAN:

I have not come this long
way!

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

Yes; oh, yes.
JULIAN:

JULIAN:

HAVE NOT!
Ml SS ALI CE:

.

C returns to upper
spineless; J now is
drunk w/anger

.

(Kindly) Julian
dear Julian; accept.

Cut
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,,

:i

ADAPTATION

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

JULIAN:

(Turns toward her, supplication) I have.not worn
and given up for ••• for
mockery; I have not stretched out the path of my life
before me, to walk on
straight, to be • • •

Cut

Ml SS ALI CE:

Accept.

Cut

JULIAN:

I have not fought the night~
mares-and the waking demons,
yes-and the·years of despair, those, too ••• ·I
have not accepted half,.
for nothing.
~

Cut

CARD I NAL:

For everything.

Cut

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

Dear Julian; accept.
us al J to rest.

Allow

JULIAN:

Same

JULIAN:

(A child 1 s terror of being
alone) NO!

Ml SS ALI CE:

MISS ALICE:

(Still kind)

Same

You must.

Same

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

No choice.

(Not hard, but Butler-like)
Same

Holding position.
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JUL I AN:

ADAPTATION

DIRECTOR 1 S NOTES

JULIAN:

I have • • • have •
given up everything to gain
everything, for the sake of
my faith and my peace; I
have allowed and followed,
and sworn and cherished,
but I have !:!£.!, have not

Same

The attic door is
shutting now; J must
fight.

...

Ml SS ALI CE:
Be with her.

Ml SS ALI CE:

Please.

JULIAN:

-

Same

Ml SS ALI CE:

Then have done with forgery,
Julian; accept what's real.
I am the • • • i 11 us ion.

JULIJl:N:

Same

{Quietly) All legal, all
accomplished, all satisfied,
that which we believe.
Ml SS ALI CE:
All done.

NOTE:

A, B, and Lall
have parts of one
large speech;
each is a comment
on the line of
idea before it;
they are all one.

JULIAN:

(Retreating) No ••• no,
no, no, oh no.
LAWYER:

Same

JUL IAN:

For hallucination? I HAVE
DONE WITH HALLUCINATION.
Ml SS ALI CE:

.

(Not a plead)

Same

LAWYER:
Same

Ml SS ALI CE:
Same
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D!RECTOR Is NOTES

ADAPTATION

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

(Quite frightened)
choose
not.

I •

..

CARDINAL:

Same

kind 11 area 11 separated
from the rest; a 11
others hold positions
statically; J will play
in this ·area just DS
of model unti 1 shot.
CARD I NAL:

There is no choice here,
Julian.

Same

..

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

No choice at al 1.

Same

Ml SS ALI CE:
.
.

Ml SS ALI CE:

.

(Hands apart) A11 done.
(JULIAN begins backing toward the model; the LAWYER
begins crossing to the desk
wherein he has put the gun)

All done.

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

(Q~ietly) I must cover now;
the cars are waiting.

(An announcement)

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

No • • . no •
NOT ACCEPT THIS.

J backs in to his own

WILL

LAWYER:

Same

LAWYER:
Same

(Snaps for the CARDINAL
again) Buddy • • •.
CARD I NAL:
We • • • {Harder tone)
order you.

Same

CARD I NAL:

Same

Though this is an order,
it carries no real power
we can see through him.
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ADAPATATION

LAWYER:

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

LAWYER:

(Smile) There.
you accept?

Now will

Same

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

I ••• cannot be s6 mistaken, to have ••• I cannot nave so misunderstood my
1i fe; I cannot have • • •
was I sane then? Those
years? My time.in the
asylum? WAS THAT WHEN
WAS RATIONAL? THEN?

I • • ·. cannot be so mistaken, to have • • • I cannot have so misunderstood
my life; I cannot have
••• was. I sane then?
Those years? My time in
the asylum? .

CARDINAL:

CARDINAL:

Juli an • •

(Embarassed)

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(Taking the gun from the
drawer, checking it; to the
CARDINAL) Don't you teach
your people anything? Do
you let them improvise?
Make their Gods? Make them
asthey ~ them? -

(To CARDINAL; hard)

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

(Rage in the terror)
ACCEPTED GOD.

..

LAWYER:
(Turns
hand)
Resign
to the

Same

LAWYER:
to JULIAN, Gun in
Then accept his works.
herself (yourself)
mysteries

Ml SS ALI CE:
• . • to greater wisdom

...

Same

Same

I HAVE

(Turns to JULIAN)

Ml SS ALI CE:
Same

J's anger is now
di rected to C.

Same

L holds his position
OS of table DR, throwing
line at Cover his
shoulder.

1

..-----------~---

-----

-·-

--------
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ORIGINAL TEXT

LAWYER:

LAWYER:
Take ft!

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

Same

Accept what you're

given.
'

--

MISS ALICE:

Ml SS ALI CE:
Same

Your priesthood, Julian full at last. Stay with her.
Accept your service.
JULIAN:

JULIAN:
Same

I • . • cannot • • • accept
. th i s.

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(Aims) Very well, then.

(Pulls out gun; turns
slowly to JULIAN) Same

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

Same

I have not come this

given up so much for •
BUTLER:

Accept it, Julian.
Ml SS ALI CE:
Stay with her.

As much as telling him,
11 Thi s is what you• ve
always wanted. 11

BUTLER:
Same
Ml SS ALI CE:
Same

L had pulled himself to
to face slightly more
OS; he slips the gun
out of his holster,
shielding it from sight
w/his coat; he gets It
out, then slowly brings
it into view. J reacts
w/stunned recognition;
others do not changethey knew it was only a
matter of time.

Backs slowly away from
gun, watching it,
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JULIAN:

1f,
A.·

...

ADAPTATION

JULIAN:

No 1 no 1 I wi 11 • • • I wi 1I
go back! I wi 11 • • • ~
back to it. (Starts backing
toward the stairs) To.
to • • • I wi 11 go back to
the asylum.

LAWYER:

Same

Same
Ml SS ALI CE:

Accept it, Julian.
JULIAN:

J has no way out, he
must try to find one;
he knows he's trapped.
A, during this, deifts
US to top level; she
knows the gun will be
used; this leaves only
J and L; all rest watch.

LAWYER:

Last chance.
Ml SS ALI CE: .

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

Same
JULIAN:

To ••• my asylum. MY!
ASYLUM! My • • • my refuge
••• in the world, from all
the demons waking, my •••
REFUGE!

Same

J is like a frightened

animal; he talks to
them all-someone must
care; all just watch
him.

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

Very well then.
(Shoots. Then silence.
JULIAN does not cry out, but
clutches his belly, stumbles
forward a few steps, sinks
to the floor in front of the
model)

Very well then.
(Shoots. Then s i 1ence.
JULIAN does not cry out, but
clutches his belly, stumbles
forward a few steps, sinks
to the floor DC)

L raises gun calmly,

squeezes the trigger;
after shot, he keeps
gun on J. J just
watches L, not understanding the reasons
for this; his mouth
drops open, but he does
not utter a sound.
NOTE:

J, the actor,
believes he was
shot in the
groin; to him,
this is a more
believable pain.
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ADAPTATION

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

(Softly, with compassion)
Oh, Julian. (To the LAWYER;
calm) He would have stayed.

(Softly, to the LAWYER;
watching JULIAN) You didn't have to do that.

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(To MISS ALICE, shrugging)
It was an accident.

Same

A does not move; L

keeps gun pointed at J.

L slowly pulls in gun,
making sure it's still
shiney.

(Sound Cue 13)
JULIAN:

JULIAN:

Fa ••• ther?

(To CARDINAL)

MISS ALICE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

Poor Juli an. (To the LAWYER
You did not have to do that.
I could have made him stay.

(To the LA~/YER, not taking
yer eyes off J) I could
have made him stay.

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

Perhaps. But what does it
matter ••• one man •••
in the face of so much.

Same

Same

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

Fa • • • ther?

(To CARDINAL, again)

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

(Going to JULIAN)
look.

Let me

J, on his knees, turns
to C; C only looks down.

Same

L is relieved at the
completion of the task;
it had to be done
sooner or later.

Same

weakens; on this line,
he attempts to turn to
C; then he falls.

J

B X OS to J's left.
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ORIGINAL TEXT

MISS ALICE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

Same

(Staring to go to him) Oh,
poor JULIAN
LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(Stopping her) Stay where
you are. (BUTLER goes to
JULIAN while the others keep
k~ep their places.
BUTLER
bends over him, maybe
pulling his head back)

(Stopping her) Stay where
you are. (BUTLER goes to
JULIAN while the others
keep their places. BUTLER
bends over him)

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

A begins X to J.

Same

Do you want a doctor for him.
LAWYER:

LAWYER:
(After a tiny pause)

DI RECTOR'S NOTES

Same

Why?

BUTLER:
Cut

(Straightening up) Because

LAWYER:
Cut

Yes?
BUTLER:

BUTLER:

(Quite matter-of-fact)
Because he will bleed to
death without attention.

Same
Because he I J J bleed to
death!

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

(To the CARDINAL) Help •
me?
.
(In answer, the CARD INAL
looks back to the awe of
LAWYER, asking a question
with ~is silence)

Help •

. • me?

B straightens up,
I ooks at L.
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LAWYER:
No doctor.

BUTLER:

Same
BUTLER:

No doctor.

Same

B X back up to sideboard, w/out sentiment,

MISS ALICE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

(To the LAWYER, great sadness) No?

(To the LAWYER, in trance)

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

.

(Some compassion)

No.

JULIAN:

.

(Total loss of feeling)
Same
JULIAN:
Same

Father!
CARD I NAL:

(Anguished)

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

LAWYER:

(After a pause)

(Moving away)

ADAPTATION

CARD I NAL:

Please, Julian.

JULIAN:

(Avoiding him)
JULIAN:
Same

(Anger through the pain)
In the sight of God? You
dare?
LAWYER:
Or in the sight of man. He
dares.
(Moves to the table, putting
gun away, taking up the
briefcase)

Same

LAWYER:
Same
(Puts gun back in holster,
moves to get briefcase)

L X past J who is on
floor; X, in hurry, to
pick up briefcase
leaning against
chair DL.
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ADAPTATION

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

(Again) You dare? (BUTLER
goes to cover something)

(again)

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(Taking the briefcase to the
CARDINAL) There it is, all
of it. All legal now, the
total grant; two billion,
kid, twenty years of grace
for no work at all; no
labor ••• at least not
yours. (Holds the briefcase out) There • • • take
it.
CARDINAL:
We do not •
carry. And
acquiesed •
briefcase)

You dare?

Same

L X w/oriefcase to C
who is on level; L
holds OS of him on
floor level, holding
case out to him.

Same

C is frustrated, he
does not accept the
case; feeling effects;
he realizes his part
in this but doesn't
want to admit it; he X
DRC. A, in counter
movement, X to J,
kneeling behind him,
propping his head.

Same

Reacting to A lifting
his head.

Same

Following C, not really
pushing him.

Same

C X farther DR,
wringing hands.

CARDINAL:

•• fetch and
have not
•• {Indicates
For this.

JULI AN:

JULIAN:

(Weak again)

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

Father?

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

Not God's errand boy?

CARD I NAL:
God's; not yours.

CARD I NAL:

-----------~-----r-----~~----~--~~7--
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ADAPTATION

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

Same

L X to C; on C's left.

LAWYER:

LAWYER:
Who are the Gods?

JUL IAN:

JULIAN:
(Pain)

Same:

God in heaven!

Ml SS ALI CE:

MISS ALICE:

Poor Juli an! (Goes to him;
they create something of a
Pieta) Rest back; lean on
me.

Poor Juli an! (Their pose
creates something of a
Pieta) Same

LA\JYER:

LAWYER:

(Withdrawing his offer of
the briefcase) Perhaps your
new secretary can pick it
up. You will go on, won't
you-red gown and amethyst,
until the pelvic cancer
comes, or the coronary
blacks it out, all of it?
The good with it, and the
evil? (Indicates JULIAN)
Even .this? In the final
mercy? (The CARD I NAL I ooks
straight ahead of him for
a moment, hesitates, then
walks out, looking neither
right nor left)

(Smi 1i ng at the CARD I NAL 1 s
refusal of the briefcase)
Same

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

(Culling after him, halfhearted and intentionally
too late) Any of the cars
wi 11 do • • • (Tr a i 1 i ng off)
• • • as they're all hired.

NOTE:

While A is w/J,
holding his head,
she strokes his
hair, neck, etc.,
genuinely trying
to make him
comfortab 1e.

L X to J, indicating J
w/a gesture.
C, frustrated and qucezy
nervously exits out
through door URC.

Same

B yells to C, cupping
hands over mouth; B
doesn't worry about Jhe calls out as though
nothing had happened •

ORIGINAL TEXT

ADAPTATION

JULIAN:

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

JULIAN:

Who . • • who left?

Who?

(In kind of a delerium)
Same

Ml SS ALI CE:

MISS ALICE:

(Comforting him) You 1 re
shivering, Julian ••• so.

(Comforting him) You're
shivering, Julian

JUL IAN:

JULIAN:

(Almost a laugh)

Am I?

Same

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(Sti 11 1ooki ng after the
departed CARD I NAL) Once,
when I was at.school-our
departed reminds me-once
when I was at school, I·
was writing poetry-well,
no, poems, which were
published in the literary
magazine. And each issue
a teacher from ~he English
department would criticize
the work in the school
newspaper a week or two
hence.

(Off on his own tangent)
Same

•
• • \'Je 11 , no, poems
actua 11 y • • . 11 )
(

11

L X to A and puts her
cape up over her headmakes a nice veil-a
definite Pieta; he then
X to get chair from DR,
takes it to upper level
and delivers J's
11
eu 1ogy 11 , 1ooki ng over
bim, kneeling on the
chair backwards; his
head just peeks over
the top of the back
of the chair; his hands
poke through the space
in the back of the
chair.
NOTE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

(To JULIAN)

A b 1anket?

Same

During this
speech by L,
there should be
a definite rhythm and counterrhythm in
language and
fl ow of di a 1ogue. ,
It is Band L
versus A and J.
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ADAPTATION

JULIAN:

No.

JUL IAN:

Hold close.

Same

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

And one teacher, who was a
wag and was, as well, a
former student, wrote of one
of my poems-a sonnet, as I
recall-that it had all the
grace of a walking cro1rJ.
MISS

ALICE~

(Ibid)

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

Same

MISS ALICE:

I don't want to hurt.

JULIAN:

Closer .

Same
JULIAN:

please.

Warmth.

LAWYER:

Same
LAWYER:

I was green Jn those years,
and, besides, I could not
recall how crows walked.

Ml SS ALI CE:

Same

MISS ALICE:

( Ibid) How 1 i ke a 1 i t t 1e
boy you are.
JULIAN:

Same

JULIAN:

I'm longing, lonely.

LAWYER:

Same
LAWYER:

Could not recall that I had
ever seen a crow
walking.

...

Same

L seems to be in his
own world, entranced;
B is very attentive
to all of this.

ORIGINAL TEXT

ADAPTATION
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DIRECTOR S NOTES
1

MISS ALICE:
Is being afraid always the
same-no matter the circumstances, the age?

Cut

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

It is the attic room,
always; the closet. Hold
close.

Hold close.

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(Fully aware·of the counterpoint by now, aiding it)
And so I went to see himthe wag-about the walking
crow ••• the poem actually.

{Fully aware of the counter
point by now, aiding it)
And so I went to see himthe wag-about the walking
crow.

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

(Putting a cover on something) Crows don't walk
much •••

(Brilliant, Butler-like
comment) Same

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

J slips in and
out of pain and
delirium; when
he speaks, his
voice is soft,
though occasionally evidencing
ugony.

Same

• • . and it is very dark;
always. And no one will
come ••• for the longest
ti me.
Ml SS ALI CE:

NOTE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

Same

Yes.
LAWYER:

LAWYER:

Yes; that is what he saidsitting with his back
against the books, 11 Crows
don 1 t walk much •
if they
can help it ••• if they
can fly • 11

(Acknowledging BUTLER)
Yes; that is what he said11Crows don 1 t 1r1a 1k much
• if they can help it
••• if they can fly. 11

Begins talking to B,
then turns head to
look at J. Top lines
of A and J.
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ADAPTATION

DI RECTOR 1 S NOTES

'

JULIAN:

No.

JULIAN:

No one will come.

Same

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

(Snapping open a cover) I
could have told you that;
surprised you didn't know
it. Crows walk around a lot
only when they're sick.

(Brilliant insertion) Crows
walk around a lot only when
they're sick.

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(Santayanian Finesse.)
JUL IAN:

Same
JULIAN:

No.one will come ••• for
the longest time; if ever.
Ml SS ALI

CE:

{Agreeing)

Same

MISS

ALICE:

No.

LAWYER:

Same
LAWYER:

That was the particular
thing: 11 Santayan i an finesse. 1
said that had ••• all the
grace of a walking crow.

Same

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

(Rubbing something for
dust) Bright man.

(Adds the final touch)
Same

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(To BUTLER) I don't know;
he stayed on some years
after I left-after our walking bird and I left-then
went on to some other school
• . • (To MISS ALICE, immediately) Are.you ready to go?

{Immediately, slipping back
to LAWYER's character) to
MISS ALICE-Are you ready
to go?

B rises from chair and
X OS to A, taking chair
and replacing it DR;
he X to UR of Pieta.

. ,.
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MISS

ALICE:

MISS

ALICE:

{Looking up; sad irony)
Am· I ready to go on with
it,.do you mean? To move to
the city before the train
trip south? The private
car? The house on the ocean
the-· •• same mysteries
the evasions, the perfect
plotting? The removed residence, the Rolls twice
weekly into the shopping
strip • • • a 11 of it?

(Looking up; sad irony)
Am I ready to go on with
it, do you mean? To move
to the city before the
train trip south? The
same mysteries, the evasions • • . all of it?

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

Yes.

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

Same

All of it.

MISS ALICE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

Same

(Looks to JULIAN, considers
a moment) Are you warm now?

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

Same

Yes ••• and cold.
Ml SS

ALI CE:

MISS ALICE:

Same

(Looks up to the LAWYER
smiles faintly) No.
LAWYER:

LAWYER:

Then get up and come along.

Get up and come along.

Ml SS ALI CE:

MISS ALICE:

(To the LAWYER)
rest of it?

And all the

Same

L is still UR of the
Pieta which is DC. B
is still perched near
sideboard.
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LAWYER:

ADAPTATION

LAWYER:

Yes.
MI SS All CE:

Same
MISS ALICE:

The years of it ••• to go
on? For how Jong?

LAWYER:

DIRECTOR 1 S NOTES

Same

(Sound Cue 13 out)

LAWYER:

Until we are replaced.

Same

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

(With a tiny, tinkling
laugh) Oh God.

(A curious exhaustion)
Same

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

Or until everything is desert (Shrugs) • • . on the
chance that it runs out
before we do:-

Same

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

(Examining the phrenological
head) I have never examined
phrenology.

(With sudden extraordinary
interest) I have never
really examined the human
head!

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

But more likely until we
are rep 1aced.

(Not interrupted)

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

(With sort of a quiet wonder)
I am cold at the core
where it burns most.

Same

Same

B X to table DR to look

at biological head; he
really wants to just
get nearer to the Pieta
to hear what•s·going
on; he listens, holding
head.
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Ml SS ALI CE:
(Sad truth) Yes.
the LA\.JYER)

ADAPTATION

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

MISS ALICE:
(Then to

LAWYER:

Yes.

LAWYER:

(Almost affectionately) So,
come now; gather yourself.

MISS ALICE:

Same

MISS ALICE:

(Restrained pleading) But,
he is stilt ••• ill

JULIAN:

Same

JULIAN:

(To MISS ALICE, probably,
but not at=her) You wish to
go a'ltay now?
MISS ALICE:

Same

MISS ALICE:

(To the LAWYER) You see how
he takes to me? You see how
it is natural?. Poor Julian.

LAWYER:
Let's go.

MISS ALICE:
(To JULIAN) I must go away
from.you now; itlS not that
I wish to. (To BUTLER)
Butler, I have left my wig,
it is upstairs • • .

L X to upper level near
door; ready to go.

Cut

LAWYER:
Same

MISS ALICE:
Same

Immediately B reacts,
examining in sudden
seriousness; he doesn't
want to leave and miss
anything.
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BUTLER:

BUTLER:

(Rather testy) I'm sorry,
covering, J 'm busy.

(In a huff)

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

J 'm

(Turning to go) Let me; it's
such a pretty wig, becomes
you so. And there are one
of two other things I'd like
to check.

Same

Same

MISS ALICE:

(Sad smi I e) The pi 11 owcases?
Put your ear against them?
To eavesdrop? Or the sheets?
To see if they're stilt
writhing. (The LAWYER almost
says something, thinks better
of it, exits} Poor Julian.

(Sharply, angrily) To see
if the sheets are still
writhing? (The LAWYER
almost says something,
smi !es, exits)

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

Then we all are to be
together.

.

Same

J and A,
holding head.

MISS ALICE:

(Small laugh) Oh, God, you
heard him: forever.

(Reluctant) You heard him:
forever.

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

I like it where it's warm.

(To the head)

Ml SS ALI CE:

Cut

L exists out through
door URC.

B X in to

Ml SS ALI CE:

I dreaded once, when I was
in my teens, that I would
grow old, old, look back,
over the precipice, and
discover that L had not lived
my 1i fe. (Short abrupt
laugh) Oh Lord!

{Deeply involved in the
head, pulling its parts
out, etc.

Begins out URC.

Ml SS ALI CE:

.

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

Same
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JULIAN:

AD/~PTATI

ON

JULIAN:

(Now a semi-coma, almost
sweet) How long wilt thou
forget me, O Lord? Forever?

Same

BUTLER:

We 1ive ~thing.

(To JULIAN and MISS ALICE)
Same

MISS ALICE:

MISS ALICE:

Yes.

Same

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

How long wilt thous hide thy
face from me?

Same

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

Psalm Thirteen.

(A great revelation) Psalm
Thirteen!

MISS ALICE:

MISS ALICE:
Yes.

JULIAN:

Same

JULIAN:

Yes.

Same

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

How long shall my enemy be
exalted over me?

(Reciting)

JULIAN:

JUL IAN:

Yes.

MISS ALICE:
Not long.

J feels a numbness> pain

is lessening.

BUTLER:

(To JULIAN)

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

Same

Same
Ml SS ALI CE:

Same

B gets chair from DR;
sits SR of Pieta.
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BUTLER:

BUTLER:

(Looking at a cover) Consider and hear me, 0 Lord,
my God.

(To the head, blessing it)
Same

JULI AN:

JULIAN:

What does it mean if the
pain • . • ebbs?
BUi:_LER:

(Considered; kindly) It mean
the agony is less.

(Flippant)

Ml SS ALI CE:

MISS ALICE:

Same

B, still seated w/
crossed legs, shows no
sympathy.

Same

Yes.
JULIAN:

JULIAN:

(Rueful laugh) Consciousness, then, is pain. (Looks
up at MISS ALICE) All disappointments,.all treacheries. (Ironic laugh) Oh,
God.

(An apparent understanding)
Consciousness, then, is
'
pain. All disappointments,
a 11 treacheries. (Ironic
laugh) Oh, God.

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

Same

Ml SS ALI CE:

Well, I might ride rubbing
hips on either side with a
different lover, bouncing
along, but • • . Alice,
Miss Alice would not.
(Pause) Would I? · I would
not do that. She.

B makes it sound very
formal, with finality;
gives biological head
the last rites.

Same

BUTLER:

Why are we taking separate
cars, then?

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

Cut

Not tactful; no consideration for J's pain.
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BUTLER:
I I ove you
• not her.
Or ••• quite differently.

Cut

MISS ALICE:
Shhhh • • •

Cut

BUTLER:
For ages, I look at the
sheets, listen to the
pillows and cases, when
they're brought down,
sidle into the laundry
room •••

Cut

Ml SS ALI CE:
Don't. (JULIAN makes a
sound of.great pain) Oh!

Cut

• • • Oh! • • •

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

(Commenting on the pain}
Dear· • • • God • · • • ·
in • • • heaven • • •

(Feeling a stab of pain)
Same

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:
Same

Calm/be calm now.
BUTLER:
(Wistful} But you pass
through everyone, everything.· •• touching just
briefly, lightly, passing.
Ml SS AL I CE:

My poor Julian. (To the
model) Receive him? Take
him in?

BUTLER:
Same

Speaking to himself,
randomly' expounding
thoughts.

Ml SS ALI CE:

Same

A turns her head to the
model.

ORIGINAL TEXT

JULIAN:

ADAPTATION

JULIAN:

(A little boy, scared) Who
are you talking to?

(Breathing it)

Same

Ml SS ALI CE:

MISS ALI CE:
Alice.

(Simply)

Same

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

A1ice.

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

Ah.

BUTLER:

JULIAN:
Same

MISS ALICE:
Same

Yes.
JULIAN:

JULIAN:

Same

Ah.
BUTLER:
(Understanding what he has
been told) Ah.
(The LAWYER enters with
MISS ALICE's wig)

Still seated; leans in
to A.

Same

Alice? (Confirming the
previous exchange)
Ml SS ALI CE:

Same

MISS ALICE:

(Triste) Probably.
JULIAN:

Shows a·feeling of
comfort, and relaxation.

BUTLER:

Will we be coming back
• • • when the weather
changes?
Ml SS ALI CE:

Same

BUTLER:
Same

L enters through door
URC, wearing the wig,
posing as a pansy.
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LAWYER:

ADAPTATION

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

LAWYER:

Bed stripped, mothballs
lying on it like hailstones;
no sound, movement, nothing.
(Puts wig on phrenological
head) Do y~u want company,
Julian? Do you want a
friend? (To MISS ALICE)
Looks nice there. Leave
it; we 1 11 get you another.
Are you ready to go?

Same
(Puts wig on biological)
(head)

L X'into room; B enjoys
him, rises; A does, not
react except in disgust.
L floats to B now standing OS of chair; places
wig nicely on head, and
w/light fingers, talks
to J. Then he X to
Pieta, talking to A,
6 holding wigged head,
smi Ii ng at Tt. L then
begins exit, X to upper
level, holding position
at door.

Ml SS ALI CE:

(Weary) You want me to go

Cut

now?

LAWYER:
(Correcting her)

Come.

Ml SS ALI CE:

Cut
Ml SS ALI CE:

Yes. (Begins to disengage
herself) Butler, come help
me; we can 1 t leave Julian
just • • •
BUTLER:
Yes.

Same

A moves slightly in
rising movement; J
flinches w/sudden
movement.

Same

B X to table DR, places
wigged head on it; then
X to A and J; B holds
J's head and shoulders
while Arises.

BUTLER:

{Moves to he 1p her)--

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

(As they take him by the
arm) Don't do that!

(Feeling the pain of the
movement) Same

Ml SS ALI CE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

Julian, we must move you

Same

A is up, helping 8 hold
J, trying to make J as
comfortable as possible.
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JUL IAN:

Don't.

Same

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(Without emotion) Leave him
where he is.

(A feeble order; no emotion)
Same

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

Leave me • • • be (He
slides along the floor,
backing up again~t the
model) Leave me •••
where I am.

Same

A and B begin dragging
J across floor toward
mode 1.

LAWYER:
Good pose:

leave him there.

Cut

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

(Getting a chair cushion)
Cushion.

(Needing a prop for JULIAN)
Brace.

JULIAN:

JULIAN:
Same

Al 1 • • • hurts.

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

(Putting the cushion behind
him) Easy • • .

(Putting the chair behind
him) Same

JUL IAN:

JULIAN:

ALL HURTS!!

A and B drag J to model;
look for something to
prop him up against it.
B spots small chair DL,
goes to get it; A holds
J while BX to chair.

Same

B returns w/chair,
places it behind J,
chair upright.

J now is propped against

chair, his left arm up
on the chair seat, the
other on the floor as
another brace. He then
raises his right arm,
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DIRECTOR'S NOTES
placing it on the
base of the model. He
resembles the crucifixation. A is 4 1
to J's right; B is
immediately SL of J.

LAWYER:
Good pose.

Leave him there.

MISS ALICE:

Ml SS ALI CE:

(Coming to him) Oh, my poor
Julian •••

(Looking at him) Same

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

(Surprisingly strong,
angry} LEAVE ME! (MISS
ALICE considers a moment
turns, leaves)

Holds position SR of J.

Same

A, obeying J's command,
exits w/out demonstration out through door
URC.

LAWYER:

LAWYER:

(Walks over to JULIAN,
regards him; almost casually} Goodbye.

(Casually bids farewell to
JULIAN from doorway) Same

JULIAN:
Cut

!Softly, but a malediction)
Instrument!
LAWYER:

LAWYER:

{Turns on his heel, walks
out, saying as he goes)
Butler?

(Not hard but meaningful)

r3UTLER:

BUTLER:
Same

(As LAWYER goes; abstracted)
Yes • . • dear.

-·

.

-- -

-~-

After calling B, L
turns, not looking at
J, and exits through
door URC, a minute
grin on his face.

- -

_----=-:

~

-

..
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JULIAN:
(Wistful)
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JULI AN:
Help me?

Same

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

My work is done.

(Marks a termination) Same

JULI AN:

JULIAN:

No?
(BUTLER regards JULIAN for
a moment, then walks over,
bends, kisses JULIAN on the
forehead, not a quick kiss)

No?

BUTLER:

BUTLER:

Goodbye, dear Juli an. (As
BUTLER exits, he closes
doors behind him)

Goodbye, dear Julian.
(BUTLER exits, quickly)

JULIAN:

JULIAN:

(Alone for a moment, then,
whispered) Goodbye, dear
Julian. (Pause) Exit •••
all. (Softly) Help me •••
come back, he1p me. (Pause)
HELP ME! (Pause) No • • •
no help. Kiss: A kiss
goodbye,"from ••• whom?
• • • Oh. From, from one

(Upon realizing he has been
left alone, calling for the
BUTLER) Help me •••
co~e back, help me.
(Pause)
HELP ME! COME BACK AND HELP
ME! (Pause) If. only to stay
with me while it ••• if
• while it happens.~
(In fearful thought) I have

In the rhythm of the
line; and immediately
following it, B bends
and kisses J on the
forehead-the kiss of
death; B turns and in
the quick Butlerpace, X to door on
upper level, turns to
look at J.

J wants B to stay-he

is maybe his only
friend.

B exits, unaffected,
out door URC, J is
left alone.

J tries to stand and
go after B; he does rise
but w/great difficult;
he cannot straighten up;
holds his stomach. He
is able to X to circular
platform below door URC;
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••• an ••• arms: around
me; warming. COME BACK AND
HELP ME. (Pause) If on 1y
to stay with me, ~hile ft
happens.---rclr • . • you, you
would not have left me if
it • • • were not • • •
would you? No. (Cat I ing to
them) I HAVE NEVER DREAMED
OF IT. NEVER ••• IMAGINED
• • • (To himself again) what
it would be like. (As if
they were near the door) I
died once, when I was little
••• almost, running, fell
past jagged iron, noticed
••• only when I • . .
tried to get up, that my
leg, left, was torn
the whole thigh and calf
• • • down. Such. • •
searing ••• pain. Sweet
smell of blood, screaming
at the sight of it, so far
• away from the house,
and in the field, all hot
• • • and ye 11 ow, white i n
the sun. COME BACK TO ME.
Sunday, and my parents off
••• somewhere, only my
grandfather, and he •••
OFF: SOMEWHERE: mousing
with the dog. All the way
down ••• bone, flesh,
meat, moving. Help me, ·
Grandfather! 11 Ere I die,
ere life ends. 11 (laughs
softly) Oh, Christ. (Little
boy) Grandfather? Mousing?
Come to me: Julian bleeds,
leg torn, from short pants
to shoe, bone, meat open to
the sun; come to him.
(Looks at the model, above
and behind him) Ahhhh. Will
no one come? (Looks at the
ceiling) High; high walls
••• summit. -(Eyes on his
leg) Belly ••• not leg.
Come Grandfather! Not leg.
belly! Doublebutton. Pinpoint, searing • . • pain?

ADAPTATION

never dreamed of it. Never
imagined
what it
wou 1d be 1i ke.

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

however, he cannot go
on; he falls to his
knees and then lies on
his right side facing
out, his legs and feet
over platform step.

" .;'
I
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I

·. ',
I

If you • • • if· you die. 11
Are you sleeping, not
mousing? Sleeping on the
sunporch? Hammocking? Yes.
11
lf the lord deign your
sould take, if I die before
~wake?''
Grandfather?
(Cry of pain, then) Oh
. • • GOD! "I come to thee,
in agony. 11 {Cry to the void)
HELP • • • ME! (Pause) No
help. Stitch it up like a
wineskin! Hold the wine
in. Stitich it up. (Sweet
reminiscence) And every day,
put him in the sun, quarter
over, for th~ whole stitched
leg • ." • to bake, in the
healing sun. Green? Yes,
a little, but that's the
medicine. And keep him out
of the fields, chuckle,
chuckle. And every day,
swinging in the sun, baking:
good. Aching all the while 1
but good. The cat comes,
sniffs it, but won't stay.
Finally ••• stays; lies
in the bend, doubling it,
purring, breathing, soaking
in the sun, as the leg
throbs 1 aches, heals. "How
wi 11 I know theee, 0 Lord,
when I am in thy sight?
How will I know thee?" By
my faith;. Ah, I see~
(Furious, shouting at the
roof) BY FAJTH? THE FAITH
I HAVE SHOWN THEE? BENT
MYSELF? What may.we avoid!
Not bi.rth! Growing·up?
Yes. Maturing? Oh, God!
Growing old, and •• -.~
yes, growing old; but not
the last; merrly when.
(Sweet singsong) But to
live again, be born once
more~ sure in the sight of
••• (Shouts-again) THERE
IS NO ONE! (Turns his head
toward the closed doors,

I

11

.111 :

I

~

i. '.

'

Cut

'
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sadly) Unless you are listening there. Unless you
have left me, tiptoes off
some, stood whispering,
smothered giggles, and
••• silently returned, you
ears pressed against, or
••• or one eye into the
crack so that the air
smarts it sifting through.
HAVE YOU COME BACK? HAVE
YOU NOT LEFT ME? . (Pause)
No. No one. Out in the
night ••• nothing. Night?
No; what then? IS IT NIGHT.
• . • OR DAY? . (Great
weariness) O~ does it matter? No, how long wilt
thous hide thy face from
me? How long shall my
enemy • • • I . • • can
• . • barely ••• feel.
Which is a sign. A change,
at any rate. (To the rooftops again) I DO NOT UNDERSTAND, 0 LORD, WHAT THOU
WILT HAVE OF ME! (More
conversational) I have
never dreamed of it, never
imagined what it would be
like. I have-oh, yes-dwelt
(Laughs at the word) • • •
dwelt ••• on the fact of
it, the ••• principle, but
I have not imagined dying.
Death ••• yes. Not being,
but not the act of • • •
dying. ALICE!? (laughs
softly) Oh, Alice, why hast
thou forsaken me? (Leans
~head back to see the
model) Hast thou? Alice?
Hast thous forsaken me
-.-.-. with ••• al I the
others? (Laughs again)
Come bring me my slippers
and my pipe, and push the
dog into the room. Bring me
my slippers, and the sacramental wine, (Little boy)
my cookie? (Usual again)
my cookie? Come bring
me my ease, come sit with

ADAPTATION

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

Cut

(Knowing no one will come)
How Jong wilt thou forget
me, 0 Lord? Forever? How
long wilt thou hide they
face from me? (Pause,
sensing a numbness) Same

Bows his head in forsaken prayer. He 1 s
not rea 11 y i n pain;
he just knows he 1 s
helpless.

11
(
•••
principle, but 11 )
(An introspective break)

Still on platform UC.
(Sound Cue 14)

(Crying in vengeance)
ALICE!? (Realizing the
futi Ii ty) Same

Begins to crawl down
from platform. He is
very tender and moves
slowly and carefully,
dragging himself, not
moving legs.

(To biological head)
Same

-:v

,.
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me • . . and watch me as I
die. Alice? ALICE!? (To
himself) There is nothiog;
there is no one. (Whee 1i ng
a little) Come talk to me;
come sit by my right hand
• • • on the one hand • • •
come sit with me and hold
my ••• what? Then come
and talk; tell me how it
goes, Alice. (Laughs) "Raise
high the roofbeams, for.the
bridegroom comes.'' Oh, what
a priesthood is this! Oh,
what a range of duties, and
such parishioners, and such
a chapel for my praise.
(Turns some, leans toward
the model, where the chapel
light shines) Oh, what a
priesthood,·see my chapel,
how it ••• (Suddenly the
1i ght in the ch ape 1 in the
model goes out. JULIAN
starts, makes a sound of
surprise and fear) Alice?
• • • God? SOMEONE? Come
to Juli an as he ••.• ebbs.
(We begin to hear it now,
faintly at first, slowly
growing, so faintly at first
it is subliminal: the heartbeat . • • thump thump . • •
thump thump • • • And the
breathing ••• the intake
taking one thump-thump, the
exhaling the next. JULIAN
neither senses nor hears it
yet, however) Come, comfort
him, warm him. He has not·
been a wilful man ••• Oh,
willful in his • . • cry to
serv~, but·gentle, would not
cause pain, but bear it,
would bear it ••• has even.
t~t much, I suppose.
One
man's share is not
another's burden. (Notices

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

ADAPTATION

( ••• and watch me as I
die.) Again reality; needing someone (Alice? ALICE!?
(\.Jhee 1i ng a 1itt1 e), Same

He turns quickly to
face the door; feels
pain.

I

:•

I

,I

I)

:

'

~ :

Slips back into delerium; talks pitifully,
directly to the head.
Same

Gestures to the roofbeams in kind of an
acceptance.

(Light Cue 24)
(" . • • God?) (Shouting at
door afraid) SOMEONE?
(Feels jabbing·pain on the
quick movement, clutching
himself) Same

"Come, comfort him, warm
him. 11 (Begging the model)
Same

("another's burden)

Cut

J reacts quickly, falling
away from model; afraid;
reacts to the pain of
movement.

Moves back to model,
asking to be spared.

I
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THE WIG on the phrenological
head; crawls a bit toward
it; half kneels in front of
it) Thou art my bride? Thou.
For thee have I done my
life? Grown to love, entered in, bent • • . accepted?
For thee/ls that the •••
awful humor? Art thou the
true arms, when the warm
flesh I touched • . • rested
against, was ••• nothing?
And she ••• was not real?
Is thy stare the true look?
Unblinking, outward, through
to some horizon? And' her
eyes ••• warm, accepting,
were they ••• not real?
Art thous my bride? (To
the ceiling again) Ah, God!
Is that thy humor~ THE
ABSTRACT? ••• REAL? THE
REST? ••• FALSE? (To
himself, with terrible
irony) It is what I have
wanted, have insisted on.
Have nagged • . • for
(Looking about the room,
raging) IS THIS MY PRIESTHOOD, THEN? THIS WORLD?
THEN COME AND SHOW THYSELF!
BRIDE? GOD?
(Silence; we hear the heartbeats and the breathing
some) SHOW THYSELF! I DEMAND THEE! (Julian crawls
back toward the model;
faces it, back to the audience, addresses it) SHOW
THYSELF! FOR THEE I HAVE
• . • GAMBLED MY SOUL: I
DEMAND THY PRESENCE, ALICE!
(The sounds become louder
now, as, in the model, the
light fades in the bedroom,
begins to move across the
upper story. JULIAN's reaction is a mufled cry)
AGHHH! (On his hands and
knees he backs off a little
from the model, still staring at it) You ••• thou
• • . art ••• coming to
me? (Frightened and angry)
ABSTRACTION? •••

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

ADAPTATION

Cut

(Looking about the room,
raging) Same

(Continuing his rage,
growing in intensity)

Same

(Reaching peak, screaming;
opens his wound even more)
Same

NOTE:

This next brief
section is J's
final attempt to
overcome his
situation; ft is
hard, angry,
demanding.

Pounds the floor.
(Sound Cue 15)

(Movement causes sharp
pain. JULIAN cries out,
weakening. There is no
numbness now, just pain.
Throughout there is a silen
ce as he regains control.
The sounds.become louder
now, as, in the model, the
lights begin going out, one
by one. JULIAN, frightened
reacts to the lights,
realizing the end is near)
Same

(Light Cue 25)
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ORIGINAL TEXT

ADAPTATION

ABSTRACTION! • . • (Sad,
defeated) Art coming to me.
{A shivered prayer, quick)
How Jong wilt thou forget
me, 0 Lord? Forever? How
long wilt thous hide thy
face from me? ••• Consider
and hear me, 0 lord my God.
(Shouted now) CONSIDER AND
HEAR ME, 0 LORD, MY GOD.
LIGHTEN MY EYES LEST I
SLEEP THE SLEEP OF DEATH.
(Another light goes out)
(The lights keep moving;
Same
the sounds become louder)
BUT I HAVE TRUSTED IN THY
MERCY, 0 LORD. HOW LONG
WILT THOU FORGET ME? (Softly, whining) How long wilt
thou hide thy face from me?
COME, BR I DE! COME, GOD!
(Still another light out)
COME! (The breathing and
Same
heartbeats are much, much
louder now. The lights
descend a stairway in the
model. JULIAN turns, backs
against the model, his arms
way to the side of him)
Alice? (Fear and trembling)
Alice? ALICE? MY GOD, WHY
HAST THOUS FORSAKEN ME?
{A great shadow, of darkening fills the stage; it is
the shadow of a great presence filling the room. The
area on JULIAN and around
him stays in some light,
but, for the rest, it is as
if ink were moving through
paper toward a focal point)
The sounds become enormous.
JULIAN is aware of the presence in the room, 11 sees 11
it, in the sense that his
eyes, his head move to all
areas of the room, noticing
his engulfment. He almostwnispers loudly) The bridegroom waits for thee, my
Alice ••• is thine. 0
Lord, my God, I have awaited
thee, have served thee in

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

A very rapidly delivered

prayer; begging.
(Sound Cue 16)

(Light Cue 26)

(Light Cue 27)

A caged animal trying

desperately to escape.
(End of Light Cue 23)
(Light Cue 28)

(Sound Cue I 7)
J is very weak; he is

tired. Having fought,
he knows he has no
choice; he can only
accept his fate. He
drags himself to the
base of the model, leans
up against it wishing
to Jessen the pain. He
spreads his arms, elbows
resting on the model's

J '

.I1 ...'
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ORIGINAL TEXT

ADAPTATION

DIRECTOR'S NOTES

I

.!
I
~:

thy ••• ALICE? (His arms
are wide, should resemble
a crucifixtion. With his
hands on the model, he will
raise his body some, backed
full up against it) ALICE?
. • • GOD?
(The sounds are deafening.
JULIAN smi Jes faintly) I
accept thee, Alice, for
thou art come to me. God,
Alice ••• I accept thy
wi 11.
(Sounds continue. JULIAN
dies, head bows, body rerelaxes, some, arms stay
wide in the crucifixation.
Sounds continue thusly:
thrice after the death •
thump thump thump thump
thump !hump. Absolute
silence for two beats. The
lights on JULJAN fade slowly
to black, Only then, when
when all is black, does the
curtain slowly fall)

base.
now.

He is comfortable

Barely enough energy
to speak.
I accept ••• thy
will ••• 11
(Sounds continue. JULIAN
dies, head falls back,
body relaxes, arms stay
wide in the crucifixation.
Sounds continue thusly:
thrice after the death
• • • thump thump thump
thump thump thump. Absolut
silence for two beats. The
lights on JULIAN fade
slowly to BLACKOUT)
(

11

•••

(Light Cue 29)
(Light Cue 30)
{Light Cue 31)

'!'

CHAPTER V

SCENIC DESIGNS

I.

I ,

DESIGN RATIONALE

The determination of a general scenic design rationale for TINY
~ti

CE was dependent upon the thought element dominant in this production-

the fusion of the real ·with the imaginary.

Therefore, the concept

centered around a locale which, in essence, bordered on the fantastic.
The shell of the stage setting required a quality of agelessness,
having survived several ages with the ability to withstand many more.
Hence, a heavy physical appearance was needed to convey this strength.
Pillars, large, heavy arches, and deep, burnished colors were used to
give the appearance of age and strength.

Curved, circular elements

stabilized the setting by suggesting the sublime and sensual.
.

Moss,
~

vines, and discoloration were also found essential and appropriate.
The set dressing deviated from the antiquated set shell.

A

visual dichotomy was deliberately designed to add a present life.

New,

clean, bright property units, though anachronistic in appearance,
served the purpose of giving the agelessness a definite feeling of the
present plus the apparent ability to survive the future.

Thick, rich-

looking fabrics, combined with dark, heavy wood, gave the scenic units
the impression of wealth, weight, and immobility.
The use of a projected celluloid transparency of Edward Albee
was found to be a vital addition to the scenic design of TINY ALICE
according to the interpretation employed.
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Technically, Albee's image was projected from a standard 35mm
slide projector located behind the stage right proscenium wall.
image was cast on the house right bare wall.

The

The dimensions of the

projected image approximated five feet in width and ten feet in height.
It was shown prior to and following the performance as well as during
the periods between each act.

TINY ALICE> according to this director's

interpretation, is Edward Albee's dream.

Hence, it was believed that

Albee should be visually present at the dream's manifestation.

The

image was intended to serve as a constant reminder that the performers
and the audience were merely testifying to Albee's conception while
being a part of it.

II.

SCENIC DESIGN RENDERINGS
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StEtJIC DESIGN RENDERING
CAROINALlS GARDEN

CARPIN'4l'S

GARDcN
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SCENIC DESIGN RENDERING 2
LIBRARY

I/Ny Aue~
L18RARY

SCALE: '/4'~ /~()"
~
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SCENIC DESIGN RENDERING 3
MISS ALICE'S SITTING ROOM
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SCENIC DESIGN RENDERING 4
CASTLE MODEL IN LIBRARY
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SCENIC DESIGN SUPPLEMENT
ILLUSTRATION OF TRANSPARENCY
OF EDWARD ALBEE
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Ill.

FLOOR PLANS

FLOOR PLAN l
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FLOOR PLAN 2
LIBRARY

TINY ~LICE

LIBRARY
5CllLt1~ "- 1 ~ 0''
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FLOOR PLAN 3
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FLOOR PLAN 4
GENERAL FLOOR PLAN
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CHAPTER VI
COSTUMES
J.

DESIGN RATIONALE

The characters of TINY ALICE are all figments of Edward Albee's
imagination, parts of his dream.
attain it.
ideas.

They all approach reality yet do not

They are shells of people, merely physical identities of

Since the essential thought element in this work is found in

Julian's attempts to join the real with the unreal, the characters
involved in his conflicts must not appear to be totally real.
contain certain external qualities of fantasy.

They must

In this production, the

greater the transparency of the character, the more the costume deviated
from the real.

All costumes were designed to correspond to the

character's masks or shells.

As the characters became either more real

or more illusionary in Julian 1 s mind, and as Julian experienced the
changes in himself, the costumes enhanced this progression or regression.

II.

COSTUME PLATES

i
I
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COSTUME PLATE 1

LAWYER

Acts I, 11, 111,

I

VINYL
VEST
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COSTUME PLATE 2
CARDINAL

Act I, Scene

,? /\'
"

~
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"

COSTUME PLATE 3
JULIAN

Act I

Act II, Scene

- - - -- -
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COSTUME PLATE 4

BUTLER

Acts I, 11, 111

--

---

--------~--

--

----------------------------

-----
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COSTUME PLATE 5

Ml SS ALI CE
Act I, Scene iii (Opening)

I

I

II

&ous-6 H/IS
S/f.I~ ~
QUI~

/2SnOVAl.
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COSTUME PLATE 6
Ml SS ALI CE 1 S MASK

Act I, Scene i Ii (Open! ng)

I
5
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LAY~GAUz£
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CJ~

771V ~L
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---
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COSTUME PLATE 7

Ml SS ALI CE

Act I, Scene iii

A1,tc£

Act'r, iii

(y!P}

\
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COSTUME PLATE 8
Ml SS ALI CE
Act 11 , Scene
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COSTUME PLATE 9

JULIAN

Act 11, Scene iii

1/NY l/t!CG

--\

/

I

I\
/jC8 R/Gt.EH
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I

1'·

I.J '
COSTUME PLATE 10
Ml SS ALI CE
Act I I , Scene i i i (Opening)
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COSTUME PLATE 11
Ml SS ALI CE

Act II, Scene iii

'7/NY /IL/CE
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COSTUME PLATE 12
JULIAN

Act 111
''
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COSTUME PLl\TE 13
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Act I I.I
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COSTUME PLATE !4
CARDINAL
Act I II
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CHAPTER V11
PROPER Tl ES
I.

DESIGN RATIONALE CASTLE MODEL>'<

An Integral object within the scenic desi>:n of Tl/JV ALICE was
the castle model which housed the force of Alice.

Huch action revolved

around the model and there were innumerable scriptual references
to it and its function as a tabernacle for this all-powerful force.
The style of the model had to coincide
room in which it was located.

1~ith

the style of the

It was to imply that it wes identical

to the exterior of the castle of the stage setting.

Hence, it required

an aged appearance, yet possessing an inate strength.

It necessitated

a design and physical size which would make significant the fact that
life centered around it and that people were subject to it.
Since important situations on the stage referred directly to
activity 1Jithin the r;iodel, it was mandatory that it
wired for technical lighting-effects.

~ias

intricately

Spatial areas of the model and

occurences within these areas were suggested by lights in designated
~1indows,

controlled by an independent electrical

s~Jitch

unit.

The castle model, conceived with intricate detail in design and
construction, was significant in expressing the concept of fusing the
real with the imaginary.

*For discussion of other property units, refer to V., A., Scenic
Design, Design Rationale.

!
I

!

II.

PLATES OF ALTERED OR SPECIALLY CONSTRUCTED PROPERTIES

PROPERTY PLATE 1 ....,
CARDINAL'S GARDEN
Garden Table and Chairs
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PROPERTY PLATE 2
LIBRARY
Reading Table and Chair

.
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-----------...
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I
I
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PROPERTY PLATE 3

'

LIBRARY
Castle Model-Original Sketch"'

..

"
-~

Also refer to Scenic Design Rendering 4 for illustration of
finishea model.

'
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PROPERTY PLATE 4

MISS ALICE'S SITTING ROOM
Chai se Couch
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PROPERTY PLATE 5
MISS ALICE'S SITTING ROOM
Miss Alice's Chair

NOTES:
C/..IA~I< : OR/GIA/~L

COVGJe/Nq O~ S€'9T,
A-RMs/ ,,e/NP ~~-=

BR..OWN ~~E7eJ·
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GOLO VEL-OC/R .
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fl:o<1
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CARD I NAL Is GARDEN
PROPERTIES PRE-SET,

ACT I '

SCENE

NAME OF PROP

LOCATION

TABLE
Pitcher
2 Glasses
3 Magazines
Ashtray

llC
ON TABLE

2 CHAIRS
Briefcase

I SR OF TABLE
I SL OF TABLE

UR

BIRD CAGE

UR

UR

2 LIVE CARDINALS

IN CARE

LOW RAILING UNIT
Edible Grapes

DR
Attached to Low
Ra i I I ng Uni t DR

DR

LOW RAILING UNIT

UC

URC

ARBOR W/VINES

URC

SHI FT CUE

DIRECTION OF
SHIFT
URC

STRIKE:
CARDINAL
CLAPP I NG
HANDS

UL

343
LIBRARY
PROPER Tl ES PRE-SET, ACT I, SCENE ii
ACT II, SCENE iii
ACT 111
NAME OF PROP

LOCATION

LOW READING TABLE
Biological Head
Humidor
Ash Tray
Tab I e LI ghter
Cigarette Case

DR

READING CHAIR

US OF TABLE

UR

WASTEBASKET

UR

UR

PEDESTAL
Globe

UC, R OF ENTR,
ON PEDESTAL

URC

CHAIR

DL

UL

SIDEBOARD
Cloth
Ash Tray
Tray

ULC

UL

SHIFT CUE

DIRECTION OF
SHIFT
DR

ON TABLE

ON SI DEBOARD

5 WINE BOTTLES
3 PORT GLASSES
6 CHAMPAGNE
GLASSES
CORKSCREW
MODEL
Ash Tray

ULC
ON MODEL

Act I,

s.

DL BEHIND BLACKS
ii

Set:
BUTLER 1 S ENTR.
FOLLOW I NG STRIKE
OF ACT I, SC. i
STRIKE:
BUTLER & JULIAN
ENTR. DR-END OF
SCENE
ACT I I , SC. i , i i
SET:
ACT BREAK
IMMED. FOLLOWING
STRIKE OF ACT I, Iii

,

344
(Library continued)
NAME OF PROP

LOCATION

SHIFT CUE
STRIKE:
AFTER ACT 11,
sc. ii'
LAWYER OFFERS
SACRAFI CE OF
CHAIR
ACT 111
SET:
ACT BREAK,
IMMED. FOLLOWING
STRIKE OF ACT! I,
SC ii I

DIRECTION OF
SHIFT

345
SITTING ROOM
PROPERTIES PRE-SET, ACT I, SC. iii
ACT 11, SC. iii
NAME OF PROP

LOCATION

ALI CE' S CHAIR

DR

UR

TABLE
Cigarette Case
Ash Tray
Lighter
Tray

R OF CHAIR

DR

CHA I SE COUCH

DL

UL

CANDLEABRA
7 Candles

UR
IN CANDLEABRA

URC

YCCA PLANT

UL

UL

TABLE
Covering
Vase w/Flowers

ULC

UL

SHI FT CUE

DIRECTION OF
SHIFT

ON TABLE .

ON TABLE

ACT I, SC. iii
SET;
I MMED. FOLL OWi NG STRIKE-OF
ACT I, SC. ii
STRIKE:
7 MIN. INTO
ACT
BREAK-BUTLER
SITS IN CHAIR
DR
ACT 11, SC. iii
SET:
I MMED, FOLLOWi NG STRIKE OF
ACT 11, SC. ii
STRIKE:
7.MIN. INTO ACT
BREAK BUTLER
SI TS I N CHA IR
DR,

346

PROPERTY TABLE
STAGE R!GHT
NAME OF PROP
3 FEATHER DUSTERS
MAGNIFYING GLASS
MARKING PEN
PENCIL
HRITING PAd
CIGAR
MATCH BOOK
4 DUST COVERS
TRAY
CHAMPAGNE BOTTLE (FULL)
SI LENT BUTLER
HANDKERCHIEF (WHITE)
NAIL FILE
SUNGLASSES
PRAYERBOOK
HANDKERCHIEF (RED)
PEN
PRIVATE ASHTRAY
CIGARETTES
MATCH BOOK
BRIEFCASE (After Act I, Sci)
WIG
PISTOL
SHOULDER HOLSTER
SYRINGE (Filled)
CLOTH

CHARACTER RESPONSIBLE

BUTLER

CARD I NAL

LAWYER

SLEEPING VEIL
BLAtlKET
SHAWL
2 CANES

Ml SS ALI CE

RIDING CROP

JULIAN

LOTION BOTTLE (11ith Lotion)

Ml SS ALI CE

'

IV.

PRE-SET PROPERTY DIAGRAMS

PRE-SET PROPERTY DIAGRAM 1
Cardinal's Garden
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PRE-SET PROPERTY DIAGRAM 3
MISS ALICE'S SITTING ROOM
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CHAPTER VI I I
LIGHTING

I.

DESIGN CONCEPT REASONING

The general concept of stage I i ght i ng for Tl NY AL I CE was very
simple.

' i'
II

11r .

JI

Fundamental area 1 ighting was combined with t•10 special

'

11:,·

area instrumants to assist in making distinctions between moods and
locales.

I
I

iti
I!

j

"I

There was nothing exceptional or uni!lue in the employment

of stage lighting in this production.

I I•

~

LIGHT PLOT
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111.

CUE
NUMBER

TEXTUAL
LO CATI ON

CUE LI NE

LIGHT CUE SHEET

LIGHT CUE

COMMENTS

Prior to Performance

Cue from Stage Manager

House Lights, all areas
up at medium level; Albee
s I i de up fu 11 •

Cue given 30 minutes prior
to curtain.

z

Prior to Act I, Scene

Cue from Stage Manager

All areas and slide fade
out simultaneously to
BLACKOUT

Total length: 30 seconds
Hold BLACKOUT for 4 seconds,

2a

Opening Act I

4 Seconds after BLACKOUT

Areas 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8,
9and
upfull

Medium fast fade up.

3

End Act I Scene I

CAROINAL's Hand

All areas drop 2 points.

Fast fade down

3a

End of scene change
Act I Scene I

BUTLER exits UR after
scene change

3b

Opening Act

4

End Act I

Scene I

Scene 11
Scene II

cla~p

4 seconds after BLACKOUT

BLACKOUT

3 second fode out;
Hold BLACKOUT for 4 seconds

All areas up full,

BUTLER's exit fol lowing JULIAN Al 1 areas drop 2 points

Medium fast fade up.
Fast fade down

LIGHT CUE SHEET (Continued)
CUE
NUMBER

TEXTUAL
LOCATION

CUE LI NE

4a

End of Scene change Act I BUTLER and JULIAN exit
Scene 11
House left after scene change.

4b

Opening Act

5

Institution speech
Scene 111

Scene 111
Act I

LIGHT ONE
BLACKOUT

COMMENTS
3 second fade out.

Cue from Stage' Manager

Al I areas up ful I

Medium fast fade up,

JULIAN:
• • • but one night ••
there • • • You see? I
said "one night" •. ,

Begin fade down of
areas 6, 7, 8, 9

Total 1ength: 90 seconds,
Total drop: 2 1/3 points •
,I
,',

6

End of institution speech
Act I Scene Ill

Ml SS ALI CE:
That was many years ago,
\fas it not?
JULI AN:
Yes, yes, quite ~hi le ago.

7

End Act I

Ml SS ALI CE:
No nothing,
{LAWYER • ,
I eans in to kiss
Ml SS ALI CE on the neck)

7a

Act break between Act I
Act 11

Scene 111

5 seconds after BLACKOUT

Begin fade up of
areas 6, 7, 8, 9

BLACKOUT

House lights, all areas
fade up to medium level;
Albee slide fades up full

Total I ength: 90 seconds
Total rise: 2 I /2 points

Fast fade out; hold
BLACKOUT for 5 seconds.

Total length=30 seconds

I

'1

, I

r

LIGHT CUE SHEET (Continued)
CUE
NUMBER

TEXTUAL
LO CATI ON

CUE LINE

LIGHT CUE

COMMENTS

ACT BREAK

8

Prior to Act 11
Scene I

Ba

Opening Act II

9

Chapel fire
Scene I

Scene I

Act II

Cue from Stage Manager

All areas and slide
fade out simultaneously
to BLACKOUT

Total length: 30 seconds
Hold BLACKOUT for 4 seconds

4 seconds after BLACKOUT

All areas up full.

Medium fast fade up.

BUTLER:
I don't mind whether you do

Chapel light in windows
in model (switch on)
(See Scenic Rendering

Switched on from silent
switch unit off UL.

#4.
10

Alice's prayer
Act I I Scene I

Ml SS ALI CE:
Let the.fire be put out.
Let the chapel be saved •

Begin fade down of areas
1, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9; fade
in Special 2 on model,

11

Alice's prayer Act II
Scene I

Ml SS ALI CE:
Let them save it.
•• : destroy.

Light In-Chapel windows
in model with switch off.

Near end
Scene I

Ml SS ALI CE:
Come stay.

12

Act 11

Don't

Total length: 2 minutes
Total drop: 4 points
Total rise: 4points

Begin fade do•m of areas 2, Total length: 30 seconds
4, and 5, holding level
Total drop: area 2: I point
of Special 2 on model.
areas 4 & 5: 2 points

w
w

V1

LIGHT CUE SHEET (Continued)
CUE
NUMBER

TEXTUAL
LOCATION

LIGHT CUE

CUE LI NE

17

Julian's succombing
Act II Scene Ill

JULIAN:
the ••• Lord •••
God • • • i n . . • Heaven

18

End Act I I

MISS ALICE:
Alice! .Al Ice?
Alice? Alice!

18a

Scene Ill

Act break between
Act I I Act I 11

Begin fade out of area 8

BLACKOUT
Alice:

5 seconds after BLACKOUT

Houee 1ights, al 1 areas
fade up to medium level;
Albee slide fades up full.

COMMENTS
Total length: 20 seconds

Fast fade out; hold BLACKOUT
for 5 seconds.

Total length: 30 seconds

ACT BREAK
19

Prior to Act 111

Cue from Stage Manager

All areas and slide fade
out simultaneously
BLACKOUT

Total length: 30 seconds
hold BLACKOUT for 4 seconds

19a

Lawyer's toast Act 111
Opening Act 111

4 seconds after BLACKOUT

A11 areas up fu 11

Medium fast fade up

"----

LIGHT CUE SHEET (Continued)
CUE
NUMBER

TEXTUAL
LOCATION

LIGHT CUE

CUE LI NE

COMMENTS

20

Lawyer's toast
Act 111

LAWYER:
To the chapel wherein they
were bound in wedlock.

Light switched on in chapel Switched on from silent
windows in model
switch unit off UL,

21

Lawyer's toast
Act 111

LAWYER:
To the private rooms where
marriage lies,

2 lights switched on in
chapel model

Switched on from s i 1ent
switch unit off UL.

22

Lawyer's toast
Act 111

LAWYER:
And to this room, ,
in
which they are met, in which

2 lights switched on in
chapel mode 1

Switched on from silent
switch unit off UL.

we are met. . .

23

Julian's death speech
Act Ill

JULIAN:
Sweet smell of blood, screaming at the sight of it.

Begin stow fade out of
all areas; begin slow
fade up of specials l & 2,

5 minute fade to out
I minute fade up

24

Julian's death speech
Act Ill

JULIAN:
Oh, what a priesthood, seemy
chapel, now it , , •

Light switched off in
chapel model

Switched off from silent
switch unit off UL.

25

Julian's death speech
Act Ill

JUL IAN:
• • • My Sou I ?
presence, ALICE!

Light switched off in
chape 1 model •

Switched off as in Cue 24.

demand they

LI GIJT CUE SHEET (Continued)
CUE
NUMBER

TEXTUAL
LO CATI ON

CUE LI NE

LI GIJT CUE

COMMENTS

26

Julian's death speech
Act 111

JUL IAN:
Lighten my eyes Jest I sleep
the sleep of death,

Light switched off In
chapel model

Switched off as in Cue 24.

27

Julian's death speech
Act 111

JULIAN:
Come, Bride! Come, God! Come!

Light switched off in
chape 1 mode I •

Switched off as in Cue 24.

28

Julian's death speech
Act Ill

JULIAN:
My God, Why hast thous forsaken me?

Begin fade of Special 1;
hold special 2

30 second fade to out.

29

Julian dies

JULIAN:
AIi ce
thy • •

Light switched off in
chapel windows.

Switched off as in Cue 24;
two full beats after fifth
thump thump.

JULIAN:
I accept ••• thy ••• wll 1

Slow fade out
Special 2 BLACKOUT

JO second fade 2 beats after
light in mode I switched off.

5 seconds after BLACKOUT

llouse lights, all areas
fade up to medium level;
Albee slide fades up full.

Total length=30 seconds.

30

Julian dies

Act Ill

Act Ill

• I accept
wi I I • • •

.. .
31

End of Act I I I

CHAPTER IX
SOUND
I.

SOUND CONCEPT REASONING

In essence, the employment of sound effects in this production
of TINY ALICE was directed at the enhancement of mood and emotion
within certain scenes.

The sounds naturally and gradually grew from

the emotions of a scene and supported them while becoming a part of
them.

They were standard tape-recorded effects, mechanically

reproduced.

I I.

SOUND CUE SHEET

SOUND CUE SHEET
CUE
UMBER

TEXTUAL
LO CATI ON

CUE LI NE

SOUND CUE

Cue from Stage Manager

"Density 21: 5 by Edgar
Varese

Total time: 45 seconds
(Medium level) JO seconds
fade In, up; lO seconds fade
out with lights up at
beginning of scene.

End Act I Scene
Scene i Page:

CARD I NAL:
dO-dO-dO-do-do-do-do-do-?
Hmrmmm11? Do?

20 seconds Bird sounds from
"Poeme Electronique" by
Varese Dream music into
"Bergin" from soundtrack
of Who's Afraid of Virginia
Woolf?

No fade in; up ful I immediately; fade out with lights
up at beginning of scene.

Near end of Act
Scene I I Page:

BUTLER:
We must not keep the lady waiting.

Chime Long musical pipe
chime, hit with wooden
hammer; direction: Off UR.

2 taps

End Act
Page:

BUTLER:
Levity!
JULIAN:

"Octandre" by Varese

3 seconds fade in fase out
with lights at beginning
of scene.

Opening
Scene I

2

4

Act I
Page:

Scene 11

Forget it!

I • • • yes.

5

Institution speech
Act I Scene I II
Page:

COMMENTS

(Chime)

JULIAN:
•-• the place had been an estate
I remember being told.

Dream music,

11

Bergi n11 ,

from sound track of Who's
Afraid of Virginia Woolf?

Total time: Approximately
3 minutes 10 seconds; whole
cue is barely audible; reaches
peak at "ejaculation"; 20
seconds fade In and out.

OUND CUE SliEn {Continued)
CUE
IUMBE'.\

TEXTU.'.L
LOC!1TI Oil

6

End .'.ct I
Scene Ill

SOUllD CUE

Page:

COMMEIHS

LA\.JYER:
I can't think of anything standing
in the way that can't be destroyed
can you?
Ml SS ALI CE:
No, nothing.

Dre.:'lm music, 11 Bergin 11 ,
from Sound Track of
Who's Afraid of Virginia

Total time: 30 seconds
5 second fade in up medium
full JO seconds fade out.

7

Opening /\ct I
Scene I Page:

Cue from Stage Manager.

JO seconds of distorted organ
from "Poeme Electronique" by
Varese; 25 seconds of
classical ponderous organ
('~4arum Betrubst Du Dich
Mein lierz); from "Organ
Music of the Bach Family''
by Carl Weinrich,

Total time: 35 seconds; 5
seconds fade in up, medium
full fade out with lights
at beginning of the scene.

8

l~ear end Act 11
Scene I Page:

BUTLER:
The.chapel's burning!

20 seconds of distorted
organ (above), classic,
ponderous organ (above)

Total time: Approximately 5
seconds up ful I immediately;
fade do~m 1ow on AL I CE' s
prayer, fade out I minute.

9

End Act 11

JULIAN:

Same as Cue 7

Total time: 35 seconds; up
full.immediately drop to
medium fade out with lights
at beginning of Scene I I.

Is there anything to be afraid of,
Miss /\lice?
MISS ALICE:
Always.

w

\J1
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SOUND CUE SHEET (Continued)
CUE
NUMBER

TEXTUAL
LO CATI ON

COMMENTS

SOUND CUE

CUE LI NE

10

End Act I I
Scene JI Page:

LAWYER:
You wi 11 have your Julian. Wait
for him. He will be yours.

(Octandre) by Varese

11

Gladiator Speech
Act II Scene Ill

JUL IAN:
I could entrance myself, and see
the gladiator on me, ••

Dream music,

12

End Act 11
Scene 111

Ml SS ALI CE:
Al ice! Al ice?
A1ice!

13

14

11

Bergi n11

from Sound Track of
Who's Afraid of Virginia
Woolf?

5 seconds fade in up,
medium full fade out with
lights at beginning of
Scene 111.
Total time: A pproximately
3 minutes 45 seconds; Whole
cue is barely audible;
steady build with the scene,
reaches peak at "Stop that"
Fast out.

Same as Cue 7

Total time: 35 seconds Up'
full immediately drop to
medium 5 seconds fade out.

Shooting of Julian
LAWYER:
through "Crow" speech It was an accident.
Act 111

Dream Music, "Bergin"
from Sound Track of Who's
Afraid of Virginia Woolf?

Total time: Approximately 8
minutes; whole cue is
barely audible; gradual
fade in and out; peaks during
"Crow" speech.

Julian's death
speech. Act Ill

10 seconds of heart beats
Music, "Heartbeats," from
album SHOCK by the Creed
Taylor Orchestra.

Total time: Approximately 3
minutes; whole cue is barely
audible.

Alice?

Al ice?

JULIAN:
I have not imagined dying.

SOUND CUE SHEET (Continued)
CUE
NUMBER

TEXTUAL
LO CATI ON

CUE LI NE

SOUND CUE

COMMENTS

15

Julian's death
speech. Act Ill

JULIAN:
I DEMAND THY PRESENCE, ALICE!

Heartbeats

Total time: Approximately
minute. Medium level; no
fade in begin immediately
after Cue 14.

16

Julian's death
speech Act I I I

JULI AN:
How long wilt thous hide they face
from me?

Music, "Heartbeats," from
Shock album by the Creed
Taylor Orchestra.

Total time: Approximately 1
minute. Medium level;
no fade in; begin immediately
after Cue 15.

17

Julian's death
Act 111

JUL IAN:
The bridegroom waits for thee, my

Heartbeats

To end of play. Begin medium
1eve1 immediate 1y after Cue '
16; fade up to full.
Continue 5 heartbeats after
"I accept • . • thy •
wi 11 • • •

Alice • • •

CHAPTER X
PROMOTION
I.

PROMOTION PLANNING

The advertising of TINY ALICE centered around articles printed in

each of three circulations, including two college publications and one
regional daily newspaper.

General promotion was directed toward TINY

ALICE as being a drama of great significance to the American theatre,
containing a highly controversial themal element.

11.

PROMOTION RECORD

•

Don Boros Will Direct

'T

Alice'

An experimental graduate thesis production of
Edward Albee' s powerful
drama, Tiny
Alice,
has
been added to the spring
theater offerings of the department of speech and
dramatic art.
Directed by Don Boros,
Little Falls, it will be the
first production lo be stage
by a graduate student in
partial fulfillment of the
requirements for a master
of arts degree.
The play will be presented in the Grey Campus
Laboratory School auditorium April 13-15.
Edward Albee, one of
America's most successful
recent playwrights,
haps best known
shattering
drama,

Afraid of
Boldly

The

Virpaia

striking

out

new territory,
Albee
in
Tiny Alice,
has
written
his most stimulating and
provocative work to date.
Richard Watts Jr., critic
for the New York Post,
described it as "beautifully
written. It has a steady
theatrical fascination and
never fails to be dramatically intriguing. Edward
Albee writes like an angel
of darkness and the prose
in Tiny Alice has a distinction rare even in the
best American plays."
The cast includes Boq_nie
Bauer as Alice, Robert :(;.
Fuglem as Julian, f>.ais
Kral as Butler, James B.
Robinson as Lawyer, and
Bruce Baldwin as Cardinal.
Admission is free but
tickets must be obtained at
the Stewart Hall box office
beginning Moaday.

s.-..
Fmng Petitions

College
Chronicle
Available

Boros Directs
College Drama
An experimental production
of Edward Albee's powerful
drama, "Tiny Alice," will be
presented Thursday through
Saturday, April 13·15, at St.
Cloud State College. Perform·
ances are scheduJcd for 8 p.m.
in Gray Campus School Audi·
tori um.
Directed by Don Boros, grad·
uate student from Little Falls,
the play is the first production
to be staged by a St. Cloud
graduate student in partial ful·
fillment of requirements for a
master of arts degree in speet:h
and dramatic art.
Albee, one of America's most
successful contemporary play·
wrights, is best known for his
shattering dram a, "Who's
Afraid of Virginia Woolf?"
Although there is no admis·
sion charge, tickets must be
obta.ined in advance at the
Stewart
box o.ffice.
·

Han

'Alice' Marks Experiment
As Grad Thesis Project
April 13-15 will mark the
dates of the first expe rim ental
graduate thesis production to
be offered by the department
of speech and dramatic art.
Edward Albee's drama of
malevolence and evi l, Tiny
Alice, will be presented in
Gray Campus Laboratory
School auditorium under the

direction of graduate
D on Boros.

udent,

A production thesis, said
Bo ros, "Combines the practical play production experience with a written analysis
of the procedure· a nd the director's interpretation." He
calls the production "preparatory research for the thesis
paper in which everything
must be defended in specific
elaboration , a nd every aspect
of the play production must
be analyzed."
"TINY ALICE lends itself very nicely to a project of
this nature because of its ambiguity. The director can attack the problems of interpretation in many ways and is
allowed a great deal of freedom in settling on an interpretation," said Boros.

Cl)

OJ)
(1)
I
I

I
I

0
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He continued, "The entire
company is faced with exciting and challenging questions
which are posed because of
the high degree of symbolism
in the script.
These problems must not only
be worked out by the com
pany, but also must be answered in the written evaluation of the production."
Tickets for the production
may be obtained at the Stewart Hall box office from 9
a.m . to 4 p.m . Mond ay thru
Friday. There is no charge or
fee statement requirement,
but students and faculty members m ust get reserved scat
tickets at the box o ffice.

The College Chronicle

7inyA/ice' Productionp1o Open:
'Wonder' Is Termed 'Big, Brutal/

"Big and brutal as an Elizabeth a n tragedy, sinister and
blasphemous as a black mass,
m o re depraved than any
drama yet produced on the American stage, it is also, in its
own evil, cy ni cal way, a theatrical wonder."
This is the way Boston
c r itic, Elliot N o rton. d escribed what SCS audiences
will witness on Thursday,
Friday, a nd Saturday even~ngs when Edward Albee's
Tiny Alice .will be presented
in the Campus Laboratory
School a uditorium .
Represeming
a
high
p oint in the grow th of the
!-'rad ua te program of the department of speech and dramatic a rt, the play will -be the
fi rst thesis project to be staged
for the public.

"SINISTER" and blasphemous,''
Edward Albee's T iny Alice will be performed Thurs-

TER

day through Saturday under the d irection of graduate student Don Boros.

~

BO R OS,
for his numerous acting performam:es in past productions here and at Theatre
L 'Homme Dieu in Alexandria
is in complete char e as ro -

kit

duction director of Tiny
Alice. Following the presentation of the play, D on will begin the arduous task of writing the production thesis in
partial fu lfillmen t o f the requirements for his master of
arts d egree.
D on finds th e play to be
ideally suited to a project of
th is nature fo r "It is symbolic,
it ca n be given any number
o f interpretations, a nd most
of all, it's exciting.•· Cast
members R o bert Fuglem as
Julian, Bonnie Ba uer as Alice,
Denis Kral as Butler, James
R o binso n as Lawye r, and
Bruce · Bald'.;Vin m; Cardinal,
share the director's excite-

.
.
.
ment •.n the co nstant pro b1.ng
h~cessary .to co me to grips
wit~ th~ highly a~stract symbolism tnherrent tn the play.
ASS ISTING BO ROS in
the ad visory ca pacities are Or.
Arthur L. .H ow~n , Robert
W. Deverea~ Joe Zender. Scene designer is Gary
Schattschneider
Curtain tim&it 8 p .m. pn
April 13-15. A few tickets
still rem ain an~may be obtained at the Stewart Hall'box
office from 9 a.m. w 4 '
through Friday.
charge or fee
quirement, b~
by reserved seat

A THEATRICAL WONDER, 11 Edward
A l bee's TINY ALICE will be presented
this evening and Friday and Saturday
nights, in the SCSC Campus Laboratory
S c hool auditorium at 8 p. m.
11

The

AWS
General
Election
Vote Today

College
»Chronicle

EDWARD ALBEE'S Tiny Alice, directed by gradua te student Do n Bo ros, bega n last night and will
run through tonight in the C a mpus Lab School aud i-

ANNOUNCING
"TINY ALICE" BY EDWARD ALBEE
PRESENTED
APRIL 13 . 14. AND 15
DIRECTED BY

DONALD M . BOROS
IN PARTIAL FULFILLMENT OF THE
REQUIREMENTS FOR A MASTER OF
ARTS DEGREE
AT
ST. CLOUD STATE COLLEGE
Campus Laboratory School Auditori um
Curtain Time: 8:00 p . m .

St. Cloud State Col lege
Reserved Seats · Admission Free

·--~
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CHAPTER XI
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PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORD

1·

'
'

'

' I

373

Production

I •

Photograph~'

LAWYER:
••• When the stakes are high enough ••• and the hand, the kissed
hand palsies out ••• FOR THE LOOT!!

j
I

Act I, Scene

,,
Production Photograph 2
BUTLER:
• . . whose still waters.

run qui et.

Rundeep •• ,

Act I , Scene i i

*All production photographs were taken at the first dress rehearsal.

i
i'I
:1

i• I

.

!I
I!

"
~I

'

Produc;ion Photograph 3
Ml SS ALI CE:
With so much
•• so many things to loathe, I must chose carefully,
to impress you most with it.

l
'

'

Act 11, Scene

:J

•

I

375

Production Photograph

4

Ml SS ALI CE:
Let the fire be put out. Let the chapel be saved; let the fire not
spread; let us not be consumed.
Act II, Scene

376

Production Photograph 5

BUTLER:
You play Cardinal, I'll play you.
Act II, Scene ii

.I

-

- ..,.

.... ..,

--

....,

....-

-

l

•

37!

Production Photograph 6

Ii

'I

•

I

Ml SS ALI CE:

Come marry Alice, she wants you so; she says she wants you so, come give
yourself to Alice; oh, Alice needs you and your sacrifice • . •
Act 11, Scene iii

•

378
,.

1'

'

Production Photograph 7·

; f

,l

,I
Ml SS AL I CE:
• • . Alice!

Alice?

He will be yours!
Act 11, Scene iii

I

379

Production Photograph 8
BUTLER:

A' right youse guys, let's get them damn commies.
Act Ill

,
380

Production Photograph 9
LAWYER:
To JULIAN and his bride; to ALICE's wisdom, wealth and whatever.
Act 111

Production Photograph 10
JULIAN:
Consciousness, then, is pain.
Act 111

'Ii

-

~----~

~
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Production Photograph 11
JULIAN:

I accept thee, ALICE, for thou art come to me.
Act Ill

'

,

CHAPTER XI I
CONCLUSION
The production of TINY ALI-CE by Edward Albee which was the
foundation of this project, proved to the -di rector that, above a 11,
the playwright is a part of his conception as an ever-present force.

and innovations of the director, actors, and technicians, Edward

rI

Albee's insight was a mysterious omnipresent dynamism.

"

It was found in this production that, regardless of the creativity

His influence

was unescnpzble.
The theatre has been- described as a "magical" art.5
actual performances of TINY /\LI CE, "things happened" which
planned or contro,llable.

During the
~1ere

not

Subjective meanings arose from objective

portrayal, a transformational '"ender.

The actors were directed to

portray real characters with natural motivations and tangible reasons
for their existence on the stage rn order to believe themselves and
be believable to each other.

Yet, because of the writing of Edward

Albee, they '"ere in possession of an ominous mysticism 1·1hich transcended

5Robert Edmond Jones, The Dramatic Imagination, (Theatre Arts
Books: New York, 1941), p. 13b. --

~.
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•'
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the reality of the moment.

A new dimension became evident, a dimension

which \•/as not consciously deliberated.
uncal cu lated effervescence.

The production acquired an

The actors repeatedly played the same

actions they had rehearsed without being aware of the excitement being
radiated because of the actions.

It was the thought of Albee at work,

concealed in simple dramatic interplay.

'· I
~
j

;

The observation of this magical transformation was an humbling
experience.

The

production of TINY ALICE made the participants satisfied and humble,
'

\

..I., I
I
'

yet proud.

j·'l·.
II

··1,,

They were an integral part of an intriguing unreality.

This unexplainable sensation is the excitement of the art which is
Theatre.

~i

·,c

1r

All action was subject to the words of the script,

yet the script relied upon the action of the stage to come alive.

l
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The fol lovling is a series of questions answered by each actor
in a character analysis paper completed during the first week of

'I

rehearsa I.

Incorporated is an observer 1 s record of the actors 1

reactions to this assignment.

'

l•

Each actor's character conception is included, identically
copied from the original analysis papers •

I

BUTLER
If I were to describe the shov1 in one 1•1ord, the v1ord would be
power. The use of the 1·10rd pov1er to.describe the show a 1so has meaning
in reference to the meaning of the entire show., Al 1 of the characters are
subject to a power that moves them al 1. Whether this power comes from Alice
is something I am in question about. If the power does come from Alice why
is she as mucb subject to it as everyone else? At the end of the show she
is as pov1erless to remain with Julian as Julian is to remain with her.
The Butler has an interesting function in this respect. It seems to
be his task to keep the other peo"ple in line. He forces the other characters
to carry out the intended mission, This is shown quite strongly in the
scene between him and the lawyer. The Butler in this scene seems to be
te 11 i ng the Lawyer to keep coo I. A1 ice vii 11 come back to you and we wi 11 a 11
accomplish our mission and move along.

••

As far as <in over a 11 meaning of the show is concerned, at this point I
be 1 i eve the sh01~ points out the power of ev i 1 in the Uni verse as symbo 1 i zed
by the model. I think that the model or universe is the thing that controJ.s
all the characters. Since in my opinion the model is evil, so also the
univer~e fs evi1 and thi$ evil rules everyone.
\'j1hi:!t

, I

is the role of each charecter in reference to this meaning? /\lice
rcpresents,God in tha sh01·1. This is shown throughout the sho1·1 by her mother
son relationship to Julian; who represents Christ. It is also shown very
clearly in the death scene when Julian substitutes God for Alice. Both the
Lawyer anc the Outler o:re poviers.of evil. But, they 2re t1,10 types of evil.
The Lawyer is the m::ni fcstati on
ro:w cruel evi 1. He has no compassion in
~nythins.
He w2nts only what ~e~efits him and the mission. The D~tler is a
reprcsentati'le of dcat:1 as an evi 1. ,\s this force he may be the most
powerful figure in the show, :,ec3use all of the characters, with the exception
of TlllY ALICE are subject to him. The Cardinal is a symbol of the Church on

of
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earth. Julian is a Christ symbol in the show. He fulfills this role in a
number of w<:ys. First, he is sacrificed at the end of the show in a way
which resembles Christ's crucifiction. Albee makes this quite obvious in
the 1 i nes and symbo 1 ism. Second, if we accept the ro 1e of A1 ice as a mot:1er
to Julian; he then become~ a child of God. Third, Julian is killed by the
force of evil in the model (Universe). The Cardinal, like the church in
Christ's time, allows Julian to be killed.
The Butler is the character· I have the most trouble fitting into this
crucifiction picture. I still believe he literally gives Julian the kiss of
death at the end of the show·. From the start of the show the Butler is
fairly friendly to Julian and it is only through death that Julian can perform
his role as a scapegoat. This again involves the Christ symbol.
l .

In brief then the show has to do with God sacrificing his son Christ
to the evil in the \1orld or universe. The money which the Cardinal gets is
a token of the great benefits that the earth received by Christ's death.
The Butler's purpose in the sho~! is to see that everything ~1orks as it
is supposed to. Vi th his final desire being to see Julian marry Miss Alice
<ind then be left behind in the model. The Butler does get ~1hat he \~ants by
the end of the show.

·'·
'\
i!

,h1

I

1,
I

In the first scene the But I er appears in he ~1ants to get to know more
about Julian. He ~ay already know everything, but that is unimportant to
how I intend to play the scene. Also he wished to acquaint Julian with himself
and the house to some extent. I think it is important that the Butler establish
himself as a friend of Julian in this first scene. For the most part I think
the Butler accomplishes all of his tasks in this scene, I think the Butler
has come from one of his domestic tasks around the house and is coming to the
I i brnry because he knm·!s that Juli an is there and he wants to ta 1k to him to
sain information. \/hen he leaves this scene he is taking Julian to meet Miss
Alice. \!hen he leaves Alice's apartment after sho~ling Julian up he goes back
cm-m to the library to clean or dust and also watch the model., ~1hich is one
of Butler's fovorite <:nd necessary tasks. He ~latches the 1:1odel becau~e he
~~st l:ecp or~er in t~2 universe or house, which ever you prefer.
I ~on t
t~in!~ ~~c book Cfvcs any i~dic2tion of tine, but I think of it OS bein0 in
the 1:1iC:-morning, beci'.luse this seems" logical ti1:1e for· an eppoint1:1ent to see

!
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f1iss.:~Iicc.
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In the next scene the Butler appears in he hes just co1:1e from eeting
Cin:icr .. r::c time is evc.1ing .Jnd the Sutler c:r::e to t:;c libr2r~1 ".:o loo~: 0'/'3r
t~c ~o~cl to sec if the !~~usehold w2s in or~er.
He a~nounccs th:t Juli~n is
coming up anc advises Alice and the Lawyer to break it up. The Butler is
egain trying to keep orc'.er and see to it that the two others don't frishten
Juli2n c:noJay. He cccor.iplisl-:es :-:is missio:i c.o.Jin. \i'hen ::e lcc:vcs t'.1e sce:ie
he i5 soins to ?Ut otit ~:~e ff re in t~e c~apcl.
!:;:enc Tt·:o of :.ct Tt·:o t.::~e$ place in the afternoon t·!hi Je J 1Jl i .:n .:nd
i\licc arc out ridi:ig. T!1e Butler 1t1::s i:i t'.-12 libr~ry 2g~in bec.:use it is
his f2,'/0ritc ?1.JCC in th..; f;ouse; t'.1at is '.·.1:1er'e t~e node1 is.
r:1e Dutlcr 1 s
?Ur;:>o5~ in ~'.1c sccilc is to odvise end c.Jlm drno.Jn the Let·1yer.
He knot·Js that

Alice and

Juli~n

are 1:1oving together and that there is nothing to worry

~bout

!
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and he tells the Lvwyer t:1ese thlnss. He also spells out some of the future
pl~ns about the LlErric5c.
~nether clement of the scene is t~2t the Butler
plays 1•ilth th~ L~·:1y:or c: good deal and shO\·:s a good deal of his po•tJer over
hir.i. ~:hen the Butler lec:ves he Is soing to the chapel to set it reac;y for
the 1·1eddi n!J.

I

I

l

In P.ct r:1ree the Outler has just come from a closet v1:1ere he got the
sheets. The time is shortly after the v1edding ceremony in afternoon. The
Butler's purpose in this scene is to make sure that all is in order. This
applies equclly well to the house and the situation and plans for Julian.
Again the Outler sets what he v1ants from the scene. The house is in order
and Julian is taken care of. As to where they are going to after the
scene; I am not so sure. Albee makes reference to going south, but I doubt
if I choose to belie•;e that this has its usual meaning. I prefer to think
that they are al I going on to another model, v:here probably the same thino
or a similar thing is going to take place.
,!';,s to tre significance of the model; I feel I have alreudy mentioned
that. I really don't or can't say who built the model. However, it seems
that Alice had it built by her servants, possibly me. Or, she may have
built It herself.
From Alice the Butler wants her usual performance. He receives this.
The same is true of the Lawyer. From the Cardinal he 1•ants Juli an. He gets
th1s. From Julian he wants f1rst, his confidence, and then eventually his
innocence and finally his life or subordination to the concept of the model.
At present I find it Impossible to elaborate on this further, but I feel that
if I understand what the Butler wants from the characters on a superficial
level in each scene, I can play the scene.
tend to think of the Butler as an elephant. l base this on several
thfngs. An elephent is a po1·1erful creature in the jungle. But, while he is
po•11crful :1e is still not master over his own destiny. He is still ruled by
the overul 1 laws of the jungle. I think this has a close resemblence to the
role that the Butler plays in the show. He is powerful, but he is still not
his own master; he Is subject to the same power that controls all of the
characters; Miss Alice~ Also, an elephant is a gentle animal and one which
is hard to arouse. But, all the time there is this tremendous power lying
just under the skin.
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I think of the Lm·1yer as a rat.
I think this follows in terms of an
image of evil and perverseness. A rat is not much when it comes to really
fending for himself, but he is good at cleaning up the leavings of other
animals, Also, a rat can be very cruel and mean if he is forced to be. Why
I picked a rat may seem a little unclear right now, but all I know is that
the concept of the Lawyer running about doing other people's bidding seems
right in connection with my concept of a rat.
see Julian as an earth worm. !lot because earthworms are always low
creatures or are loathesome, but because they have no bacl{bone. You can do

I
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almost an)'thing v1ith an eartb~orm. He may protest a 1ittle while you are
putting him on tre hook, out he i·1i 11 never be strong enough to get 21oay.
t.1 so, e:::rthworms are not very hard to catch. They don't run from you
bec;:use t:1ey Ci::n 1 t s~e you until it's too late, I think there arc a sreat
m:ny similarities between the character of en earthworm end the character
of Juli an.
Alice is to me a killer tigress. She is capable of love, but a force
inside her makes her kill. Just as the tiger loves some other creatures so
also Alice loves Julian, but ~or all of her love there is another part of
her l':hich forces ber to act in such a ""ay that causes Julian's de2th. If I
coulci h.:ve thought of an animal that Id l ls something that it loves ;:. great.
de<il, then I \·1ould feel I had the proper animals.

I

I
I .

I find the Cardinal the hardest of all to compare to an animal. He is
probably most like" dove \'1:10 protests 1·1hen his scwab is removed from the nest,
but is p0\•1er 1ess to stop it. The sorro\'1 does not 1ast 1ong for the dove and
it also does not last long for the Cardinal because he soon realizes that
if they hadn 1 t taken the scwab they might have taken him and besides, both
the dove and the Cardinal are well fed for their trouble.
For the character of Julian I think the etching The Slaughtered OX
by Rembrandt is appropriate, because Rembrandt intended°"Tt to be a type of
crucifiction and that is what I see Julian as; a type of crucified character.
For Alice I selected another Rembrandt painting, Bathsheba. I think
it is good for the character of Alice because the woman is doing something
that she doesn't really want to and there is an element of this in Alice's
character i3t the end of the shov1.
The painting I chose for the Lawyer is another Rembrandt, It is his
painting Jan Six. In this painting I am concerned only with the appearance
of the character and not with the meaning of the painting. The man in the
painting looks like the way I have the Lawyer pictured in my mind. He has
a hard, shrewd look on his face and this is the v1ay I have the Lawyer
pictured.
For the Cardinal I have chosen an El Greco painting. El Greco
distorted his figures and the Cardinal in the sho1·1 is also distorted morally.
Aside from this, the painting Cardi na 1 Don Fernando ;.Ji no DeGuevara represents
a good stereotype of what cardinals Jooklike, and t'ii"eeardinal in the show
should also be a type of stereotype.
Don't worry Don, I 1 11 find a painting of the Butler by the time the
paper is finished; maybe.
picture the Butler being in black during the entire shO\o, This is in
keeping with his allegorical role and his great pride in being a Butler. If
the Butler took off his Butler out-fit he would lose his identity, because he
has no other name, Of course he would wear the usual white shirt, so he would
not be in total black.
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The Butler is a very typical looking Butler. That is, he looks like
the stereotype of a Butler. I sec him as a Sebastian Cabot Butler, or in
other 1vords a slightly or very fat, wcl 1-cultured, wel 1-educated man; a
gentleman's aentleman. However, I don't intend to gain any weight or use
peddins, because he is not strictly spea~lng a comic character. He is
~iGdlc-€geC to slightly over miGdlc age with 8 deeply chcractcrized face.
He has a st2tely wal!~ a~d ~annerisms.
The texture of the Butler's clothing is like his character; smooth
on the outsice but roush inside. He ::iig:1t almost have a sl1iny silk outeit
on 011t sur1u;J unc'.cri-.•ear.
The Butler !ikes the roush under\•:ear bec2us2 it
l~cQpS hi;.1 r:Jcrt .:r.d .:1::~!~e.

,\ r:ianner i S"1 1·1!1 i ch the But 1er might use throughout the show is a
continuous picking of lint from his clothes. This is in keeping vii th the
meticulous type of character I visualize. I think he selects his words
c2refu11'/ and is r2rcly l--.2ph2:2rd in his use of them. :, n12n like thct \•:ot•lcl
~Isa ~ever~· co~c~rne~ ~rt~ his personal appearance.
i\lso, this is in
!~eepir.9 v1it:1 hi$ joJ .:::s tr.e man who keep the other charucters in order und
I c~n z1most see him pic!~lng lint off of other characters he comes In close
contact with. Of course, this would hava to be well-timed and used very
spnringly.
I think that a feather duster might be a good prop for the Butler to
use In r.ian\' pl2ces in the sho•tJ and he might have it al•iays 1•1ith him just in
case some dust happened to set in his way.
It would have to be made in such
o wa:' that it \·mu 1d not 9et in the 1·1ay and cou 1d be hung somev1here on h Is
iJod"/ so th~t he could have his hands free to use other props and gesture.
!.gain I think it is quite in keeping 1·1i th his role h t~e shO\v and as I
1-1rlte this I cnn think of o number of p,laces where it mig:1t be used.
Outside the c<:stl e
feel there should be another model and "'e should
b<" in t:12t r.iodel. This is.more in keeping ~lith the meaning thnt the show hc:s
to me, but for practical reesons having to do 1·!ith the fact that we are soina
c:way, I see a large grounds which is "1el I kept. This is sti 11 not out of
style with the idea of a model v1ithin a model it only varies the idea a
little. '.4e may all be going to another series of models or another dimension.
think that I have already stated my function in the household as
being one of keeping things in order. My relationship with the Lawyer is a
strange one. We are both In Miss Alice's service, but his is subserviant to
me. This is brought out most clearly in the scene where the Butler tells the
La.iyer that he had better watch his emotions and then tells him ubout the
wedding. I don 1t be 1 i eve that the Lawyer and the But J er ·are having a homosexua I affair. I think that the Sutler is only teasing the La1~yer c:bout his
problem. I think that the Lawyer realizes·hls position ~Jith the Butler and
the two of.them get along ~Jell in the show, if such a thing is posslble.
There may be some rivalry behieen them over Alice but the Lawyer believes
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that Alice has dumped the Butler for· him and there is nothing going on between them. I don't think this is the exact relationship. While I don't
believe that Alice dumped him. Rather, I think that the Butler discontinued
the affair. I take this view because Alice In several places shows a degree
of affection for the Butler.
THE CARD I NAL
Birds •••• Noise;

,,

.~

~.'

(

The birds are alive, they are in the large cage in the garden. I have
birds so that I can have someone to thlk to, someone without any sexual.or
personality stimulation--an outlet from the sensuality of Berther Julian and
others; priests, bishops, and another occasional lay-brother. So the birds
are primarily an outlet used in the mornf'ng before the overburdening chores
of the office overtake me and 1ate in the evening when the birds are qui et I y
pi rched upon the tt"i gs, cool ng soft I y. The card i na 1s are not too hilppy be Ing
caged up since they are not a domestic bird, but that doesn't bother my
conscience, since, in a t•ay, I am like the birds--caged in the robes I must
wear, the station in life I must maintain.
The birds ••I thin the forma 1 garden are within the cage upon some rocks
with a little pond belm·i them, some water plants grm·1ing in the water, hiding
the concrete bottom. Foliage abounds in this gurden with wicker chairs here
znd there, a sma 11 tab 1e bet1·1een two of them and fl at roc!<s that 1cc:d to the
b.:ck door of the residence. Aside fro:n the flat roc:,s t:1e ground is a thick
gro1·1th of tlc2 finest grass vihich I at times enjoy sensu<Jlly in the early
::-.crning v1hen the dev1 is still present by removing my slippers and gingerly
prance upon the bristly, moist, lavishly green growth. It is at this early
hour, let us say 6:30 (I try to be pur.ctu<:l, people e;cpect t:1at of a C::rc'in2l),
that I enjoy communion 1Jith the cwrdinals (birds) by mockingly presentin!) the
blessed sccrc:nent of 0read cru::ibs, water, and He<:irts Mount<iin, cc:ncry fooc
(<Jfter all tl,ey co need so::icthing stable), myself in bare feet with a moist
feel ins up to ::iy c:nkles. !1fter this hcppy ceremony I retire to the residence
for my morning feeding, prepared by a mild-mannered servant, a friend of
Julian's, that arrives early and sets everything in order, thank God for
servants. The kitcher.i and breakfast nook look out into a small trellised
porch that is on the opposite end of the forma 1 garden from the birds. Other
rooms in the modest residence include on the main floor, a dining room 11ith
a crystal chandelier, a modest living room, suitable for small parties of
the clergy, shall we say seventy-five people or less, and two other rooms,
a pantry and a room for tidying up. This last room is quite large and
elaborately decorated in Louis XVI motif. A few religious paintings in the
living room and dining room, with numerous religious symbols and relics all
over the place (God). The second floor contains the bedrooms (3) and the
study, the chapel being in the attic. Brother Julian sleeps next to my room
at the far end of the hall where we are not disturbed, next the study, and
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closest to the steirs is the guest room. The study is forbidden to anyone
outside of Julian and the servant and myself. In r.iy room, e fourposter and
elaborate pinl: motif throughout. To the trained eye there is not visible
any religious symbol or relic, Jet alone religious paintings. So much for
tlte house, the chapel is sr.iall and not worth mentioning, Julian will tell
you about i t.

i.•
I
'.!

There is nothing odd about me, at least to myself, in fact I rarely
think about the oddities that people conjure up to see into a person. However,
suffice it to say, that I do have an occasional asthmatic attack, probably
due to the early morning de1~ on my feet, and am currently under the care of
a loyal doctor that has supplied me with a suitable number of anti-histamines
and atomizers, which I can never remember to take on time and 1~hen I do take
the pills it is usually in the evening after some port, and everyone knm·1s
·what a heodache t~at creates. Also, there is a slight problem with my
salivary glands that people find annoying once and a while. There is one
other problem which I would rather not mention but since we are being quite
candid I feel I must, that is the problem that I fe<lr I shall soon have to have
~n oper~tion for, the Prostrate~ ls acting up.
O~,

•::ell, lets get on to som;:,thing else.
Some people hcve cccuscc r.Je
of '.Jcir.g .:: S\·. inc, thut I slip, grovel, slobber, etc. \!e 11, 1et me s2;1 th:it
I Ccny this nccusati on. Perh2ps r.l',' record \-Ji 11 spea!t for itself.
1

I on 1y kne".·J my pc rents fr:im 1·1hut my deer departed gr2ndmother t:i l d r.ie
end thnt I c'o not care to mention here since \·Je el 1 i:no1·1 fror.i 11hcnce I came •
.~t t:~e e::c of 12 l i·J8S J:;ft to ~upport oy grc:ndmother ~tho h=:s te!-:en i 11 2nd
\1as forcec to remain in convalescence at the t~10 room flat.
I found a job
running for an independent stock broker, the kind that did not have a booth
Inside the.farsc building but sold there stocks in 3 nearby vac<lnt lot under
12rge umbrel les. T'1c~' 1-zd 1 ittlc cancer~ z'.oout t:1e \•:catr.er ar:d r<li~, sleet,
ar !:ir.c diC.: not interfere 1·.rith their bcrtering.
I 8njo~1ed tr.e v:ork ,1er; ;.iuc~
1
,•:

•
•"

•

1

i::lt:;oush ~he p~y, $3 a ~:2e!~, i1as Tittle to st.:pport us • .'\fter three ye:+rs o:-

tireless· running ancl 2n occasional trip inside the large building, I enterc~,
.::ccident, into c:n acquaintcnce vJith e r.iorc cst2bli~'.1cd stock bro~er
t:1ct h;::d a C<:!Je inside tho large building. Cne day this brol:er offered me a
job since his boy hac! left unexpected, I coulc!n't resist the $15 offer and
tJas soon csta~lishcd within the 1orse darn~ of the rn2ssive building.
From
there it 11as little trouble to work my way up and by the 3ge of ~l I w<:s
consiclcrnd <: pro::iisi,og youns junior executive. Meantimz, I v!as also :-ttending
the scl-.ool <:lthoush not quite ;is regularly cs hoped. I would devote r.J~'
morni~gs to the clns~roo~ ~nd rny war!: thereafter until sunset.
After ~or!:,
in m~· l<::tcr yecrs, (15-19), I 11ould meet a fe~1 friends and .we 1~ould h<lve 2
meetlns, oc sorts. Let r.1e get bac!< to the ·stoc!: broker.
quite~'.'

\/hen I 1·12s 23 my boss 2nd only o~:ner of thl s cage suddenly tool: 111
one day and fell dead on the fl oar of the exch2nge. Si nee the business vli35
in such a turmoi 1 for the next few days I took over and ran it. The boss's
1vife, nm·1 a widmv, vias ple<:lsed by my action and decided to continue me as the
lie<>d of the firm. Fror.J there I ei:panded and took on 2 few peop 1e under me,
mostly young boys around 12, much like myself at that age. I treated them
well and business boomed for us. \lhen I was 29, my influence in the financial
~10 r l d had i ncrea sed to the point tila t I was as l:ecl by the church to becor.ie an
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acvisor into their problems. ':Jell, I discovered that this business was
more to my liking and soon took over all of the finances of the church in
this large city. After the crash of '29, my only mistake, the church was
at some loss, I decided that I must stick with it even though I must admit
that I would ha 11e favored a leap from a high building. So it was that I
became married to the church in 1930. From then on, it has been one
appointment after another, unti I six years ago.,11hen on a trip to the
Vatican I was appointed a Prince of the Church.
t,ct I, scene l. It is about 10:30 in the morning, the dew has burt
off of tl-:e gr<::ss and t:1e sun is shining. I have been told that I have a
visitor and directed t:1c servant to take hira to the garden to wait, while
finish my morning to i I et, and have the servant wssh my feet. It hns been 20
minutes since the visitor has been let to the garden that I am.ready to
receive him as he talks to the cardinals. I am struck by the similarity
of his actions with those of the famous St. Francis and take great pride in
elaborating upon this idea.

I

Ji

I F

Because this La1~yer 1·1as an old school chum, I enjoy, up to a point,
the banter between the two of us. I be! ieve my objective ~1ould be to make
him rev ea 1 himself. However, there is a change and I become greedy ut the
mention of money, lots of money, something I haven't seen for many years,
something that could replenish my lavish"taste. I let my guard fal 1 and he
smacks me a good one in my privzte parts, after which I succumb to his
fiendish slander until at last I am only relieved by his absence, knowing that
I must meet again with him in the near future.
Later in the morning
the cheuffer driven Bently.

consult with Julian and send him on his way in

I continue 1·:ith the daily business, ~!hich I um not all together fond
of unt i I I ate in the afternoon, Ju 1i an arrives with the confusing story of
his· meeting with Miss Alice. He describes the house in which she resides and
tells me everything t!iat too:: place, even though I am not his confessor, I
i:S!: hi::i .:bout his reli::tion with 11iss P.1ice ai:d em.concerned over the f.:ict
ti:at :-:c must m~:,e ~L!'.J$equent visits to thc'.~lice residence before deli•1erir:s

tr.c r.1oncy. In;: 1;ord, at t:1e end o:' ,\ct I, I ;:m intensely jealous of this
Hiss Alice and fear the inevit<::ble, and my evening bliss. Hy suspicions are
proven true when at the end of Act II Julian approaches rae witl1 the idea that
he is intc~ding to marry l·:ios /,lice and ~:ould li!<e me to perform the ceremon~·.
!'.y r~ge is over?O"::ered by the sreec o-:' r.".oncy and I consent, at t'.1i s point, I
wi 11 conscn: to almost :J~y:hing for the untold wealth at my doorste?.
The r.12rriage performed, I feel oblicated to go to r.iy re5idence before
arriving at the Alice rzside~ce.for the anticipated reception, of course, my
real reason is to pick up the loot, although I am not sure if I will be able
to maintain the proper attitude of acceptance df Julian's marriage for r.iuch
lonser. ·I arrive at the house of Miss Alice ten minutes after leaving my
residence, the house is 1<ei°l lit as the Bently drives up the curving drive.
It sccm5, in fact, that every room is lit up as if there was some gals
celebration under way. This cheers me up as much as is possible under so
somber an occasion as losing one's lover •

..
•

f

I

I

I
l!
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Therefore, I enter in .\ct Ill, with a certain air of joviality, 1~illing
to condescend to anyone's 1-1ishes, I find however, that the exernal brilliance
is not present once inside, In fact, I find a rather upset Julian. This does
not p I ecse me, after a 11 I too have sacrificed for him end fee I that he
should at least be grateful. There were a fe1r1 short benters 1·1i th the hyena
of a Lewyer but I do not 11ish to belabor the dislike and do not say too much,
after ell I do not wish to advertise our past school chum days. I tolerate
Juli<rn.
I am at first surprised when the lawyer takes o.ut the pistol but
soon reali~e the game and decide to play along in order to fulfill my 01r1n
dis! il:e for the unio'1 that has creGtcd so much lousy jealousy. So, I play
the gc:r:ie, tukc mone~ 1 .Jnd 1eave.

,.

From <::n actor's point of view, my character v1ants money from the play,
if through other rehearsals I find that there is :nore, I will use it.
The color of the cardinal is red. In the garden my smock should be
some shade of red of course 1·1eave vii th fine s i 1k undergarements. The appare I
for the reception should be a simple dress suit 1r1ith the appropriate clerical
garb under the jacket. Preferably the clerical garb should be of a dark red
color of silk.
The importance of religion in the character is superficially the prime
mover.

The distance from the cardinal's residence to the castle is ten minutes
Perhaps t110 and one-half mi Jes through the city.

The best animal for the cardinal at the beginning of the play is the
swine, if not in physical characteristics then in habits and manners. In Act 3
the swine ~isE~?c=rs as I believe it would in progressfon es the gift of
r11on2: is pu-:: off for~ tim;;, l.1nti l fin2lly the c~rdinal degenerates into a
bl inC: sl:ee::i, dumb, 1"i 11 ing to fol lm·1 the leader, the la1·1;'er.
1

Metaphor ... s:1.:im •.. .:::rrogant, pompous, zon of u bitch.

l\nd a pis

JULl:\U

1.

'./h;:it is the Importance of

It

repre£ent~

t~e

mocie I?

2:1 that .;lice, Cutler,

and C~r2i~z1 2re Ji·1ins
It represents the infinity

Le~ycr

for.
It's t~eir God, i:i n me~ner of spe2!dn9.
of the universe. It h;::s a ruler, Tiny Alice.
2.

\lho built the model?
AIi ce had parents who died 'llhen she v:as very youna.

Her

~atl·er

1,as

2n e;~trcf'i;c\y \•Jcalthy rJun c:.n~ v1anted e model bui 1t -7or :.lice to hc.v2, so he
h~C

!

f
,,I
i

l

About the only props I would use as the cardinal are a cross of my
faith, the ring of office and a silk handkerchief.
by car.

t·

I

j~ 0~ilt

;y wn expert

cur?e~tcr.

;.:s
3.

\-.':1Jt ...'c-25 t:;.:- :ncc!cl r:;32n to ce?
It rc~rcsc.1t:::: c·,1cr~1thing t'.1.:t is un!~not..1n or c::n't bz unC:erstooc'.
too rec! t~:t it rc~rc~e~ts tl1G Universe.

'•.

C~o~~c c col~r for me.
\:~y that one?
:=-or Ju1i£:.1 i c:1ose a bur9undy, Ie2ning tovtard a roy~l purple.·

I,

It is

l i g:1tcr .:t t~1c start of t!1e ~ 1v.y t:1en at the end.
It gets deeper .:ind
dcrker QS t~c ~Joy prosresses. I chose it because it seemed to fit
psyc::olo:;iccll~'·
I do not exc:ctly !:no1•1 •:1hy it docs, it just coes. It
c:1~nses 2s the play progresses b-ecause the plt::y itself gets Curker.
This
~ould

affect all the c:i=ractcrs, cspeci2lly Julien.

5.

·.1:1ct d::ies Julian loo!' 1 ike?
Hi!: huir is G~r!.( 1 but not Ol~ck.
Ile is abol!t 5 1 10 1 : end JL~5 pounds.
He is not ch~~~~ or cv2n c little f2t. He is well ~uilt but not muscul~r.
lie is 0-drly lis~t ccr.:plectecl 1·iith ·ceatures that arc distinct, but not s:1arp.

C

Give Julian o~e quir!:.
He fidgets with a ring he wears on his left hand.

7.

Uhat is one prop that fits Julian? ~hy?
~ cross with one of its stones missing.

8.

One item of clothins for each scene. \/h)'? \/hat is its texture for the
'"hole p I ;:.y?
A robe throuc;hout Act One, 2nd Act T1·m scenes one .:ind two. In Scene
three he is dressed in an English riding outfit. Throughout Act three he
wears a suit. I chose each because of the situation surrounding each act or
scene it 1·1as '"om in. The texture for the entire play is thick, almost like
velery velvet.

"-·

Describe the entire play in one word. Reasons.
The play, on one word is--"Hhat"? I chose that because for one reason,
t:1e p 1cy, at this stage of development is not cl ear. It does not make too
much sense. I am confused as to the overa I l meaning.

10.

\/hat do
1•1ant in the play? Act? Scene? Do I get it?
In the.play, if I have my choice I \'lould want to serve. I also want
sacrifice. I get it, too, In Act One I want to see Miss Alice and be
accepted.
I get it. In Act. Two, I '"ant Miss Al ice, v1hich I get. In Act
Three I want to understand, '"hi ch I don 1 t get. In Scene T1"0 of Act One I
want to see Alice. In Scene Three I want acceptance. I get it. In Scene
One of Act Tv10 I want the chapel fixed up and to have the fire put out. I
get that, too. In Scene Three I \'iant to talk with Miss Alice, which I get.
ll.

\/here are or am I coming from before each scene?
Before Scene Two, Act One, I am coming from the Cardinals. A
drove r.1e in tho Cardinal's Rolls Royce. In Scene Three I v1as in the
In Scene One, Act Tv10 I 1·1as in the 11i11e eel Jar and chapel. In Scene
I came from the riding stables.
I had been riding a beEutiful black
In Act Three I came from the chapel, 1•1here I 1·ms married to Al ice.

chauffeur
library.
Three
stallion.
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12.

\/here ·am I 9oi ng to?
Act I, Scene Z - to see Alice. Scene 3 - to a sitting room where
Alice is. Jl.ct 11; Scene l - to the room vii th the model. Scene 3 - to
Miss Alice's room. Act 111 - to roo::i with the model.

13.

l/h2t time of day is it?
Act I, Scene 2 - late afternoon. Scene 3 - evening. Act 11, Scene l;,
late morning. Scene 3 - late afternoon. Act II I - late morning.

Pick on an animal metaphor for each character. Why?
Me (Julian)-1 am a goat. He's innocent, but not soft like a sheep or
lar.1b. Alice-Siamese cat-gentle looking, but tough. Cardinal-fox, sly and
cunning. Lawyer-Jackie, hyena-dirty, cunning. Butler-pig., contented, yet
fond.
Jl1.

15.

Thinl: of importance of religion to play.
Is it important to my church?

I·

Julian's relationship with the Cardinal centers around Julian's faith,
his ·sense of service and of his gratitude. ~hen Julian was~ child he
displi'.lyed a "self-importance that l·Jas dissuised." This self-importance left
him altogether, hm·:ever, v1hen he committed himself to the asylum. The
CCJrdinal \·J~sn 1 t u CarGir.al at t!;e time Julian ~·Jasin t~e :.::sylt..:m, but 1:1.:.s
in~te.::d,

u priest \J>:o visiteC:: :1ospit~ls,. childrcn 1 s '.iorr:e£, prisons, olc!
folks' homes, orp:1ana9es ~nd asy~ums.
It \·!<JS .:it the as;rlum that they met

and developed t~i-s friendship. T~e Cardln2l (priest) helped Julian very much
to come to grips v1ith reality and also to develop Julian's undying sense of
service, gratitude, ar.d faith in God, the Church and the Cardinal. '..':1en
Juli<:n laft the 2s~,]um, :-~carried his iOevotecness to the Cardine:] into the
e~d

did

~en~· thi~3s

for

The C.::rdinc::l enjoyed Julian's presencz

hi~, w~ic~ Julia~

returned

wit~

even greater love.

O•;er the years the C:rdincl rose to his present position 1vith its pol'1er, and
!:ept Juli2n 1·1!th :1ir.1 ilS his private secretary. \Jith his nrnv hi£h position
in the Church, the Cilrdinal started sluffing off his duties and becar.1e, more
or less, greed\'. Julian's love and devotion, however, hid this from him,
so he didn't lose his faith in the Cardinal. The Ccrdinal's po\'1er of faith
o•;er Juli2n allowed him to have relations with Julian. He would tell him
that It was all right, and Julian~ th his almost blind fiery faith, believed.
Because of his devotion, Julian Is unable to see beyond the Church and the
Cardinal, unti I he is shot at the end and he says, "All disappointments,
all treacheries." Here, he loses his faith in the Cardinal.
Julian's relationship with
end sense of service. This first
her disguise and the way that she
off the disguise).
It is cleared
to be of service to the CL>rdinal.

l

Is it important to the play?

,.

Church \'.1h.-;:i he bcc.:r.1c a lay brotl;er..

.,

Alice also centers around Julian's faith
meeting confuses him, h0\'1ever, because of
treats him afterwards (after she's taken
up, though, when he realizes his mission
As time progresses, Julian finds that he

I

~

•

I

I

1.1

•
I
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c2n and is having fun witr Miss Alice. This worries him somev1hut because,
as he seys, "Its a commonplace that 1·1e can have too much of things. P,nd I
hcve too much--of comfort, of surroundinzs, of ease, of kindness; of happiness.
I am filled to bursting." He doesn't lose sight o7 his function, however,
anc feels that he is being testec (end tempted) by many things which just
shouldn't be. Julian becomes confused by his duties and by Alice and the
things she does to and for him.
As time passes, Julian and !,lice have much fun together cind enjoy
themselves very much. Julian begins to feel something for Alice, which
makes him self-conscious and gives him a guilty conscience. Alice, however,
convinces him that he is sensing the Cardinal and the Church. She also
makes him feel as though he were a martyr. \lith this feeling in Julian, then,
Alice is able to seduce him End bring him into murriage with her. Uith
their marriage, however, Alice rejects Julicin, which confuses and upsets
him. \/hen he is shot, he accepts her a$ a comfort because of her feelings
for him at the moment. But he realizes, at the end of the play, that she
really didn't feel for '.1im, so he

sn~'S

this, he still loves Cler deeply, as is
11

I

GoG, .'.lice, Alice, GoC:.
feel i :iss :=or h: r.

11

''Leave me! 11
sho~·:n

But even thousr. !-le says

by his Jines 11hen he states

Dy using thc::l side by

~idc,

one con see his Gecp

Julian's relationship with the Butler is one of fun. Julian reg2rds
the 3utler 2s his frienc from t:1e very beginning. To Jul inn, the Butler is

I

l
•

2n 2;iusing fallo\•J .:ind lil".es !;ir:i very much Jec2usc of it.
Tf"'is can '.Je slto~-.r:i J;1
Juli2n 1 :; cns~:cr to 3 st2.ter:~z:-it by ."1lice -- 11 Y:-~ huvc ~ fric:-:d !".er~, .::s t!-:cy

put it." Julian - 11 3utler, yes be's r~inc." The Gutler is the only person
(at first) that Julian trusts. Later, he develops the relationship •:1ith .~lice,
but Butler i $ the first. ~1en to1·1crd the end of .'.ct I 11, Juli an docsn' t
c'.cs?isc trc 3utJcr {".Jr Jeins r.iixcG up \·Jith aJl this.

J.\11 in c:ll,

h~

trl'sts

the Butler; that is 1~hy he tells him about the six years when he's questioned
about this instead of tel ling the Lawyer.

•

t
'

Julian's relationship with the Lawyer is almost directly opposed to
that of the Butler. Their first meeting creates a feeling of resentment
of dislike between them. The Lawyer hurts Julian, which causes a resentment.
Julian also resents the fact that the Lawyer was at one time Alice's lover.
This can be shown by part of a line delivered to Alice -- "You have allowed,
that man-your lover-to abuse my position, his, the Church •
" The Lawyer
is the only person in the play that Julian really despises. The Lawyer,·to
Julian, is a slinky beast.
LAWYER
If I had to sum up in one word what this play means, I think that word
wou 1d be ev i I • But I think I si1ould elaborate. The evil and the mistical
power that runs through this play is quite obvious to anyone who studies it.

I
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But there are a great deal that is only theoretical. A group of people
viewing or reading this play will get completely different ideas of what a
lot of the things in the play mean. I am not sure in my own mind yet what
a great deal of it means. Julian could be a Christ image, or an image of
the world. I don't know. The Butler may be the power behind this or he may
be on an equa I footing with the Lawyer. I do be Ii eve that both the But I er
and the Lawyer control Miss Alice in the project. She may control the Lawyer
in a personal sense but the Lawyer in a personal sense but the Lawyer is
able to give her orders. The Cardinal is an outsider till the third act but
he sti II only a pawn then. Money seems to be a very persuasive thing to
him. His relationship with Julian is quite obvious. I see him as being very
soft on the interior with a very hard exterior.

'i

J

, I·
I

The major thing that I want in the play is power. I think that I
part I y succeed. I have power over Miss AI ice and I see myse If on an equa I
footing with the Butler. I definitely over power the Cardinal in the first
scene with the money as my weapon. In the second scene I do not over power
Julian and I do not get the information I want from him. But I know that
l will win out in the end and that he will bend to me. l have the satisfaction
in the third scene of seeing Jul i an foe I ed by Miss AI ice. In the Second Act
I do not get what I want. The first scene with Alice, I am frustrated in my
attempts to enjoy her body. But I do have the satisfaction of working her up.
Of getting her to give in to me a bit. She does get through to me when she
talks of somewhat disliking my body and my skin. In the Second scene I am
completely frustrated in my attempts to get information on the whereabouts of
Alice and Julian. But the idea of confronting the Cardinal gives me pleasure.
In the Third Act l receive satisfaction in knowing that we have succeeded.
We have Julian for Tiny Alice and now we may travel on to whatever is ahead.
What is ahead I don't know. Possibly the same thing in another setting.'
In the First scene I am coming from the castle of Miss Alice.
travel by car; a Rolls-Royce. When I leave the Cardinal's Garden I return
to tell Miss Alice that we have succeeded in attracting Julian to the castle.
In the second scene I am coming from conferring ~Ii th Miss Alice and I have
come down to I ook Ju Ii an over before he sees Miss AIi ce. When I I eave I
return to Miss Alice to give her some final briefing. When I leave in scene
three I go back to the Library to clear up some paper work that l have to do.
In Act Two scene one I am coming from the hallway outside where I have.been
trying to get Miss Alice to go up to her chambers with me to make love.
When J leave it is to go up to the chapel to put out the fire; I don't return,
possibly I do go home. In scene two I have been searching all over the
castle for Miss Alice and Julian. At the end of this scene we are going to
the Cardinal's residence to tel I him of our plans. In Act Three I am going
to see that the plan has been completed and that the money is all in my
briefcase. I have completed all the necessary details to finalize. our deal.
It is early afternoon in the First scene. The same in the Second
scene. Immediately following in the Third scene. It is evening in the Fourth
scene and late morning in the Fifth scene. Midafternoon in the Sixth scene
and late afternoon in the last scene.

T~c mo~cl could be, 2s ~~s been discussed, a tJbernJc!e th•t houses
Tir.~ 1 ."'.!ice.
It e::iin2tcs .Jn 2·1:csor.ie power~
It is a r.1ystery.
It i-Jus built
by cractsmen in anot~cr part of Tiny Alice's domain.

nelationships:
Miss Alice:
I \•/ant to possess her body. I want al so to have power
over her.-1 know that she despises me but this gives me pleasure. I just
want to overpower her,
The Ca rd i na I : He is e man I have
t·iere I overs but now that 1ove has turned
has become but we hate him even more for
satifaction of overpowering this man. I
great pleasure.

known a 11 my 1 i fe, We at one ti me
to hate. He respect what the other
it. I feel that I must have the
do succeed in this and it gives me

The Butler: He and I are in charge of this operation. \·:e are both
executives in Tiny Alice's domain. The major thing I \•!ant from him is
respect; and a give and take relationship.

'

.1.
I

!t
t

I
I
I

~

Julian:
I primarily want to over povier him also. He is a 1•1eak man
and I can not but look down on him. For some reason he makes me mad possibly
I am jealous of him and his relationship with the Cardinal.
I thi0k that the metaphor of the boa-contrictor is a good one for me.
But I think poddle-possibly I could add that of a boar. Both of these
animals have some of the traits that I see in the character of the Lawyer.
In the First scene I think the Boa-cocntrictor is the Lawyer as he sees his
O?ening end twists bimself around the Cardinal. At the opening of the Second
P.ct :ie is the boar trying v1ith sheer pmver to ,;et Alice. In the Second
scene of this Act, he is a frustrated Boar pushing the Butler for information.
In the third act he again the boa-constrictor twisting around among the other
characters; and in the end killing the lamb led to slaughter (Merciful Julian).
Alice I see as peacock \~ho is beautiful but can be readily enticed if it is
necessary. The Cardinal is a turtle in that the only way you can get to
him is through his underside. The Butler has been called an elephant (By
Dennis) but I see him more as an easy going fox tricky and deadly under it all.

I'

The painting I hzve found for myself is actually a sculpture Radian's
Balzac. But the picture I have of it doesn't show the pol'1er I have seen in
the ori gi ncl ct the Museum of Modern Art in tlew York.
It shows Gigantic
Power. Or possibly I couJC: pie:: a devi I detai I fror.1 the Last Judge::ient by
Iii chc I anse Io. For Ju Ii c:n l see Fa 11 of the Damned from the same pd nt i ng.
For .'.lice I !1c•;c cho!:cn 11 Q.l'::ppi ~·1it:1 :.'hi-::c Fur 11 by f~.:x Becl~r:i2nn.
I don't
tl~ink it is;:: vcr~' sood c!1oicc but tJ~c only one I found.
f'or the C:rdinaJ
I choose "Omc:r Tolor." by Philippe De Ch<:mpagne. Fort.lice 2Jso I chose
1

11

I

/\nncttc 11 '.J·/ :\lberto Giucomctti.
\·1i

11 later.

I h.:;ve not found one for t:1c Outler m.ny'.:le

'·

r.

f•
For ~ ccl0r ~Jr tha L=wycr l cho~c red. In bat[~ act one sce~e one
act two i~ is a Jroodins blooc red.
In both act one scene one and
scenes two and three, it is a softer color.
In the third cct it is a
p!l rp le.
I hove cch i evcc m\' soa 1.
~nd

~h:c

Do.

Rclision is qL:ite en i:-:ter;rap part of ti:e sho\-J it is ;.resent in .:?l
The tab..:>rnLc1c .~oGcl, the [joc.' of Tiny Alice ei!C in v:.ir :-.1i!:£ion. :.'e

.".!ice li!~e !ier priests .Jr.d priestess. The r:;ystic2l
z r.iystery in t:1e play t~ut I heve r.ot .:s yet
c'ici?hercd.
To th.J 12~·1'/Ci it i~ olso ·1ery important I 5Ce him as~ 1.•ery
devout Aliciani2n. He is c·1illing to ;o to great lengths for his God.

ere c'iscfples of
is omniprese:it.

Tin~'

r:1ere is

see the lewyer as every distinguished looking, dressed possibly
in 01ack linen es a ;>riest o:= Tiny Alice.
haven't thous:1t of c quir:: for t!1e character yet possi01y
could finger his be<Jrc', I cion't !:n01v.

~e

I woul~ like the L?v1yer to :1ave a •;est I think it 1-o·ould help me and
would be distinsuisf1c~~ ~s 2 prop, I wou1cl c~oose a vest chain, possibly
I could work with it.

As I hevc scid

~eforc

I am involved bccc:Jse I cm <J dlsci?le of Tiny

Alice and I ao cor.1r.:itt.::C: to 'procuring i·,'!°l.:!t zhc 1t.12nts.
Tiny /\lice hzs crea-:=eC:
our i·1orld (The Cc;st!c) in the im.Jse of her \'Jorld hence 1 ':1eplica and model 11

I think wooders of t~e world pertains to the same thing the religion of
Tiny 1\ Ii ce and her presence in the mode 1.
The sum of money is only significant as a means of getting the
I think the sum is too much for
Cardinal to sive us Julian. :Jothing more.
the Ca rd i na I • I th I nk he 1·1ou 1d have p 1ayed along for n lot less, I vmuld
have cut the grant at least in half.
I, in my mind, :1ave·piayed and placed the castle on a hill overloo!:in9
possibly a bc:y of some kind; or a lai:e. ,\body of water anyway. On the other
side of the castle are a lot of trees possibly e small forest. The road
leading to t:1e castle is a private one and it t1·1ists up the hillside. There
are no other homes for at least" half mile on any side. The nearest town is
a small one about ten miles at•1ay. The local business deliver their soods,
food, etc., once a week.
I I ive in u suite of rooms in the Inn in the locul
town, but I spend a great many nights at the castle.

MISS ALICE
The meaning of Tiny Alice Is presently a bit huzy, but I do feel that
Albee is trying to com."1unicate the idea that-nothing is 1·1hat it seems. Man
is alone and at the end, all the forces he's believed in, such as the churchthe economic forces. The fleas - desert him (betrayed is a better word).
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In Alice's first appearance with Julian (Act one, Scene 3), she's
playing a game. \/hat she wants in this particular scene is information inO-ormation concerning the mysterious six year of Julian's life. By throwing
questions et hir:i and tell in£ him that the "raoney l•Jill not run off''. J'r:i
more or less prodding him - he wants to tell rae anyway to win my favor - so
it's not really that hard. Consequently - :1e tells me und I get what is
wanted. In l\ct 2, Scene 3, I again get v1:1at I v1ant by seducing Juli an.
I am of the impression that Alice has no pressing concern for ar.ything. If
she can't get what she 1~ants no1•1 - she' 11 try a9ain ancl again ti 11 eventually
she will get the satisfaction she seeks.
In the opening of Act T1·:0 - the La~1yer and I have just come from
eating dinner. The Butler hns taken Julian down to look at the v1ine cellar so the Lawyer is taking advantaae of our being alone. He has sometimds
tried or :1e has something he 1~ants to as!< me.
It could be he just doesn't
like the idea of me being with Julian so m~ch, (it is in fact) and I'm
gettomg a big laugh out of the whole thin9.
I can't stand the Lav1yer and
he raakes me sick to my stomach. I can't see bim <:s to ho;1 I ever could
have even considered him as my lover I attack his physical makeup becnuse
I know this 1·iill really "irk" him. In this particular scene - I get the
impression t:int 1<1e b::ith fear each otber. He's a bit nfraid of me and viceversa. By ~eing so nice to Julian, I'm ridiculing and once again humiliating
the Lzwyer. :.t ti1e present time, J".J!ian is hardly a thought in my mind.
Rather I more concerned vii th my I oat hi ng for the Luwyer. ·
The time of duy could either be nisht or day.
<Jt the \-:in.:! cell.:.r in the nfternoon, after luncr..

the

~1g:1t tiLl~

c.'.c:i 1 t

to

s~tlsf1 wh~t

1::10\•J

is on

Juliar. could've looked

The Lct·1yer doesn't nccC:

~is rain~.

:=or sure! ~·:ho bt.:i 1t t~e riicc!e 1.

It cou 1d hn11e ::,ee:i Ti :1'/

Alice or the L21:yer or the Gutlcr. I get the impression that I em ;-iore seQrcd
then the re~t. Tf,e Butler ;ond the Lawyer ere concerned, but it's not really
a fear. \/hen I am kf:!ep praying, I am praying to a real God. \lhen you want
he1;; or for~iveness for sor.icthing you've don~ that's usuwl ly \.,rho 'jOt.: turn to.
I thi :ik it 1 s :ic:turel t~1at I ~l~ou Id too. I coul dn 1 t prey to Tiny :1 Ii ce cuusc
s:1c i~ imDsi:1<Jtiv~. O:ie critic sc::id 11 Tin'/ .\lice is .:i subconsci6us !::econdQr~'
self

\Vit~-:in

o?.:rsel•/es. '/\ rcur.ion \•tith

t~e

self, \1hether acco:-:.plished by

sex, ;JSChi2try or de.::th, is perhcps the only Heaven for man. 11
acceptable to ma. She's a force within =11 of us.

This scer;1s

When selecting n color - I thought about D pastel, but the more
t housht a:)Qut AIi ce and 1<1hat she 11ants and the way she does things and goes
to set things, I think her color would be black. AJJ of·them would be black
except Julian • . Something the black would take on a gray, but never a white.
The sray 1·1oulc s:101·1 more at the very end v1hen I'm asking the La1·1yer to have
a little mercy for Julian.
Alice eppears to be about 25-30, 5'5" - 5'7" 125 lbs. She's very fair
skinned with long hair. Her clothing is a very important part of her. In
scene three Act I, J could be wearing almost anything, but think maybe something like 1l suit or a blouse and s!drt. Hm"ever, when I am trying to secuce
I think the black negligee would be effective with the black tights (etc.)
underneath.
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Because I had real parents, the mon2y was civen to me by them when
t:1ey were killed in a car accident (Why not?). The reason I know the Outler
and the Lawyer is because they were both employed by my parents. Matter of
foct, it 1·1as my Dad who borrowed the Lawyer money to go to 1aw schoo 1.
As far as animal metaphors, the Lawyer to me ah1ays remain a pig.
But I er, ho~1ever, reminds me of a wease 1. He seems like such a l i tt 1e
an i ma 1, :Out is 011e of the fastest and the dead 1i est.
T~e

T:cc ~cirdi n<il is <i fO)<. He's sly, slow in speech, not the r:1ost
intelligent, but very tricky and very cunning. Alice is a snake. I didn't
t:1i nk she 1·1as at first but I changed my mind. She's Ii ke a snake in the
sense th::it s:~e's in a cage l'ith a helpless little baby chick. She knm~s
the chicken is a prisoner and she sees no need to c!cvour it in a hurry.
There is no urgency. \!ell, the time cpmes. She \•Jill kill it. Julian then
rcr:1inds me in th;:it sense, as referred as 2 chicken and the snake as being a
relpless defenseless animal. He also takes on some cowardly lion traits.
If he only would not be so concerned about his "serving" and more ;:.bout
o~hers serving him, ~e would really take over.
But he's inhibited because
r.e docs not l:nov1 any :Octter. He's like a smoill pine tree grovling under the
Big C.J!t Tree..
It c.:::n 1 t get enoush sun to sro·...:. But if it ever did, it \·:ould
s'..oot strui g:1'!: up c:nC: shaG0vJ the oal~s.
Any'°t"iay.
;!oi·.' .::bout religion.
Here I r:;i r~t:1cr c9n(uscG!
l bc~iC'Je i:i c GoC
':cc.::•.:sc.;-;i~1 pr.::~·~r i!: iil c2rr.e£t.
T:1e .:::lt.::r u;;st2irs l-:a!::1 1t ~.=e:i L:Sed bCCCU!iC
:1:::~ t:> ~ode l ::s r.1~' cht::;::c I i:. 1tar.
l t !7ccr:1s 1:1ore re~ l to r.ic c:id ~ 1 2t \'1:1'/ do
?~:-:i c $0 iJhc:i it $~arts on fire?

I cun 1 t rcal 1~' thin'.~ o:=;: good prep for her, except :-;:aybe to '.·.'<:lit or
~·:e;:r

w J.:i:i~ r.ec!:.1:-c2 aro•J:icl :1er nee:,. s:-:e ~·1')11ld p1~'/ \\ ith it e-::=ccti'.'el~',
t';:-c":,'.- ~.1-::i: 1 sc(?:ics ::r:C: ~'.Jt it \·1culC:i': '.1e $•? c:::>nsj:>icuol's.
It ~2c:::s ~:> fi".:.
l SJ.1 1 t ::.-~:.·.:.
·~::1~:i !"be! i!: '!:~r.1;:.ti:is J·!li3n sr.c :".1i~!1t \•:ind them .:rounc', etc.
Gi" \::""en she 1s ?l~uyi ng they coul G symbo 1 i ze rosary beads.
1

